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A to Z Computers, Freepost, (TK1298), Twickenham, TW1 1BR

^081-744-1834/2354
Telesales: 9.30am - 6.00pm (Men Sat)Showroom: 10.00am - 5.30pm (Mon - Sat)

Fax: 081 -891 -6260 (24hr) ^T §F§

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & 1ST CLASS DELIVERY

CF2 - 3" DISKS
All branded and 100% Certified

£14.99
for 10

10off 30otf 100off
Amsott CF2 - Double Sided Single Drive £14.99 £43.00 £135.00
Maxell CF2 • Double Sided Single Drive £14.99 £43.00 £135.00
Maxell CF2- D/S (individually cased) £18,50 ., £54,00 £175.00
Maxell CF2D - DS/DD lor 8512 & 9512 £18.50 £54.00 £175.00

1 ofl 3 off

Amstrad 3" Storage Box (10 Cap.) £4.95 £12.00
Lockable Storage Box (20 Cap) (3.5" 40 cap) £7.95 £21.60
Loekable Storage Box (40 Cap (3.5" - 80 cap) £9,95 £27,60
3" Disk Drive Head Cleaning KH £4.95 £13.50

g C" DSppSony. 3M or Maxell "£B.-§0 (!°J ...24.00(30)

720K Bulk (100% certified)

.

. £12.50 (25) £22.50 (50)

"C

LOCOMOTIVE SPECIALS!

NEW! Locoscript II + Locofile (8) £37.95
NEW! Locofont Set (1+2) (8) £27.95

Locofile 8256/8512 £29.95

Locofile 951 2 £29.95

Locomail 2 (8) £29.95

Locofont 2 (8) £16.95
3" Thesaurus (Deluxe) to use
with Locofile (8512/9512) £12,95
Printer Support Pack £26 95

Locoscript II + Locospell £34,95

Locofile * Locomail (8} £40.95

Locoscript 2 (8) £27.95

Locoscript PC Ver 1 .5 £1 02.95

Locolink £27.95

Locoscript PC v 1.5 + Locolink .£125.95

Locospell 2 £23.95

L

GAMES
ALL GAMES WORK WITH 8256/6512

* PCW 9512 COMPATIBLE
* Brian Clougti Football Fortune ..,.£11,05
' Bridge Player 2000 wi)h Tutor C12B0
Bridge Ptayer 2150 Gsladntf £22-30

"Buran , £13-95
'Caleb 23 £14.25
' Class* Games 4 Compilation ,,£13.95
* Clock Chess 'SO El 3.95
* Colossus Bridge 4 £13.25
" Colossus. CtieeS 4 £13-25
Cofrupfbon £16-25

' Crossgnd
(crossword without dues) £10,95

NEW LOW PRICES

Cyrus Chass II El 3.25
FBfi E1B.25
G.Goocn's Test Crtdwt £\ S.B0

' Gnome rlanpers £12-25
Grand Saam ii :

' Guild of Thwuas £1 B.25
1 Head Coacti v3 E15.95
Hop. Murvch, Shool CallKllon £12.26

• lnjiid'5 Bat* £1225
" Jitlxtef £1825

i^iv ^k

... £15.80

PCW Challenge (Ace, Formula 1.

Skywar. Sirip Poket) £13.95

Ski Ch'mfc Cavern Colleciitm £12.25

....£13.25

'Terrecorn ...£13,95

The Compteie Home
EniertaJnmenl Centre

* Time 4 Mao,*
.- £14.25

£15.25
•Tomahawk
* Trivial PlkmjB
- World c-1 Soccer

£13.95
£17.95

.. £15.95

BOOKS
15 Hour Word Proe Amstrad PCW £6.95

All in Ons Mini Office Proles £11,95

Amst 6256 8512 More Wdprocessor £9.95

Desktop Publishing Amstrad PCW £9.95

Locomail User Guide £19.95

Locoscript 2 & Amsl PCW Comp £11.95

Locoscript 2& Mail Spell File £10.95

Locoscript 2 User guide £19.95

Locoscript Locomail. Locospell £8.50

Locking into Locoscript 2 Amst £16.95

Mallard BASIC PCW Imro & Ret £9.95

Mastering Amst PCW 8256 8512 £9.95

Ops Guide Amslrad CPC PCW 2 Ed ,.£20.00

PCW Machine Code £13.95

PCW Supercode £13.95

Using Amstrad Word Processor £9.95

Using "Pie Amstrad PCW 9512 £10.95

8000+ Collection £9,95

Exploiting AMS PCW 9512 £14.95

X

FROM 25th JULY 1991
• AMSOFT or MAXELL CF2
£14.99 (10)..£43.00 (30). .£ 135.00 (100)

• AMX Mouse & Micro Design 2 (DTP package) £84.35

TEQNICHE PCW 102 keyboard, 8256/8512/9512
compatible £72.95

Proscar) PCW handheld scanner, software
& interface (Creative Tech.) E174.95

3.5" PCW external B; drive,

720Kb (8256/951 2) £82.95

• PCW 9512 carbon M/S Ribbon £2.60 (1+) £2.30 (30+)

• MM3i Margin Maker (8) £13.95

• Fun School 3 (under 5, 5-7, or over 7 yrs) £16.95

Flipper 3 £29.95

RIBBONS £2.60
Highest Quality Guaranteed

1+ 3+ 10+ 30.

PCW 9512 Black Fabric £3 10. ....E3.M... .£2 80 ..£2 60
PCW 9512Cokmr Fabric

....£4.95... ..E4.50. .£4.50

PCW 625*6512 Black (taOric) £3,00.

....E3.10...

£2.60...

£2.95 ....£2.70

.,£2,65 .-£2.50

....£4.95...

£5.75..
Slar LC10. Pan KXF> 1180/1090, Taxan Kaga, PW1080 A, Ep FX/MX/RXAJC 60,

.£3 50 (1+) ....£3.00(3*1

, £4.50(3.1P220OJP2.,,KXP1123/1124, LG24-10, LQ100CU1050, KXP 1524 Swirt24 ,£4.95 (1'l

DUST COVERS
cream colour, blue piping

NEW! 9512 dusl cover sal (or monitor, keyboard & pnnler win sheel feeder.

NEWI 5512 dug. cover lorpnrner wiih sheetfeeCier r

Crown dust cover, 6256/6512 (2 pes) 1 pc lor monitor with. Keyboard, and 1 pc for primer
iann-siatic. wflterpfwr. sw-nifu)
(PC. 512/1 M0 <2pc}..£8.05. PC 2036 (2pc). £9.95. PG22/a2/3M6 (2pc)

Slar LC10. NEC2aP2, Pars 1124.. .printer covers * *

APPLICATIONS
INTEGRATED
Mmi Office Professional

jRe release package t

WOHDPROCESSING
NewWortf2
Protexl (full version)

Tasword &0QO ,

mxm
£4995
£4205
£24.95

TasSpelieOOO £17,50

DATABASE
base 2
Sage Retrieve „

Mastem'to SOW

£32 95
...£51 95
...£36 95

SPREADSHEET
Supercalc 2 (Comp. Asso.}..£37.95

Cracker 2 furbo 'Pkj$" £31.35

ACCOUNTS
Money Manager £44,95
Sage -Popular Accounts £71,95
Sage Pop Account Pius,... £101.95
Sage Pop. Invoicing £53.95
Sage Pop Payroll £53.95

COMMUNICATION
Sage Chit Chat £81.95
Saga Chill Chat 4 Modem £222,95

TUTOR
Touch 'nf Go £16.95
twotinger (Mnver9(0n(lartSyM) £10-95
Crash Course Tutor (larreysl) £16.95
aooo* Coileaion w.'disk £12.95

UTILITY
Dateiax (Kempston) _ £24.95
Deshlop Program £19.05
Easy Lab&Jler,,. £34.95
Personal Excellence (lansysi) £16.95
Flipper 3 NEWI £29.95
Frjreworrj £37-95
AMX Mouse * Desktop £59-95
St0CKmariHal2 £39.95

L

.£19.95

.£44.95

.£25 95

.£36.95

.£61.50

.£94.95

,£71.05

.,£59.05

...£44.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Desktop Publisher (Re-release package)
Micro Designs (DTP)
MD2 pom library) 2 disk set of exlra fonls

Slop Press (DTP)
AMX mouse * Desktop Publisher

AMX mouse + Micro Design 2 (DTP package) .

AMX mouse * Slop Press
,

GRAPHICS
Maslerscan * Paml Patck.

Maslerscan
Proscan PCW hand held

+ interface (C.T.) .,

PERIPHERALS ADD-ONS
3.5" external B duve (a256V95l2) £82-95
AMX mouse f interface £42.05
Offflrnal Amstrad par/ser. intadaca (cps &-

9|> £29.95
SCA pause*. Interface Plus w.'clock + eatendar ..£57,05
SCA 512K RAMPac upgrade £99.95
SCA 708K RAMPat upgrade £125.95
PCW Joystick mleiiace „ £1 7.50
Quickshot luroo joyelldt - £7.95

MISCELLANEOUS
9512 Daisywrieeis M
Pnnler cable (D25 Cen 36)
Pnrtter cable (Cen 36 Can 36)
2 way Cen. 36 swrlcri box , „
2 way serial D25 switch box
4 way Cen. 36 switcn box
4 way senaf D25 switch box
Printer extension bead (BSS&BSi^ispcs.,
Pnnler extension lead |95i2)

102 keys PCW full size compatible
keyboard (Teqniche)

,

9512 autosheet leader
,

MM3( Margin Maker (6)

ManiM (Margin Maker 9512)..
Stanipiton self adhesive labels

.1%n3Vl
Mouse mal (standard Contriver)..

rlMJQ)..

Mouse mal (Hiofi spec, slrong thlcfc rubber). ..

£5.95
£7.05
£9.95

,.,£1795
...£17.95

£2595
£25.95
£1405

„.£t4.95

...£72.95

. .£83.95

..£13.95

.£26 50

,,,£7,05

....£3.95

£6.95

EDUCATIONAL
Fun School 3 under 5s
Fun School 3 5-7 yrs

Pun School 3 7 a>J over...

£16.95
each

German Master French Mislress.

Spanish Tutor, rtadan Tutor

M-cro Engl-sh G.C.S.E £18.05
Micro Maihs G.C.S.E E1B.95

Business French.,
Business Spanish

,

Business German

,

I Maaic Wni>r,n4Bi ....

Maihs Mania i'8- 12)

Seller Mams (12-161

Seller Spelling (9-14) ,

£44,95
each Ullimate-Quiz |5 Adulli

Ulmmate Sums (5-mid leans]

,

£15.95
each

£12.50
each

£9.95

Si to Z Computers
132 Heath Road, Twickenham, Middx. TW1 4BN

* Prices subject to change without notice, and for UK & BFPO
orders only.

* Quantity orders please ring, callers welcome.
+ Official orders from education & Govt, authority are welcome (£50

min.)



OPENING MENU
FUTURE PUBLISHING. Bt»UFOH0 COURT.

30 MONMOUTH STRUT. BATH BA1 2BW

TIL 022S 442144 F«« 0229 44S01S

editor SopM* Lankmui

»BT EDITOR ll •

TFCHNICM EDITOR KMn DOTUlOtl .IV

STEFF WRITER Muffin LS Pfl

OBBIOH ASSIST » •

ADVERTISEMENT M4M40ER C .vi'-j Brooks

40 V ERT1SEMENT EXECUTIVE David Coultll

40 PRODUCTION • .i-.-.M P»t«rS

4D SERVICES CO ORBIMTOB Ann* GlOno*

PRODUCTION TECHNICIANS Simen WmtlKIt

CIRCULATION DIRECTOR Sll» Hd-IIPl

PUBLIBHIR 3 moo StUHteld

PU BUSHINO DIRECTOR ISO Snaget

ART CONTRIBUTORS

COLUMN ILLUSTRATION JOIyOn W»Ob

COVER PHOTOQR4PMV :on«tl. J': PlEtWI

Pnotograplry 0225 332626

PHOTOORARMT K«Mn Hogsis 0226 316233

COLOUR OHIOINATION RCS flepro

fori Road Nmno/i Abbott Oevon

'1545

OISTRIBUTION (UK and EIREl

j 442244

IOVERSIASI COMAS Lib QBSfi 444055

r UTURE PUBLISHING

THE OLD BARN, SOMiBTON

SOMERSET TA1H TPT

TE104SST4D1I

MAIL ORDER OUERIE S

SUBSCRIPTION INQUlii

O FUTURE PUSIISHINO LTD 1BS1
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17 3.5 DRIVE

10 FAX MACHINE

FEATURES

10 FAX OF THE MATTER
Amsirad's fax machine was a welcome product

release for PCW owners. Bui not so joyous have

your experiences been in persuading the fax to co-

operate with your PCW. So. we bring you a practical

guide to using the fax machine - answering all of

your most asked questions!

1 7 DRIVE ON!
This month, we show you how to fit a 3.5" internal

drive to the PCW85I2. Don't miss our fully

illustrated guide!

34 SUPERCALC SPECIAL!
Don't miss our step by step guide to setting up and

using Supercale - one of the most popular

spreadsheets around. Page 34 has the full story!

42 MINI OFFICE
Now where did last month's Mini Office special get

to? The answer is, this month's issue! Tony Hart

provides you with all you need to know about using

the spreadsheet module to monitor your sports scores

SB PRESS FOR ACTION
Magazine editor Steve Copestake. with a little help

from LocoScript and LocoFile, provides you with

some essential hints and tips for managing your

freelance manuscripts

LOCOPLUS

20 LOCOSCRIPT SURGERY
Need the lowdown on LocoScript? Turn to our three

page section of practical hints, tips and advice!

23 LOCOTIPS
A page full of readers' own Loco wisdom

24 LOCOFILE TUTORIAL
In the first of a series of reader's casebooks, we show

you how to use LocoFile to produce a report

REVIEWS

29 CODEX ACCOUNTS
We show you how to navigate your course through

accounts management on your PCW- with a

comprehensive package from Codex

REGULARS

5 NEWS PLUS

14 PROTEXT TUTORIAL
Martin Le Poidevin looks at how to make Pretext a

truly personal word processor!

32 LANGFORD

37 MICRO DESIGN WORKSHOP
Alec Rae gets to grips with icon design

45 SUBSCRIPTIONS

46 BEGINNERS' GUIDE
How useful can a PCW utility be to you? Find out, in

this month's Beginners Guide!

53 LISTINGS
BASIC type-ins for all to enjoy

61 GOOD SOFTWARE GUIDE
Word processors, accounts, utilities and DTP

67 TIPOFFS
Five pages of crucial PCW advice

75 SPECIAL OFFERS
The best products at the best prices!

77 POSTSCRIPT
Your views on parade!

62 COMPETITION!
Win a PCW performance booster - worth over £80!
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The thought of upgrading from your Amstrad

PCW to a fully fledged PC probably fills you with

dread.

Learning new software. Re-entering all your files.

You have towonderwhether it's really worth doing.

Well, with LocoScript PC and LocoLink you can

do away with all that.

Because LocoScript PCworks in justthe same way
as LocoScript on your PCW, but is much faster and

has all the features you'd expect of PC software.

Like split screen editing, mixing fonts in a document
and phonetic spelling correction. It also has LocoSpell,

LocoMail and LocoFile already built-in and support

for almost every printer available. Whether a

simple matrix or a more sophisticated laser printer.

Yet, unlike other PC software, you'll find it very

easy to use.

And with the addition of LocoLink, your PCW's
documents can be automatically transferred to

your new PC in just a few minutes while keeping all

your existing layouts and styling intact.

To find out more, simply fill in the coupon or phone
Katy Buchan on 0306 740606 for details ofyour nearest

authorised dealer.

You'll discover that moving up to a PC with software

that's already familiar, can be simple and painless.

LocoScriptM
Please send me more information on LocoScript PC

Name.

"k§|

Address

.

Postcode Tel:

LOCOMOTIVE
SOFTWARE
Dorking Business Park, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1 YL

EVERYTHING YOU NEED. NOTHING YOU DON'T.

LocoScript PC costs £ 1 25 and LocoLink costs £29.95. Prices exclude VAT. Locomotive Software, Dorking, Surrey RH4 I YL



News Plus

This month's cover feature is, once

again, in response to hundreds of

letters reaching the 8000 Plus office

since the release of the Amstrad fax

machine last year. Many of you are

simply dying to get to grips with the

machine, but are constantly frustrated

by trie lack of information available to

the pcw user. We have tried to

alleviate that problem in our feature

beginning on page 10, by showing you

exactly what needs to be done to

make the machine work for you. Not

everything has been covered, of

course; but we do hope that we've

provided sufficient information for you

to have a decent headstart to success

with your machine! A second response

to various cris de coeur from readers

is our Supercalc Surgery on page 34.

What we have done is to show you how

to set up and carry out a simple

operation with this popular

spreadsheet, giving you the chance to

by-pass the manual and get straight

down to business!

For those among you who are

keen on writing as a hobby or as a

profession, we've invited a small-press

magazine editor to provide you with all

the information you'll need to organise

your work. We've also looked at how

LocoScript and LocoFile can assist you

to this end. Don't miss it!

In the final part of our series on 3.5"

drive installation, we are looking at

how to fit a drive to the PCW85IZ. So,

if you fancy trading in your existing B

drive for a slightly larger one, turn to

page 17 for some very concise

instructions!

This month's competition backs up

July's feature on the PCW
performance booster. Pro8256. We've

got one of the add-ons to give away

this month, and it is a prize well worth

having. If you tum to the back page,

you'll find a full run-down of the

benefits which it can offer owners of

the PCW8256. So, without further

delay, we'll begin! Sophie Lankenau - Editor

ON ITS WAY:
THE NEW PCW!
The new machine is still under wraps but the future

looks revolutionary for the PCW

Rumours about the new PCW are still

rife within the industry. Our sources

reveal that a new PCW is definitely on

its way. And those same people are

standing by for some very radical

changes to our favourite machine.

A big relief to LocoScript lovers is that

LocoScript seems set to stay, as does

CP/M. But one possible change is that the

new machine may have LocoScript built-in

to the internal memory (known as ROM).

"I think that Amstrad will start a big

advertising campaign in Autumn," said

Peter Langford, from Silicon City, "and we

expect the new machine to have boot-up

LocoScript software in ROM."

Other industry figures, such as Andy

Wilton from Software Imperative, were

sceptical about the idea of a ROM-based

LocoScript. "It's not that Locomotive don't

know how to write ROM software." Andy

Wilton said, "but they would have to alter

the program quite substantially. Also ROM
chips and ROM sockets cost money, and

Alan Sugar hates spending money without

good cause."

One point that is widely agreed on is

that the new PCW will have an internal 3.5"

drive. "We now find it impossible to get

hold of the 3" drive." said Peter Langford.

"As far as we know, Amstrad sold off their

remaining stock before Christmas",

The outward appearance of the new

machine is thought to be based on the

9512, with an improved screen - but

there is little news on what type of printer

is planned.

As usual, Amstrad were tight-lipped

about the new machine. "I'm not aware that

we've got one," said Nick Hewer, a

spokesperson for Amstrad. "I'm aware of

the rumours, but that is all they are -

ART for art's sake

This romantic 'wining and dining'

scene was chosen from a
collection of clip-art pictures on
the new Goldmark disc

Another addition to a healthy

collection of clip art for the PCW has

just emerged in the form of a new

catalogue from Goldmark Systems.

Their combination of catalogue and clip-art

disc is Book 3 in the series and is replete

with ready-made images.

An image can be chosen from the

catalogue before loading it into the PCW.

This is a definite bonus since it saves you

from the loading dozens of clip-art files,

before you find the one that you want.

Goldmark say that the book covers

subjects as diverse as, "waiters,

waitresses and wedding scenes," It

contains hundreds of pictures and many of

them are full screen size.

To get hold of a copy of the catalogue,

send a cheque or postal order for £4,00 to

Goldmark Systems, 51 Comet Road,

Hatfield, Hertfordshire, ALIO OSY.

The catalogues can also be ordered

directly over the telephone on

(0707) 271529

Alan Sugar, founder-member of

Amstrad and 'father' of the PCW,
could be planning some radical

changes to the PCW machine

rumours." As to the possibility of a new

PCW launch he said there were, "no plans

to launch a new machine before

September." If this is the case, it does not

completely rule out the Business

Computing '91 show in late September. We
wait with bated breath!

The missing link

If you come across a package

strangely entitled Wysiwyg, don't be

alarmed. The name stands for What

You See Is What You Get and is a new

PC to PCW file transfer program.

Despite the odd title, the program -

from Logistics - makes it simpler to link up

a PCW to a PC. It includes all that you

need, in terms of both hardware and

software. This means a cable and interface

from SCA systems, three discs of 3",

31/2" and 51/4" format and a neat ring-

bound manual.

"No other PCW to PC transfer package

is so easy to use," said Peter Mydlarz.

from SCA Systems. "The program has pop-

up menus making it easy to understand

and it has already been a tremendous

success in France."

The complete Wysiwyg package costs

£81.90 [including VAT) or £40 if you

already have the required interface. Further

details are available from Logistics on

(0480)861224.

by Karen
D o ii a g n a y

August 91 5



ADVANTAGE! PCW
• FEATURING THE BEST PD, ^^^ ij

Our prices
include VAT
& Postage

SHAREWARE & COMMERCIAL
PROGRAMS FOR THE PCW

• TRIED & TESTED
• MENU-DRIVEN WITH INSTRUCTIONS fjy

REGULAR MEMBER
PRICE PRICECITY

1 Disk £6.95 £5.55
2 Disks £11.95 £9.55

3 Disks £15.95 £12.75
4 Disks £19.95 £15.95
Over 4 Disks £4.95 £3.95

EACH EACH

GAMES & EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
VERBIAGE £6,95
Based on the popular TV Quiz -COUNTDOWN" Make the

longest word you can Irom your chosen letters " VERB -

CONSONANT" the computer will do the same. The longest

word wins! Excellent graphics and gameplay.

TRIVIA QUIZ C6.9S
A multi-choice game with plenty ot fast-action graphics and

sound, competitive scoring and a wide variety ol Questions.

Fun lor all ages. Guaranteed completely trivial
-

- SOCIO Plus.

SLIDER £6.95
A unique computer version o( the popular mechanical sliding

squares puzzles. Pictures are divided up on a grid ot squares,

then milted up; your task is to slide them around to re-

assemble the pictures.

PCW DRAUGHTS C6.9S
A well-presented and challenging version ot the popular board

game, played against the computer. Large, clearly presented

board making the most o! PCvVs hi-resolution graphics.

FUN & GAMES £6.95
Plenty of entertainment with these well-known classics -

Pacman, Space Invaders, Bomber, Maze Game. Hungry

Snake, Pressup, Ping-Pong, Return To Arg, Game ol Lite.

Bugs & GoH.

PIT YOUR WITS £6.95
Pit your wits against the computer with these popular games -

Chess, Othello. Mastermind, Spellit, Rubiks Cube. Stone

(Awarij, Biorhythm Plotter. TicTacTo and Word Search Puzzle

Maker.

JUNIOR CHALLENGE C6.95
An entertaining selection for youngsters - Aerial Antics.

Battleships. Burglar Bill, Car Park Blues, Fly Race, Biblical

Hangman. MasterMind. Post Haste. Solitaire. Table Tester.

Widget Factory,

AMUSEMENTS AND DIVERSIONS £6.95
Starlrek. Lunar Lander. Merchant, Trade, Boggle, Baseball. 3D
Noughts & Crosses, Chase, Quest, Homonyms. Horse Racing,

Civil War, Baccarat, Craps, Hunt The Wumpus, Swarms,
Blackjack, Square, Crazy-S, Hangman American Football.

Queen, Spies, Nlm, Dots. Dragrace, Pilot, Strobe.

COLOSSAL CAVE ADVENTURE £6,95

The famous game which originated on main frame computers,

with save and re-load. Plus BESTIARY, "A wall-produced,

novel adventure" - Bill Brock Adventurer's Guide.

PCW CHALLENGE CG.9S
Four entertaining cult games Irom Nemesis:- The Trial of

Arnold Blackwood, Arnold Goes To Somewhere Else, The
Wise And Fool Ol Arnold Blackwood, Brawn Free. "A good
challenge lots of hints and tips and a good range of responses"
• 8000 PLUS.

LOGO LOGIC C6.95
Educational programs for DR-LOGO (supplied with your

PCW):- Plan the shortest roule with AIRLINER. Play

ANAGRAMS and HANGMAN, use DRAWING with the LOGO
turtle Write and print tunes with MUSIC printer and use the

DISC LABEL PRINTER.

FUN WITH GRAPHICS £6.95
PCW-DRAW - simple drawing program • create, save. edit.

print pictures BIO-MORPH Start with a simple figure alter a

tew generations you have a set of complex and unique

creatures Plus GRAPHIC ROUTINES and README for 4S
character PCW screen width.

WORD . SPREAD - BASES
WORD PROCESSOR £6.95
A powerful WordStar-like editor which offers lull screen editing,

lull block operations, widowing, automatic horizontal scroll

(line length up to 255 characters), macro functions, word-wrap,

lormaitlng, pagination, find/replace, pagination, undelete and
more.

SPREADSHEET ES.95
For home accounts, mortgage repayments, business and
multiple calculation exercises. 60 rows by 26 columns, Menu-
driven - enter text, numeric value or calculation {+ - x / with

reference to any cell or total)- Print facility and documentation.

DATABASE C6.95
A small relational database tor storing simple data and
producing reprts from the data. Uses free lormat query

Language with macros and commands plus on-line help, A
good introduction to the concept of databases. Disc also

contains a useful Inventory Database.

KEVBASEII CS.95
Menu-driven - Record Set Up, Data Entry, Erase, Count
Records. Sal Report Fields, Run Report Search, Display Last

Output. Repeal Last Search, Search & Extract, Set Key Index,

Print Records. Capacity limited on Shareware version

"Key Base is well designed simple to use and it works. A good
value database" - 8000 PLUS

NUMBER CRUNCHER G6.95
Does for calculations what your Word Processor does tor text.

Retrieve mathematical expressions (formulae} from disc fifes.

calculate their results, modify them and store them back on to

disc. Create files of formulae. Menu prompts and on-line help.

Up to 15 sig figs., over 100 characters, arithmetic, trig, loo. and
% expressions.

HOME & BUSINESS
FILE INDEX £6,95
Keep a mailing list, addressbook. club membership file or

catalogue /our records, CD's, stamps or books. Similar to a

card index system or Filotajs, comes wllh sol and printer

routines. Easy to use.

HOME ACCOUNTS £6.95
A new home accounting program written by a UK author wild

all the facilities you need to track your bank account and plan

your budget,

HOME VIDEO . . E6.95
Keep track of your video collection with this purpose-buill

program. Oners four Sort options and Forms Management
System to print in order of title number, video number, global

alphabetic or unique.

HOME INVENTORY/HOME INSURANCE £6.95
Record your valuables tor house contents insurance. Or how
much money you're spending, the value of your stamp
collection, the value of your assets Or use a simple stock-

taking program.

PRINT MASTER [dot matrix) £6.98
Now you can use your PCW and printer to good effect by

designing and printing your own customised Letterheads,

Stationery. Calendars and Greeting Cards Also prints signs

and banners.

PRINTMASTER TOOLBOX 12 disk set) £1 1 .93
Features a wide range of over 600 graphics for use with

Printmaster plus GALLERY program to view graphics on-

screen before printing.

LETAFONT (dot matrix) 66.95
Change the letters and revitalise your PCW screen with this

sel of 16 new fonts. Works with most CP/M-based programs.

Edit your own set of fonts and even print them out.

EXPERT SYSTEM C6.95
Use your computer for decision making, and problem
analysis. Build up a knowledge base on any subject then, by

answering a series of questions, reach a logical conclusion.

THE DESKMASTER £6.95
Comprises a desk-top appointments calendar, calculator,

memo-writer, card-file database. Plus Label Printer, Home
Accounts. Mortgage Calculator, Weather Forecaster,

KERMIT ft FRIENDS C6.9S
Plenty of programs for data transfer between computers
(local/ remote) Access Viewdata. Prestel, Databases and
Bulletin Boards. With Kermit. UKModemT, MEX and various

communications utilities.

HI-HO FILE TRANSFER £6.95
Originally issued at commercial prices this very

straightforward menu -driven program offers fast tile transfer

in and out of your PCW (needs serial interface and null

modem cable)

PROGRAMMING
THE Z80 PROGRAMMER C6.95
A complete Z60 Assembler creates an executable .COM
program from your Assembler file. Plus Z80 Disassembler,

Debugger, Library. 8080 Disassembler. ZOO to 8080
Translator, utilities.

DAZZLESTAR £6.95
The powerful Z80 Disassembler wifh full set of associated

utilities.

THE C PROGRAMMER £6.95
Not sure which language to go for? Try the Small C
Compiler, a practical and useable introduction to C. The disc

includes source code and documentation. Produces
executable .COM programs

C TOOLBOX CS.95
Examples of C at work. C source (for a variety of compilers)

with .COM programs. As a bonus the programs are quite

uselul loo.

PROLOG - SO £6.95
Fascinating introduction to Al. I/O control, database
manipulation, global variables, arrays, blocks, unification etc.

With editor.

THE LISP PROGRAMMER £6.95
Find out more about this fascinating Artificial Intelligence

interpreter. Plenty ol on-disc documentation.

JRT PASCAL (2 disk set) £11.95
A professional -quality Pascal Compiler which comes with

extensive documentation and plenty of source code
examples.

GOING FORTH £6.95
A comprehensive FORTH compiler which produces
executable programs. With extensive documentation, library

files, utilities.

SAVE MONEY!
Join Our new PCW Club and

get 20% off all Disks

Technical support and Special Offers

on Commercial Programs.

Members:..£10.95 (EC Countries)

£13.95 (Non EC Countries)

UTILITIES
INSTA-MENU E6.95
Locoscript -style menu presentation for CP/M programs. Easy
access to user areas, simple cursor-controlled program

selection for running, typing, erasing and copying programs. A
good "front end".

IN-CONTROL £6.95
FILE CONTROL features Copy, Delete. Rename. Print Change
User Number, Change Attributes, Log, Sort, Go To and Word
Processor -style text tile editing DISK CONTROL features Disk

Map. Disc Parameters, Sector Editor, File Editor and Unerase.

COMPLEAT UTILITIES £6.95
NSWP Newsweep one key erase, copy rename and print plus

many other features. SUPERZAP Disk sector editor - edit by

track/sector or by filename, DISCKITA disk formatter, 178k

data lormat and 5 1/4 " second drive, SCREEN BLANKER plus

a dozen more useful programs.

T6XTPROCESSING UTILITIES £6.95
Print text (eg Spreadsheet) sideways on your printer, SORT a
tile Into alphabetical order, WORD COUNTER tor Locoscript or

ASCII, WSCLEAN. CALENDAR GENERATOR. SPELLING
CHECKER, SCORING CARD, BANNER Printers.

TYPEWRITER emulalor. SETPAPER. SETPRINT paper and
printer control.

DISK ORGANISATION £6.95
CATALOGUE your disks and produce a printed index, archive

files and save disk space, MENU SYSTEM, FILE DATING
SYSTEM, DISK UTILITY, SQUEEZE/UNSQUEEZE will save

up to 40% disk space

HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES
NEVADA COBOL COMPILER £33.95
COBOL is an industry standard data processing language,

suitable lor business applications. Based on ANSM974
Standard COBOL. Nevada features runtime error messages.
random access and sequential flies and integration of

assembly language using the DR MAC assembler.

SPECIAL -jfAfiflfc-

NEVADA PASCAL COMPILER OFFER ^pfiflf^.
Oflers floating point to 14 digits, trace facility, runtime error

messages, linker and assembler, 26 buJft-in functions, 9 built-in

procedures. 15 I/O functions, random, sequential and Indexed

tile I/O functions, histogram activity analyser and access to

system calls,

NEVADA FORTRAN COMPILER £33.95
Adheres closety to the ANSI x3 .9-196 6 standard with some
1977 extensions. Advance features include THEN, ELSE,
COPY, CHAINing and TRACE. With two-pass assembler,

random I/O file. 25 general purpose subroutine/function library

and runtime error reports. No linking.

MIX C COMPILER £33.95
A professional quality C compiler which produces stand-alone,

executable .COM files from your C source code. Closely

adheres to the original Kemighan-Ritchie standard with full

floating point arithmetic. Ideal for newcomers to C as ttie

manual includes a very good tutorial section with plenty ol

examples.

MIX C EDITOR split screen, WordStar compatible with

manual £19.95
MIX C TUTORIAL EXAMPLES - ready typed ready to

compile £5.95
MIX C GRAPHICS LIBRARY & ASM UTILITIES £10.95

- THE MIX C "WORKS' - Alt the above items together for

Just £49.95

Thinking of changing your computer? Then contact

Advantage BEFORE YOU BUY. We offer free advice for

home and business users. Advantage are stockists for

a wide range ol commercial programs for the PCW,
Atari ST, Amiga 800, PC and BBC computers - call in or

phone for details. Dealer enquiries welcome

LOCOSCRIPT PC £124.00
LOCO-LINK PCW-PC lite transfer cable and 5/W, £29.95
TEN MAXELL/PANASONIC 3" DISKS £19.95
TEN SOLID PLASTIC DISK CASES £3.95
PRINTER CABLE Centronix to 25-way D-type £12.95
NULL-MODEM CABLE for file transfer

25-way D-type £12.95

Four ways to buy:

ffl1 PHONE: 0242 224340 with your
ACCESS or VISA number.

FAX: 0242 226755

3 POST your cheque or Postal Order

4 COLLECT from our showroom

ADVANTAGE (EP) 56 BATH ROAD, CHELTENHAM GL53 7HJ Tel: 0242 224340
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Lock, stock
and barrel!
Even the best programs can be

improved, as Cornix have recently

proved. Their Invoicing program was

always a good buy; it produced

invoices, customer statements, and

even lists of debtors. Now an extension

to the program means that it can also

deal with stock control.

With the new update to the program,

the stock levels are changed whenever a

sale is made. Warnings are given when the

stock levels get dangerously low. Also a

report on the stock levels can be produced

at any time.

Using sales to keep track of stock is

nothing new. Supermarkets have been

using similar tactics since the invention of

the computerised till. But, it is new to the

PCW owner, and it could be one way to

simplify the whole process of ordering

new stock.

These new features are available as an

extension to the Cornix Invoicing program.

The Stock Control part costs 49.00 + VAT

whereas the original Cornix Invoicing

program costs £69.00 + VAT. Cornix can

be contacted by writing to Tavistock

House, 34/36 Bronham Road, Bedford,

MK40 2QD. Their telephone number is

(0234)219969.

Standard fare

The 3" disc has never been popular: it

is both expensive and hard to get hold

of. Given the chance, most people

would happily dispense with the 3" disc

altogether and now this is exactly what

9512 owners can do.

A new 3.5" drive from Silicon City can

replace the A drive so even LocoScript and

CP/M can be put on to a 3.5" disc. It is

fitted as a replacement to the 9512 A drive

and you can copy all of your software on to

the new format when you install the new

drive. But this begs the question: once in

place how do you obtain new programs in

3.5" format?

Peter Langford from Silicon City did

not predict any problems. "Most software

companies are now geared up to provide

software in 3.5" format," he said.

We tried asking a few software houses

whether this was the case. "Certainly" said

Richard Bland from Creative Technology.

"We can produce 3.5' discs at a week's

notice. Or we could provide individual

copies in-house at any time." As he pointed

out, producing discs in 3.5" format for the

9512 is no more difficult than doing the

same in 3* format.

Silicon City also plan to provide an

identical drive for the 8000 series. "The A

drive for the 8000 series is more difficult,"

said Peter Langford. "We pride ourselves

on making all of our discs easy enough for

Joe Public to fit. At the moment the 8000

version needs a bit more work."

Autumn was predicted as a likely time for

its release. However the 3.5" A drive for

the 9512 is available now and costs £95

including VAT. More details are available

from Silicon City on (09662) 88707.

New speedy nine pin

A new nine pin printer from Seikosha

aims for speedy results. Called the

SP241, it offers wide carriage printing

combined with a range of five fonts.

"The printer will be targeted at

business and professional users handling

heavy work loads," say Seikosha. They

claim that the printer is both durable and

fast enough to cater for this group.

Accountants, payroll departments and

local government officers are all seen as

likely customers.

Vital performance statistics are 50

characters per second in NLQ and in draft

mode it clocks up an average of 220 c.p.s.

As a typical workhorse printer it offers a

sheetfeeder and continuous paper feed,

while the printer functions are operated via

a push button panel.

Despite the recent excitement over

inkjet printers, Seikosha claim that the dot

matrix is still a winner, commanding the

lion's share of the market, "There is a very

large demand for this type of machine,

"

said the sales manager, Gareth Cornish.

The price of the SP241 has been set

at £320 plus VAT and Seikosha can

provide more details on (0753) 685873,

Could this printer be fast enough
and wide enough for the average
pay-roll department? Seikosha say
"yes"! The SP241 is reputed to be
the smallest of its kind

Sprinter and MasterScan unite!

Sprinter and MasterScan can now

work together, thanks to a recent

upgrade of Graflink2. The original

Graflink2 software was aimed at

MasterScan users, giving them faster,

more effective scanning. When
Sprinter was found to be incompatible

with MasterScan, it was seen as a

challenge by the Philosoft team.

"I had call from a client who had

Sprinter and MasterScan and found that

they could not work together. It all started

from there," explained Tom Richens from

Philosoft. "To date, Graflink2 is the only

way of using Sprinter and MasterScan

together," he added.

The original version of Graflink2 allows

high-resolution scanning of A4 pages, so

that you can scan text as well as images. It

also cuts the scanning time by up to 50%

and offers several other facilities.

The new version still offers all of these

options plus the new Sprinter compatibility.

"I have also taken the opportunity to

improve the menu and to make installation

easier." said Tom Richens.

Grafllnk2 costs £24.90 (including VAT)

but those who already own a copy can get

their disc updated free of charge. The

address to write to is Philosoft, 9 Short

Street, Colne, Lancashire, BBS SEP or call

them on [0282) 870197.

Goodnews for the PCW
Columns are a useful variation on the

standard LocoScript printout. To make this

possible, a new package called the

Goodnews Suite can convert text into

columns at the impressive rate of three

pages a minute.

Other programs on the disc let you

produce large letter heads with logos and

print them out as part of a LocoScript

document. When all three elements are

combined they can make for an interesting

newsletter. But the really good news is that

£5.00 from each sale goes towards the

Red Cross charity. The total suite costs

£10,00 but to avoid tax complications,

payment should be made out as two

different cheques: one made out to

Goodnews Software and one to The British

Red Cross Society.

For more information call Goodnews

Software on (0326) 72407 or write to

them at 3 Poltair Drive, Penryn, TRIO 8NY.

mm "« *mmm
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THE Inilettii Soite for th* PCK9S12 In aid of The British Red Ctom Society

Stitch in time
It's official! Knitting is no

longer to be regarded as

something which only

our Grannies do! The

PCw is getting in on the

act with a program to

help you design your own

range of knitwear. The

title of 'Knitting Punched

Card Designer' does little

to evoke images of tog

fires and homely settings

• and you can throw

away those aid wooden

size 1 needles, because

you'll need a knitting

machine to help you.

More details can be

obtained from the

program's inventors,

HTB Computers, on

(0794) 516279.

DTP Winners!
Did you enter June's

fabulous DTP
competition? If you did,

you'll be waiting eagerly

to find out if you are one

of the lucky winners! OK,

here goes; the two

runners up, each of

whom receive an AMX
mouse plus interface,

are M Barnes of Poole in

Dorset, D C Halliday of

Cambridge. First prize -

which is an AMX mouse,

an interface and The

Desktop Publisher

software, goes to Ian

Mackenzie, of Glasgow.

Well done one and all!

The answers were as

foltows:

a) Mickey

b)John Steinbeck

c) The Mouse Trap

d) Mousehole

The Goodnews Suite can give you everything you need to write a
newsletter in LocoScript: large headings, logos and columnised text
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On the ball!

Our favourite tycoon, Alan

Sugar, has recently been

out on a shopping spree.

Not for the week's

groceries mind you! He

has just spent twelve

million pounds to rescue

that well-known Gazza

territory; Tottenham

Hotspur Football Club.

Twelve million? Mere

pocket money to Alan, we

assure you!

A friend in need
The computer printer was

recently slammed as,

"man's worst enemy," by

Paul Abrahams in the

Financial Times. Well, we
can sympathise with thai

but he went on to say that

the PCW was incapable of

driving a laser printer.

Really? Dare we say it - but

maybe you've been

reading the wrong

magazines. Paul!

Back to school
The educational program,

Fun School 3, went down a

storm with parents all over

the country. The package

from Database Software

proved beyond doubt that

the PCW could keep kids

happy and teach them

something as well. Now
Fun School 4 is on its way.

ft is due for release at the

end of the year and,

according to Database

Software, it's better than

ever. Get the full story in

News Plus next month!

Better letters!

Forts galore are offered on a new disc

from The MicroDesignZ International User

Group, They describe them as the "best

set of fonts yet to be seen" and they are,

needless to say, intended for use with the

MicroDesign2 program.

All proceeds will go to the M.E.

Association and any payment of £5.00 or

over will be accepted on behalf of the

charity. It is hoped that sales will raise

more than £1000, so £5.00 is viewed as a

minimum donation for the disc.

To obtain a copy, send a cheque or

postal order (made payable to The M.E.

Association) plus a blank, formatted disc

and a first class stamp to:The

MicroDesign2 International User Group, 15

Elsham Close, Bramley, Rotherham, South

Yorkshire, S66 OXZ.

Songs of praise
Who are the Best Christian Software

writers of 1991? A company called

Evangeltrust aim to find out, and have put

out a challenge to software writers

everywhere in the world.

They have launched the first software

competition of its kind and entries can be

any type of Christian software. This might

be a bible study aid, a database or a

game. Or it could be a program to help

church ministers or other church

members, Mr Dean from Evangeltrust

described the competition as: "an excellent

project for a church youth group, Sunday

School or house group."

Anyone lacking inspiration need look

no further than Evangeltrust's own range of

wares. They specialise in Christian

software for a range of computers, and the

winners will have the opportunity to see

their own software published.

"All it needs," said Dr Dean, "is one or

two people with simple programming skills,

plus the enthusiasm and organising abilities

to see it through."

Prizes include cash and software and

the rules are that the program must be an

original piece of Christian software written

in 1991. For an entry form and more

details write to Bible Software Competition,

Kingston upon Thames, Surrey, KT1 2NX

enclosing an S.A.E.

Small is beautiful

A new printer is being heralded as "the

world's smallest" by its creators, Citizen

Europe. And they could well be right. The

printer, known as the PN48, fits into a

standard-sized briefcase with ease.

Compared to other A4 printers, Citizen

say that the new model is smaller and

lighter than any of its competitors.

The PN48 produces true letter quality

print, it offers two fonts (Courier and Times

Roman) and has a battery life of up to thirty

pages before it needs to be recharged.

The printer retails at £325 (plus VAT).

More details can be obtained through the

Citizen Customer Response Desk on

(0895) 72621.

CLUB NEWS
There are clubs and then, there are

clubs. The clubs that we usually

carry news of in this column are

those which meet regularly, and

which tend to form social as well as

computing links.

But there is another breed of

club. One of these is the PCW-World

Club. Connected to the company of

the same name, the club began two

years ago to provide support for the

products which the company sells.

Since then, that role has

consolidated, and the club now

fulfils other functions.

The main organ of the club is

the newsletter, which is quarterly,

and whose twenty or so pages

cover many aspects of computing

with the PCW. It concentrates

mainly on programming and CP/M

matters, as well as introducing new

discs and hardware from the

company itself.

In addition to this there is also a

'general help-line' for members,

which is open during office hours,

although if your enquiry/question is

more specific, you may find that a

written reply would be more helpful.

Again, this is available to members.

On top of this, there are

discounts on software (both

commercial and Public Domain), as

well as access to one of the largest

PCW shareware collections in the

country, and there are disc

transfer, disc rescue, laser printing

and ribbon re-inking services, all at

reasonable rates.

Membership is £9.95, and more

details are available from PCW-

World, Cotswold House, Cradley

Heath, Warley, West Midlands

B64 7NF.

User friendly
Another club organised along the

same lines is the "PCW User Club".

Based in Devon, but aiming for a

countrywide membership, the club

intends to meet every three months

or so for a 'conference' on subjects

such as 'Software Applications' and

'Communications'. The locations for

such meetings are intended to be

many and varied.

In addition they will provide

members with help sheets on

various applications, as well as

sending out monthly copies of the

newsletter "Computer Talk".

Then they can offer other

benefits - notably up to 30% off

hardware products and 50% off

software products.

But these benefits come at a

price. The half yearly membership

fee is £17, and the full annual fee is

£32. Further details from the PCW
User Club, Michael Wiginton, 3

Redwell Road, PAIGNTON, Devon

TQ3 3PY.

More USA
Hot on the heels of last month's

news from the other side of the

Atlantic, we have heard this month

from Bill Roch of Elliam Associates.

He brings two more USA clubs to

our attention: The AWPUG {Amstrad

Word Processing User Group) 6930

Commerce Blvd., #67, Rohnert

Park, CA, and FAUG (Florida

Amstrad Users Group), at 600 St.

Andrews Blvd., #3705, Winter Pard,

FL. It's good to know the PCW is

flourishing in Florida!

Home News
Back in this country, there have

been developments in the South of

Essex. The South Essex PCW Club is

the name adopted by the Basildon

Cfub we mentioned a few months

back. Although at that time they

were a little reticent about their

status, they can now say with

confidence that they are 'up and

running', and are holding regular

meetings on the first Thursday of

every month.

Their catchment area covers

Basildon, Southend, Chelmsford

Havering and East London, and the

man to contact is Jim French, 145

Noak Hill Road, Billericay, Essex

CM12 9UJ.

Meanwhile over the blue, blue

River Thames, Thanet could soon

boast a new Users Club. If you live

in that area, why not get in touch

with Leo Kirk, 41 Norfolk Rd,

Cliftonville, Kent. CT9 2HU, so that

he can 'gauge the interest'. He's

very keen, so go on, do it!

New Digits
Finally, it's some time since we've

mentioned the Hastings Club. But

don't let that fool you into thinking

that they've disappeared. Still very

much alive and kicking, they meet

one Wednesday evening every

month in St Leonards.

But besides their meetings, the

club also offers the 'back up'

support of a magazine (called "The

Digit"), a help hotline and a ribbon

re-inking service. Add to that a

growing Public Domain library, and

you'll see that PCW owners in the

Hastings area have a great boon.

Contact Joe Unwin on 0424

718589 (note the new number).

Club call
Remember - keep us posted on

what your club is doing. This is the

time of year at which we're

particularly happy to hear about

your Autumn schedules, so send

those print outs to:

Club News, 8000 Plus, 30

Monmouth Street, Bath. BA1 2BW,

to reach us by the end of the first

week of August.

Aumist *>]



JUST PLUG IN FOR

POWER
Designed and manufactured in the UK, SCA products

are backed up with a first-class telephone support

service and a money-back guarantee

SCA Rampacs
• Compatible with all Amstrad PCWs.

• Simply plug into the expansion port.

• Tested Locoscript compatible by

Locomotive Software.

• Through-connector allows

continued use of other

peripherals.

• Three versions availabfe-

5I2K, 768Kand 1.5Mb.

• Upgrades available to

existing Rampacs.

To upgrade your existing SCA Rampac

simply send your Rampac to us and we will

upgrade and return it within 48 hours

51 ZK to 768K, £30.39 + VAT = £35,71 post free

51 ZK to T.5Mb, £1 00 + VAT = £11 7.50 post free

768K to 1 ,5Mb, £75 + VAT = £88. 1 3 post free

If you use Locoscript
you should have a
Rampac- but don't
just take our word
for it, see what the
magazines ssty-

512K
• Adds 5 1 2K of RAM. Instantly!

• Only £89.00 + VAT.

Total £104.58 - postage free.

768K
• Will upgrade your PCW8256

to a full I Mb.
• Only £ 1 09 + VAT

Total £1 28.08 - postage free.

1.5Mb
• Three times the memory of

basic Rampac for only twice

the pricel

• Allows Locoscript users to use

the maximum 2Mb memory
on 8512/9512 machines.

• Flipper 2 recommended for

CP/M users.

• Only £ 1 89 + VAT.

Total £222.08 - postage free.
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SCA Interfaces (serial/parallel) For Amstrad PCWs

PROFESSIONAL PROFESSIONAL PLUS
Full 8 bit Centronics parallel • All functions as Professional

port for printers and plotters, • Real Time Clock/Calender with j

Full duplex RS232 serial port on-screen digital clock display ^A
for communications at all • Demonstration and _^d
speeds between 75 & 1 9200 communications software A
Baud. supplied on a 3" diskette

User manual supplied with • Automatic CP/M time V
details of cables and date stamping.

Only £48.00 + VAT • Only £57.00 + VAT.

Total £56.40 - postage free. Total £66.98 - postage free.
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Worthing, West Sussex BN12 SLW
Telephone 0903 700288 Fax 0903 506606



Fax Machine

Fax v Modem
I :i\ technology is

actually a step

backwards for

computer users.

Anyone with access to

a computer and a

telephone line would

be Tar better making

use ufa modem.

You can send words

or pictures over the

telephone line just as

you can with a fax.

But the advantage is

that when it reaches

the other end it is an

a form that can be

readily used by the

other computer - as

either a text tile that

can be edited in a

word processor or as

a graphics hie in a

graphics or DTP
package.

But the fax holds one

trump card over its

high-tech cousin. It is

incredibly simple.

With the fax you

simply feed in the

piece of paper, key in

the telephone number

and press a button.

V'ou tan do this

without any

knowledge or baud

rates, parity or stop

bits. Vim can easily

communicate

information to any

corner of the globe.

In comparison you

almost seem to need a

degree in computer

science to tackle some

of the mysteries of

modems. Until the

modem becomes as

simple to use as a fax

it can never hope to

compete. Virtually

every business in

Britain has a fax in

the office: perhaps

1 % will use a modem

on a regular basis. So

even if you have and

use a modem, you

have a limited
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Facing the Fax
The Amstradfax machine can work hand in hand with yourPCW -

once you've mastered the basics. Alec Rae helps you to get started

If
there is one piece of office

equipment that has gained in

popularity anywhere near the rise of

the personal computer it has to be the fax

machine. Anistrad, who have done more

than their share to popularise personal

computers and to bring them down to a

price that is sensible, now seem to be

doing the same for the fax machine - a

tool that, in a few years, has become

invaluable to any modern business.

And again they have priced their

machines at a level to make it possible

for even the smallest company to afford

them. But they haven't left it at that.

Linked to a computer (such as a

PCW for instance) in one machine you

also have a fax. a telephone answering

machine, a photocopier, an automatic

phone dialler, a scanner and a computer

printer. In fact, virtually everything you

need to run a business.

Simple but sophisticated

The simplicity of the fax doesn't mean

that it can't be used as a sophisticated

business tool. And the technologically

aware PCW owner (of course you're

technologically aware - you own a

computer, don't you?) doesn't have to be

driven to distraction to operate it.

For a start, in the world of tile

paperless office it is ridiculous to be

feeding bits of paper into a fax machine

to be screened.

Probably 90% of the material you

want to send by fax can, and will, be

produced on your PCW. If you then have

to wait until you have printed out before

you can feed it into the scanner you have

wasted paper, effort and time.

But don't panic. In line with the

fax's basic simplicity the use of a

computer with the Amstrad fax is also

sublimely simple. In essence you treat

the fax as if it was an external printer. As

far as your software is concerned it is

feeding data to a printer. The fact that it

actually prints out perhaps thousands of

miles away is totally incidental.

So, in theory, any software that

allows you to use an external printer

should allow you to send a fax. So, for

instance. LocoScript 1 won't handle it

but LocoScript 2 or Pretext can do it

without problems. If you don't have such

a word processor turn to the BASIC
information box.

Sending a fax from the PCW
Using the computer to send a fax is easy.

You simply pretend that you are printing

the document out on an external printer.

This means that with LocoScript 2, for

instance, you should call up the Settings

options and choose the parallel port

setting. The parallel port is just another

name for the Cen Ironies port. If you are

going to be using the fax regularly save

that setting to the SETTINGS.STD file.

In Pretext you use Setprim - a useful

utility that helps you write your own
printer driver. With Protexl loaded type

SETPRINT and choose option one - Set

printer options. The top item in the menu

is the type of printer. Press the sideways

cursor keys until it reads parallel, press

IEX IT] to get to llie main menu and save

the printer driver (press [9]) under a

suitable name - FAX.PTR seems to

spring to mind for some reason. Leave

Setprint (press [0]) and Ihen load the

printer driver in Pretext by typing in

PRINTER FAX in command mode.

Then set up the fax. This involves setting

the Text button as ON (the red light is

on). If you have to switch it on you will

see the word REMOTE flash up briefly

in the LCD display.

Type your fax in on the word

processor. Don't bother too much about

holds and italics. The fax will ignore

them anyway. Save the document as an

ASCII file and then go through the

normal process for priming it.

The Text button light will flicker.

Then either tap in the fax number at the

fax key pad or use a One Touch Key or

Shortcode number to dial up the other

fax (see box overleaf for more details)

and your fax is on its way.



STEP 1: HARD FACTS ON SOFTKEYS

Fax Machine

The key (or more accurately the keys) to

the inner mysteries of the fax are the

interestingly named Softkeys, so called

because they let you meddle with the fax

software - not because they will break if

you press them too hard. These are found

next to the LCD display.

If you press the outside two keys you

instantly enter the magic world of fax

programming, A message on the LCD
screen will tell you where you are.

Against each of the three keys you will

find an option.

This allows you to access the

SETUP menus - to set defaults and to

perform various tasks. The bottom line

of the LCD display will not read 'Last

This Next'. You can move back and

forward through all the options by

pressing either the 'Last' or 'Next'

burton. When you come to a setting you

want to change press the "This' key and

you will be presented with more options.

Press the appropriate key until the action

you require is complete.

For instance there are three printer

types that the fax emulates. The one you

want to choose is the Epson FX option.

As the PCW printer emulates an Epson,

you should be able to use PCW software

without needing a new printer driver.

Once you have pressed the two outer

keys press 'Next' until the LCD display

reads SETUP: Printer Type. Press 'This'

and sec what printer type it is set up for.

if it is either of the two IBM printer

types press Last until it reads EPSON.
Press 'This' and it will ask you

whether you want Linefeed ON or OFF.

If it isn't set up to OFF, do so by

pressing the 'OFF' then 'OK* button to

take you back to the SETUP menu.

Using this method you can set up Ihe

time, date, character set (whether you

want to use the UK or the USA set) and

the density of the printing (choosing a

level from one to seven). You can also

get activity reports (how many faxes sent

and received) and you can enter the data

for the One Touch Keys and the

Shortcode numbers for simple dialling

(although a clever computer user would

be much better advised to read the 'One

Touch Explained* overleaf first).

One important setting is the Fax

Header - a piece of text that will appeat

at the top of all of your faxes telling the

recipient where it has come from and

what your fax number is - saving the

recipient a good deal of searching!

STEP 2: BASIC INFORMATION

If you don't have access to any of the

high-powered word processors that

support external printers you can still

make use of your PCW with the fax -

using good old BASIC.

As you are still using the same

method - pretending to print your text to

an external printer - you first have to tell

the PCW to send all the data to the fax

instead of to the PCW printer.

This needs DEVICE.COM, a

program which is to be found on the

CP/M utility disc. It controls what the

manual helpfully describes as 'physical

devices". This means things like printers,

connections with modems, the keyboard

and the monitor.

Load the disc with the program in

drive A and type in A:DEVICE
LST:=CEN. You will get a list of all the

current settings, hopefully ending with

LST:=CEN. If there is any problem the

PCW will literally point out where you

have made the mistake. A little arrow

points at the spot in the text where it

thinks you have gone wrong.

Jf it isn't a simple typing error you

may find that the PCW doesn't recognise

the fact that there is an RS232 plugged in

its back. Switch off the PCW and refit

the RS232 (don't do it with it switched

on - it is about the easiest possible way

of breaking a PCW!).

When you restart the PCW. check

the first words on the screen. They will

say whether or not it realises that there is

an RS232 (serial, parallel interface)

B
: device Ut:=ce

Physical Devicesttysical Devices:
=Input, (^Output, S=5eria],X=Xon-Xoff
P.T NOTE 10 LPI NONE SIO 3600 IOS CEN NONE

Current ftssiannents:
MNIN; = CHI
:0N0UT: = CRT
AUXIN: = SIO
FlUXOUTi = SIO
,ST: = CEH

:p?h
P
3 pip uersiot 3.0

*l;t:=fax,l|

Using Ihe fax putely in CP/M. This will send an ASCII file out to the fax

fitted. Once this has been successfully

completed, load up BASIC by inserting

the disc with BASIC in the drive you are

logged on to. and typing in BASIC. The

best way to check that everything is

working is first of all to use the fax as an

external printer. First, set up the fax to

print. This simply involves switching the

TEXT button OFF (it will briefly say

LOCAL on the LCD display.

The command to print something in

BASIC is LPRINT. So, if you type in

LPRINT "Hello world", a piece of

paper adorned neatly with Hello World
will issue out of the machine.

Switch the TEXT button to on to

send a fax. To prepare the fax you set it

up as a simple BASIC program. To print

in BASIC you use the command
LPRINT. So, for example,

II) LPRINT "from: Attila T. Hun
20 LPRINT "To: The swarming

Tartar hoards

30 LPRINT "Message: Fancy invading

Europe next Wednesday?

40 LPRINT "Love and Kisses

50 LPRINT "Attila

60 END
If you want to add control codes (see

Memories Are Made of This" and

"Signing On"), you add to the codes a

line saying:

IS LPRINT CHR$(27)+CHR$(126)
That's the line you would put to

include a signature or logo using the

Signature feature. Or if you don't even

want to use BASIC you could save your

word processor file in ASCII and print it

using P1P.COM. Set up the Centronics

port as before using DEVICE.COM and

then load a disc with PIP.COM and type

PIP. At the * type LST:=FAX.l (or

whatever the file is called) and carry out

the process on the fax as normal.

STEP 3: SIGNING ON

One simple drawback that the computer

link with a fax causes is that you do lose

the personal touch of the hand scribbled

note that the fax can offer you. It seems

so cold blooded sending a Valentine fax

with "From Guess Who XXX" typed

neatly at the bottom.

Amstrad have got round this with the

signature feature. You can scan in your

signature and then add to the bottom of

your fax. Or, perhaps, you may want to

use a small piece of graphics at the top

of your fax, such as a company logo or a

picture of yourself smiling benignly.

Any small piece of graphics can be used.

The only thing you have to watch is

not to leave any space between any parts

of the logo or signature. If for instance

you write "love and kisses.. ..the

Chairman" over a couple of lines and

scan it into the fax it is inclined to only

pick up the first line.

Print or write out your graphics on a

piece of white paper making sure that

you leave a two inch (five cm) gap on

either side and at the top. Load this up as

if you were going to scan it for a fax. >-

Drive on

In theory, any

program that

supports an external

printer could be used

to send a fax. In

reality it is more

complicated. Before

any printer will

work with a

computer it needs a

printer driver - a file

on the computer that

gives Ihe printer all

tin- cornel codes lo

print in bold or to

underline.

To simplify things,

manufacturers with

a new product will

often emulate

another, better

known printer. The

PCW printer, for

example, emulates

an Epson printer.

At first sight the

Amstrad fax

machine also

appears to emulate

an Epson printer.

However in reality il

only emulates tev.1

printing like an

Kpsoii. Il won't print

graphics (well at

least it will but it

prints them so badly

you couldn't really

use them). It also

ignores codes for

bold, underline,

italics and soon so

what you get is just

the plain,

unadulterated text.

That, of course, is

not loo limiting. If

you want to scud a

t'a\ with graphics or

fancy text, just print

out the document

and send it in the

normal way by

loading it into the fax

maeh ine to be

scanned.
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Fax Machine

How much?
The Amstrad

FX9600AT fax costs

iRRPKhWJplusVAT
- however, some high

them at half I hat

price, so do shop

around. To set

yourself up to use the

computer with the

fax will add a Ml tie to

your costs. You will

rii'i-daii KSH: Ithe

ho\ thai sticks on the

expansion slut on llie

hack of your PCW)
and a printer cahle •

an investment of

Be careful in

choosing the printer

cahle. You need one

Centronics connector

at each end. This is

different from the

IBM compatible PC
printer cable which is

I he most common in

computer shops.

Of course, an RS232

is also vital if vou

external printer, a

modem or even if you

want to transfer files

from one computer to

another, so it is a

good investment.

Linking up the

computer wilh the

fax machine is pretty

simple. The cable

attaches to the lower

fitting on the RS232

and fits into the back

of the fax machine.

Then we use the faithful old softkeys.

Press the two outer keys and press the

'Last'" key until you see SETUP:
Signature in the LCD display box.

Press 'This' and then "Change".

Your choice is then 'Capture' or 'Erase'.

When you press 'Capture' the fax

will begin to scan your piece of paper. If

you wan! to check that everything is OK
press the 'Print' key in the first menu
option and see what it looks like. If you

are not happy, press 'Change', 'Erase'

and then start again.

To use this in a fax is slightly more

tricky. You need to introduce a couple of

control codes into the text at the point

where you want the signature or logo to

go. If you have a word processor that

allows you to do this use that (for

instance Protext using SETPRINT.

If not, you can use the BASIC
method (see BASIC Information box on

ihc previous page). The two codes you

need are CHR$(27) and CHR$(126), Be

careful, however, that you leave enough

space. If you are not careful you can

easily find it overprinting some text.

If you use this regularly it is best

used with a template.

But there is one small problem. The

logo or signature seems to be erased

every time you switch off the fax and

has to be reloaded.

STEP 4: ONE TOUCH EXPLAINED

One of the advantages of the Amstrad

fax machine is its ability to hold

telephone numbers in its memory. By

pressing one or two buttons you can

automatically call any of 50 telephone

numbers. But the really clever part is

that if you have got a fax ready to go, the

machine senses this and automatically

dials the fax number instead.

This is obviously a time saving

feature. But to set up these numbers in

the first place is actually quite time-

consuming in itself. There is no

QWERTY keyboard. Instead you press

one of 20 One Touch keys.

The first button, for instance, is A.

Press Shift {another of the buttons) and

you gel B and so on through the

alphabet. This is not the most natural

way of entering large amounts of text.

Instead, the PCW owner can

produce a list of up to 50 names with

both telephone and fax numbers in a and

then load them automatically into the fax

memory in seconds.

This does need a little technical

skill. For instance, you need to

be able to introduce control codes

into your text.

Here, the control codes required are

ESC and BEL (the latter being the code

that makes your PCW bleep). They tell

the fax that the next piece of text is not a

fax but that it should be stored in the

telephone number memory.

Again, use a word processor (such

as Protext, for instance) that allows you

to introduce control codes into the text

or vou can use BASIC (see the ' BASIC

Information' box)

The manual goes to a lot of trouble

to tell you that you need codes at the

beginning and the end of the text

although in practice you seem to be able

to get away with the codes 27 and 7 at

the beginning of the text.

The text has to be in the proper

format for it to work properly. You need

to have the name, telephone number and

fax number tor each entry on a single

line with a [RETURN1 at the end.

You can enter up to 5(1 names and

would be the sort of layout you would

use the following:

10 LPRINT CHR$(27)+CHR$(7)
20 LPRINT "Attila the

Hun"TAB(21)"0225

442244"TAB(41)"022S 446019

30 LPRINT
"Spears'R'US"TAB(2l)"0224

123456"TAB<41 T0225 654321"

40 LPRINT "Pillagers

Supplies'TAB(21)"0278

123456"TAB(41)"0278 654321"

50 END

L0 LPRINT CHRl(27)+CHRt<7>
>0 LPRINT "flUila the Hun"T HB(21>"0£2S 442244"ThB<41)"Q225 446019
iO LPRINT " Spews' R' US" TAB (2D"0a24 1234SS"TftB(41>"02aS 654321"
10 LPRINT "Pillagers Supplies l, THB(21) n 0278 444863 ,,

IflB(41>"0278 444863"
JO END
)k

A simple BASIC program to enter names and numbers in the One Touchkeys

numbers in this way. The first 20 should

fill up the One Touch entries and the

next 30 will go into the Shortcode

spaces. They should just go in the order

you entered them.

Each field (part of the entry) has to

be no more than 20 characters long and

each must start exactly 20 characters

apart. So you will put the name starting

at the beginning of the line, the

telephone number starting at character

space 21 and the fax number at

character space 4 1

.

In BASIC you can do this with the

(TAB) command. For instance this

Sl-i Mil- machine up as if you were going

to send a fax (TEXT button ON) and

then print the document or run the

BASIC program.

The TEXT light will flash. Press the

TEXT button and go into the softkeys

set up and print out a telephone list to

see if it has worked.

In our trials the only problem we

encountered was that it always seemed

to ignore the first entry in the One Touch

keys and start at the C/D button.

However, programming this one

entry using ihe Softkeys method is not

really loo much of a hardship.

STEP 5: THE FAX MACHINE AND SCANNING
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There are two types of Amstrad taxes - a tact

catered for in ProScan's options menu

So far we have talked purely about how
to use the PCW to help with faxing.

There is also one area where the fax

machine can help with your computing.

When the fax machine sends a fax or

photocopies a document it is, in fact,

acting just like a scanner. So, it is only

sensible that Amstrad should also allow

the machine to act as a scanner for

graphics or DTP programs.

So far we only know of one program

capable of handling scanned images

from the Amstrad fax and that, almost

predictably, is the software for the

ProScan hand scanner.

Creative Technology, who make the

ProScan (and MicroDesign 2, of course),

sell a cable cosiing £10. that will allow

you to capture images from the fax.

They will also sell the ProScan software

without the scanner. There are

advantages in using this method of

scanning over a hand scanner. It is quick

and il is easier to line up the image (very

important in scanning).

But there are limitations with the

Amstrad fax as a scanner. It only scans

at 300 dots per inch and practice has

shown there are wide variations in the

machine's performance in this field. Il

appears that within the same product

range there are two distinct types which

perform differently when scanning.

There are two settings in the ProScan

options menu to cover this, tf ooe

doesn't work properly try the other. If

you consider this scanning feature to he

important to you. it is worth while trying

to run the scanning procedure before you

buy the machine as some models seem

to work considerably better than others.
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With LocoFile,
yourPCW can have a
powerful 'card index9

database.
The chances are, you currently think that your

PCW can't do much more than word processing.

But now you can add LocoFile from
Locomotive Software, and have a powerful,

yet easy to use database.

It's just like having a card index stored inside

your PCW.

You can lay out your cards in almost anyway you

like. Sort and index them alphabetically,

numerically or by date and cross reference

them up to eight different ways.

And, working with the menus
you're already used to with

LocoScript 2, you can instantly call up

a card on screen even if you're in

the middle of editing a document,

Then simply transfer the information into

your document without even having to re-type.

If you have a PCW 95 1 2 or an 8256/85 1 2 with

LocoScript 2, you can simply add LocoFile.

But ifyou've aPCW 8256/85 1 2 with the original

LocoScript, you'll need LocoScript 2 and

LocoFile together.

Which, bought as a package at £44.90, means
that for just £9.95 you can upgrade to the more
powerful LocoScript 2 and almost treble the

speed of scrolling through your documents.

In short, whether for business, club or personal

use, we've given a new dimension to your

word processor.

For more information, simply fill in the coupon

or phone Katy Buchan on (0306) 740606.

LocoFile
' Please send me more information on LocoFile and

| the LocoScript 2 Family

"kb|

|
Name

Address

.

Postcode Tel:

LOCOMOTIVE
SOFTWARE
Dorking Business Park, Dorking, Surrey RH4 IYL

EVERYTHING YOU NEED. NOTHING YOU DON'T.

LocoScript 2 costs £29.95 and LocoFile costs £34.95. For existing LocoScript I users, LocoScript 2 with LocoFile costs just £44.90.

All prices exclude VAT. Locomotive Software, Dorking, Surrey RH4 I YL



Pretext

Self service

The ultimate

customisation would

be to make your disc

self-hooting. Load up

Prolext, and, using

Protext itself, copy

the Ales

something.EMS and

SUBMIT.COM from

your CP/M start-up

disc. At the Protest

command line type

PROG [RETURN],

which will make

Prolext save the

following file in pure

ASCII, hit [STOP1 to

enter editing mode,

and type simply:

"PROTEXT". Save

this to due as

PROHLE.SUB. You

should mm he able

to put this into your

drive whenever you

turn your machine

on, and go straight

into PROTEXT.

Problems
with Protext?

Although this is the

last of our tutorial

series on Protest, we

arc still happy to

deal with your

queries on the

program. Next

month, we'll he

running a special

Protext surgery,

w here we will aim lo

solve any Protext

problems which you

may have

encountered. If there

are more than

enough for one issue,

we'll extend the

surgery for another

month. So, send your

letters in to Protext

Surgery, 8000 Plus.

30 Monmouth Street.

Bath BA1 2BW.
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All Systems Go!
In the last tutorial of the series, Martin he Poidevin shows you how to

customise Protext - and make it a truly personal wordprocessor

__
Current Drive

1 - Set editing options

Z - Set spelling checker options

3 - Set printing options

i - Set general PBOTEXT options

S - Set keys for FCUBSSG/SSIS

G - Set keys for CPC6128

? - Set printer driuer options

B - Set rune for AUTOEXEC file

9 - Save configuration file

- Quit configuration program

Select option :

The CONFIG main menu. To select arty of the options, simply type the required number

Over the last few months we
have looked at many ways of

making small changes to the

way that Protext operates. It may well

have struck you that one of the major

problems with such changes is that they

are lost whenever you leave Prolext -

and then next lime you come back to the

word processor you have to re-program

them once again.

But there are ways round this, and

using them you can actually 'customise'

Protest to your own requirements.

You may have noticed that every

time you boot up Protext a message

appears telling you that the program is

'Looking for configuration". This

'configuration' is a file on the start up

disc which contains exactly the

customising information that we are

looking for.

The file itself, if you were to load it

into the computer, would read like

nonsense. However, we have a user-

friendly interface into it, using a program

called 'CONFIG.COM', This is to be

found on side one of the Protext master

disc, and can be loaded directly from

Protext - although you must make sure

that you have saved the files you are

currently working on before you install

it. because it replaces Pretext in the

machine's consciousness.

Having loaded the program (by

typing CONFIG [RETURN]) you will

see an opening menu. The options on

ihis menu open out into various aspects

of Pretext's working life, some of which

will not actually affect the PCW (for

instance, 'Setkeys for the CPC6 1
28* is

of no interest to PCW owners, although

9512 owners will be happy to know thai

'Setkeys for PCW8256/85 12' does refer

to them as well), and some of which are

loo obscure or involved for us to want to

tamper with.

Editing the editor

However, to get a flavour of what we can

do press I . for "set editing options". The

screen will be filled with a new set of

options, now relating directly to some

aspect of the way that Protext behaves

when you are editing.

You can see at a glance how each of

ihese is set by default: you can also

change any of them if you feel lhat it

would make your life easier.

For instance, if you habitually put

your text discs in the B: drive, it might

save a little bother every morning if you

make that the 'default' text drive -

which means that whenever you boot up.

Protext will automatically log into B:.

providing, of course, that there is a disc

in that drive.

To change the setting, simply move

the cursor lo "Default drive for text" and

type in the required setting - in this case

B. Almost all the options on this menu

are answerable with a single letter made

obvious in the prompt. Notice that the

cursor only moves up and down
columns: when it reaches the bottom of

the lirsl column it "wraps round" lo the

sum of the second, and when it reaches

the bottom of the second column ii

'wraps round" to lite top of the first.

This is only one of the useful options

on this menu, and while some just

cement the changes that you might make

every lime you use Protext, others will

give you access to parts of the software

that you probably never thought of

changing. For instance, if you usually

edit lext with the tabs and carriage

returns displayed (by pressing [ALT] T).

you can make that a start up option by

using this CONFIG menu. Equally, if

you like to have the spaces displayed,

you can set them using CONFIG, too.

There is also the choice of having your

text automatically right justified - or not.

These are rather mundane changes to

ihe program's basic configuration. But

there are also some more esoteric

options. If you have ever been annoyed,

for whatever reason, with the speed of

the cursor flash on the editing screen you

can change that option (the higher the

number, the slower the flash rate).

If you sometimes find your cursor

wandering off the right hand edge of the

page, accompanied by an unnecessarily

large sideways jump in the screen

display, then you may want to change

the 'Sideways scroll increment". And if

you prefer the more LocoScript-like

arrangement of the screen, whereby the

printer control codes are hidden, then it

is worth setting 'Control codes

displayed' to N.

Prompt service

Two oiher options on this menu could

prove of benefit lo the user. One is to set

the 'Background printing' either on or

off, depending on which you use most,

and then to set Prompt for background

printing' 10 N. This means that the

primer will no longer wait to ask

'Background printing' before it prints

your documents: it now knows the

answer to the question.

Finally, you could choose to reset

the "Undelete buffer size". This will be

of great interest if you regularly cut out

fairly large chunks of lext. and then

realise that you didn't mean to.

You can sometimes rescue lhat text

by hitting LALT] U. hut if the deleted

block is too large, thai is impossible.

What selling the 'Undelete buffer size'

will do is increase the size of the block

thai can be rescued in this way.

At present this buffer is set to 5 12

characters. Because this comes out of the

M: drive you will have to be careful

about how big you make the buffer, but

85 1 2 and 95 1 2 owners should be able to

go up to something like 5000 characters.

Of course, this would leave absolutely

no memory space!

When you have set everything on

this menu, quit it by hitting |STOP|.

Unless told otherwise, you can always

leave a CONFIG menu using the [STOP]

key. You should at this point be back at

the main CONFIG menu, and so can



explore another of the main options. For

instance, option 3 lets you into the

printing menu, using which you can set

the standard layout of your page. Page

lengths, top, bottom and side margins,

header and fooler lines, even automatic

page numbering - all these can be set

from this menu.

It is at this point, as well, that you

can plump for either continuous or single

sheet printing.

Bear in mind, though, that unless

you have a specific template that you

know you will always use, it is better to

control these parameters from within the

document itself.

Fourth course

Return to the main menu using [STOP].

Number 4 on the menu is 'General

PROTEXT options', which again opens

a menu of somewhat surprising options -

certainly not the sort of parameters that

LocoScript allows the user to even think

about changing.

The hrsl of these is the 'expansion

token buffer size' - or the "phrase store'.

When we looked at phrases a couple of

months ago, we discovered that the space

available for storing characters was

limited - and that if we tried to overfill

this space, the 'Phrases too long*

message would appear.

The way round this is to alter the

'expansion token buffer size*. As with

the "undelete buffer' this actually lives

on the M: drive, and increasing the

buffer size will diminish the amount of

space available on M:.

Again, users of 512k machines will

hardly notice the difference, but 825b

owners may find "memory full' messages

appearing more frequently.

Protexl certainly tries to be

amenable. In some situations - for

instance on particularly bright days, or

when there is a lot of backlight - it can

be difficult to see the white or green

characters on the black screen. Inverting

the screen can be achieved using the

PCW colour setting - N for normal, I for

inverted. Not the quickest way of doing

it. admittedly, but you could always keep

two discs, one normal, one inverted: or

even change the settings at the start and

end of the summer!

Wait a minute...

Some typists who have converted from

electronic typewriters may feel that one

troublesome feature of the PCW is the

'key startup delay". When you hit a key,

the character represented by that key is

primed to screen*, if you keep the key

depressed for a short time, that

character is then reproduced rapidly

across the screen.

That 'short time' is the key startup

delay*. This can he changed, making it

either shorter or longer, depending on

your requirements. At the same lime,

you can also alter the speed at which the

character is repealed after that delay -

the slower it is, of course, the less time

you will waste deleting whenever you do

accidentally hold a key down.

"Die final PCW option on this menu

allows you to disable the [RELAY] key,

should you so wish. Users of the new

Teqniche keyboard will be familiar with

this facility. The other three options

apply only to CPC users.

Keyboard rethink

It has been said that the QWERTY
keyboard was actually designed to slow

typists down. If you feel it is a handicap

in the way it is presently configured, do

not fear - it can be easily altered, for use

with Pretext at least. Opiion 5 from the

main CONFIG menu - "Setkeys for

PCW8256/8512' (and the 95 12. of

course) - is the means of achieving this.

For instance, you may want to

experiment with the so called Dvorak

keyboard. This will mean changing a

large number of keys, but no matter. The

principal involved is simple.

Load up the setkeys option. The first

piece of information I hat the computer

will need is the number of the key to be

changed, in this key the key presently

marked 'Q*. A chart of the relevant

numbers is on page 109 of the 8256/8512

owners manual (the CP/M section), and

544 of the 95 1 2 manual; from that we

see that the key is numbered 67.

Enter 67 into the computer, and a

mass of further information will appear

in the middle of the screen. The numbers

down the left hand side of this are the

key numbers; you will see that the cursor

is lined up opposite the number that you

have typed in.

The rest of the display is split into

two, under the headings 'ASCII' and

"Hexadecimal*. Underneath these are a

scries of letters, which stand for the

various keystates: Normal. Extra, Shift,

All and ShiftAH; underneath these are

the entries for those particular key states.

On the ASCII side of the chart all the

ASCII characters are listed; on ihe

hexadecimal side, Ihe characters which

arc not ASCII characters are added in.

The difference is thai here, the characters

are referred to using numerical

information.

For the Dvorak keyboard, the

characters that replace Ihe Q are ';' in the

normal state and ":" when shifted. Both

these are ASCII characters, so we can

enter them directly from the keyboard

into the ASCII table.

Make sure the cursor is over the

lower case 'q', and hit :. This will

replace the q on screen - and you will

also sec the corresponding number in the

Hexadecimal section change.

Now shift the cursor along to the "S'

column, so that it is over the 'Q'

character. Change this, in the same way,

to :. To end. hit the [STOP) key. This

will return you to the key number prompt

at the top of the screen. Repeal this

process - finding the key number and

inserting the new characters - until all

the keys which need attention have been

dealt with.

At some point, though, you are

likely to want to include a character

which is not part of the ASCII set, but

which is part of the allowed set. Lists of

the most common ones arc given in

Appendices 4-1 and 5-1 of the Pretext

manual. If all you are doing is shifting a

character from one key to another, you

can obviously find its code by looking up

its old key number.

Identify and enter the new key

number, but now, instead of trying to

alter the ASCII information, we will

have to shift over to the Hexadecimal

box. Pressing [TAB] will take you from

one side to the other: when you have

your cursor in the correct position, enter

the new number.

Again when you have entered all the

new information, hit [STOP], and when

you have finished your key selling, hit

[STOPI again. This will once again

return you to the main menu.

By now you will have extracted just

about everything you need from

CONFIG. All that remains is to save ihe

file to disc, which is done for you if you

press 9 at this menu. All you have to do

is choose the drive to save the file to -

which in every case should be drive A:.

Now you have a copy of Protexl

which is set up lo your individual

requiremenls. You will quickly become

used to your customised version, and

armed with this convenient sel-up you

should be ready for a life time's word

processing using Pretext. •

Protext

Spell it out

Menu 2 of CONFIG
allows you to set the

Spelkheck options.

All that you can

actually do is set the

drives and user

groups for the text

and dictionary that

you are using; what is

more, it will only take

effect when the

dictionary is loaded

from outside Protext

The editing menu, from which you can change many of the

characteristics of Pretext's editing functions

Set printing options

Page length

Line -spacing

Header nargin

Footer nargin

Button Margin

Continuous printing on : V

New page after print : V

Page nunber at top : H

Page nunber at bottcw

Fern Feeds enabled ;

The printing menu allows you to set a default 'template' for your printed

page, saving you the trouble of setting the same one up each time

Set keys for FCH82S6/8S18

Key nunber : 67

ASCII Hexadecimal
NESASh N £ S A SA

[ . . 78 97 58 18 IB
'; ': 31 flF 21 B6 B6

s . - % >* 32 C3 33 (18 ft8

FC 9F FC FC FC
"

. 3B 96 3A 11 11
. . 09 9F E4 El El

„ . , 61 80 41 01 01
9F 9F 3F 9F 9F

-
. Z . . 7A 99 SA 1A 1A

With the setkeys menu you will he able to change the characters stored

under any of the keys on the keyboard
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COMPETITION

INTRASET LTD
Tel: 025 72 76800 (Main office & 24 hr order line)

Helpdesk 0490 3284 (weekdays 3-4pm)
Fax your order on 025 72 74753

§Mmi

All prices include P&P and VAT. Overseas orders please add £5.00

CASHMASTER
HOME AND BUSINESS ACCOUNTS

• Master your own finances, CASHMASTER is the easiest

to use, most versatile accounts program yel written.

• CASHMASTER is suitable tor bom small business

accounts or home finance use.
We wiole CASHMASTER tor our own use Oul of Sheer frus-

tration with the other so called easy to use packages. CASH-
MASTER allows you to input entries in one easy operation

and yet allows you to extract the absolute maximum of infor-

mation in an impressive array of statements and reports: just

rook at its range of features:

• Easy natural data entry - just like a handwritten ledger,

• Full VAT analysts or omit VAT altogether If you wish.

• Any amount of ledgers at one time.

• No set time periods, span any time period - no one year limit,

• Reports can be produced ever any lime span (1 day to 100 years)

• Up to 1 00 user definable Class and 20 Accounts Codes.
• Dei ruled statements by selected Classes or Accounts.

• Profit & Loss Statement.
• Tagging of entries for report selectivity.

• Entries can be inclusive or exclusive or zero VAT.

• Automatic repeat of entrees (standing orders etc.] yearly,

half yearly, quarterly, monthly, fortnightly or weekly.

• Insert entries anywhere in ledger, CASHMASTER auto-

matically sorts info date order
• Search and lind option on any entry anywhere within ledger.

• Reports can be output to screen, printer or disk file.

• Reference field lor every entry (Invoice no. cheque no. etc,}.

• Split and merge ledgers at any time.

• All functions available from main programme screen,

Class and Accounts codes visible at all times.

• FREE pop up running total calculator called up with one
key press.

CASHMASTER IS THE MOST USER FRIENDLY. POWER-
FUL AND VERSATILE ACCOUNTS PACKAGE YET - YOU

WONT BE DISAPPOINTED.
And now available with...

CASHMASTER INVOICING & STOCK CONTROL
• Full customer data file - easy to find account records.

• Full stock data file, price lists, re-order lists.

• Full invoicing with user defined messages.
• Full invoice editing, invoice to & deliver to fields.

• Pre paid, account or credit note, full VAT lacility.

• Settlement, no return & line discounts.

Stand alone invoicing/stock control or integrates fully with

CASHMASTER for a FULLY FEATURED
ACCOUNTS/INVOICING PACKAGE costing less than a

quarter the price of its rivals.

CASHMASTER £39,95
CASHMASTER INVOICING £39.95

BOTH PROGRAMMES TOGETHER £69.95

££££ PROFIT FROM YOUR
MICRO ££££

RECESSION? WHAT RECESSION?
• Make your Micro earn I

• Whatever make of micro you have you can use it to make
a good income even 4 you only have a couple of hours
spare each week!

• This Is nol PIE IN THE SKY, MAKE A MILLION BEFORE
BREAKFAST nonsense hut a true report of edacity ihe

sort of steps that we ourselves look at INTRASET
• We have put together a package of easy, sensible business

Ideas which can easily be used by anyone with any Micro.

• NO COMPUTER EXPERTISE REQUIRED.
• Earn £££'s from home doing what you enjoy doing using

your computerl

• You probably already have everything you need to slart earning.

• Hundreds ol potential customers in your area who will

GLADLY pay tor your services. We tell you how lo find them'
• Pari time or start your own lull time business. Ideal for

housewives/husbands, unemployed elc. Very little capital

outlay on projects

• Full step by step sixty page book PROFIT FROM YOUR
MICRO comes complete lor just...

£14.95 inclusive

SPECIAL DISK DEAL

DIRK
E

10

E

50

E

too

3" CFS (AMSOFTt
3 1/2 DSDD
5 1/4 DSDD

19.00
6.90

3.90

92.50 1BTJ.0Q

32.00 30.00
19.00 37.00

GENUINE HIGH QUALITY DISKS

POOLSMASTER
The Football Pools Predictor

-A. LICENCE TO PRINT MONEY" Mi F C Hammond of Esses

"WE HAVE WON MANY THOUSANDS - Mr P E Robens Or* Dorsal

• Just a couple of the many unsolicited testimonials about

this truly amazirvg Football Pools Predictor Programme
which has consistently astounded us with its accuracy.

Check out its features;

• Predicts homes, aways and draws.

• No fiddly typing In of team names; unique indexing system
tor quick entry of fixtures and re$ults just type in the results

each week Irom your usual newspaper and the pro-

gramme updates itself.

• Uses scientific formula which is ihe result of many years

study of the football pools to give a strike rate which Is

consistently higher than the laws of average.

• Aiso has a SEQUENCE PREDICTOR option in addition to

form Predictions which analyses coupon number
sequences. This option has astunded us in the past and
continues to do so.

• Can be used for league and cup matches. Updates season

after season. No need to buy a new copy every season.

• Send tor POOLSMASTER today and increase your

chances of that JACKPOT. Comes complete with manual
and informative Pools Guide.

DISKS AND TAPES £24.95

• • SPECIAL OFFER ••
SPECIAL COMPENDIUM DISKS/TAPES

POOLSMASTER/COURSEMASTER £44.95.

BUY ANY THREE PROGRAMMES AND
RECEIVE PROFIT FROM YOUR MICRO

FREE OF CHARGE

THE GRAPHOLOGIST
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS PROGRAMME

UNCANNILY ACCURATE" - 8000 PLUS MAGAZWE
• Analyse YOUR handwriting, or your partners, friends etc.

What are they REALLY like! Your handwriting always reveals

your lrue nature, state of health etc.

• This programme is a must for anyone interested in hand-
writing analysis, both expert and beginner alike.

• The programme will provide an analysis of a subject's

handwriting ranging from a simple signature analysis to a full

1 5 page complete character report. Ideal for prospective

employers, experienced graphologists or anyone interested In

this fascinating art.

• Ail you need is a sample of the subjects handwriting and
lollow the simple on screen instructions. Upon completion

you are left with an in depth report detailing all aspects of

your subjects character from career ambition, state of health

through to sexual prelerences and megalomania I

• You may even edit this report using your word processor

for representation to your subject/client.

THE GRAPHOLOGIST is a must tor serious business use or

simply have loads of fun entertaining your friends whilst

learning Ihe finer aspects of this fascinating subject.

• COMPLETE WITH MANUAL OF GRAPHOLOGY

Price £49.95 Inc. VAT and P&P

All programmes available lor I8M/PC & compatibles, all

Amstrad PC's. Amstrad PCWs, Atari. Amiga, CPC 61 28
(unless otherwise staled). Perm -Master also available for

Commodoere 128 disk. Coursemaster and Poolsmaster aiso

available for all Amstrad CPC's, all Spectrums and C64 & 128

COMPETITION RULES
Every purchase made qualifies you lo enter our

competition draw. The total value of your purchases will

determine the prize won.
There will be one Is! prize only per draw.

Spend up to £20,00 - 1st prize a Star LC printer.

Spend up to £40.00 - 1st prize = Amstrad PC 151 2 SDMM
Spend over £40.00 • 1st prize = Amstrad PC1640 SD colour.

5 runners up will each win lull set of Inlraset software as
above. Intraset's decision final on all matters.

Send SAE lor list ol winners.

Draw dates 2S.02.91 and 28.09.91.

COURSEMASTER
THE COMPUTER HOHSERACING TIPSTER

PROGRAMME
• BEAT THE BOOKIE FOR A CHANGE 1

1

• RATES ANY RACE using racecard In any daily paper or

racing paper BOTH FLAT AND JUMPS. Racing paper

not required, ordinary daily paper Is all you need.

ft Gives clear forecast of best selection PLUS second and
third for Tricasts etc. and even recommends type of Del,

Will advise best bet, good long shot or Each Way and even

when not to bet.

• No more struggling with a calculator to work out your

winnings. COURSEMASTER works out your WINNINGS
on most popular types of bet ie. SINGLES, DOUBLES,
PATENT. YANKEE. CANADIAN, HEINZ etc.

• MAINTAINS A BANK ACCOUNT - Bet like a PROFES-
SIONAL! Compare COURSEMASTER'S performance with

your favourite Newspaper tipsier,

• Complete BETTING ADVICE from first principles. Even if

you have never seen the inside of a betting shop the easy

to understand betting guide takes you from Ihe first princi

pies of betting, types of bet. staking plans to helplul advice

on building a betting bank
• PLUS the amazing COURSEMASTER SYSTEM BET.

Thss superb easy to use betting system regularly provides

our customers with MAJOR WINS for small stakes - try it

and amaze yourself. Based on sound mathematical princi-

ples this betting system is based on Permutations and

seeks to maximise your returns on minimum stakes. TWO
MAJOR WINS A YEAR IS ALL YOU NEED TO BE IN

PROFIT,

• Will even PRINT OUT YOUR BETTING SLIP for you if

you have a printer 1

• COMPLETE WITH 20 PAGE BETTING GUIDE AND
MANUAL

DISCS AND TAPES E24.95

PERM-MASTER
If you enjoy doing the Pools and regularly use perms as we
at INTRASET LTD. recommend then checking your coupon
can be a nightmare. Have you won Or haven't you? Perm-
Master ends the a$ony by checking your perm for you.

Simply tell it which of your coupon numbers are draws and It

will do the rest, telling you how many winning lines you have.

Perm- Master comes complete with several of the top perms
already built in. but if your favourite perm is not there then

simply create your own using the unique perrn editor

• Fast and simple to use
• Unique PERM EDITOR
• Create your own perm using the inbuilt perm calculator,

lest your own theories etc.

• For most block and single line perms

Price £19.95

SPOT-THE-BALL
For all SPOT-THE-BALL tans this programme is a must, no

more tiresome counting of Vs or messy rubber stamps. Use

your computer lo do your SPOT-THE-BALL coupon.

Just tell your computer where you think the ball is using the

screen template supplied.

Will print out up to 540 micro-fine crosses in your chosen

shape, or simply tell il lo choose at random.

Learns as it goes - tell it where Ihe ball is every week and

build up a database ol results to use in SPOT-THE-BALL'S
sequence predictor option.

Works with any Epson compatible dot matrix printer or build

your own printer driver using the on screen option.

• LET SPOT-THE-BALL fill in YOUR COUPON this week

SPOT-THE-BALL £17.95

INTEREST FREE CREDIT TERMS
Spend over £30 and spread the cost at no extra

charge! (Cheque purchases over £80 only). Simply

divide your order by 4 and send us four cheques
each with your name and address and cheque guar-

antee card number on the back. Date the first

cheque with today's date and post-date each of the

other cheques by one month i.e. 1 ,5.91 , 1 .6.91 etc.

We will then hold each cheque until it is due.

HOW TO ORDER: CHEQUES, P.O.'S TO: INTRASET LTD (DEPT. 8K)

REEPOST 10 WOODSIDE AVENUE, CLAYTON-LE-WOODS, CHORLEY, LANCS. PR6 7BR

OR PHONE/FAX AS ABOVE FOR LIGHTNING FAST SERVICE.

WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT/CHARGE CARDS.
SEND SAE FOR FREE SOFTWARE CATALOGUE



Driving On!
In the third of our series on drive installation for the PCW, we

show you how to fit a 3.5" internal drive to the 8512

Once you've had a computer for

some time, you will begin to

feel that you know it. It will

have become something of a friend

(which isn't to say that, like some human

friends, it isn't sometimes your bitterest

enemy as well).

If you've got a PCW85 12 you'll

automatically know by now which discs

can go in either drive, and which will go

in both. You'll appreciate the rather odd

symmetry of having one drive on top of

the other one. You'll be able to feel the

weight of the 3" disc in your hand.

So why should you change all that?

After all, if you have a single drive

machine, it makes sense to add a second

drive -any 8512 owner will tell you that

- but if you've already got that second

drive, why alter the status quo and install

a 3.5" drive instead of your 3" B: drive?

There are several reasons. One is

that 3.5" discs are cheaper and more

plentiful than 3" discs. The same goes

This is what your PCW8512 will look like once

the new internal drive is fitted. But how do

you carry out the procedure? Read on...

for the drives themselves - 3" double

density drives are becoming increasingly

scarce. It may well be thai if your present

drive breaks down you will have no

option but to replace it with a 3,5" one.

The most convincing argument for

many people, though, will be thai the

3.5" drive will allow you to

communicate directly with a PC. whether

it be your own one at home, or one that

you use in the office. It won't mean that

you can run the same programs on both

(although some programs, such as

LocoScript, have both PCW and PC

versions), but you will be able to transfer

ASCII I ties between the two with ease.

And you don't have to worry about

damaging your old friend. Fitting the

drive is a fairly simple procedure. There

is nothing technical about it; no

soldering, no circuit hoards, no wires to

cut in the right order. Just a few screws

and connectors to undo and relit on to the

new drive - and a little bit of old-

fashioned filing! So why delay any

longer? Fitting an internal drive is not so

much a matter of losing a friend as

gaining a more versatile (but just as

amicable) workmate! Now, who could

complain about that?

HOW TO USE YOUR NEW DRIVE

So having got your new drive installed,

how can you start to use it to the

maximum advantage?

Part of its role, of course, is as a

CP/M (or LocoScript] data disc drive.

Unfortunately you can't actually boot the

machine from the B: drive - the internal

wiring prevents that - but you can run

CP/M programs from it. And, given the

right software, you can use it to simulate

an MS/DOS (or PC) drive, so you can

copy ASCII files to an MS/DOS format

disc in that drive.

But first things first. Tire following is

a sensible way to check that the new

drive is functioning properly. Boot up

CP/M from the top drive (simply insert

your CP/M disc at the point at which you

would normally put your LocoScript Start

of Day disc in). It should acknowledge the

presence of two drives. Now type

DISCKfT [RETURN), and follow the

instructions on screen for formatting a

disc in drive B. If the drive is working, the

option should be made available.

Carrying out that operation should

prove that the drive is working perfectly

well. Now it is time to use it for storing

information. With CP/M still in the A:

drive type PIP [RETURN].

When you are presented with an

asterisk, type (exactly): B:=A:DIR.COM.

This will copy the 'DIR' directory program

on to the B: drive. At the renewed

asterisk prompt, hit [RETURN] to quit PIP.

and type (in full) DIR[FULL], then hit the

[RETURN] key. The computer should

respond with a list of the hies on the disc

(in fact there should be only one),

together with how big each is, and how

much room is left on the disc.

This is what is most interesting to us

- the amount of room left. Together with

the DIR size, this should equal 720k, the

size of a normal B: drive disc. Whether

you have installed the drive in an 8256,

and 8512 or a 9512, the disc will hold

720k of information. Incidentally, if you

have followed these steps and reached

this point, you have proved that your new

drive can both read and write to disc,

and that you can load a program from it.

If you are an habitual user of

LocoScript 2, you can of course carry

out all the above procedures using that

instead of CP/M, using a document

instead of a program.

Crossover point

If you want to use your new drive to

transfer information to a PC, there are

several routes you could take.

There is the physical one, down a

cable (such as Locomotive Software's

LocoLink), or there is the one where the

majority of the work takes place on the

PCW (Moonstone's 2 in 1 falls into this

category, and is available at a reduced

rate when you buy your drive).

Finally there are die programs which

centre on the PC, The program which

comes with the drive, 22DISK, is one of

these later programs. It comes as part of

a shareware disc, and so you will be

required to register it with the author if

you continue to use it after a trial period.

To access the program you will need

to 'unZIP' the files first, on to a spare,

formatted MS/DOS 3.5" drive. The

document files on the disc will help you

to carry this out

Once the hies are 'unZIPped' you can

start to use them. Before anything else

you will have to tell the computer that

you are using art Amstrad PCWB256 disc

(the code is AMSl).

Now choose the CP/M to MS/DOS

option, specifying the group that the

computer will find the CP/M file in, and

the file path for the MS/DOS hie. Both

will also need to have their drive letter

specified - if you are using a single drive

PC, the trick is to copy from A: to A:.

If the files you are sending across

are text or data files, you should of

course save them first as ASCII files

(unless your system requires otherwise).

Any other form of transfer must be

considered risky, although there is a

second set of programs on the

shareware disc which may help in

program transfer.

Drive Installation

Fact File

• The 3.5" drive for

the 9512 costsSUM
plus VAT. W«
nl ituincd ours from

Silicon City, who can

be found a I Depl 8,

Postal Itulldings. Ash

Street, Windermere.

Cambria, LAZ3 3F.K

109962) 88707

• As stated in (he

article, the transfer

software which conns

with the drive is

known as Shareware,

at least - if you keep

using the software

you are required lo

register with the

author.

~ Moonstone's more

user friendly 2 in 1

costs £29.95

(including VAT), and

is available from

.in at I nil 14,

Slrathclydc Business

Centre, Clyde Slrcct,

Clydebank, G81 IPF

<ii-iii'M1.m:ii.

It ut if you buy 2 in I

from Silicon City

along with your new

drive, you can snap it

up for a mere £25.95.

• Oilier transfer

packages currently

available include

Timatie System's T-

Rcad and NewStar's

C-Stam. It seems

likely, though, thai

more and more such

systems "ill become

available in the

coming months.

Watch this space!

9 Many thanks again

10 Silicon Cilj for

their help with this

month's

walkthrough. All

the equipment and

methods have been

tried and tested.

But if you ureal

all unsure ahoul

tackling such l)h

operations on your

PCW . con I act your

local dealer or

repairer and leave

il up to them!
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Drive Installation

Hints & Tips

• Step 1:

You 11 ill need: a lilt-.

the template and

mask, a file, and

three screws lull these

lirmiilrri with tin'

drive). En addition

> mi will need a long-

sliafted crnsshead

serewdriver, a

flathladed

screwdriver, a duster

and a doth to lay the

computer on. Not

forgetting, of course,

the drive itself
1

,

• Step 2a:

Our computer had a

(ierman interface at

the back, This means

that it mav not look

Quite like your PCW
on the inside - hut

don't worry, none of

the slcps are affected

hy this.

• Step 2b:

Don't forget lo put

the screws away in a

safe place - you will

need them later!

Step 3:

If the interface will

not come away easily,

use a screwdriver

with a thin blade to

help it on its way.

The opening to aim

for with your

screwdriver is the one

nearest the drive, not

the one from which

the cable itself

emerges. Needless to

say, litis litis In In-

done w ith great rare.

if ait] of the pins get

bent, il will be

difficult In straighten

them later on.

• Step 6:

The part or the

machine that is in

most imminent

danger from dust is

the brightness control

hit lion. Make sure

thai that is well

covered, Don't worry

if you slightly overdo

the tiling - any excess

space will he covered

lii the mask thai you

w ill In at the end.

IS August 91

IThis operation will take you somewhere between 30 minutes

and an hour. Make sure that you have a clean, clear work

surface available - it is important that you should have enough

room to manoeuvre freely, and vital that there is no chance of

any dust or other material getting into the opened machine.

Also, have all the equipment that you will need to hand - a full list

of everything that you will need appears in the margin note on

the left. Much of it is provided with the drive itself.

2 Begin by switching off your computer at the mains, and

removing all the attachments - the keyboard, printer and

any interfaces. Leave the mains plug in the socket for a couple

of minutes to allow any static to disperse. Take the back off the

computer by undoing the six screws which are marked by

arrows on the case itself. The back casing should come off

without any trouble. Locate the bottom drive and its two

connectors which are shown in the picture above.

3 The lower of these two connectors will be attached to a

wide, flat ribbon cable. One edge of it should be marked in

a different colour to the rest of the ribbon - this is usually red,

but in our computer, as you can see, it was blue. Make a note of

whether this is on the upper or tower edge of Che ribbon before

undoing the connector by gently tugging and rocking the black

plastic part. Do not pull the cable itself. When it has come free,

find some way of tidying the cable inside the computer.

4 The second connector is much smaller. It has four pins but

it is held in place by a catch, and so is a little tricky to

remove. You will have to prise the small flap of plastic on the left

hand side of the connector over a catch on the piece of plastic

which is underneath it. Use a flat-bladed screwdriver to achieve

this. You can then carefully pull the plastic connector free.

Again, do not pull (he wires themselves, and find a way of tidying

the wires away - perhaps just secured behind some other wires.

5 Once the wires are free you can remove the drive itself.

The old drive is held in place by four screws which are

positioned at irregular intervals around the unit. Although they

are not easy to reach, it is imperative that they are all undone!

When they are. ease the drive out and put it to one side. The

removal has to be done carefully - mere is a lot of exposed

circuitry inside the computer. Have a look inside the vacated

space, to pinpoint the screw holes that held the drive.

6 At this stage, you will have to make a small modification to

die front of the casing. Find the template that came with

the drive. Stick it - it is self-adhesive to the PCW directly

underneath the hottom disc drive. The right hand side of the

template should be below the bottom right hand edge of the

existing drive space. Put a clean duster or similar cloth inside

the machine to catch the stray dust. Now file away the black part

of the template. Take your time over this - it is quite hard work!



Drive Installation

7 Carefully remove the duster from the machine, and clear

away any stray dust that may have fallen, both inside and

outside the machine. Everything is now ready for the drive unit

itself. Unwrap it from the packaging and carefully insert it into its

new home - you will find that it is a tight squeeze, but with gentle

manoeuvring it will fit quite snugly. Make sure that it is the right

way up - the 'eject' button should be towards the top, and should

more or less line up with the button on the A: drive unit.

8 When it is correctly fitted, the drive should stand slightly

proud of the front of the computer. Now you can screw the

new drive into place. This time there are only three screws to do

up. using three of the four holes used by the old drive. The three

screws are provided with the new unit. When tire drive is loosely

in place it is clear where these screws should go - the one hole

that is not used is the one that was at the bottom of the old drive.

See the margin notes for a way of making this easier.

9 With the drive securely fitted, it is time to reconnect the

wires that were removed earlier. It is best to connect the

26-ptn ribbon cable first. The important thing to remember is

that the coloured edge MUST be the same way as it was before.

In order to help you. the top of the cable which comes from the

drive is also marked with a stripe. This should be considered as

representing die 'top' of the original drive. If your original stripe

was at the top, make sure that the two stripes now match up.

J ^% The smaller, four-wire connector, which will carry the

I %J power to the new drive, can only be fitted in one way.

The fitting is simply the reverse of removal, with the 'key' on the

connection from the computer fitting neatly into the 'window' on

the connection from the new drive. However since the connection

from the drive is at the end of some wires, you will have much

more room for manoeuvre. By the way, don't be worried by the

fact that the connector from the drive only has three wires!

Hints & Tips

• Step 6b:

The template which

miii me should be

marked 'S25fi'. If" it

is marked '¥512' do

nut use il. Rather.

net in inurli with

Sitii'ati Cil), and

lhe> will replace it.

• Step 7:

Al Ihis stage, you

will save yourself a

lot of bother if you

lie your computer

face down on the

work surface. But

IK) pul a soft cloth

(in the surface first -

there is BO W«J that

a scratched screen

eon he rectified.

• Step 8:

If your computer is

lying face clown, fix

the screws to die

screwdriver wilh a

little bil of ttlu-Tack.

Screws lost in the

depths of the

machine are very

hard In find!

• Step 9:

If your cable wits

al ladled to Ihe old

drive with Ihe

coloured stripe at the

nullum. Ihis will

reconnected with the

'cable' si ripe al the

other end uf the

connector from ihe

'drive' stripe. T his

^ s

.

• L*5c^£'
;

j"^L&hs/p
1m ——

i

11
Making sure that everything is neatly stored inside the

back of the computer, replace the casing. Don't force

anything - there is more than enough room for all the various

components and cables - and don't start doing up the screws

until the casing is happily back in place. If you do feel something

in the way when you are putting the casing back, try to identify

what is causing the problem, and reposition everything so that

the casing will fit. Now do the screws up again.

Your drive is now installed. However, it is a good idea to

cover the empty space which will have appeared

alongside it. The package that came with the drive will have

contained a couple of masks', designed to fit snugly around the

new drive. Each is in a different shade uf PCW grey'. Choose the

one that is closest to the colour of your machine and fit it over

the drive, with the wider part of the mask towards the screen.

Then just plug in your attachments, switch on and away you go!

'lug;' or two from the

connector itself, n

mi. use Ihe file lo

jienth file them

• Step 11:

Again, having the

enuipiiler laid lace

ilnwii oil Ihe surface,

and a lillle Itlii-'faik.

will help y mi with

I'elitlini: tile Imi k of

• Step 1 2:

'I rial' filling before

removing i In'

hacking and sticking

it down.

August ") I l
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I often print working

documents using the

draft quality mode,

and once I have

finished editing, print

them asfinal

documents. Since the

final documents have

to he photocopied and

faxed, / normally

emphasise the whole

document using the

bold command, before

printing in high

quality made.

However, if I use

several layouts, I have.

to insert the bold

command after each

fvtnu
code, which is

ry inconvenient. Is

ere a way of

achieving the same

effect without

(Honing this tedious

ocedure?

'a replies:

I don't think there is.

But [ also think thut

it doesn't matter. I do

exactlj tin- same

thing: printing out in

draft, editing and

en in high quality -

nd I put bald

ammand.s in the

draft quality

deliberately (and

then have to lake

them nut again), ft

doesn't make any

difference to the

speed uf the printer,

it still only makes one

pass at each line, but

it gives a much

Iearer
copy. Why

m'l you put the

jld commands in

11 hen you first

prepare the

document and lea \ e

them there? Bold is

just a word

I'e.sstng command,

nd is not really

vpeiied to apply to

i whole document.
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LOCOPLUS
Welcome to this month *s LocoPlus, our regular six page section

devoted to LocoScript and it's relatives. We begin with LocoScript

Surgery, and then we y
ve this month y

s LocoFile tutorial. The section

finishes with a round up ofyour own hints and tips. So, off we go!

Dear Liz,

Can you or someone on yourfine magazine tell me
something. I have encountered a discfailure; when

copying with disckit an my PCWS512 I received the

fallowing: "Pise error on drive B: Track 157, sector #00 -

data error. This error is within file 2:HEWACC .091"

I am not in trouble, because I do have a back up disc. But

what I would like to know is: as the location of the error is

identified, can anything be done to eliminate or bypass it

and by doing so, bring the disc back into use?

I am not after the secrets ofDave the Disc Doctor, I am
fust curious to know what this error message means, and if

there is any way ofavoiding it.

If you have back up, there

doesn't seem to be anything to worry

about - just make another back up and

throw the disc away.

However, things wouldn't be so

funny if you didn't have back up,..

Without, as you say. getting in touch

with an expert disc-rescuing service -

which you could do if the if the situation

was desperate - there are several things

worth trying, along the lines of. After

all. you've nothing to lose in a little

harmless experimentation.

If you can copy the disc, then do so.

You just might find that you are lucky.

If you can't, and if you can

persuade LocoScript to load the disc at

all, you may be able to copy single files.

Sometimes a faulty disc will not load at

all under LocoScript, but can be

persuaded to load under CP/M,

Although it will fail if you try to copy

the whole thing, it is often possible to

copy at least some of the files, or even

whole groups at a time, using PIP.

There's no point in trying to use the

disc again, unless you know exactly

what caused the failure, and that it is

something that you can work round.

You can reformat the disc, and it

may well work again, but the question

still remains: why did it fail in the first

place? Much better to buy a new one.

Dear Liz,

I plodded along quite nicely with my PCW 8256 using

LocoScript I for almost a year until I decided to gofor

LocoScript 2, I was advised to buy the Loco 2/Spell

combination and only used the small dictionary until I

decided to upgrade the memory, thinking I could then start to

use the large dictionary.

1 have made a new Start of Day Disc over and over again,

verified the discs, used brand new discs, tried all the different

dictionaries, followed the instructions to the letter and still all

I get when I try to spell check is the message 'Unexpected

end affile'. Help I What am I doing wrong? I hope you can

help me very soon, I'm dying offrustration,'

It's a bit difficult to diagnose

the fault without seeing whal you"re

actually doing, but I'll have a go.

You cannot get Ihe dictionary you

want on your SOD disc, simply because

there isn'l enough room. To get it to

work you will need to get the large

dictionary on to the M drive.

Before you try anything else, prove

to yourself thai it works. Load ihe

machine normally, bul don' I worry

about dictionaries. Take a copy of the

original master disc (Side 2) with the

large dictionary on it. load it and copy

the file over to group on drive M.

Now try spell checking a file.

Providing you do have the right spell

cheek files on your SOD disc, it should

work perfectly. If it was working before

with ihe small dictionary, then you do

have Ihose files.

If it all goes well, you now need to

incorporate that into the loading

procedure, which will have to be done

with two discs.

For 85 1 2 owners, or with an

expanded two drive 8256, this is no

problem, you just put the dictionary disc

in the second drive and the machine will

load both automatically.

Pise niiwtwwT, Printer idl*. BsifW
=Cre*tf ii!M tloeunetit L-Ldit docunent 1=1 il! H ^tl #t- g

s

lections f2=1 isc f3=nie f^Croup f5=Do<iuneiit f6=SeUtiijs f7=Di;c cluitge fS^tioni

Drive fli

171k used 2k Irt( 13 files

group 4 111k group j *>i

group I Ik
group I 4 k

group 3 _tt

group S

group 6

group "

OUP * 13 files

1 linbo files

HftTRH .MS Ilk

MATRIX .1ST 12k

phrasis .sis ik

SITTINGS, STJ 11

9 hidden 146k

Pme H'

4k used *k free I files

roup 4 S files

1 mho files

n«m .is: lik
2 hidden 4k

trine Nt

168k used 36k free S files

1313011115 group 4 II

groupij 41 group 5 4k

group I 4k group 6 tk

group 3 4k group 7 I

All that matters is that the Dictionary ends up here: In group of M drive

It's not quite so simple with an 8256.

You will need to load ihem one after the

other, and you will have to put a

message on the first SOD disc to tel! the

computer thai there is a second SOD
disc to come after the first.

The instructions fordoing this are

not included in ihe LocoSpell manual,

but you will find them on page 10 of the

booklet called 'Update Information',

which you should have. In case you

don' I, here they are, briefly.

Create a document in group of

your SOD disc, and call ii ET.AL.

Don't put anything in Ihe document

itself. As soon as the editing screen

appears, just press [EXIT] and save it.

The existence of ihis file will tell the

computer to ask for another disc after

it's finished loading the first one.

Now all you have to do is boot up

the computer as normal, but instead of

seeing the Disc Manager screen, you'll

see a message saying 'Insert next disc".

Pui in the diciionary disc, which can

either be on a separale disc, or on the

reverse of your original SOD disc

whichever you feel happiest with,

The dictionary will automatically be

copied to group of the M: drive, where

LocoSpell will be able to find it, and use

it as necessary to check your documents.
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Dear Liz,

In the April issue a reader asked how to make a Sereen Shot.

1 tried on my PCW 9512 as instructed hut I couldn t get it to

print, in fact the message was 'Waitingfor Paper' even

though there was paper already there.

1 tried it on iMitdscapeformat but got the same

message and every time I pressed the EXIT key to

start printing the menu reverted to the Disc Manager.

Is the message or key press sequence that wilt produce

a screen shot/dump different on a 9512 from that

on the 8256?

Well, yes and no. You can't do

it ihe same way as you do with the 8000

series machines, and that's because you

can't do it at all.

The printer with the 8000 series

machines is a dot matrix printer. Nine

minute pins hit the ribbon in an order

controlled by the computer and 'draw'

whatever character, symbol or other

pattern of dots is necessary.

What you have is a daisy wheel

printer, which works on an entirely

different principle.

If you lake the print wheel out and

look al it, you'll see that all the

characters are physically embossed on

the 'petals' or 'spokes' of the wheel.

Regardless of what the computer

wants to print, the printer can only

deliver the characters that are actually on

the daisywheel itself.

That basically means the letters A-Z
llower and uppercase), the numbers 0-9

and simple punctuation. Nothing else.

A screen dump is really a graphic,

nothing to do with word processing.

Your 9512 printer can't handle that.

People have been caught out badly

this way. and if you're considering

buying a machine, take note!

The LocoScript software supplied

with all the PCWs is capable of handling

a vast range of characters and symbols:

Greek, Cyrillic, all European accents,

scientific and mathematical symbols etc.

But the daisy wheel printer cannot print

anything like all of them.

Some of them can be made available

by using special wheels - for full details

see the June 1991 edition of 8000 Plus

The many non-letter characters and

graphics which are shown in the manual

can be displayed on the screen, but they

cannot be printed by a PCW 95 1

2

printer. You would need to add a dot

matrix or ink jet printer to print them -

and even then you can get caught out

.

Only certain printers - those which

can be used in download' mode, which

allows the computer rather than their

internal electronics to control their

output - can actually print the full range

of LocoSeripl characters.

So if you must have a printer for

your 95 1 2 that will print out the full

range of characters and graphics, choose

carefully and all will be well.

Dear Liz,

Mine is a very simple

query, hut ane which

may interest other

people as well.

Assuming that I have

all the

"necessary"files on

my LocoScript 2 Start

ofDay disc, what is

the very minimum

number offiles 1

need to have an my

Data Disc before I

start to use it to store

my working files?

1 had assumed that

the answer was

"none " but this point

is not mentioned in

the manual.

Dear Liz,

I am Secretary ofthe local Rugby and Cricket Cluh and
although 1 Have afull list ofmembers in a Locoftie data file

I appear to he unable to print out a list of members in

alphabetical order, these simply having been loaded as Ihey

became members.

Is it possible to print out a list in alphabetical order and
if so, how is it done?

I would appreciate your dealing with this enquiry in your
[jocoPlus section or elsewhere in your most excellent and
helpful monthly magazine.

. Just change the index. This is

quite a simple process, and is covered

fully in the manual.

However, it may well be that you

haven't actually set up any indices,

especially if you didn't understand the

manual. If you haven't set up any

indeces, it's not a disaster. It can still be

done even in a big file, although it will

take a little time to do.

You will need to select the

following route: ^Change dataftle set-

up', then "index' then 'Create index.'

Then choose 'Surname", or whatever the

field with the name in it is called, and go

and have a cup of coffee.

You really need to put a bit of

thought into this before setting up a

database. If you want to sort the file by

surname, which I assume you do, you

need to have the surname separate from

the first name or initials. LocoFile will

sort by the first letter it finds in a field,

so if you have J. Lawson followed by H.

Weston. H Weston will come first.

So step one may well have to be re-

typing all those names, with the initials

either after the surname, or possibly in a

separate field.

In fact, it is probably best to put the

initials in a second field, which will

cover all eventualities. You can then do

your search using a Main key for the

surname and a Sub key lor the initials.

This will mean that with names like M.

fiSBTS '901 1» .HFH Loeolile. 1-VlttUr Mi. VslRI "BTT
ittjiw; Soman; Dnwtw sub k« Hen: iitm.w Col. 14 iv Line. t-iO

fl=HCU0TVi

ttt !¥'_ __

1711 H
fftiW f 5=Colo f i-l tnd

STOUP
group
group

i \i

Set current inde

_,Hi'i'i,in _ . _

v Surnnne

rest aii
Address
lei. Innate
D.O.E.
Date last paid

Sarimt

fT=utract
=C hinged:

r!=cpti(ins mi

imnHT
Address

» Use this tiniest

Inspect index

t code M8 m
Til: Business

0382 456 789

Nationality1.0.1.
12 08 54 Scottish
Occupation Airline Filet

Next of Kin
[Ispetll Anyone
As above
Hork; 4382 T8E 342

t*u kit mi
23 01 31

FlMtrfct

In the datafile, [f2] lets you choose the index by which the records are sorted. However, if you

haven't set up any indices lor the file, they won't be there...

Good and B. Goodison will be correctly

sorted - with the surnames in the right

order.

In your case, it does rather sound as

if you may have got the database into a

bit of a muddle. However, don't panic.

If you do have to re-organise it all, you

won't need to re-type everything as long

as you have LocoMail. You can get

LocoMail to read the data into a

document, set up a new field pattern al

the top and get your new, better

organised and indexed database to read

it all back and sort it all out. It is

possible to carry out major surgery on a

database, but you need to be very, very

careful about how you proceed.

Whatever you do, do not do il to the

original. Make a copy first. It is all too

easy to delete lhat vital information, v

Liz replies:

Absolutely right. Alt

you have in do to a

new data disc is to

format it. You don'

need any Mies on it

at all.

There is a tittle

confusion over this,

as people sometimes

notice that a newly

formatted disc and

empty disc does not

have the number of

K available that they

expeci, (either ISOk

or 720k).

The missing K are

holding the

mysterious "Disc

Address Mark"

which is put on the

disc when you

formal it, and

basically, tells the

computer how to

access the

information held on

lhat disc.

It's not very clear in

the manual.
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Dear Liz,

Reading your answer

about phrases on

page 22 on lite May

issue of8000 Plus

Magazine tfeel a bit

surprised at your

statement that 'you

can, ifyon wish,

'

have a different

PHR.ASES.STD in

each group ', etc.

You are right, of

course, but your

answer seems to

imply that it is not

possible to hare more

than one set of

phrases in the same

group, which is not

exact, I knowfrom

my own experience

that, as a matter of

fact, it is perfectly

possible to liave

several

PHRASES.STD in

the same group.

I call them

PHRASES.STD,

PHRASESA.STD,

PHRASESB.STD

and so on.

LocoScript does not

seem to hare any

objections to having

them all in the same

group, and I can

load them whenever

I want them.

Dear Liz,

I have Locoscript v.2.29 which promises

me (in booklet) large edit characters and

doesn 't deliver. What am I doing

wrong?

;mte mi oocwien

flections liaise f3=ftle M<rotip

[rive ft:

17H used 2k free 13 files

group i Hilt —*» * *•

group 1 Gk

I'm not quite sure what the

problem is. To switch on large edit

characters, you have to do it from the

Disc Manager. Press [F8] and tick, (use

the [+] settings key) the option. It

doesn't work everywhere, because it

really is what it says it is: an option for

edit characters only. It won't make any

difference to the Disc Manager screen.

You have to create or edit a file and get

some text on to the editing screen before

you can see it. Is that possibly what

makes you think that it's not working?

But perhaps what you mean is that

you can't print the large characters.

Again, it is exactly what it says; large

EDIT characters. It's just designed to

group I ti

group 3 *k

13 files
liiu>o files

It: group t

mirk .iss iik

mirk M IS
p«rs ,sn u
snnncs.su Ik

group J
group 5

group E

group 7

trive B:
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group fl isek

group 1 *k

group 2 4k

group 3
jj

roup
linbo files

LOCOSFEL.tCI lttk

group 4

group s

group
group 7

H: group *
tliiujo file?

LOCOSPELKT l»k
MTRK .ISS 12k

MIRK ,ISI 12k

2 hidden 4k

[f8] from the Disc Manager lets you switch on Large edit characters, but there's no effect on the

Disc Manager Screen

make it easier for people wilh sight

problems to use the machine.

However, you can print them out if

you have a dot matrix printer, perhaps to

use them for a notice.

What you will have to do is set up

the screen exactly as you want it, and

then use the 'screen dump' technique

([EXTRA1 plus |PTRJ) to transfer it to

paper. Don't forget to make sure the

printer is loaded with paper, because in

that situation the computer does not stop

to think in this situation, it just acts.

The letters produced in this way are

more solid than those produced in the

normal way with Pilch 1 double size.

The only problem is that you'll get all the

other information from the screen, too.

Dear Liz,

The magazine continues to he most useful. Thank you!

Two LocoFile questions: (I) mass extermination of record,

(2) copying oftiatafile set-tip. Erasing one record causes me
no problem. But there seems no way of erasing more than

one without doing them all individually. OKfor a few -

tedious for a lot - too much hard work for all records, as I

want to re-use the set-up in a simitar file. Copying via

IjtcoMail the ones I want to keep, copying them back into an

empty file and throwing away the original would work hutfor

situation number (2), which is:

There seems to he no facility for copying the set-up

alone, i.e. without records, so thai it's necessary to startfrom

scratch if I want a second database similar to the first butfor

a new and different set ofdata records.

Copying the whole file under a new name and deleting

all the records would be one possibility - but we 're back to

(I): there's no quick way ofdoing that.

Using templates or doing an early copy of the original set

up before many records are added is possible as a start but

this won't necessarily contain the final version of the file -

1

tend to refine it when it is in use.

I've used dBase II where both the above operations are

simple and I suppose I'm looking to repeat them here.

Ifthere are ways ofdoing these I'd be glad to know and

will eagerly scan the pages of the magazinefor a response, to

my question • or one similar to it. of course!

. 1 don't really have any new

answers on this beyond the ones that you

have mentioned yourself. However, I'm

including this just in case anyone else

has come up with something any

cleverer than we have.

The method you describe is exactly

the one I use myself; by using LocoMail.

You can be pretty subtle about that and I

don't find it too much of a chore.

As far as set-ups go. I always make a

copy, wilh no records, as soon as I've set

up aii\ database at all. and keep it stored

away on disc. If I then update the set-up

as I'm using the database, 1 update my
empty copy as well, so I can always go

back to it and start a new set of data

from scratch without any bother.

You can do a bit more with the PC

version, but that's not much help to you

if you are using the PCW, of course.

But has anyone else got any better

ideas? I have wondered if there's any

clever way at' using the fact that some

records are marked as 'changed" and that

you can clear that before you start, then

mark a group of them...

List replies:

This brought me up

short. It simply

never occurred to

me. I've never come

across a situation

where this would be

necessary: most

people only work

wilh one set of

phrases most of the

time anyway, but

come to think of it,

there's absolutely no

reason why not.

Hope it's useful to

other readers!

Dear Uz,

I have an Amstrad 8256 and LocoScript 2, version 2.28a.

Frequently when creating or editing text I press fParaj,

[EOLj or jPagej. only tofind thai the cursor runs away to

the right, far beyond any margin that has been set, which is

usually something between 80 and 85.

I can see no cure (or reason)for this in either the supplied

manual or in the Clarity Guide and wonder ifyou have come

across this from other sufferers. Any help you can give would

save mefrom having to bring the cursor back, very

laboriously from over there time and time again.
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1 haven't come across this as a

software problem, but i have seen it

happen on several occasions.

Next time it happens, press [F8] so

that you have the 'show state of menu

and lick 'spaces', by moving the cursor

over that opiion and pressing [+]. You

may well find a long line of little

triangles appearing on the screen.

If you do. then you're using spaces

when you should be using |RETURN ]s,

or else are introducing spaces into the

text in some other way. The software is

actually waiting for the next character

before it breaks the line, and the spaces

will go an awfully long way across the

screen before it gives up.

: gruuf * im. uni.nl. 9W LflUliig te*t.

agout 1 PiIO LSI CM LF6

lections f^Usout f3-Stgle

rentier ten*, using i,,

F.ue 1 I nit 6-'54

osmii fWteittK an

If .gau.tgpe, m.i.Mricjrt.if .'j»!
. .»*rW>. «t,«*ifse««.

like. this. is,, to, fill, up .a.fe*.lines,.gau.»ould.rior*allg.

press. return.it. the. end. of. it, ..Like, this. *"

«i

Rut.sow.people, don't,do. that... Instead,. theg. just,press.

the. space .bar. until. theg. get. to. the. next. line. or. theg.have.
to.?iue.up...If.I.svitoh.ihe.spioes.on.iitfufS,.gou.un,see.
Jnal.happens:

The.liite.«i]l.just.keep.going,.and,if.gou.trg.to.go.to,the,
etid. of. it.iith.IOL,.all .the. text. Bill. disappear, as. the.

cursor. goes. to. the. end. of, the. spates.

The triangular shapes denote spaces, and can be seen via the menu under |f8]

If you don't see those triangles, I don't

know what is wrong. To get the cursor

back, just press [ALT] and |LINE| and

the cursor will move back to the start of

the line. You can sort any problem out

from there as necessary.
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Mind over Matter
LocoFile may store all yourfacts andfigures but it can also be used to

manipulate them. Karen Donaghay shows you how to produce a report

any people know thai

LocoFile is a thinking.

questioning database. They

realise that from the breadth of its

knowledge. LocoFile could probably

answer all sorts of questions. For

example, it could tell a market researcher

how many accountants there are in

Liverpool and whether they all drive

BMWs and drink G & Ts. Yet, despite

the many words of wisdom stored within

the average LocoFile database, for most

people the problem is using it in an

intelligent way.

So. as an IQ-raising exercise, there

are few things that compare to the

LocoFile report. A report can transform

an ordinary LocoFile database into an

intelligent expert. This means that it is

able to answer any number of questions

on the facts and ligures at its command.

Take a certain record collector who
needs to lind track within his collection -

let's say Delilah by Tom Jones. He has

Q Dear 8000 Plus,

Thanks to LocoFile, I now have my entire library of books stored

in a database. Everything I need to know is there: title, author,

publisher, subject, and category (fiction or non-fiction).

But, what do 1 do now? What I would like is some specific

lists. This could be. for example, a list of all my poetry books or

all of the non-fictional books on politics, I'm sure that what I have

in mind is not beyond the scope of LocoFile, but how do I do it?

Maybe you can help. I'm confused!

lots ofTom Jones' records and not all of

them are in pristine condition. A report

can answer questions like: "What arc the

names of all the Tom Jones records in

my collection: which ones contain the

track Delilah and are they in good

condition?"

The trouble is that this son of list

doesn't fall into the proverhial lap.

Instead, it has to be dragged out of

LocoFile. kicking and screaming, by

using of one of the PCW's most complex

programs. We speak, of course, of die

infamous LocoMail.

LocoMail is in essence a

programming language, yet it has driven

many a programmer to distraction and

non-programmers have been known 10

give up in disgust. Although it is easy

enough to use for simple mail merges,

try anything more complicated and you

could run into problems.

The good news is that there is an

easier way. Why not let someone else do

TIP OF THE MONTH

When you print out a report, the results

will be listed in the order that they are

found. So if you want our example

report printed out in Name order or

Title order remember to sort the

database before you start the report.

the hard work for you - in other words,

write a LocoMail program to produce

reports'? Then all you will have to do is

adapt the program to your own needs. Of
course, this is ten times easier than

writing it from scratch and in this tutorial

we will do the honourable thing by

providing you with a standard report

program, which you can adapt later.

Let's take a look at one reader's

dilemma. It is a typical case for the

LocoMail report program to solve, and

serves as a good example.

A Dear Confused,

You are absolutely right. Not only is this within the realms of our

expertise, but LocoFile can solve your problem.

You must understand a few points before we start. The first

is an obvious one. All of the basic information needs to be stored

in your LocoFile database and in the right form. But more on

that later.

You will also need LocoMail to separate the wheat from the

chaff. It does this by testing each LocoFile record to see if it fits

your criteria. (If you don't already have the LocoMail program,

see our margin note for more details) Follow our step-by-step

guide and you will soon be able to produce book-lists that are

subject to any test you care to devise.

Script-Ease

The Locomotive

newsletter, Script,

often gives tips on

writing LocoMail

applications. So if

you want to know

more, it could be a

good place to look.

Call Locomotive

Software (0306)

740606, or write to

them at Dorking

Business Park,

Dorking, Surrey, for

further details

Mail Box
Once you leave the

beginners* slopes

behind in LocoFile

you will soon find

that without

I .
in-i \ I Lid I you arc

like a skier without

poles. Tn get the best

out of I ,i h-iiM k' you

need its sister

program: LocoMail,

available from

Locomolive Software

(telephone number

and address above)

for £35.19

STEP 1: ESTABLISHING THE DATABASE

The database kicks off to a highbrow

start with a book called English Social

History by G.M Trevelyan. Create a new

database and copy this layout into your

LocoFile setup card. There are five fields

in each record: Title. Author. Category.

Subject and Publisher. These should all

be pretty self-explanatory.

There are over a hundred books in

the original database so, to make this a

fair test, you should till in as many book

entries as you can. We are going to find

all the poetry collections so make sure

that several of your entries are fictional

poetry books.

To do this, you need to put the entry

"fiction" in the Category held and the

entry "poetry" in the subject field. An

important point to note here is that,

although it may seem obvious that a

poetry book is going to be a work of

fiction, bear in mind that books of

literary criticism, on the topic of poetry

also exist. These would be be under the

subject of poetry, but classed as non-

fiction - not what we are looking for.

The moral is that, whenever you

need to set up the criteria for a report you

should be very careful to define exactly

what you need. Always remember that

the PCW cannot think for itself, so you

have to be aware of every eventuality.

For example, if "poetry" was

occasionally entered as "poems'" the

PCW would overlook this record in its

search for the correct entries.

O'Daifl .S3 UciFiIe. Printer title. linn A: N-

ecorii rmAb UiiiMiie VttK Mm* Gfl:$vfi LtM WU
'-'a (5=It«i l4=Pruit (5-data ff=fi«l fl=L.tr«t fB4ntious HI]

SJp used It

=37^ r 3M.:

Title
.English Sock! Histery

4 Mm
if 1 «

CM 7

Subject
History

Begin at the beginning in LocoFile, by

copying the layout of this simple library

database . The fields shown here can

then be looked at in detail by a LocoMail

report program
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STEP 2: INCORPORATING THE LOCOMAIL ROUTINE

Now you can type in Lhe LocoMail

program. Although simple lasks using

LocoMail arc easy lo un tiers land, here it

is used as a programming language and

the result is quite complicated.

To end up with the LocoMail

program shown in our screen shot, create

a new LocoSeript document and copy in

the text exactly as we show in our box.

The codes (shown in brackets) are

THE LOCOMAIL ROUTINE

(+UL)Book1isl(-UL) (A)

(+Mail)

loop="(+Mail)

#subjeet="poetry" and category ="fktion"

<:title:er:author:cr:pubIisher:cr:cr:>

$+(-Mailf

<5rloop@ title (D)

(C)

(B)

A The title B The conditions C The actions D Starting orders

The LocoMail program looks in ail the right places to find the

answer to your enquiry. Copy it in carefully: a missing quotation

mark can be fatal!

The LocoMail

program looks

like a LocoSeript

document, except

the LocoMail

commands

are highlighted

in green

obtained by pressing the [+] or |-] key

and choosing the relevant code from the

menu. When you have finished, your

program will look like the one in our

screenshot. with the LocoMail

commands automatically highlighted.

The most important line o I* the

program is marked line B. Its function is

to linJ out if the subject is poetry and if

the category is non-fiction (read "if for

#). If this condition is met then the

program performs whatever action is

described within the pointed brackets

that follow. In this case the action is to

print out lhe current book title plus a

carriage return (cr), the author followed

by another carriage return, and finally

the publisher, followed by two more

carriage returns. This part of the

program is repeated for every record

within the database. The line saying

loop="(+Mail) and $+ (-Mail)" are used

lo define the section of the program

(called loop) that will be repeated over

and over again,

LocoMail does not actually go into

action until the last line. The part that

reads %loop@ title tells the program lo

perform the section called loop until il

finds a book with no title. As there

cannot be a title-less book this marks the

end of the process.

Don't worry if you don't understand

all of this. The concepts are explained in

far more detail in lhe LocoMail manual.

And if you find the manual is beyond

your comprehension you can leant to

adapt this basic program without

understanding the intricacies. But first,

let's see our program in action.

STEP 3: MERGING

group 3 g
J; «w> e H Nits

11 J mho tim
Gtuaojfi 6*
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The LocoMail routine is sheer poetry in

motion. The results are shown on the left of

the screen. Meanwhile, the user decides

whether to save the list for posterity, or

simply discard It

The next step is merging, and lhal is the

easy part. Simply select your LocoMail

document from lhe Disc Management

Screen. Press [M] for Merge, move your

cursor over the database lhal you want to

use and press [ENTER 1. Your original

LocoMail document will flash before

your eyes, and the final result - the work

of several illustrious poets - should

appear on screen.

The next stage is to decide whether

you want to prim this list out, to save it

or to discard it. as shown in our

screenshot on the left.

We chose to 'Save and Print' lhe

resull and the lisl is printed out as it was

shown on screen.

To save the list you enter a name and

press IENTER]. The result is kept as an

ordinary LocoSeript document.

Conditions

= equals

< less than

<= less than or

equal to

<> not equal to

Test run
Now that you've

learned the basics,

here's a little teaser

Tor you, How would

our hook-lover hud

out the title and

publisher of every

book written by .1. K

Hartley on the topic

of Fly Fishing'.'

The answer will be

revealed in next

month's tutorial!
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STEP 4: ADAPTING THE PROGRAM

There are three lines in the program you

need to adapt: the title, the condition line,

the action, and the part which tells the

program how long to continue. These lines

are marked A, B. C. and D in the box.

The title is the most obvious change.

Anything you type in before the first

(tMa il| command will be treated as an

ordinary LocoSeript command. So the title

of your report can be anything from "The

secret life of accountants" to "The Tom

Jones collection". In other words you can

delete the words Book List and type in

whatever you choose.

The conditions are a bit more tricky.

As we mentioned earlier the character #

means "If*. When translated, the line

reads: "if the subject equals poetry and

the category equals fiction". For a

different database these comparisons

would be meaningless. So you need to

adapt. For instance, the first question

about the accountants would come out as

#Town="Liverpool" AND Drink ="GST" AND

Car ="BMW". But, you have to be careful

here. If, when filling in the database, you

happened to fill in G & T or even Gin and

Tonic rather than G&T then these values

will not match your criteria and will be

ignored. One way around this is to use the

OR statement giving you the line:

# Town = Liverpool AND (Drink = "G&T" OR

Drink = "G & T" OR Drink = Gin and Tonic)

AND Car = "BMW".

To find Delilah also requires a bit of

thought. The first part is easy, #Artist =

"Tom Jones" AND Condition = "Good". But

finding the right song means looking at

every track on the record, since you don't

know in advance which one it will be . This

would end up being §Artist a "Tom Jones"

AND Condition - "Good" AND (Trackl =

"Delilah" OR Track2 = "Delilah" OR Track3

- "Delilah" ...) and so on. There are also

other ways of testing the fields. To find the

names of people in a database who were

over thirty, try this test

#Date_of„Birth > 1961. Note that because

this is a numeric test, there are no

quotation marks around the 30.

In the margin opposite is a summary

of all the conditions you can use. We also

suggest that you look up "conditions" in

your LocoMail manual and read that

section carefully. The next part is far

easier. The actions are used to define

what you want to print out when you find a

match. For instance, if you wanted to print

out two fields called Name and Tel_No

then it would look like this:

e:Name:cr:Tel_No:cr:cr:>.

The cr stands for carriage return and

ensures that each new held is printed on a

new line. At the end there are two carriage

returns, so that the records do not merge

into each other. In the last line you would

need to put in your own field instead of

title. You can choose any field within your

database that you know will never be left

blank. And that is all there is to ft. Do try

working through our example before you

experiment with your own database.



Over to You!
This is the page that comes straight from the horse's mouth! Five of

yourfellow readers reveal some of theirfavourite LocoScript secrets

,0C0 PLUS

New order
In ihe July issue of

800O Plus. Liz Bruce

stated that there is no

easy way to extract

names in alphabetical

order from a

I ,i>c it Script document without using

LocoFile. However, it is possible, with a

bit of fiddling, to do this with the help of

LocoSpell, so long as the LocoScript

package is version 2.29 or later (2.28 for

the 8000 machines).

This is best illustrated by means of

the following examples. The document

should first be copied into memory so

that the original is preserved. Because

the user dictionary is utilised, it is

necessary to add to each surname the

prefix "aa", so thai they will appear

together at the beginning of the

dictionary's list. This will also ensure

that names having main dictionary

meanings - Smith, Brown, Low and so

on - are not ignored by the user

dictionary update. Take the following

example:

LI) In the firs i coach were

aaPomeroy, aaCallaway, aatiooke,

aaZcller. and aaVelate. As there was

no more room in the coach, aaHook,

Mr tin Itaci hi. Mrs aa Bacon,

aaThatcher, aaAhel and aaCaldeco

had to travel in Ihe second one.

When the above text is spell

checked, with automatic addition to the

user dictionary selected, ii reports that 33

words were checked and 10 new words

were added. (This is because it could

only add "aaBacon" once - one small

snag in the process).

Next type [fl] [1||ENTER| - or the

8512 equivalent - so as to insert a file at

the bottom of the document. Then cursor

across to USERSPEL.DCT. and press

|ENTER] twice. This starts to insert the

entire contents of the user dictionary as a

column one word wide, but this can be

aborted after the first part of interest has

appeared, by pressing [STOP] twice.

Here is the list, edited into lines to save

space.

1 . 1 aaabel, aabacon, aacaldecnt,

aacallawav, aahook, aahooke,

aapomeroy, aathatcher, aavetate,

aazeiler ....then: ahut, accordant, and

the rest of the user dictionary up to

the STOP command.
Any remaining, unwanted dictionary

words can be deleted by cursor!ng to

"abut", pressing }CUT| and [DOCj and

[CUT] again, when (he screen slops

scrolling. Now remove each "aa" by

using automatic |EXCH] to replace them

with nothing. This produces the

following list, which requires only the

addition of initial capital letters.

1.2 ah el, hacon, caldecot, ca I laway,

hook, hooke, pomeroy, Ihatcher.

velate, zellcr,

If the names appear in the document

as surnames with following initials, the

procedure is just as simple, and the

results are more satisfactory, since one

can now distinguish between any number

of Smiths and so on. While adding the

"aa" prefix to the surname as before, also

delete the punctuation and spaces

between the surname and initials, and

separate the initials from the surname

with an apostrophe (which LocoSpell

places after "z" in the alphabet). For

example, if you Stan with:

2.0 Jones, P.F; Smith. T.W; Farmer,

H.K; Smith, G.J; Brown, L; Jones, P;

Smith. T.W.K, Eans, L; Smith, T.

and change this to:

2.1 aaJones'PF; aaSmith'TW;

aaFarmer'HK; aaSmith'GJ;

aaBrown'L; aaJones'P;

aaSmilh'TWK; aaEvans'L;

aaSmith'T.

Now you can use LocoSpell as

before, and add these words

automatically to the user dictionary; it

checks 10 words and adds 9. N'ow insert

this updated dictionary into the

document as in the first example, to

produce another column of words that

begins with:

2.2 aabrown'l. aaevans'l.

aafarmer'hk, aajones'p, aajones'pf,

aasmith'gj, aasmith'l, aasmith'tw,

aasmith'twk, abut...

Next use Find and Exchange twice,

(aa to nothing and apostrophe to

comma+space) to produce the following

list, which needs only a little more

editing to produce an acceptable result.

2.3 brown, I, evans, I, farmer, hk, jones,

p jones, pf, smith, gj, smith, I, smith,

tw, smith, twk, abut...

At the end of the day. do not save the

amended user dictionary to disc, as

advised by the PCW. If you do. ihe

strange words you have created will

come back to haunt you in the future.

1 must admit, this explanation is

somewhat long winded but. like most

computer techniques, it is easier to do

than it is than to describe.

A S Velate

West Sussex

Window on the world

My tip for window envelopes is much

more simple than others I've read: it also

helps in the folding of the page before

putting it into the envelope.

At the top of your letter type a full

stop, then press [RETURN] five limes

Type your address (or leave three to four

lines of space for an address) then press

[RETURN] four more times, followed

hy another full stop. A couple more

presses of the [RETURN] key and then

you type in your address and the date.

Simply make your first fold under

that second full stop, then fold again.

The tiny dots are most unobtrusive, and

once you've done the first one, you copy

and edit to suil each lime, or have ii as a

template in a LETTER.WIN file. This

folding suits an 8.5 x 4.25" window

envelope.

Avril Gell

Gillingham

In the dark
Stencil duplicating is the cheapest way

of producing lots of copies and a

daisywheel printer makes a reasonable

stencil. I was told in the shop that Ihe

95 1 2 printer would work without a

ribbon. At home, sometimes ii did.

sometimes it didn't, The secret is a

sensor on the prim head. If ligln shines

on it - for instance, through the

transparent bit at Ihe end of the ribbon, ii

stops the printer.

The answer is to keep it dark! Not

necessarily pitch dark; put a bit of paper

on the dust cover and the printer goes on

in ignorance of ihe lack of ribbon. Don't

forge l to press [+]D before you start and

make sure that you keep the printwheel

free of stencil wax.

Reg Bedford

Cumbria

On the move
My lips may be obvious, but they were

news to me when I discovered ihem.

When you'are at the boltom of a

page, you can get quickly to the top by

pressing the [ALT] [PAGE] keys

together. You can press them several

times to gel to the top of a multi-paged

document, or [ALT][SHIFT|[DOC] will

get you there straight away.

For the reverse effect, pressing the

[SH1FTHDOC] keys will take you to the

bottom of the document.

Pressing [SHIFT] plus the upward or

downward cursor keys will move you up

or down twenty lines. Or, try pressing

the [SHIFT1 key plus the left or right

arrow keys, for big jumps left and right.

These even work when cutting and

pasting. In fact, why not test out the

[ALT] key with all the other keys!

Joe Unwin,

East Sussex

hev

h'nu

I'd like to give you

small tip for

LneoScripl users

which t Invented. A

rather unpleasant

feature of LocoScript

I and 2 is that the)

cannot make

footnotes

automatically. You

have to do this

manually and then a

problem with the

separator appear;

between the last line

of the main text and

a footnote, especially

when j ustifjca tion Is

on. You cannot just

type in [RETl RM
on the last line of

each page, because

you would probably

tike to have the last

line justified loo.

So, my solution is to

have a special

"word" consisting

of. say, 15 hard

underlined spaces,

stored in

PHRASES.STD. and

to paste It nn Ihe end

of the last line of ihe

main text. 1 have

iii fined a layout for

footnotes and joined

its code to my

separator together

with a new line code.

Then, immediate!}

after typing in one

key, say X, 1 can

start to edit a

footnote. But I most

still count lines on a

page, unfortunately.

Jerry Wftczak

Poland



THE WEST OF BRITAIN
YOU MUST ADD VA.T. TO OUR PRICES

AMSTRAD PCW's Willi FREE WBBS Ltd Disk containing a DATABASE, GRAPHS PACK.

_ PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST and GAMES: PLUS a FULLY FEATURED
evaluation copy ol ttie excellent & easy to use "SIMPLE ACCOUNTS II" by CORNIX
SOFTWARE. CORNIX software is amongsl the best British software available - a GREAT offer

And there's mora! - Simply inlorm us ol the number of our invoice snowing your purchase ol

your Amstrad and we willgive you E5.00 of) a REELTIME course!!

PCWS256 - Green screen, single drive. 256k Ram £279.00

PCW8512 -Green screen, twin drive, 612k Ram. 2nd drive high density £329,00

PCW9512 - Black and white screen, single high density drive. Daisywheel £429.00

PCW STARTER PACKS • AIL TOGETHER NOWl

10 x CF2 3* disks / one ot which will be our

tree gift pack disk - see above /3
H

- 3.5"

locking disk box + 2000 sheets listing paper

(11 " x9.5") 3 printer ribbons /drive cleaner &

dust covers ALL FOR THE BUNDLEO
PRICE OF £59.00

State machine type when ordering &

state fabric or carbon ribbons

.. I .... I .........

WE ALSO SELL PC HARDWARE &
SOFTWAREI

Contact us re prices and specification on

the following (and morelJ:

AMSTRAD - Entire range.

OSICOM - S86/3B6 (the machines we use)

SANYO - not the cheapest but excellent

TANDON • innovative range - excellent.

••• LINK YOUR PCW TO A PC! •*"

Like to run your accounts on a PC but use

your PCW as a workstation? Send for

details of Compact Accounts PC2PC1

OUR GUARANTEE
is a bit special. II any computer or printer

bought Iioti U5 [without on-site

maintenance being ottered) goes wrong

under warranty we will collect, repair and

return at our cosl I

All you have to do is telephone!

Memory Upgrade - for PCW8256. ,.£16 98
256k upgrade takes your memory up to

that of the 8512. Recommended for use

with Locospell and Microdesign II. Very

easy to fit - full insttuctions included.

3.5" DISK DRfvE FOR THE AMSTRAD PCW.
For use either on the PCW8256 or 9512

but not 6512 (external only) £69.00

file conversion software for PC £26.00

PACE - 5.25" 2nd drive with its own built in

interface & power supply - TDOS software

allows data transfer trom PCW/PC/PCW.

Very easy to lit. Also works as fully

functional 2nd CPWI or LOCOSCRIPT

drive £115.50

•* AMSTRAD PCW 951 8 SHOULDER BAGS "

Two part tightly woven black nylon.

Monitor and Keyboard in shoulder bag s

printer in matching holdall £19 00

RAMPACKS & RS232
INTERFACES BY SCA.

The RamPac plugs onto expansion port to

provide extra Ram. Through connector
allows other peripherals.

512k RamPac EfJfl.QO

769k RamPac .£108.00

1 .5Mb RamPac , £188.00

RS232 SERIAUPARALLEL INTERFACES
With Real Time Clock £50.00

WHhoul Real Time Clock £41.70

New-SCA RamPac and Interface

combined!
SCA PR08256 (256k Ram) £75.00

SCA PR08512 (512k Ram) £95.00

SCA PR08768 (768k Ram) £115.00

PCW HARD DISKS FOR THE EASY LIFE!

Diamond 20Mb PCW Hard Disk..£379,00

Diamond 32Mb PCW Hard Disk. .£459.00

Diamond 48Mb PCW Hard Disk..£539 00

THE ABOVE RANGE CAN BE
SHARED BY MULTIPLE PCW'S

-

DETAILS AVAILABLE.

SCA'S NEW VORTEX HARD DISK
RANGE

20Mb Hard disk unit £305.00

30Mb with Locoscript/File £365.00

40Mb with Locoscript/File £425,00

60Mb with Locoscript/File £535.00

Optional extra - 51 2k ram £58.00
- 768k ram £78.00

FAX MACHINES

SAMSUNG: SF1000 ....£265.00

SF1100 ....£354.00

SF2300 ....£475,00

SF2300M ,...£587.00

SF4010 ..£1099.00

AMSTRAD: 9600T ....£368.00

PANASONIC UF121 ....£389.00

TELECOM: C50 ...£439.00

MODEMS
MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY MODEMS

WS4O0OPCW, complete with Integral PCW
interface & connecti ng leadl £1 4 7.80

PACE LINNETT MODEM V21/V23....E 130.40

Cable to PCW Interface £13.90

Sage Chit Chat Combo .....£62.50

BSD Dust Cover Sets - simply the best

PCW8256/8512 - 3 piece grey £10.10

PCW9S12 3 piece ivory £12.13

PCW951 2 with sheetfeeder £1 2.1

3

SUNDRIES

Printer stand - any width rugged ....£14.75

Pnnter cleaning kit-PCWSOOO's £14.60

Mouse Mat £4-35

'Margin Maker" (MM3i) new out! £12.50

Spike Protector plug - helps protect

computer or other equipment against

power surges (we use them) £10,25

3" Disk head cleaner £5.00

A4 copy rrcilder with desk elamp ....£19 . 30

Metal keyboard bridge stand £19,00

RIBBON RE-IHK / DO IT YOURSELF! 1

1

NEW OUT - 'RIBBON RE -INK' contains no

propellant. A black re-inking spray suitable for

mosi fabric ribbon types. Now more
environment friendly £11.00

DISK STORAGE SOXiS
AMSIOCAms. br'd) holds 10 £6.00

D540L 373,5* - Lockable £8.50

DS80L 373.5" - Lockable £11.50

AMS30L (Ams. br'dj holds 30 locks ..£9.90

PRINTER RIBBONS
PCW Ba56/85ia - dot matriK printer:

FABRIC (14m length) x 8 £6.50

x10 £29.25

CARBON MULTISTRIKE X 2 £6.50

xlO £59.25

PCW 9512 daisywheel printer:

CARBON MULTISTRIKE x 2 £6.00

x10 £27.00

FABRIC TYPE x 2 £6.00

K10 £27.00

AMSTRAD BRANDED PRINTER RIBBONS

PCW8000 Fabric or Carbon x2 £13.00

PCW9512 Fabric or Carbon x2 £13.00

KW8S56/851 2 COLOUR RIBBONS
Phone for availability x 2 £1 1 .80

SMALL SELECTION OF OTHER PRINT RIBBONS

CITIZEN Swift 24 x2 £9.00

Swift 24 Colour x2 £29.00

120D x2 £7.00

HQP40 x2 £15.60

HQP40 Colour x2 £39.00

HQP45 x2 £30.80

AMSTRAD DMP 2000/3000 x 2 £7.90

LQ35O0 x2 £13.50

LQ5000 xS £17.50

STAR LC10 x 2. ...... .£6.30

LC24-10 x2 £7.10

EPSON LQ400 x2 £11.50

LQ500 x2 £11.80

TEQNICHE - A PCW 102 KEY
KEYBOARD! It

Simply unplug your enisling keyboard, plug

this one in and start typing I

Excellent qu a lily and lael .. ., £63.50

AMSTRAD PCW SOFTWARE
THE COMPOSERS PEN II - the new version.

Well worth waiting for £62.00

FLIPPER 111 need 512K memory £29.00

FORWORD - the word PRE-prrxessor £38.00

PROTECT - THE FULL SYSTEM: £32.90

includes a very fast wordprocessor plus

spell-checker and a superb mail-merge

utility that is almost a programming
language in itself The latest version.

PRO-EAZE - needs Protextto run £15.00

a set of utilities produced especially for

Pretext users containing a variety of

automatically generated invoice layouts/

delivery notes etc. All can be customised

and cany out calculations automatically.

Ideal for the small to medium sized

business.

it is always Important to state the type of

PCW you own when you order I

We supply exactly whal you order - please make

sure that what you are ordering is going to be

right for you! We do noi sell goods on approval

LocoScnpt II £24.90

LocoCombo-LocoSctipt II & Spell ..£30.00

LtxoMail & File-for which PCW? £35.00

LocoFile • state which PCW used £26.00

New Thesaurus-use with LocoFile...£12.80

LocoMail use with Locoscript II £24.90

LocoSpell - use with Locoscript II ..£21 .00

LocoFont Disk (contains old LocoFont 1 &
LocoFont2) £24.90

LocoScript II & Locofile £33 00

always state the type of POW you use.

OTHER LOCOMOTIVE ITEMS AVAILABLE
Digita 'E' Type-typewriter emul £24.15

M.A.S.S. Easy Labeller- excellent..,.£21 .00

More than a simple labeller - ideal for

anything from greetings labels to

consecutively numbered raffle tickets.

INTEGRATED PACKS & SPREADSHEETS
Mini Office Pro- Integrated pack £25.87

Cracker II Turbo + - Spreadsheet £3200
Supercalc II - Spreadsheet £34.00

DATABASES
Comix Card Index - easy to use £21 .00

Mflsterfile 8000-best general buy £28.00

dBase II - very powerful £42.00

Prodata - for Pretext users. £47.45

Digita Datastore II £23.40

Camsoft Cambase £45.00

SEE LOCOFILE IN WORDPROCESSING

DISKS AT SPECLAL PRICES!
CF2 3

-
Am$ofl PCW/CPCx 5... £8.50

Amsofl xlO... ...£13,10

Amsoft X20... ...£25,99

Amsoft x30... .,.£38.70

Amsort X40.„ ....£51.25

Amsott x50„. ....£63 50

Amsolt x100.. £118.00

CF2 3" Maxell PCW/CPCx 5... £9.50

Maxell x10 . ...£16.50

Maxell x20... ....£32.00

Maxell x30... ....£47.50

Maxell xSO... ....£78.00

MAXELL individually cased disks add £2.00

per 10 to above Maxell prices.

5.25 Bulk-Unbranded x25„. ... £10.45

5.25 3M Brand x10... £9.80

3.5" Bulk-Unbranded x10... £8.50
3.5" 3M Brand X10... ....£12.80

COMPUTER PAPER

1 1" x 9.5" Continuous Listing :-

SP/051 sheet thick- 500 sheets £9.80

SP/10 1 sheet thick - 1 000 sheets £11 .30

SP/20 1 sheet thick - 2000 sheets .. .£15.60

DP/OS 2 sheets carbonless - 500 £15.60

DP/10 2 Sheets caibonless - 1000... £9.4.30

11" x 14" Continuous (wide carrlage):-

1 sheet thick- 500 sheets £9.00

1 sheet thick - 1000 sheets £15.75

1 sheet thick - 2000 sheets £29.50

A4 - [True A+) 80 gsm - Continuous:-

plain white/micro pert x 500 £13.90

Plain white/micro perfx 1000 £19.95

Plain white/micro pert x 2000 £33.50

A4 - Single sheets - white x 500 £8.25

A*-Singlesheets-whitex1000 £13.75

A4 - Single sheets - blue x 1000 £17 75

LABELS - with sprocket holes: -

One wide 3 1/2M 7/16"- 500 £9.95

One wide 3 1/2"x1 7/16" - 1000 £13.75

One wide 3 1/2'xl 7/16" - 2000 £22.50

One wide 3 1/2'xl 7/16" - 4000 £42,50

BOOKS ARE ZERO RATED SO DO NOT ADD VAT: LARGER BOOK LIST AVAILABLE

PRINTERS: WIDE RANGE:
SAMPLE PRICES

CITIZEN 120D £120.00
124D £174.00
SWIFT 24 £249.00

ALL CITIZEN DOT MATRIX COME
WITH TWO YEARS PARTS AND
LABOUR WARRANTY.
MANNESMANN TALLY (reputedly
strongest printers in the world
probably are)

From the MT81 at just £133.00

Locoscript II User Guide £19.95

Supercalc Training Manual £12.95

Locomail User Guide £19,95

Locospell User Guide £14,95

Locofile User Guide, £19.95

Mallard Basic Manual For PCW £S,95

Pretext, a PCW Users Guide £10.95

Successful Credit Control £17.95

Computers and the Law ...£22.50

Directors Personal Liability £19.50

Sharpbenders - shows how other companies

un leased their potential - very good ...£25.00

Moving Inlo Management £8.95

Strategic Management/Small Bus £17.50

Working wilh dBase il £10.95

Supercalc Prompt: Supercalc 3 £10.95

Locoscript I l/Mail<Spell/ File £10.95

Introducing C £12.95

Data protection code ol practice.... £12.95

Using the Amsirad PCW Word Pro £9.95

IF ONLY ORDERING ONE BOOK PLEASE ADD £2,00 (PLUS VAT) TO COVER
CARRIAGE...

To place an order by telephone we will need to know the following:

1. Today's date.

2. Your name and address.
3. Your telephone number in case of problems.

4. The name of the magazine where you saw this advert.

5. The type and number of the credit card you wish us to debit.

6. The expiry date of the card,

and lastly:

7. The item(s) you wish to purchase making sure we know
exactly which type of machine it is to work with.

Please make Cheques POs payable to "W.B.B.S. Ltd."



USINESS SERVICES
note - we have moved our Sales and Despatch departments to new premises

All enquiries should now be directed to this address.

ACCOUNTS PACKAGES FOR THE PCW
If you are unsure which package you need for your business please do noi hesitate to

telephone us and we will listen to your needs and describe the various packages to you in clear

jargontess terms but leave you lo decide.

A UNigUE OFFER FROM CORNIX SOFTWARE ONLY AVAILABLE
FROM W.B.B.S.' LTD!

CORNIX CONTRACTOR: a combination of SIMPLE ACCOUNTS II & JOB ESTIMATING as

prepared by Comix only for the customers o( West ol Britain Business Services. A MUST IF

YOU ARE RUNNING YOUR OWN BUSINESS - A TOTALLY UNIQUE PACKAGE!!!

CORNIX CONTRACTOR (rrp il bought Individually £178.00) OUR PRICE JUST £99.00

'The essential PCW accounts package for the small business' 8000 Plus Jan '91 - 'you are able

to predict accurately jusl how much outlay you expect for a job taking materials and labour into

account, and what you should be ex peeling in return.' 'It could be your passport to multi-national

status! ' 8000 Plus Jan 91.

A WIDE RANGE OF CORNIX TITLES FOR A WIOE RANGE OF BRITISH BUSINESSES.
Simple Accounts II £58.00 Job Estimating £72.00

Invoicing £49.00 Product Costing £72 00

"NEW OUT - STOCK CONTROL" [needs invoicing to work) excellent features £4500

" SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER " BUY INVOICING AND STOCK CONTROL TOGETHER £69.00

ENTRY CHANGE for Simple Accounts II £21 .00 (buy with SAII or Contractor) £19.00

CONNECT SYSTEMS - _

MONET MANAGER PCW
Money Manager PCW
Great valuel £37.90

This is the very latest version from the

Connect stables - a top seller.

D.R.S. Total Accounting £58.00

please contact us for details

Meridian Stockmarket II £29.00

COMPACT ACCOUNTS
We use Compact for our own accounts
system. The best is on the PCWI
COMPACT ACCOUNTS call tor prices

Sates/Purchase/Nominal Ledgers plus

Invoicing/Report Writer & Interfacer

COMPACT ACCOUNTS PLUS P.O.A,

As above plus Slock Control & Sales Order

Processing.

COMPACT COMPLETE ACCOUNTS ..P.O.A.

This new bundle provides everything you

need lo run a business including Payroll.

FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE.

FULL RANGE OF STATIONERY AVAILABLE

SAGE ACCOUNTS
Popular Accounts £54.00

Popular Accounts PI us £35.00

Popular Invoicing £40.00
Popular Payroll £40.00

CAMSOFT ACCOUNTS
P5IL - Integrated Stock/lnv/Sales/

Purchase & Nominal ledgers £149.00
PSPN - Int. Sdl es/Purch./Norn £89.00

PPAy Payroll £45.00

MAP ACCOUNTS
Integrated Accounts £89.80

Other Map ledgers mostly at £39,00

DIGITA
Business Controller £44.00
Personal Tax Planner £20.00

DIGITA SYSTEM 3 £29.80

STOCK CONTROL
INVOICING/SALES LEDGER
CASHFLOW CONTROLLER
Not a lull accounts pack but rather a suite of

3 separate tools'

CAVALIER SOFTWARE
Simple Invoicing £30.39

Instock ...£65.00

Intact £65.00

Inbusiness (integrated) £130.00

Diner; Restaurant/Take Away a/c £52.13

Homeview: Estate Agents prog. ..£169.95

Newsboy: Newspaper Deliveries ...£52.13

Re-Chord: Music Library prog £26.04

HiSoft Software

HiSoft Pascal 80 £33.85

Extremely fast with GSX graphics.

HiSoft C £33.85

Very popular integer C compiler.

HiSoft DevpacSO £33 85
Version 2 - very compact.

FTL Modula - B £36.80
Complete Modula - 2 development.

FTL Editor Toolkit £29.00

Complete Modula - 2 source to editor.

FTLAPK £29.00

Contains an enhanced linker, overlay,

manager and redundant code remover.

Nevada COBOl £33.85
Close to ANSI-74 COBOL

HiSoft FORTH £17.35
Easy to use FORTH - very fast.

Knife Plus £17.35
The complete disk recovery system
with sector copier and build-file

option. Essential utility for PCW

ARNOR CP/M LANGUAGES

MAXAMII £39.00

Complete CP/M machine code
development system.

'C £27.21

Complete C development system.

BCPl £19.90

Flexible, fast, general purpose
programming language.

THIS ADVERT CONSTITUTES A TINY
PART OF OUR RANGE: lOOO'S LINES OF
OFFICE EQUIPMENT 4 SUPPLIES (home

use tool)

SOLOTAB Suspension liles r 50 E2B.80

KRAFTPLY foolscap lowers it 100 £5.30

Stacking letter trays * 6 £14.10

choose black, blue, red OR grey

PENS:
SIC CRYSTAL medium OR fine point:

black, blue, red OR green x 50 £6.09

PENTEL NEW SUPERB BALLPEN BK77
black, blue OR red 1 12 £6.12

STEADTLER Fluorescent highlighters:

blue, green, yellow OR pink * 10 £8.60

as above but 4 assorted £3.45

UNIQUE TO W.B.B.S. LTD!!!
The Tarot Program £21.73

Professional tarot reading program.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING — DESIGN — GRAPHICS

MICRO DESIGN II - A revolution in desktop publishing on the Amstrad PCWI £34.35

RUNS ON the PCWB256/8512/9512 (the 9512 needs a dot matrix printer to print). The
manual is comprehensive, immensely friendly, and will lead you where you want to go' (New

Computer Express) • and its 150 pages long. IMPORT FILES from Locoscript 2, Pretext,

Wordstar, Masterscan, Stop Press and other PCW software.

" TEXT EDITING : TYPESETTING : FONT DESIGN : GRAPHICS : DIAGRAMS : LOGOS -
' The Rolls Royce of PCW desktop publishing.' (Amstrad PCW Magasine).

NEW FROM THE. PRODUCERS OF MICRODESIGN II PROSCAN A HAND SCANNER FOR THE PCW

ProScan - from CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY. A brilliant new triumph from the makers ol Micro

Design II. 'Excellent quality. Easy to use. Cheap.' 8000 Pius Magazines verdict scoring 20

out ol a possible 20! 1 1 Firsl CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY brought you the software S now the

hardware to run serious dip on your PCW! £144, 60

MicroDesign II + Contnver Mouse S Interlace £67.50
MicroDesign II + Kempston Mouse & Interface (includes Jeeves 3, Daatafax) ,....,£79.00

MicroDesign II + Logitech/AMX type Mouse & Interlace (with through port) £72.30

Stop Press + Mouse & Interface £60.70
Stop Prass - Software only £28,50

PCW DRAW - at last a prolesslonal

drafting/design pack £33.00

Logitech/AMX type Mouse + Inttce ..£41.30

Kempston Mouse + Interface £52.00
Contriver Mouse + Menace £35 .00

Mouse Mat - Non Slip Surface £4.35

(the mouse mat helps prevent dust pick-up

and skidding during use).

WE SUPPLY EXACTLY WHAT YOU ORDER
PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT WHAT YOU
ARE ORDERING IS WHAT YOU WANTH!

SORRY BUT WE DO NOT SELL ON APPROVAL

EDUCATIONAL AND FUN!

.BOURNE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Animal, Mineral, Vegetable £11.99

World Wise £11,99

two really excellent packs!

TOPOLOGIKA
Giantkiller (maths adv. 9-1 6 yrs) £1 2.85

Yes Chancel lor (UK Economy sim ) ,£1 2. 65

IANSYST
Crash Course in Typing £15.60

Two Fingers to Touch Typing £15.60

KOSMOS LANGUAGE TUTORS
French, German, Spanish & Italian - very,

very flexible courses - each just £1 3.75

APEX BUSINESS LANGUAGE TUTORS
French/German/Spanish each at £29.00

D.G.C. EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Junior Playtime 4-8 years £12.90

Oossgn'd (crossword puzzles) £12,90

Schools Out (5 games) £12.90

Ultimate Quiz., £12.90

Sums £12.90

.............

LCL - IF VOU WISH TO STUDY SERIOUSLY
LCL Micro Maths 8yrs to adult £19.90

LCL Micro English 8 to adult £19.90

SCHOOL SOFTWARE
Better Spelling - age 8 to adult £12.90

Magic Maths -age 4-8 years £12.90

Maths Mania - age 8-12 years £12.90

Better Maths - age 12-16 years £12.90

Physics, Chemistry or Biology

age 12-16 years : EACH AT £16.00

PCW LEISURE

— GET RICH QUICK PERHAPS? "
PRO-PUNTER (racing pel aid) £39.00

PRO-POOLS (forecasting aid) £34.60

Although designed as forecasting aids we
cannot guarantee results with the above or

with the Intraset range!!

RBBLTDBE
Top quality training courses on disk with

instructor on audio tape

RT-LocoScnpt II PCW9512 £29.90

RT-LocoScript PCWS25&512 £29.90

RT-LocoScript II - PCW82567512 £29.90

RT-CP/M - use your computerl ..£29.90

RT-SuperCalc II ..£29.90

RT-dBASEII £29.90

DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR NEW USERS

•" ADVENTURE GAMES ***

Corruption $ £16.00

Soapeghostl £12.50

Lancelot - 3 adventures in 1 £13.20

fish J £16.20
* The Professional Adventure Writer •

* Write your own adventures! „ £18.00

Mindfighter £15.00

Time and Magik - 3 games in 1 £9.90

" TOPOLOGIKA ADVENTURES •"

Acheton £12 80
AvorVMurdac £15.20

Countdown to Doom £12.80

Kingdom of Hamil £12.80
Philosophers Quest £12.80
Return to Doom £12.80

*•* SIMULATIONS •••

Tank Attack NEW PROGRAM £14.80
World of Soccer £12.00

Tomahawk - helicopter simulation...£12.80

Graham Gooches Test Cricket ...$ £12.80

Headcoach - American football £12.00

•••ACTION*"
Brian doughs Football Fortunes £9.90

Classic Collection I * £12.20

Classic Collection II $ £12,20

••• TABLE GAMES **'

Scrabble Deluxe £15.50

Bndge Player Galactica £19.80

Home Entertainment Centre £12.10

Colossus IV Bridge £11.80

Clock Chess 89 - very powerful £13.00

Colossus IV Chess £13 50
Trivial Pursuit- latest versionl ....$ £15.20

Steve Davis Snooker £10.80

Classic Games 4 (4 board games) ...E1S.80

Games showing I notfortJseonPCW9512

KEMPSTON INTERFACE & JOYSTICK . . i £25 .00

INTRASET SOFTWARE RANGE FOR
THE PCW

Coureemaster £17.36
Poolsrrtasler £17.35

Perm-Master £15.61

Profil from your Micro (VAT free) £14.95

TheGraphologist £43.43

Cash master.. £26.04

CALLERS WELCOME BUT STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT PLEASE.
If you srr anything wp sell bring sold rhrapcr elsewhere plmue us before you buy Open Sam lo 5pm. MONDAY TO FRIDAY.

Postage Is FREE on orders ovei £10.00 net. If less than this please
add £2.00 to cover postage. YOTJ MU8T ADD VAT 9 17.5% No r-xpnrl orders.

Pliers and deserlpllons sllbjert to ehariRc without under [tradtni; renditions available uprai rrqiirsll. All 1 1; Kiel narks ai'k

WEST OF BRITAIN BUSINESS SERVICES LTD. DEPT 8/8
ENTERPRISE HOUSE, BEECHWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

LLANDEILO, DYFED. SA19 7HR. TEL: (0558) 823782
ANSWER I'lIONE [8237821 & I"AX [82:tH2:tl Hues oprn 24 hours for orders.

(MAT. DKlTs / l.i )( Al. Si EDUCATIONAL AUTHORITY ( KEU1T OKDKRS ADD '!" I'M AMI PRICK
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Change into the FASTLANE!

Spxlntet, THE AMSTRAD PCW ACCELERATOR

CIRTECH (UK) Limited, Monksford Stables, Newtown St Boswells, Melrose TD6 ORU, Scotland Telephone (0835) 23898



Software Review

Counting the Cost
In this day and age, even those on the largest budgets have to be careful.

Martin Le Poidevin looks at one means ofminding the money

Budget Accounts
£19.95 • Codex Software

{081 ) 840 0760

You've got to admit that keeping

track of what is happening to

your personal finances is

becoming ever more important. Few

people ean afford to let their finances

just happen'. We all need some means

of keeping an eye on the situation, so

that we can be prepared to react if things

begin to look rocky.

One course of action - for the

computer owner at least - is to buy some

accounting software. The trouble with

this is that many of these packages

themselves make a significant hole in the

budget they are analysing - that is if you

can find one that you can understand and

that does not always want to round the

balance down to the nearest thousand,

thinking you are running an international

conglomerate rather than a household.

Not so with Budget Accounts. This

program is Budget hy name and budget

by nature. At under £20 it certainly is at

the cheaper end of the accounting

packages market, and it aims solely to

deal with the smaller end of the

accounting market - the dreaded 'home

budget". Not as large, maybe, but to you

just as vital as the Chancellor's one.

Its lop limits may be plus or (rather

sinister, this) minus £99°,999.99 for a

balance, and £99,y99.y9 for a single

entry, but its creators only envisage their

customers dealing with that sort or

money on the Monopoly board.

Down to business

So what the program will do is help you

keep an eye on those personal finances

without stretching your computing

knowledge, it is menu driven, sometimes

using "pull-down" menus of the

LocoScript type, sometimes "bar" menus

at the lop of the current screen.

Neither are as fast or professional-

looking as the menus in many other

programs. Indeed, speed of execution

and speed of response are two areas in

which Budget Aeeounls is slightly

disappointing. Other such areas will

reveal themselves later on. because the

cheap price does come at some cost to

the performance. On the other hand, Ihe

menus are logically ordered, and the

options themselves are refreshingly self-

explanatory.

Through these menus, interfacing

with the machine is made very simple,

whether setting up a new 'account' (the

manual defines an account as one set of

data, which is stored within one copy of

the program ). or updating lo information

stored in an old one.

Everything is done through these

menus. To set up a new account, for

instance (we'll go into the complexities

of the pre-setting-up formalities in a

moment) you will have to choose the

'New Account* option from Ihe main

menu, and confirm (if required (that you

wish to ditch the old records.

The next menu will ask for a name

for the new aeeounl. and then the

number of categories that you will need

on the income and expenditure sides

combined. You are allowed a maximum
of twenty. Choose them carefully - they

will come back to haunt you every lime

that you make a future entry. bach new

category name has to be confirmed.

And that, as they say, is all there is

to it. The program is now the blank piece

of paper into which you can pour your

which the transaction falls, the amount

of ihe transaction, and, if you wish, a

comment of up lo twenty letters.

The computer will provide an index

number for the enlry: you can override

this if you wish by 'Inserting' ihe entry

into a specific point in the list, rather

than 'Adding' at the end.

It is from ihese small pieces of

information that the program begins to

make its calculations.

Balancing acts

You can choose how lo display ihis

information from the main menu. There

are several display options, the simplest

being the 'Balance" option.

Each entry', when displayed, will

return ihe daia that you have

programmed in. plus a running balance.

The 'Balance' option simply displays the

most recent three entries, including the

balance of each: the balance (which,

confusingly, the "Balance" option calls

^^
iHHrOI'MIOM

NO, DATE AMOUNT C
STATEMENT

ORY COHHENTS | MENU

IIS 85,4.93 33,45 OS USD ft

ADD AN ENTRY
INSERT AN ENTRY
ALTER AN ENTRY

DELETE AN ENTRY

HE £8.4,33 35.00 URE GRAHOPBONE RECORDS

117 88.4.93 140.00 HOU FURNISHINGS

TIDY SCREEN
REUERSE SCREEN
CONFIRN MORE
SAHE OPTIONS

DOUBLE DENSITY MAXIMUM 12312 MINIM DENSITY HAH IN UN 3300 HINIHUH 1880

|
HtU ACCOUNT
RETURN TO CP/N

The main menu of the program. One ol the features of the program is the way in which if

overlays screens, one of top of the other - here, the menu appears above the balance sheet

1 |

CANCEL | | 1:HH« SPEED UJi
NO DATE AMOUNT BAlflNCE CATEGORY COMMENTS

IE IE.] 33 - 8.40 1033,33 SCHOOL DINNER HONEY

13 17.1 33 - SS.3B 1003,33 HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY

1 13.1 33 - S3. SO 339.43 LEISURE BOOKSHOP

B 13,1 33 - 9S.88 844.81 FOOD KBItROSE

t 30.1 33 * SS.JS 833.38 NSC . INCOME ALLOWANCES

17 20.1 93 - 26.0* 874. 96 PERSONAL SPENDING HONEY

it 33.1 33 - 8.40 BEG. EG SCHOOL DINNER HONEY

13 33.1 .93 * 818.80 1483. 36 SALARY (2) JACK'S SALARY

80 34.1 .93 28.S0 14S0.SE LEISURE NEWSAGENT

81 84.1 .93 40.00 1420, SB TRANSPORT PETROL

88 83,1 ,93 - 110, SS 1310,20 FOOD TESCO

83 8T.1 .93 - 7S.SS 1234. SB TRANSPORT 3 NTHS. SEASON TICKET

A screenful of facts! The 'Condensed statement' option can print to screen the details of all

your entries, detailing where the money either went to or came from

life's money troubles.

Every lime you make an enlry inlo an

account (select from the main menu

whether you want to add, insert, delete

or alter an entry) the program will want

to be told a lew simple pieces of

information: the date of the transaction

which this entry records, the category

(one of ibosc you defined earlier) into

'Capital') of the final entry is the balance

of the whole sheet.

Incidentally. 'Balance' will also tell

you how many more records you can

expect to fit onto the disc - the number is

quite considerable.

'Balance' will give an idea of your

present situation, bul you will gel a

better overview of what you have

Top Tip!

• II you do use the

screen 'reversed*

while running the

program, make sure

you return it to

normal before

escaping to CP/M.

Otherwise.

•PALETTE.COM',

CP/M's screen

reversal program,

will get a lot of

unexpected use!

Screen change

Looking at the

screenshots, there

are several things

that may strike you

as not quite to your

taste, liul don'l

despair - most of

Ihese can be changed

from Ihe 'main

menu'. For instance,

you can choose either

black on green or

green on black

screens, to have a

"tidy* or

(presumably)

"cluttered" screen,

and more or fewer

confirmation

prompts. You can

even save your

choices to disc.
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Where are

Codex?

Budget Accounts is

available from

Codex Software at S

Chestnut Grove,

Ealing, London W5
4JT (081 84(10760),

Make sure that you

state the model of

PCW that you own

when you are

ordering. If you do

not want to plunge

st mi « hi in and buy

the full-blown

version of the

program, a 'full

working

demonstration disc'

is available for £2.50.

Budget
Accounts

Pluses
Cheap

A Easy to use

* Gives overall

picture of finances

A Provides printout

option

Minuses
Limited in its

scope

T Manual's targe

print makes It

difficult to scan

through quickly

Features 3/5

Documentation 3/5

Performance 475 Ease

of use (

8000 PLUS

value verdict 14/20
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been up to financially from the

'Statement' pan of the main menu. There

are several ways of displaying this

information. For each you will have to

tell the computer which records you want

to start and end with, and then choose

whether to have a 'Single category'

display - which will just display the

relevant entries from a particular

category - a 'Condensed' display, or a

'Full width' display.

Of these last two, a 'condensed'

display will give you a read-out of every

entry' between the two record numbers

you have set, stating [he category of

each, and 'Full width' will give each

category a column to itself. The 'Full

width* display can be confusing at first,

since you have to 'pan' from side to side

to see certain categories, and whilst

panning it is far from clear which figure

belongs where.

Scroll on
Incidentally, these 'Statemenls' scroll up

the screen. You can choose (from a menu
bar at the top of the screen) to alter the

speed of this scroll, and you can pause

and restart it, but beware - the response

to these commands is slow - sometimes

desperately so.

The menu bar also gives you access

to a sub-menu (eventually - this option

only becomes available after all the

records have scrolled round once, and

that could take a long time), which

besides giving you all another chance to

select the 'Statement' options also gives

an "Analysis' menu. Again, this analysis

only works between the two record

numbers that you have provided, but

what it does could be very useful.

First of all. the new screen shows the

balance at the start and end of the period

in question, and the overall gain or loss

in thai time. Then taking each category

in turn, it tots up the total for each of

them, so that you can see how your

income and expenditure budgets

(displayed separately) break down. In

addition, you will be given the

percentage of the total that each

represents. This could prove rather

disturbing, but it will give an indication

of where economics could be made.

And if you are one of those people

who do not react very well to figures,

you can always choose to have this same
information displayed as a graph.

Alternatively, you could take Ihe original

figures away as a printout to mull over.

As the printout material is quite

straightforward, it will work on both the

8000 dot matrix and the 95 12 daisywheel

printers. Compatibility is no problem.

And that is the extent of the

program. Nothing more, nothing less -

simple input, output and analysis.

To Budget or XBudget?
The only possible point of confusion

arises from exactly what you can keep on

one disc. Usually, a program of this sort

would allow you to construct files which

you could then save to disc, and would

be able lo have several files living quite

happily on the same disc. Budget

Accounts, though, is different. It stores

ANALVSIS OF ENTRIES 1-117 ETON 4.1.93 10 29.4.33 | IflaasiU | MENU
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When you have seen your statement scroll past, you may want to analyse it more closely. If so,

you'll get this sort of display, which lists all your categories, together with their totals
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You can also choose to display your output as a graph - excellent for those of us who don't

relate very well to figures. The information is expressed as a percentage of the total

its information as part of the program

itself. There can be only one set of

accounts per program, and therefore, one

would have thought, only one set of

accounts per disc. But Codex have

provided the means of putting two sets of

accounts on to the same disc - a second

program, called "XBUDGET'.
Identical in all features to the

original program, it stores its information

using different tile names, and so

confusions are avoided, incidentally, on

the master disc XBUDGET comes with

an set of examples files, so that you can

put the program through its paces and get

used to it before setting up your own
data. The BUDGET program itself is

blank on the master disc.

To create a new account, you must

either use a copy of this blank BUDGET
program (a copy, that is, from your back-

up disc, because you will not be using

your master disc), or else you must

'blank out* an old BUDGET or

XBUDGET program. 'Blanking out' is

controlled by the 'New account' option

from the main menu; setting up the new
file, using the procedure described

above, follows on directly from this.

By now, the more experienced

computer buff will have recognised that

Budget Accounts is different in one more
respect. The archetypal accounts package

is the programmable spreadsheet. Budget

Accounts avoids this.

It runs more along the lines of a

simple database. This rather limits what

it can do. For instance, it cannot be easily

used to 'experiment' - putting a few

hypothetical values into an account and

see what the outcome would be at the

end of the year is not really on. No

slipping in the expense of a new car

around Christmas-time, and seeing if a

hypothetical pay-rise in February would

have the bank manager smiling by July.

Referential treatment
It is also difficult lo cross reference two

separate accounts without a printout -

because of the way that the files are kept

within the program itself. Of course, if

you are only tracking one set of finances

that is no problem: but what if you want

to compare your present situation with

that of the same time last year? You can,

as we've seen, keep two accounts on one

disc, yes, but there does not seem to be a

way of having them both open at the

same time.

And there is no 'formula" option -

you can't tell the computer that you are

going to get 8.37% added to certain

capital at some point. You'll have to

work that one out yourself.

Finally, there is no 'date sort' facility

- if you do wish to keep your accounts in

date order you will have to 'insert' any

earlier-dated entries at the appropriate

points, and as the manual explains, there

are limits to that.

In its defence, of course, the

program's creators would say that it

never promised to do these things, and

they would be quite right. What it does

do is give a very simple and fool-proof

way of keeping a record of the household

accounts (or possibly, small business

accounts), providing no more than is

asked of it in that context.

If you want more than that, you'll

probably have to pay more. And if you

pay more, don't forget to include it

in the budget. •
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In
1989 we launched Flipper 2 Plus, a program that could split

your PCW between CP/M and Locoscript 2 (or between two

lots of CP/M - or even between two lots of Locoscript 2, if you

had enough memory). It could whisk you from one side to the

other in as little as two seconds, without losing your place.

Impressive stuff, you might think - until you saw its replacement.

The all-new Flipper 3 can do

^^ everything Flipper 2 Plus

could, and a whole lot more
besides. Why just divide

your PCW in two? If you've

got enough memory, Flipper

3 can split your machine into

as many as eight separate

sections, each one of them a

complete CP/M or Locoscript

2 set-up, and each one just

seconds away.

Flipper 3 is flexible. You choose how many sections to create,

how large to make them and what to put in them. If you change

your mind halfway through a session you can pool several small

sections into one big one, or split a big section down into several

small ones - without affecting anything else you're doing.

Above all, Flipper 3 is easy to use. There's a menu system to

make things simple, and a thorough manual to keep them that way.

Even installing Flipper 3 is easy: it comes on a self-booting disk

which you can back up and use Immediately.

If you're still rebooting your machine every time you need to

get between CP/M and Locoscript 2, or quitting your spreadsheet

every time you want to check your database, there's really no

excuse.
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Please send me:

Flipper 3 •
I enclose a chequaiPO lor £34.95

Foreword -
1 enclose a cheque'PO for £44.95

Flipper 3 S Foreword I enclose a cheque/PO lor £69

Please upgrade Ihe enclosed Flipper master disk to Flipper 3 lor tin

I enclose a cheque/PO lor £10

I've ordered Foreword above, so I'm entitled to a Iree upgrade.

-B256BS12. -951

2

NB: you musl specify machine type wrier ordering upgrades.

Prices Include UK postage and packing, and VAT at 17.5V Pleas: nuke all cheques payable In Software Imperative,

Name:

Address:

Poslcode:.

Mail Ihis coupon to:

Software Imperative, 11 Chapel Row, Queen Square, Bath, BA1 1HN

We still sell Foreword - the word pre-processor. Whatever

kind of writing you do - from lab reports to novels, from

sermons to dissertations - you'll find Foreword makes
the job quicker and easier. Don't waste time planning things on

paper first: start typing your ideas into Foreword straight away,

and the structure ot your piece will develop naturally as you go.

Break a topic down into

manageable chunks,

flesh them out with text,

and shuffle them around

as your ideas take shape.

Don't worry about getting

bogged down in details:

Foreword's "Hide"

function lets you told

your text away until only

section headings or

chapter titles show up on

screen. Eight levels of detail give you complete control over

how much or how little of the whole piece you look at. With

Foreword you can see the wood and the trees.

That's not all. Whether you're rewriting one paragraph or

scrolling over a 20,000-word essay, you'll find Foreword is

astoundingly fast. It can go from top to bottom of a G4K

document in 3 seconds, or word-count the whole thing in 1

1

seconds.

Foreword can share memory with Locoscript 2 or CP/M,

letting you switch backwards and forwards in just 1 second. It

can take up as little as 1 1 2K of memory, or as much as your

PCW has got. It can edit up to eight documents at once. It works

with Flipper 2 Plus and Flipper 3. It's easy to install and use, with

a 40-page manual that caters for beginners and experts alike. No

wonder 8000 Plus magazine rated Foreword 20 20!

Flipper 3 - £34.95 inc VAT
Foreword - £44.95 inc VAT
Flipper 3 & Foreword • £69 inc VAT {saving over £10).

Flipper 3 and Foreword both require at least 51 2K of memory to use the programs together,

or with rwn-legal CP/M programs like Mini Office and MicroDesign II, extra memory is

essential Both programs support current versions ot Loooscripl 2 - v2.1 6 or later - and all

versions of CP/M. Hard drives, non-standard disk formats and foreign-language keyboards

may cause problems please check before ordering.

Software Imperative. 1 1 Chapel Row. Queen Square. Bath, BA1 1 HN, proprietor A.J.Wilton,

lei (0225) 425315

All trademarks acknowledged.
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Going
Public
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Releasing a new

software product is not

always a bed of roses.

Experienced

entrepreneur Dave

Langford investigates

After months of perfectionist

polishing, your program is

brilliant. Anybody with a PCW
and more than three brain cells has been

yearning without knowing it tor this

wonderful software. If marketed, the

product would practically sell itself.

How to start?

Having entered the shallows of

commercial software in a struggling two-

man partnership, growing over the years

to a struggling limited company with

tower than three employees. 1 know

roughly how it works. None of what

follows is intended to be depressing.

The initial splash

The world must hear about the amazing

product we'll call SuperProg. (Silly

capital letters in unlikely locations are

the essence of software street credibility,

says pundit LangForD.) This means

advertising in magazines, and not just

once: loo main Honling readers buy the

odd copy and pick the mouth you tried to

save money. Your eyes will water when

you hear what ad space costs, but this

may be negotiable. Some magazines will

typeset your ad to order, which could be

useful if you lack a desktop publishing

kit and are not a whiz with Letrasel. On
the other hand, in I Wl everyone knows

someone with access to high-quality

DTP— don't you? If the quality isn't

too high, a good ploy is to produce copy

at double or triple size: photo-reduction

will help line up those ragged lines.

It is traditional to send out review

copies of software. It is also traditional

for magazines to be short of space just

then, but you never know.... worth a try.

Books and discs

Before this, and in readiness for the

immense rush of orders, you need to

produce a SuperProg manual. Even if the

software is self-explanatory, most people

like the reassurance of clear, literate and

professional-looking instructions. Of
course you'll have no trouble with the

first two criteria. Tip: borrow someone

who knows nothing about your software,

and see how he or she makes out with

the draft manual.

"It says I should exit from the

widget menu. How?" "Press EXIT, of

course." "You don't say so." "But isn't

that obvious?" "No."

Another tip: while the manual need

not be boring, no one will praise you for

filling it with naff jokes. Imagine if you

had to suffer the Japanese sense of

humour every time you puzzled over the

VCR manual. (Some people suspect that

this is in fact the ease.)

Modern technology smiles on small

print runs. A high street print shop can

whiz off just 20, 50 or 100 photocopies

of the book, quite possibly with

automatic collation thrown in. In the not-

so-distant days of photolitho. it was

tempting to order too many copies since

the unit cost dropped so rapidly after the

savage expense of setting up. Nowadays,

lilho starts getting competitive at around

400-500 copies. Always ask first.

Or perhaps you have access to a

photocopier. Beware of over-siraintng

small desktop models, or of relying on

anything but hefty commercial copiers

for large-volume printing on both sides

of the paper.

How to bind the books?

"Traditional" American 3-hole ring

binders are awkward-sized and

expensive both to buy and to post. Over

the years we've used A4 folded and

cent re -stitched into A5 booklets; then

two-hole-punched paper in flat plastic

binders; and finally a "perfect binding"

system. Here you drop the pages into

prefabricated jackets with a strip of glue

along the spine: a heater melts the glue

and when it sets it's a book. (Plug:

Heyden "Bind-It", Spectrum House,

Hillview Road. London. NW4 2JQ.)

Spiral binding is now cheap, I hear.

Discs are bothersome. The PCW 3"

size is more expensive and less

discounted than any other: you can gel

some reduction by buying hundreds, but

might as well go for the best mail-order

price you can find.

Should you register for VAT? Pro:

you pay VAT on nearly all your supplies

( manuals might be an exception if the

printers accept that they are VAT-free

"finished books" or "newsletters") and

would be able to reclaim this— also on

the relevant percentage of your phone

bill, of which more below. Con; you will

have to charge VAT. Thus if you reckon

that £20 is the least gross return you can

bear to rake in from each package, you

must add 17.5^ and advertise it at

£23.50, doing the books and paying all

the odd £3.50s to Customs & Excise

each quarter.

Should you form a partnership to

market SuperProg? Pro; you share the

work and responsibility. Con: tax

inspectors are legendarily suspicious of

partnerships, and your dealings will need

to be sanctified by paying an accountant.

(Well, that's what our accountant told

us. Virtually all accountancy firms are

partnerships, so they should know.)

How about becoming a limited

company? Pro: the very smallest

companies are often formed as a kind of

insurance. Suppose your product

SuperProg turns out to be the trademark

of some US outfit, and they sue for the

traditional million dollars. No matter

how you grovel your way out of this,

there's a chance of an unfunny legal bill

which might cost you your house (say).

In this remote emergency, liability would

be confined to company assets and you

at least wouldn't go down the hole.

Con: in exchange for this legal

protection, you must pay annual

company fees, submit annual reports to

Companies House, pay your accountant

more as official auditor, and run your

business along particular lines (for

example, no more dipping into the

profits whenever there are some; you

need to put yourself and co-directors on

a salary, and deduct lax via PAYE.

Your number's up
Think carefully: will you publish your

phone number? If not - and especially if

SuperProg has a a genuine or apparent

"rival product" with a contact number,

you lose sales dramatically.

If you publish it, are you in all day

every day? Better invest in an answering

machine. Want to use your phone for

social purposes in the evening? A
separate line and an answering machine.

Do you think that the phone number is

for enquiries only and that software

problems could be handled by mail? The

people out there think differently. Maybe

a separate line and a fax machine, to

keep things impersonal - but not

everyone uses fax and you lose sales.

And to give technical support, you

must learn tact. An expert gave me this

example:

WRONG: "Is it plugged in?" The instant

answer: "Of course! Don't be silly!"

RIGHT: "Some computers went out with

defective mains plugs. Can you read me

the BS number printed on the inner face

of the plug?" The muffled answer:

"Hang on ... (bump, clatter, pause) Oh, I

think I see what's wrong,..."

Welcome to the wonderful world

of business. •
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TEQNICHE PCW 102

KEYBOARD
FULL IBM AT STYLE KEYBOARD, 102 KEYS

INCLUDING SPECIAL LOCOSCRIPT FUNCTION

KEYS. SEPARATE NUMERIC KEYPAD, SEPARATE

CURSOR KEYPAD, PLUGS STRAIGHT INTO ANY

PCW, NO SPECIAL SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE
MODIFICATIONS NEEDED. __
ASSEMBLED IN THE U.K. .77 K
FULLY GUARANTEED FOR L I f .30
TWELVEMONTHS

AMSTRAD PCW 9 SERIES
PRINT WHEELS

CHOOSE FROM THESE NINE

DIFFERENT PRINT WHEELS
•LETTERGOTHIC 10/12 -MINI

GOTHIC 15-ORATOR10
PRESTIGE ELITE 12

PHESTIGE PICA 10

RECTA 10 'SCRIPT 12

THESIS PS

•COURIER 10

e5,45
FOREIGN PRINTWHEELS

AVAILABLE AT E1 2.97
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS

Xgoob S&.
us

DUST COVERS

HIGHEST QUALITY 3 PIECE

PCW DUST COVERS

PCW6SERIES ..E7.93

PCW 9 SERIES £7.93

PCW 9 SERIES
SHEET FEEDER VERSION £8.93

LISTING PAPER

H"x9r6Qgsm
1000 SHEETS
2000 SHEETS

TRUEA4 85gsm
1 000 SHEETS

£7.93

£14.98

£ 1 2.98
1FLEA5E ADC 14.00 roWMDS DEUVEHV Oh ORDERS FQfl PWEfl

unless voy cwbeh with on^n ireus, t>bi delivery is ei sg

® TDK DISKS

BEST QUALITY DISKS IN THE WORLD

FOR 3,5" AND 5.25" DRIVES.

TDK 5.25" DS £5.78

TDK 5,25" HD £9.68

TDK 3.5" DS £8.46

TDK 3.5" HD £15.98
All prices are per box of ten disks.

DISK STORAGE
THE AMS30L DISK
STORAGE BOX IS NO
LONGER AVAILABLE.

NEW NEW
WE NOW OFFER A
CHOICE OF TWO NEW
BOXES. ORIGINALLY

DESIGNED TO HOLD 3.5" DISKS
''

THEY ARE IDEAL FOR 3" DISKS

DF40L
HOLDS UP TO
30 x 3" DISKS ONL Y £

WITH
LOCALE

i»

.78

DF80L
HOLDS UP TO
60 x 3" DISKS ONLY C5J.40

AMSCASE
3" DISK STORAGE
CASE -HOLDS n
10 DISKS ONLY ££.91

wftm^ffi.
I" CF2
DISKS

Don't risk losing your
valuable data
• Genuine Amsoft
• Guaranteed Quality and
Reliability

• Buy from the UK's
LARGEST SUPPLIER

PACK OF
FIVE a46

SPECIALS PRICES

PACK OF
TEN 13.98
AMAZING VALUE!!!

15,

BULK BUYEP.S SPECIAL PRICES!

50 fA 100 i*A
DISKS £11.61 DISKS El J9.83

PCW PRINTER RIBBONS
SPECIAL OFFER - BUY 10 GET 1 FREE!

ONLY APPLIES TO TfHCONfc 7vpt IE AMStFLADOACOUPJI.T(QlJ£5

GENUINE AMSTRAD QUALITY COMPATIBLES

[4.57

CAHBON
MUITI -STRIKE

t4.57

2.91

2.91

CARBON
MLPLTS-STRIKE

v2.91

2.29 [2.29

W'NIMUM QI1LJLH - 2 HtBEKJNS U»i.E:SS OKL'tHEO WUH OTHEH HEMS

CLEANING
KITS

CLEARHEAD «->

FOR 3" DRIVES ...tO.97
3.5" & 5.25" *%
DRIVE KITS EA....E J.97
SCREEN AND
KEYBOARD -4Q
KIT OMLV C 49

TOP 25 SELECTED PCW TITLES

INTEGRATED

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL. ..£35.25

D.T.P.

STOP PRESS ..£35,25

DATABASES

MASTERFILE 8000 ..£35.25

L0COF1LE „ ,.£35.25

LEISURE

CLASSIC COLLECTION VOL 1 ..£10.81

CLASSIC COLLECTION VOL 2 ..£10.81

TIME AND MAGIK , ..£10.81

TOMAHAWK ..£14.98

SCRABBLE ..£14.98

CLASSIC GAMES 4 ..£14.98

CLOCK CHESS 89 ..£14.98

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE ..£14.98

WORLD OF SOCCER........ ..£16.32

WORD PROCESSING
L0COFILE WITH LOCOSCRIPT .,£43 .71

LOCOSCRIPT 2 £33.04

L0COSPELL £25.99

L0COMAIL .....E33.04

LOCOFILE WITH LOCOMAIL £48.88

LOCOSCRIPT 2.1OC0SPELL £41 .30

PRINTER SUPPORT PACK ..........£32.91

SPREADSHEETS
CRACKER II TURBO PLUS £39.95

EDUCATION
SCHOOLS OUT £1 0.81

ULTIMATE SUMS £10.81

ULTIMATE QUE £10.81

ACCOUNTS
MONEY MANAGER £41 .30

HOUR ORDER HOTLINE 0509 610444^^

FREE
DELIVERY
ON ALL ORDERS OVER £15

(EXCEPT PAPER)

ON ORDERS BELOW
£15 PLEASE ADD £1.50

TOWARDS POSTAGE
AND PACKING

SPEEDY
DELIVERY

FOR ONLY ES.93.YOLR ORDER
CAN BE DELIVERED WITHIN 24 HRS (WEEK

lOAYS ONLY) GUARANTEED BEFORE 1.00PM

IOR0ERS MUST BE PlftCED BEFOFIE 3.3DPM]

Compumari
COMPUMMIT LIMITED, fREEPOST9W

JUBILEE DRIVE LOUGHBOROUGH. IRQ. LEI I OSR

TELO5M61O444FMOSW410I3S

E40E- ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT@ 1 7.5% ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY



SuperCalc

Super Surgery
SuperCalc has never been the most comprehensible ofspreadsheets -

until now. We show you how to get to grips with this popularpackage

Superdeal!

Klectrical retailers

(livims .in- currently

oflering the program

bundled with

L«coF11etforf79

ie\cl.\ ATI. And if

miii I Hiv tilt package

from Itixiiits. you

gain access to a

special technical

support service too.

Can't be bad!

Wilh the possible exception of

the faintly installed at

Buckingham Palace, almost

every household up and down the

country worries about paying bills.

There is always the threat of that

month when the phone, gas and

electricity bills need paying, when the

dog needs a vet and the washing

machine a mechanic. And it's Christmas.

The monthly pay-packet will not stand

the expense, and the bank manager (or

your creditors) will not keep quiet.

What you need is organising. In the

bad old days, you would have had to do

this on paper. But with your PCW, the

paper can be dispensed with.

The SuperCalc spreadsheet can impose an

order on to your financial chaos

In conjunction with a spreadsheet

program, you can give the PCW details

of all the bills you foresee paying in each

month of the following year; it will then

calculate the amount of expenditure

involved. Against this, you can

experiment with various fixed (or

floating) monthly payments that will

spread the cost over the whole year.

Once established, it will mean that

the hour or so put in at the end of each

month scribbling hieroglyphics on the

back ofjunk mail envelopes will be

compressed into minutes.

A sheet set up for year one can be

used as the basis for establishing the

budget for the next year, and so on. The

spreadsheet will also give you a perfect

prim out of your financial intentions -

more than enough to convince the most

sceptical of bank managers!

STEP 1: HOW SUPERCALC WORKS

IHutpuU"--
P'rolectJ ---

Mi Lndou
X(riCecuu)--
2<ii>>

nj or riticeu. 1 in

>| '.rll 1
, ,

' rcwl or colunns.
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JtU fOiK at QfilBMRI

i

. in) fron di^ into th
U-. or tolmvij at ntN

r r,pi| contvnl - 'i 'i

Enis ih* SuverCilea pi

K#yroilucri cantf-flls of wrlul roui wr column-
niBjihitl on tin*

.

Locks upper rw^ or Wt-h;»iwi column t
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Split! the 16THB At
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Er*s#s 5vr*»d?n«*t uno for rut settings fro-

The command "/?" gives a list of all the

commands available while using SuperCalc 2

On balance

When yiiu are

studying step 4, yon

may he wondering

Mhal happens if

there is extra

expenditure (luring

the year. Don't

worry; thai ton can

go into the

Supcmile equation.

We have set up the

sheet leavine several

rows free for any

evlra categories that

need lobe created;

you can add furl her

rows using I he F\

com inand. This

updata all Minr

formulae to lake

account ol the

34 August VI

SuperCalc 2 is easy to use and can

manage almost any financial task. The

only problem is that it can be difficult to

penetrate for the beginner.

Unlike some of the tailor-made

budget control systems on the market.

you have to set each sheet up from

scratch. This should not be loo onerous a

task once the principles of spread-

sheeting are understood.

SuperCalc works as follows. It is

laid out as a grid with rows and columns.

Each row is numbered and each column

has an alphabetic identifier. In SuperCalc

2 there are something like 254 rows and

988 columns (from A to BK). The ppoint

at which each row and column intersect

is known as a cell. The cell in the top left

or the screen is known as A I (Column

A. Row I ).

Each cell may contain numbers,

letters or a formula (a formula is a bit of

arithmetic for the computer to carry out).

These have to be entered into the sheet

using prompt lines at the bottom of the

SuperCalc screen. The prompt lines

contain information about which cell is

being updated, and the information being

put into it.

The prompt lines will also accept

commands. There are a number of

commands, each consisting of a single

letter preceded by a '/'. Type /? at the

prompt to sec them listed on screen. We
will use several of these commands to

construct our sheet.

The only thing that will take some

getting used to is SuperCalc's way of

dealing wilh command editing. If you

type something in and get it wrong, you

will find the [DEL) keys are disabled -

you will have to use the cursor keys to

position the cursor, and then type over

the mistake. Alternatively, you could use

]ALT][C], which will clear the

command line.

STEP 2: ALLOCATING THE CELLS

It is important to make clear what each

cell on the finished grid actually refers

to. and so we must add labels.

The cells in the left hand

column (column A), starting from Row
3, arc used to list the bills that have to be

paid. The top row, starting with the

second cell from the left (Cell B I ) and

running across the screen, are used for

months of the year. You can start

anywhere within the year - the example

shown here runs from April to March,

In addition we will make the last

column (column N) contain the totals of

all the cells in each row. This enables the

user to see how big any single bill item

has become during the year.

Beneath the bill headings there are a

few rows containing the total to he paid

out each month (Row 18), and some

other figures which require simple

formulaic calculations. The figures in

these cells - and any others which are

affected will be automatically adjusted

every time a new figure is entered or an

old one is altered.

Having now decided how to co-

ordinate the sheet, we must get down to

work and set it up. Load the spreadsheet

according to the instmetions that came

with the software.

When you enter the spreadsheet you

will see the column and row indicators at

the edge of the screen. The lirsl thing to

do is identify each cell in our grid.

This means labelling the left column

of the grid, and the top row. The first

column will need to be wide enough for

text to be entered to identify the bill

categories. This is done by moving the

cursor to column A then pressing the

keys/FC [RETURN] 20 [RETURN],
To interpret: /F invokes the

FORMAT function. C tells the function

that i Column is to be formatted.

Pressing ]RETURN| will set the column

as the one in which the cursor is

currently positioned. The number tells

the formal function how many
characters' width the column should be.

The final (RETURN] fixes the change.

To make the sheet look even more

professional, add the command sequence

/F G TR, which will format all the text

on the sheet to be Right Justified. One

more format command worth making at

this point is IF G $, which will give all



the numeric output to 2 decimal places -

which means that you won't get obscure

readings like £2.4593!

With the headings entered down
column A. starting at row 3, and the

months placed in cells Al to Ml. we can

enter the amounts estimated for each bill

in the cells.

Entering a particular number is

simple - position the cursor in the correct

position using the arrow keys (you will

see the ceil indicator towards the bottom

left hand side of the screen keeping a

track of the cell you are currently in) and

enter the number using the normal

number keys. When the full number has

been entered, press [RETURN|, and the

whole spreadsheet will be updated

automatically.

Armed with this information, we can

then go on to enter all the numeric details

for the year - or whatever period of time

you have decided to document.

To add data, simply make sure that the cursor

is in the correct cell, and type the number in

STEP 3; PREPARING SUPERCALC FOR CALCULATIONS

The nice thing about spreadsheets is that

you never have to calculate anything

yourself. You enter formulae which the

computer then uses to make all the

necessary calculations - unerringly.

In our case, the majority of

calculations are simple ones. For

instance, the monthly difference (which

for April will go into cell B20} is simply

a matter of calculating the difference

between what is paid in (row 19) and

what is paid out (row 18). In maths-

speak (hat would be BI9-B18, which is

also the formula that SuperCalc requires.

To enter the formula, position the

cursor over B20 and simply type in BI9-

B18 [RETURN]. Nothing will happen

immediately, but if you were to enter a

couple of numbers in B 1 9 and B 1 8 you

will see the formula al work.

The next row down (row 2 1

)

contains the net balance. In the first

month (Column B) this will be simply

the difference between what has been

paid in and what has been paid out for

the month of April - (B20). We'll deal

with the entry for subsequent months

later on in the article.

The calculation of interest requires a

rather more complex formula to be

entered in B22. It includes an IF

statement, because if the account is in

the black, the interest added is less than

when it is in the red. The formula looks

like this:

rF(B2I<tt.(B21/100*19)/12.(B21/10»*9

)/12(

Which the computer will read as: If cell

B2I is less than 0, then divide it by 100

and multiply the result by 19 and divide

that result by 1 2; otherwise divide B2

1

by 100 then multiply it by 9 and divide

the result by 12.

This calculates interest on overdraft

at one twelfth of 19 percent and interest

on credit at one twelfth 9 percent.

Obviously, if your interest rates are

different to this, you can alter the

formula to suit the new arrangement.

Add this to the sheet in cell B22, Be

careful how you copy it in - this is a

long and complex calculation. Again, if

you fill B21 with something {perhaps

B20. to show how that works), you will

see B22 being updated. B23 is the

simple addition of B2I+B22, and is

STEP 4: DUPLICATING THE INFORMATION

All these formulae now need to be

extended throughout the year. SuperCalc

has a "replicate" function that allows you

to do duplicate data automatically.

Let us first replicate row 18. Put

your cursor over the first formula in that

row (BIS); now enter the command /R.

Hit [RETURN] to indicate that B 18 is

the cell you want to replicate, and then

enter CI 8:M 18 as the range you want to

replicate to. A series of noughts will

appear across the screen.

However, if you move your cursor

along this row you will see in the

window at the bottom that the cells are

full of formulae exactly like those in

B 1 8, except that the column letters have

changed, so that they will perform their

calculations on the correct data.

Do the same with the formulae in

B20. B22 and B23. The only formula

gap then left to be filled is that in row 2 1

.

the net balance. The net balance of any

given month will be the Gross Balance

from the previous month, plus the

current month's Monthly Difference. For

our May column, that will be B23+C20
(for the first month, it is simply that

month's monthly difference, ie B20).

The linal programming task will be to

add all the totals up at the end of the

year. These will appear in row N. and for

the bills (rows 3 to 16) will take the form

SUM(Brow:Mrow). So for row 3 the

formula will be SUM<B3:M3), which is

then replicated into the range N4:N16.

Next comes N18. which will be the

annual total of Monthly Totals,

SUM(B18:M18). If you like, you can

cross-check this by filling N17 with the

SUM(N3;N16): a little thought will

show that these two totals should be the

same. Setting such cross-checks is good

spreadsheeting practice.

The total of money 'paid in" to the

bank needs totting up with the formula

SUM(B19:MT9) in cell N 19: and if you

want to frighten yourself, adding

SUM(B22:M22) will show the balance

of interest paid and gained over the year.

And finally, you can add a label for the

end of year balance. This is, of course,

simply the Gross balance al the end of

the final month of your year - in this

case, cell M23. Point to this by putting

the text "<EOY Balance in N23,

Our sheet is now almost complete. But

one thing we need to do. of course, is to

"pay in" some money. This goes into row

19. and you can play around with it as

much as you like. Don't forget that if

you want to try spreading payments

throughout the year the /Replicate

option will make life easier. If you get

some unexpected income in the middle

of the year then you can add that in; it

may mean that you will be able to reduce

your payments later on in the year.



€6?l#2<e>?^
COMPUTER
SERVICES

Dept 8, Unit 13c Sunrise Business Park,

Blandford Forum, Dorset DT11 7TE

All prices INCLUDE delivery. Just add VAT at 17.5%.
Cheques/PO's with order or phone our credit card

hotline before 3pm for same day despatch (subject to
availability) by 1st Class post or carrier for next day

delivery (U.K. Mainland)
fej££j^

(0258) 480660

RIBBON,5

OSTPRI

1

NTERSCOLOURED RIBBONS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR M
ALL RIBBONS TOP qUALITT AND GUARANTEED

£ per ribbon
AMSTRAD 1 2+ B+
S256/85l21on^lire F 3.44 3.27 3.10
8256/8512 Colours F 4.30 4.09 3.87
8256/85 12 MS 3.44 3.27 3.10
9512 longluc F 3.44 3.27 3.10
9512 Colours F 4.30 4.09 3.87
9512 MS i.-:<r. 2.80 2.66
DMP2000/3000/3160 F 3.34 3.17 3.01
DMP4000 F 4.70 4.47 4.23
LQSOOO F 5.28 5.02 4.75
Colours=Bluc, Red, Green. Brown (Fabric onlyl

...JIKDALSO
Brother Ml009/ 1224 F 3.47 3.30 3.12
Brother Ml509/ 1709 F 4.95 4.70 4.46
Cittern 120D/SwtR24 F 3.44 3.27 3,10
Commodore MPS801 F 3.34 3.17 3.0!
Commodore MPS 1230 F 3.43 3.26 3,09
Epson MX/BX/FX100 F 3.95 3.75 3,56
Epson LX80/86 F 2,47 2.35 2.20
Epson FX/MX/RX80 F 3,44 3.27 3.10
Epson LQ80O/40O/500 F 3.64 3.46 3.28
Epson LX400/S00 F 3.44 3.27 3.10
Epson l^25S0 F 5.30 5.04 4.77
H.Packartl D/Jet Cart 14.80 14.43 14.06
NEC P2200/P2+ F 4.95 4.70 4.46
NEC P6+/P7+ F 5.34 5.07 4.81
Olivetti DM 100/200 F 3.43 3.26 3.09
Panasonic KXP1080-83
1090-92, 1124. 1180-90 F 4.00 3.80 3.60
Panasonic KXP1524-40 F 6.90 6.56 5,21
Se(koshaSP1200 F 3.44 3.27 3,10
StarLCIO F 3.44 3.08 2.92
StarLC200 t 3.44 3.08 2.92
StarLC24-10/24-200 F 3.50 3.33 3.15
Star ND/NR/NX15 F 5.71 5.42 5.14
F=Fabrlc MS=MulU5trike
We have ribbons for 1000 s of printers - ifyours Isn't listed, give

us a call!

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

SAVE THOSE RIBBONS!

RE-INK your own ribbons the new
Ozone Friendly' way. One can of RE-
INK' will do up to 30 PCW ribbons.

Suitable for all black fabric £1 1.02 I

.AND ALSO

Copy Holder from 9.90

Printer Stand's from 8.95
Screen niters from 12.45
3" Drive cleaner 4.30

Dust cover 6256 1 1 .26
3" Disk Boxes 1301 8.48
3_

Disk Boxes [601 10.96

Mouse mat

Mouse house

Envelopes

Dust cover 9512
3" Cleaning Kit

I Disk Labels (2001 4.42

£
4.30

2.58

POA
13.00

8.95

DISKS

£ per disk
10 50 100 1

3" CF2 Amsoft 1.55 1.42 1,35 1
3.5" DSDD unbranded 0.59 0.53 0.48 1

3.5' DSDD KAO brand 0.89 0.82 0.77 1

3,5" DSHD unbranded 0.95 0.89 0.82 1

3.5" DSHD KAO brand 1.62 1.49 1.39 1
5,25' DSDD unbranded 0.39 0,34 0.29 1

5,25" DSDD KAO brand 0-65 0.59 0.51 1

5.25" DSHD unbranded 0.59 0.54 0.49 1

5.25" DSHD KAO brand 0-99 0.91 0.83 1

CON'
R
riNUOirs

APER
Top quality fanfold paper.
(M) = Micro perfs on all edges £ per oox

per box 1 2+ 5+
11 I 9 5 Oty
I50OSM IM! 2000 15.9B 13.83 12.70
70GSVI IM) 2000 16.95 14.83 14.30
BoGSM (Ml 2000 18.25 16.13 1555
fXTOSM [Ml 1000 14.33 11,71 11.18
a pan NCR 1000 20.18 18,06 17.48

ll.Giiitl.25l.A4)
70CSM (M) 2000 IS.fiS Iti.rW 15.95
80OSM [Ml '.iinMJ 19.85 17.73 17.15
90CSM (Ml 1000 14.97 ]:'.. :tr, 11.77
2 Part NCR 1000 29.30 27.18 26.60

11 I 14,5
60GSM 2000 20.05 18.24 17.45
70GSM 2000 21 75 19.94 19.25
2 Part NCR 1000 26.18 25.37 23.78

COMPUTER
LABELS

AVERY LABELS - The beat!

Fanfold with tractor feed holes.

AVAILABLE 1, 2 or 3 ACROSS - PLEASE SPECIFY
Price per 1000

1000+ 5000+ 10000+
£ £ £

2 3/4x15/16 4.25 3.04 2.68
2 3/4x17/16 5.18 3.79 3,37
3 1/2x15/16 4.55 3.26 2.88
3 1/2x17/16 5.64 4.56 3.87
3 1/2x1 15/16 8.18 6.00 5.44
4 x 15/16 5.34 3.49 3.10
4 X I 7/ 16 6,39 4.50 4.05
4 X 1 15/16 8.19 6.05 5.47
We also have a wide range of other labels

including disk labels, small labels and laser

labels

I HIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS ORDERS OVER £30(Please ask)

AMSOFT CF2 DISKS £15.50 per 10 10 AMSOFT IN DISK BOX £18.99 QR£DIT CARD HOTLINE
0384 - 66269D BASE II SOFTWARE

MICRODESIGN II

AMSTRAD CPS8256 (Interface)

£34.50 TEQNICHE 102 KEYBOARD £73.95

£39.95 KEMPSTON MOUSE & SOFTWARE..£49.95

£29.95 SCA 51 2K RAM PAC £104.00

Barrtaycard

FREE CATALOGUE W
HIGH QUALITY DISKS

10 AMSOFT CF2 £15.50
QUANTITY 5 10 20 50
Amsoft 3" Uncased E9.95 El 5.50 £30.50 £74.95
Amsoft 3" Cased El 1,95 £21.95 £41.50 £99,95
Rigid 3" Plastic Cases E3.50 E8.4S £11.45 £25.00
Disk Labels 3" £0.45 £0.85 £1,50 £2.50
31/2" Disks £4.95 £7.95 £14.95 £35.00
51M" Disks £2.50 £4.95 £9.50 £22.00

DISK BOXES • HOLD 3" OR 3i/2 ' DISKS
30 CFZCapacily E7.S5 - 60 CF2 Capacity £11,95
Both sizes complete with dividers, keys etc.

Small S capacity Box (HDlds GF2 only) £2.95
3' Head Cleaning Kit E4.B5. Amsirad 10 Capacity disk Bo* £4.95
5 1»" Disk box 120 Cap £9,95. 10 Capacity Box & 1 Artisoft £18.99

HIGH QUALITY RIBBONS FROM £2.99
PCW9512

£2.99
£2.99
E4.95
£4.95

PCWa256,'8512
Black Fabric £2.99
Carton Film (black) £4.25
Coloured Fabric £4.95
Print Head Cleaning ribbons £4.95
HED, BLUE. GFEEN, BROWN. ORANGE, PUFPLE AND YELLOW

Most cassette ribbons available. Phone for prices.

Ribbon Reink £12,95

CONTINUOUS PAPER & LABELS
PAPER FANFOLD, MICROPERFED, 70 GSM
TrueA4 QTY £ 11" x 9t.*" QTY £
Whiteborid 200 £5.95 Wtiitebond 500 E7.95
Whitebond 500 £8.95 Whitebond 1,000 £13.95
Whitebond 1,000 £14.95 60 gsm White 2.000 £19.95
Whiteborid 2.000 £20.95

LABELS FANFOLD, QUALITY LABELS WONT JAM PRINTER
1 ACROSS 1,000 2,000 8,000
2^x17/16 £6.45 £11,95 £37.00
3ii2X is/is £5.45 £10.50 £35-00
3ti2Xl7/is £6.45 £11.95 £39.00
PCW DUSTCOVERS 2 pee £8.95 3 pee E10.95

REMEMBER, OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DEUVERY!

SOFTWARE

.

dBase II £34.50 LocoScript PC E105.00
Mini Office Prof £26.95 LOCOLINK £29.95
Microdeslgn 2 £39.95 ProScan 4 free gilt £169.95
Supercak; II £44.00 MD Font Library. £26.50
LocoScriplll E29.50 LocoScript II S File (8) ...E43.95
LocoFite(8-9) £32.95 Loco Font Set (1 4 2) £29.00
Primer Support Pack £29.00 LocoScript II & Spell £37.50
Locomail £9,95 Desktop Publisher £24.95

MANY OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE - PLEASE
SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE CATALOGUE

BASIC PROGRAMMERS
"PCW: BASIC TUTORIAL"! An Interactive Disk

based course of 6 lessons. Ideal for the novice,

includes a mini extended Basic £13,95
"PCW: PEEK 8 POKE" an advanced course of

1 5 chapters, complele with exercises £1 2.95
"PCW; STREAMUNED BASIC" Much valuable
information not to be found elsewhere improve
you r programm i rig techniques. Complete with

disk lull of sample programs. £1 8.95

FREE SOFTWARE FROM THE PUBLIC
DOMAIN - OVER 1 50 DISKS E4.95ea

Utilities, Programming Languages. Databases Editors.

Graphics, Games, Tutorials, Basic programs, and now
Shakespeare's plays. We have the largest selection of Clip

Art for DTP users. All formats: Microdesign 2, Stoppress,
Desktop Publisher, Newsdesk Int. and Print Master -

All £4.95 per disk
G/101PRINTMASTER Your own Prinlshop for

PCW8256/8512 or PCW9512 wflh Dot matnx, Print

Letterheads, Signs. Banners, Calendars includes 120+
Graphics and 8 lancy fonts.

G/114 PRINTMASTER GRAPHICS 2,000 Pics for use with

G/101 on four disks.

G 116 MICRODESIGN & STOPPRESS GRAPHICS
Over 2.O00 files stared on 16 disks alphabetically,

DO YOU NEED A GRAPHIC FOR YOUR OTP? Send
a large SAE tor FREE catalogue OR telephone 0384 66269
lor same day post.

HARDWARE
COPY HOLDERS PRINTER STANDS
Copyarm E7.95 Adjustable £.13.50

A4 Desktop £11.95 Adj. with paper tray £14.95
Joystick & Interface £25.00

Fax Stand & Tray £39.95

£19.95
£104.00
P.O.A.

£22.95

Memory Upgrades 256K Chips
SCA 51 2K RAM PAC - Plug in 'n' Go
Other sizes

ANTIGLARE FILTERS
TEAC 31/2" B Drive: includes FREE software to

read PCW Disks on a PC compatible. External,

Plug in 'n' Go Plus 1 Free 31 12" Disks. £79.95

Software to read PCW disks on a PC £4.95

PCW 9512 Internal 31/2" Disk Drive £79.95

Kempston Mouse & Software £49.95

Amstrad CPS 8256 interface £29.95

Printer Cables £9.95

DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR USED
FABRIC RIBBONS: REINK FOR £1.45ea

Data format transfer service 500 plus formats
3" <-> 3i/2"<-> 5i«"
IBM PC (and compatible). Apple Mac, etc, etc

£9.95 per disk inclusive.

PCW-WORLD
COTSWOLD HOUSE, CRADLEY HEATH
WARLEY. B64 7NF FAX: 0364 66269
ALL PRODUCTS GUARANTEED, ALL PRICES

INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY. WE ACCEPT CREDIT
CARD. CHEQUE, POSTAL ORDER & LOCAL

AUTHORITY, GOVERNMENT
PURCHASE ORDERS



Icon Experienc
Using icons within your work in MicroDesign can unleash an extra

source of creative ingenuity. This month, Alec Rae shows you how to

use existing icons - and create some ofyour very own!

One of ihe more unusual features

of MicroDesign is its Icons.

No. We are not talking artefacts

from the Greek Orthodox church here.

'Icon' is a really important computer

word meaning 'little pictures'.

The Icon is a small graphic that you

can place anywhere on a page with the

minimum of fuss. Just pick the icon you

want from the choice at the bottom of the

screen in MicroDesign 's Design section.

Press [II (for Icon), place the picture

where you want it and press (RETURN
|

- a task which will lake you anything up

to 10 seconds to perform.

Small isn't beautiful

The only disadvantage here is that the

icons are about a quarter of an inch

square - often just too small to be of any

real use. You can use them at double size

although you have to use this feature

carefully. Because you are starting from

such a small image the enlarged icon can

look very ragged with a severe 'stepping'

effect on any curved edges.

Strangely enough there is even a

feature to allow you to use icons at half

size although, it must be admitted, this is

getting a bit too small to be of any real

practical use.

Creative Technology have worked

hard to give you a good choice of icons

on disc. Admittedly it takes a bit of

imagination to work out where to use a

picture of a little man with a pointy head

and horns or a bumble bee in a modern

business context. But there is a good

selection of symbols for specialist

subjects like electronics or hydraulics

and there is a wealth icons just waiting to

have a use found for them.

For the more musically minded there

VARIETY IS...

There are other uses for the Icons box.

As well as icons the Loadlcon feature

"(ill give you a wide range of patterns.

So when you are using the [F]lood or

[P]aint with the pattern option chosen

([EXTRA] and [UNIT|| the pattern used

to flood or paint is the one you have

highlighted in the Bottom Window.

Again there is a wide range of

patterns to choose from. As welt as the

ones available on the BOOT icon

selection (the one that is loaded

automatically when you start up

MicroDesign 2) there are Icon files

covering patterns, shades and

textures. What the difference is is not

entirely obvious but it does mean there

is a good choice.

are also music symbols that would allow

you to write down music with notes,

clefs, bar ends and so on. Using the

|L|ine drawing command and these icons

you could write most music and if you

got stuck you can simply draw any of the

thousand or so more obscure musical

symbols not covered by the musical icon

selection by hand.

Residential home
All these icon selections are all contained

on files on the MicroDesign 2 disc,

helpfully marked ICONS (you could

almost have guessed that yourself,

couldn't you?).

These can be loaded at any time

using the Loadlcon command. To do this

press [f5], pick the filename you want to

try - [RELAY] and the cursor keys or

click on it with the mouse - and press

CIRCUIT SHORTCUTS

There is a historical reason why such a

sophisticated Icons section is included in

MicroDesign 2.

When MicroDesign 1 (the version for

the Amstrad CPC machines) was first

developed, it was not so much as a desk

top publishing program as a tool to

design and print electronic diagrams.

All this clever programming was

carried over to the more sophisticated

MicroDesign 2. Anyone wanting to use

MicroDesign 2 to do any

electrical/electronic circuits will realise

immediately how useful it is for this

purpose. Using the comprehensive set of

electronic and electrical symbols and the

line drawing facilities you can very easily

knock out any circuits you want.

Building on a good idea the

designers have also added symbols to

cover hydraulics and map symbols

(OSSYMBOL.MDI). This is obviously

perfect if you are interested in

electronics, hydraulics or cartography

(that's what clever people, like us, call

map drawing). H you are Interested in

anything else it simply means you have

to draw you own icons.

[RETURN].

There are three sets of icons loaded

in memory at any time and you can pass

from one set to another by press

[EXTRA] and [fll. Some of the icon

files replace all three sets and others only

replace the set you choose lo replace so

that you can build up a mixture of the

icon sets you need.

Quick on the draw
But perhaps the most interesting feature

of the Icon set up is that you actually can

draw your own icons and save them to

file to be loaded whenever you need

them. This could mean simply replacing

a few icons that you are unlikely lo use

(the man with Ihe pointy head and horns

seems a reasonable candidate) or it could

mean replacing a whole set for a really

complex task.

This is carried out in the section

found in the main menu called, you

guessed it, Icons. This is an environment

remarkably like the Zoom feature found

in the design section.

You can either start from scratch or

you can take one of the icons already on

file and adapt it (for instance you could

give the pointy-headed man a moustache

and beard).

Then you can save the icon to file

either over-writing the icon you have

amended or any other one that you won't

be needing again.

The real challenge, of course, is

finding a symbol of that size that you

will be using often enough to justify the

five minutes you would take to design it.

Obviously for design functions it can

be ideal. But ihere are other uses. For

instance designing a flow chart using

MicroDesign 2 would be sheer

simplicity. The very flexible line and box

drawing abilities mean that the most

complex charts could be tackled.

And, if you have simple icons

representing members or staffer

departments loaded into MicroDesign

(perhaps no more than initials or a

department number) along with simple

symbols you can quickly cram an

amazing amount of information into a

remarkably small amount of space in an

impressive looking format.

MicroDesign 2 could even be used to

write really effective minutes from a

meeting. Anyone minuted to carry out a

task could easily pick out their duties by

the use of graphics. Now that is

impressive.
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1 Locating the supplied icons
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2 Modifying icon size
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3 Producing borders

D*>

IThe first thing to do is to make sure

we know how to handle the Icons we

already have on file. Load op MicroDesign

2 and go into the Design section (press

[Dl. position the box where you want to

work with the cursor keys or the mouse

and then press [RETURN]).

At the bottom of the screen you

should see Set 1 of the currently available

Icon set - the BOOT set, as those lovable

programmers at Creative Technology

decided to call it.

Press [RELAY] and you can use the

cursor keys to move the highlight box

around the various Icons. Pressing

[RELAY] again brings you to back to the

normal position.

Then just press [I] and where the

cursor used to be you will see a flashing

version of the Icon.

Place it wherever you want with

cursor keys or a mouse and press

[RETURN] and it stays there.

2 But this is not the end of its

versatility. With [EXTRA] and [CAN]

you can change the size of the image

either to double size or half size. You'll be

able to tell whether it is practical to do so

by experimentation.

[EXTRA] and [f7] inverts the image - in

other words, instead of being black on

white it will be white on black - quite an

effective way of making an icon stand out

clearly on a page.

[EXTRA] and [f5] reflects the icon on

its Y axis - which is really a fancy way of

saying that it gives you a mirror image of

the icon. [EXTRA] and [f3] rotates the icon

through 90 degrees.

Of course if you want it to rotate the

image through 180 or 270 degrees just

keep pressing [EXTRA] and [f3].

Here we see the pointy-headed man In

rotated, inverted and double size. Note

the problem with stepping when you use

an icon at double size.

3 These commands are particularly

useful for the border and comer

icons. These can be used to provide realty

effective borders or frames for text or

pictures. There is an example of one of

these in the bottom row (second from the

right) - a fancy comer icon.

Just place the first one as normal ([I]

and [RETURN]). Then rotate the icon

([EXTRA] and [f3]) and press [f] again.

Then carefully line this up with the first

icon using the cursor keys or a mouse

and press [RETURN]. Rotate the icon for

the third and fourth corners, sliding them

into place. Now you have a complete

frame for a small piece of text or picture.

With some icon sets you can also add

in border units between the corner units

to make a bigger frame.

Or else, as in the lower example here,

you could mock up side units for the

frame, any length you want, using the

[L]ine and the [F]ill commands.

4 Altering patterns 5 Creating your own designs 6 Adding text

4 Press [EXTRA] and [f 1] to change to

a set of patterns. [P]aint or [F]lood

used with the Pattern option chosen

([EXTRA] and [UNIT]] will allow you to

paint or fill any contained space with the

pattern or texture chosen. Press the keys

again and you will get a selection of

electrical symbols.

But even this isn't the full choice. If

you press [fS] you get Loadlcon - the

command to load other icon files into

memory. Making sure that you are logged

on to the right drive ([ALT] and [A], for A

drive), put the MicroDesign Icons and

Areas disc in the correct disc drive and

press [RETURN]. The list of files should

give you a reasonable clue as to what sort

of icons there are in them.

Some are only one set. These will ask

you which of the existing sets on memory

you want to replace. Use the cursor keys

to highlight the set you use least.

5 But the real fun of the Icons is when

you start designing your own.

To do this you go into the quite suitably

named Icons section. Press [EXIT] and [I]

and you are there.

At the bottom of the screen you will

see the same icon set as you had chosen

in the Design section. Just as in Design

you can choose the Icon you want to work

on by pressing [RELAY] and moving the

highlight box about.

In Set 1 of the boot disc there is a

useful telephone icon that can be used

effectively alongside telephone numbers in

ail kinds of literature. But, as many

companies also have a fax number as well

it would be useful to have a fax icon.

Choose the phone icon and press [E] for

Edit and [RETURN].

The chosen icon loads into the large,

blown up. Zoom type box and the small

same size box In the main screen.

6 Then add the word FAX above the

telephone symbol, to signify that the

telephone number alongside is a fax line.

This is carried out just like when using

Zoom in the Design Section. You can

switch individual pixels on and off either

using the cursor keys and the Space Bar

or the mouse and the left hand button.

You can switch a pixel on by choosing the

black box in the EXTRA menu ([EXTRA]

and [RELAY]. Then every pixel you click

on will go black. Choose the white box

[[EXTRA] and the downward cursor key)

and pixels are switched off. If you choose

the black/white option you are in EXOR

mode where any pixel you click on will

change to the opposite of what it is at

present. Don't be too ambitious. The letter

A may normally have two sloping sides but

when working In a limited space with

pixels make the letters as square and as

simple as possible.
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7 Saving your icon

7 Once you are content with your new

design you can [K]eep it. But before

you do it, move the highlight box in the

Bottom window to an icon you don't want

to keep. Obviously you will want to keep

the telephone Icon in the same set (so that

you can put telephone numbers and fax

numbers on the same page easily).

So move the box ([RELAY] and the

cursor keys) to one you won't use again.

On this occasion the little pointy-headed

man made the ultimate sacrifice. Press

|K] and the new icon replaces the old one.

You can then save the whole thing

permanently. Press [f6] (Savelcon),

choose whether to save one or all sets and

pick a name for your new file. Remember

to call it by a different name from the

existing file or you may overwrite it and

never again be able to get the pointy

headed man icon back again. Choose a

different name, press [RETURN] and the

changes are saved to disc.
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8 Combining icons

8 Even though you are working in a

limited space you can still get some

impressive results by combining various

icons together. For instance you could

perhaps break up your company logo or

club badge into two or four icons and then

just place them carefully on screen to

produce the full effect.

In the example here we are trying to

produce a logo for a company called

Butterfly Software. Here it is best to clear

the working area [C] and start with a blank

sheet. The principle is to produce an

image of half a butterfly.

The advantage of a logo like a

butterfly is that it is symmetrical.

To produce the other side of the

butterfly all you need to do is load the

icon, press [f5] to give a mirror image,

press [I] again and line the reflected icon

up with the first one.

So, you in effect get a double sized

image from the one icon.

9 Other uses for icons

9 But, even if you are not artistic, you

can still make effective use of icons

by setting up initials of the main people in

your organisation for use in meeting

minutes, flow charts or those command

chain charts.

Again, remember to clear the working

area and then draw a black border round

the square one or two pixels deep. In the

remaining space write the initials you want

as big as you can.

Do try to keep the lines as straight as

possible. Curved lines are slow and

difficult to achieve and don't really look all

that impressive. Once you have them all

on file you can also add key words - NB or

Action. You could create simple symbols

for meetings to be arranged or telephone

calls to be made.

To make the key words stand out

from the initials you could invert the

colour ([EXTRA] and [f7]) to make them

stand out even more.

\
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10 Combining the image 1 1 Text-free icons 12 Extra functions

*

^ ^\ Then you simply mix the icons

I \J and the text. You can easily do it

as you go along. Flipping from [W]rite to

[I] cons only takes seconds. Or you could

write your minutes in your favourite word

processor, save the file as ASCII and then

load it into MicroDesign as normal through

the text editor.

Try to make sure that you leave a

broad margin down the left hand side of

the page. One quite simple way of doing

this is by drawing a line down the page,

using [LJine and then setting the text on

the right hand side of it. Then you can

simply place the icons against the

relevant text in one exercise.

This way anyone can easily pick out

where they are mentioned and (if you

have a suitable icon) easily find out what

they are supposed to be doing. You must

admit that would be a remarkable

achievement for any set of minutes.

J i Or you could attempt to do away

I with words as much as possible

and create flow-charts using icons. This

could be used effectively to chart a chain

of command or to display, in graphic

form, the series of events involved in a

complicated task. These charts would be

particularly useful for training new staff or

for times when you change systems.

Not everything can be explained in

graphic form but for those occasions you

can add small items of text in boxes -

using the [S]hapes and [R]ectangle

command. By using the [L]ine drawing

feature you can chart the sequence of

events and the variety of possible action

under any circumstances in a form far

easier to grasp.

This does take a bit of time. But it Is

flexible (you can move items about the

screen using [B]lock and Copy) and it is

impressive when done properly.

^ 0% Then when you have finished

I fc doing alt these important serious

things, why not load up Misc2 - one of the

mdi icon files - and enjoy a lew hours of

harmless fun drawing yourself a picture

completely without needing any artistic

ability whatsoever.

There are a variety of little pictures

on offer here, from little people and trees

to fish and seaweed. Of course, not every

need is catered for, but the selection is

fairly comprehensive, in fact, just studying

these icons and how they are made up.

shows just how much you can actually do

in a very limited space.

By adjusting the size and the

positioning of the various icons you can

create little scenes until your heart's

content. Then finish off the last details

using [P]aint, print it out, frame it and

rush it to your nearest art dealer. It might

be the best thing you'll ever produce!
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A Complete
Service in

Computers &
Software.

Miles Better Software
219/221 Cannock Road,
Chadsmoor, Cannock

Staffordshire's 11 2DD
Telephone:

(0543) 466577/B/9

LOCOMOTIVE

Locoscnpi [I + LoeoFlIc 44.90

Locofonl 29.95

Locofonl 24 29.95

Locoflle(8) 34.95

Louifllc (9) 34.95

Locomail 2 (B) 29.95

Printer Support Pack 29.95

Locwcrlpt 2 + Locospell (8) 39.95

Locoffle + Locomail (8) 49.95

Locoscripl 2 (Bl 29,95
Locosorl ..,.,.„, + , +„8-©5

Keyboard Disk IB) 29.95

Keyboard Disk [91 29.95

Locoscripl PC 1.5 9995
Locollnk 24.95

Locofonl 24 PC 24.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

AMX Stop Press + Mouse 70.00

AMX Slop Press 36.00

Micro Design It 44.95

SPREADSHEETS

Superealc2 52.00

Cracker 2 42.05

DATABASE

Master File 8000 32.95

D Base II 59.95

Sage Popular Retrieve 49.95

Datastore II 27.95

ACCOUNTS

Sage Popular Accounts. 70.50

Sage Popular Accounts Plus 105.75

Sage popular Payroll 49.95

Sage Popular Invoicing 49.95

Sage Cash Trader 70.50

Money Manager PCW ..34.94

Personal Tax Planner 19.95

Vital Income Processor 34.95

SRACash 45,95

Stock Market 2 34.95

Digits System 3 31.95

UTILITIES

Daatalax 29.95

Easy Labeller 29.95

Hlsofi Pascal 80 34.95

Hisofl Devpac 80 V2 34.95

Hlsofi Knife Plus , 19,95

Pascal MT + 29.95

ACCESSORIES

Fun School 3 2-5 yrs 19.95

fun School 3 5-7 yrs 19.95

Fun School 3 7-12yrs 19.95

102 Key Keyboard 79.95

Star LC 10 Printer 169.00

SlarLC 24-10 Printer 240.00

Star LC 200 Colour 219.00

Star LC 24-200 .269.00

Star LC 24-200 Colour 319.00

Just a selection from our vast range of computer software.

All goods sent within 24 hours. All prices Include VAT and Delivery.

Please make cheques, postal orders payable to. ^p^p^
"Miles Better Software" VISA

Access/Visa orders please phone lor immediate cfi^p.jr-: :* pj^pj^
Visitors Welcome.

Com-Stax
THE ULTIMATE SPACE SAVER

"Interesting solution...thoughtfully designed" says 8000 plus

Com-Stsx is a unique range of computer
workpoints that stack your complete Amstrad
PCW 8256/8512/ 9512 or PC 1512/1640 in

under a quarter of a square metre of floor

space. Each Com-Stax is dedicated to a

specific computer and fits like a glove. The
reclining monitor position and angled keyboard

make your computer even more user friendly.

Com-Stax inter changeable accessories are

available to enable you to tailor your
wofkpoint to your own individual needs.

Locking castors will get you mobile, a

papertray will cope with continuous
paper, a copyholder will position your

reference documents adjacent to the

screen, a workshelf will provide an essential

work surface adjacent to the keyboard, and
a one piece dustcover will neatly protect

your machine when not in use. Com-Stax
workpoints are beautifully finished in durable

Black, White or Red lacquer, They are
supplied in flat-pack form and are easily

assembled in minutes with the alien key
provided.

FROM
£52.95 inc

PCW 8256/8512 98cm high x 41cm wide x 52cm deep £52.95
PCW 9512 108cm high x 37.5 cm wide x 62cm deep £59.95
PC 1512/1640 75cm high x 39cm wide x 55cm deep £56.95

TO ORDER:
y&l Post your cheque for the inclusive amount shown together with your name and 2iS

address, stating computer model and choice of colour to;

COM-STAX LTD FREEPOST LONDON SW5 OBR TEL: 071 244 8292
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

The Com-Stax design is Copyright. British Patent Number GB2213711

Brochures-Business Cards—Cartoons-Catalogues-

IF A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS

<Miero(Design Z
"EASY AND FUN TO USE"

"The ultimate DTP package for sheer printout quality." (6000 Plus)

"The Rolls Hoyee of PCW desk-top publishing...beats

the opposition hands down." (Amstrad PCW).
"...the results are superb." (The Guardian). "The manual is

comprehensive, immensely friendly." (New Computer Express).

• TYPESETTING • TEXT EDITING * PAGE LAYOUT
GRAPHICS * FONT DESIGN * PRINTING

Runs on the PCW 8256. 8512 and 8512. Fully compatible with files from

LocoScript 2, Protext, Wordstar, AMX Stop Press. The Desktop Publisher,

Mini-Office Professional, ProScan, Rombo Vidi Digitiser. MasterScan and
other PCW software packages. Supports most popular Mouse systems and
9 pin, 24 pin and Laser printers, including the Star LC-1 Colour Printer.

Huge range of fonts (25 built in), Typestyles and Typsetting functions.

Extensive range of Graphic Art and Design facilities.

£41,00MICRODESIGN2
(£34,89 + VAT)

With PCW (AMX type) Mouse and Through Interface (£72.34 + VAT) = £85.00

COLOUR BROCHURE ON REQUEST. SAE appreciated.

THINK WHAT YOU CAN
SAY WITH

1 (ProScan
"THE MAJOR
HARDWARE
RELEASE OF
THE YEAR"

ProScan is a Professional Scanning Package, comprising Interlace Software

and Hand Scanner, from Creative Technology for use with MicroDesign 2 and

other programs.

A stand alone' package with a good selection of fonts and typefaces, text and

borders can be entered directly onlo a ProSCAN page and Graphics can be edit-

ed. ProSCAN supports 9 pin, 24 pin and Laser prinlers, it can be used with Stop

Press, Newsdesk International and MasterScan Almost any fiat image can be

scanned, giving high quality reproduction at up to 400 dpi, with conlrol of bright-

ness, contrast, grey tones and texture (dither & stipple). Compatible with Flipper,

"Sets the PCW up as a serious DTP tool." "Excellent value, excellent product"

"This product has an appeal lhat is hard to beat., could revolutionise the way

you use your PCW," "A must for anyone seriously into desktop publishing... the

results speak for Ihem selves" '6000 Plus' who awarded ProSCAN 20/20.

ProScan.. ..(£144.64 + VAT) = £169.95

OTHER SOFTWARE

JLocoScript (PC 1*5
Purchase LocoFont 24 PC and obtain a FREE upgrade lo the much
improved and very desirable new version of LocoScript PC, v 1.5

LocoFont 24 PC plus Upgrade to vl.5 (£42.51 + VAT) = £49.95

(PrinterSupport *Pacl<i
For LocoScript 2, most printers and any PCW ... ,.£26.95

NEW ^Fdpper 3 NEW
This sophisticated. User Friendly (menu driven) program is compatible with

the SCA range of Hard Disk Drives and RamPacs and, given adequate

memory, can flip between UP TO EIGHT ENVIRONMENTS. Flipper 3

requires at least 512K of memory. A RamPac is required when used with

MicroDesign 2 or Mini Office (£29.75 + VAT) = £34.95

foreword
An essential writer's tool. Foreword lets you turn vague thoughts into clear

words - fast. Type in your ideas, shuffle them around and flesh them out

with ease. Foreword co-exists with either CP1M (legal) or LocoScript 2 (v

2.1 6 onwards), hiding in the background and then "popping up" when need-

ed. 51 2K of memory is required, Flipper 2, MicroDesign 2 and Mini Office

require a RamPac. Foreword is not compatible with some peripherals -

please check before ordering.

Foreword costs (£38.26 + VAT) a £44.95

Leaflets—Letterheads—Magazines—Manuals



Really Useful things...Brochures...Business Cards. ..Cartoons. ...Catalogues....

9-£ard (Disfc^^Drives
AT LAST! MASSIVE STORAGE AT A MINIMAL PRICE!

Affordable, simple to Install, simple to use, with superfast benefits.

The SCA Vortex Hard Disk Drive is available in four capacities, 20MB, 30MB,
40MB and 60MB. The 30MB, 40MB and 60MB versions include a free copy of

LocoFile and LocoScript 2. These free-standing Hard Disk Drives come in a
smart, compact, Amstrad complementary case and are mains powered. The
Interface simply plugs onto the Expansion slot on the back of your computer. It

has a through connector to allow the stacking of other peripherals. Optionally,

at extra cost, the Interface can incorporate a 512K RamPac,

The SCA Vortex Hard Disk Drives have a fast access time of 30mS. They are

supplied already formatted and partitioned into four equal areas, namely Drives

C, D, E 8 F but this is user variable. There are two LEDs, one for Power On
and one for Drive Activity.

"Comparing prices, the Vortex (SCA) disk is by far the front runner"... "A hard

disk begins as a novelty and ends up as a necessity. The savings in time and
energy can pay untold dividends"... "could finally bring a whole new way of

wonting within your reach." Range of features 3/5, ease of use 4/5, installation

5/5, value for money 5/5. Total 17/20, "8000 Plus"

20 Megabyte Hard Disk Drive with Interface (£299 + VAT) • £351.33
With LocoFile and LocoScript 2 Bundle

30 Megabyte Hard Disk Drive with Interface (£360 + VAT) = E423.00
40 Megabyte Hard Disk Drive with Interface (£420 + VAT) = £493.50
60 Megabtye Hard Disk Drive with Interface (£530 + VAT) = £622.75

Optional : 51 2K RamPac built into Interface (£59 + VAT) = £69.32

?Ram(Pac
Compatible with new Flipper 3

The SCA RamPac is the first successful Memory Expansion above 512K that

does not invalidate any PCW warranty. Only RamPac is approved by

Locomotive Software. RamPac simply plugs onto the back of any PCW and
immediately increases the capacity of Drive M by either 51 2K, 768 K, or 1 .5mB.
It is compatible with MicroDesign 2, Flipper and most PCW programs. Existing

owners of SCA 51 2K RamPacs can expand their memory to 768K themselves
with our DIY Kit. or return it to us for expansion at nominal charge. Now you
can copy a 720K disk in one operation!

RamPac S12K Memory Expansion (£89 + VAT) = £104.57
RamPac 768K Memory Expansion (£109 + VAT) = £128,06
RamPac 1 5Mb Memory Expansion (£189 + VAT) = £222.08
DIY 51 2K to 768K RamPac Expansion Kit (£22.08 + VAT) =£25.95

256K MEMORY UPGRADE
Upgrade your PCW 8256 internal memory to 51 2K with our best selling kit.

Almost an essential for MicroDesign 2, Loco Spell and disk copying. Installation

really is straightforward. Thousands of satisfied customers.

Simple instructions for the inexperienced. We supply top quality plug-in chips

(no soldering) which are jig preformed for ease of insertion - NO BENDING
REQUIRED - plus a 'Practice

1

chip, Simply "Plug in and Go".

PCW 8256 256K Memory Upgrade Kit to 51 2K (£15.28 + VAT) = El 7.95

4A£k '1*^0 8256 ^jtr
At last you can add a Memory Expansion AND a Serial/Parallel Interface to

your computer in ONE BOX that simply plugs on the back of your computer!

The SCA PRO 8256 is suitable for PCW B256 Printer connection and Data
Transfer. The built-in 256K Memory Expansion can be

further expanded.

SCA PRO 8256 Interface with 256K Memory Expansion .[£75 + VAT) • £88.13

^mi ^Replacementj^m
^Hf <PC'}\ ' -Keyboard Ijfa
An AT Style, Industry Standard Keyboard for any PCW, simply plugs into the

port used by the original keyboard - there is nothing else to do!

Physical and Mechanical Characteristics

Number of keys: 1 02 instead of 85
Separate cursor pad. Function keys for software.

Separate function keys. Separate numeric keypad.

Feelers on "F" and "J". Separate pull down menu keys, Q
Dimensions: Width 470mm. Depth 180mm, Height 40mm. ^)

PCW 102 Replacement Keyboard (£58.72 + VAT) = £69.00

If you see a lower price we will beat it on the spot

Internal 3k " T>i$kJDrive
THIS IS WHAT '8000 PLUS' SAID

"Silicon City's new internal 3.5" drive for the PCW looks set to take the indus-

try by storm.... Fitting the drive was easy to carry out - and the end result

looked extremely professional", (PCW 9512 - June 1991 ).

The new drive brings a breath of fresh air to the PCW scene...when you have
linished it looks great. ..and we can honestly say, it Is far easier than you
think." (PCW 8256 - July 1991 ).

SPARE PARTS
Brand New Service replacement Drives

FD1 500K (180K/side) repl. Drive A for 8256/8512 (£67.23 +) = E79

Some other spares are available from stock, or to order. Please 'phone.

Minimum order £10. Next day Courier Delivery £9
Bold prices include VAT end UK post. Normally by return

Send cheques/Money orders: or PIc/LA'Govt orders to;

SILICON CITY
Mail order only: Dept 8, Postal Buildings,

Ash Street, Windermere, Cumbria LA23 3EB
Access/Visa orders:

Telephone 05394 88707
(Coolchance Ltd)

VISA

Yes. now you really can fit a 3-" Drive B into the PCW 8256 and the PCW 9512
with our remarkably straightforward DIY Kit! No soldering, no special skills

required, you only supply commonsense and a cross-head screwdriver I

THINK OF THE ADVANTAGES. * Professional Quality Drive * Costs less

than a 3" drive • Uses cheaper, readily available disks * Works just like a
standard 3" Drive B * Upwardly compatible with the new PCW with 3«" disk

drive - coming soon! * Transfer data to other 3t" drive computers * No obso-

lescent technology: disks and replacement drives will be available for years to

come. NB Not compatible with Isenstein Ramdrive.

Our high quality (TEAC FD235F) 1 megaByte Drive B (720K formatted, 706

K

under LocoScript) is fully compatible with your existing PCW software. No extra

software is required. Data Transfer Software is available; see below. Simple,

comprehensive Installation Instructions for DIY.

* FD3.5 - 8 3.5" Internal Drive B for the 8256 (£78.22 + VAT) = £91 .90

* FD3.5 - 9 3.5" Internal Drive B for the 9512 (£78.22 + VAT) = £91 ,90

Internal 3.5" Kit without disk drive (8 or9) to convert your Compact Micros or

Pinboard external TEAC FD235F to internal fitting £39.95

EXTERNAL SWITCHABLE 3.5" DISK DRIVE
An additional Drive B for the PCW 8512, or 8256 with a second drive. Switches
electronically between internal 3" and external 3 1,

i* B Drives when you insert a

disk. No unreliable mechanical switching I NB Not compatible

with Isenstein Ramdrive.

* FD3.5 - SW 3,5" switchable. additional Drive B (£100 + VAT) =£117.50

NB. All 3.5" Disk Drives are supplied with Transfer Software to run on a PC with

3.5" Drive. However, we strongly recommend:-

MOONSTONE 2 IN 1 PCW/PC Transfer Software for any PCW. Formats a 3.5"

Disk in MSDOS ready for a PC. When purchased with a Drive £25.95

PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES
• * SPECIAL OFFER - WHILE STOCKS LAST • *

Amstrad CPS8256 Interface (see below) (£25.11 + VAT) = £29.50

CABLES
PRINTER/FAX CABLE for PCW 8256/8512 (interlace required) £9.95

PRINTER/FAX CABLE PCW 951 2 , £7,95

SCANNER CABLE FX9600 to ProSCAN Interface E9.95

KEYBOARD EXTENSION All PCWs £5.95

PRINTER EXTENSION PCW 8256/8512 (2 pes) (2 Metres) £16.50

"DONGLE" Adapts export PCW to Interface, RamPac etc £17.95

INTERFACES
Serial/Parallel Interfaces for PCW 8256/8512 printer connection and all PCWs
Data Transfer

SCA Professional. Highly regarded, full featured (£41 .70 + VAT) - £49

SCA Professional Plus, As above plus clock/calendar (£50,21 +) = £59

PCW MOUSE AMX type, with Interface and the all important through

connector for adding other peripherals (£40,43 + VAT) = £47.50

AMSOFT 3" CF2 Disks X 10 £15,95

3.5 INCH DISKS x 10 When purchased with a drive £8, Separately £9.95

DISK STORAGE AMS 10 (ten 3" disks) while stocks last £3.95

LOCKABLE 3.5" DISK STORAGE
Datafile 40 (holds 40 disks) £7,95 Datafile 80 (holds 80) £8.95

From those really- people!—Maps—Menus—Newsletters—Order Forms

—



Mini Office

Score Sheet
Tony Hart takes the PCW and Mini Office into the realms of sports

performance and analysis, and shows how a spreadsheet can be used

to monitor performance during a season's play

Keen sportspeople often keep a

record of sports results over a

period of time, whether for

tennis, softer, cricket or golf. However,

what's just as important, but often

neglected, is to keep a record of

performance as well. For example, the

local soccer team might regularly win

matches and keep a record of the scores

but do they keep a record of how many

crosses were fed into the box from the

wings? How many times the ball was

won/lost in midtield? How many passes

were mis-directed to the opposition?

This kind of performance record and

analysis will indicate areas of strength

and weakness - areas where we should

focus training and practice in order to

improve our game.

This type of record keeping and

analysis is a perfect task for a

STEP 1: USING MINI OFFICE

Mini Office Is an Integrated suite of 'Office'

software comprising word processor,

spreadsheet, graphics, database and

communications modules.. We are going to use

the spreadsheet module to calculate sports

performance averages and comparisons, and the

graphics module, to provide a visual presentation

of the results of the calculations.

A spreadsheet is literally that! A sheet of

columns and rows which are spread across a

sheet, page or screen. You create a PCW
spreadsheet just like you'd create one on paper.

First you lay out the columns and rows, then the

numbers are entered, and finatly the calculations

are made. The benefit of using the PCW applies

for this final stage - the calculations - like adding

) rows or columns, finding average, maximum

The empty spreadsheet, watting to be

adapted to our needs

or minimum values and so on. What would take

us minutes, or even hours, to do with a calculator

is done in a few seconds on the PCW. So, now to

starting the operation.

Boot up the PCW with the Mini Office disc,

and, to load the spreadsheet, type "sheet" at the

CP/M A> prompt. This saves time by bypassing

the Mini-Office main menu and taking us straight

to the spreadsheet menu. Since we're starting

with a "clean sheer, move the cursor to "Edit

data" and press [ENTER],

The screen will now display an empty

spreadsheet with just row numbers down the left

of the screen and column letters across the top

(see the screen shot).

Setting up a spreadsheet from scratch is

done in three easy stages. These are - laying out

the sheet on the screen, entering some data -

and finally - entering tire calculations.

STEP 2: LAYING OUT THE SHEET - COLUMNS AND ROWS

The headers, or descriptions, for each column

and row can be entered by simply typing In the

text at each cell location. However, three

changes have been made to the default cell

layout to enhance the presentation. Firstly the

column width for column A has been widened,

using the [ALTT/W command, to accommodate

the date entries. Secondly the decimal places

have been set to zero. Thirdly, die cell

justification has been centred (i.e. the number in

each cell will be centred within the cell rather

than set to the left or the right of the cell). The

last two features are set in the "Cell display"

menu of the "Alter spreadsheet' function (see the

left hand screenshot }.

The right hand screenshot shows the

spreadsheet layout after the cell display has been

set up and the main column and row headers

typed in. The columns specify the various values

which we're interested in recording, like Fairway,

Green, Sand or Putting performance, and the

rows simply progress with each game played -

defined by date.

Note that for three features of play

(Fairways, Greens, and Sand) there are three

values - namely, Possibles, Actuals and

Cumulative averages. 'Pass' and Hit' stand for

Mini Office PCM Spreadsheet

Database Software J 907

On the left Is the Cell display menu, where the cell justification and decimal places are

set. On the right, the column and row categories await information on results

possible and actual achievement respectively and

will be logged during the game and then entered

into the spreadsheet. 'cum%' stands for

Cumulative average . The cumulative average,

which is automatically calculated after each

game, provides the average performance figure

over all games from the start of the season.

These three values are the main

performance indicators.

It will improve spreadsheet presentation if a

'separator
1

row of hyphens is used to separate

the headers from the main spreadsheet and

again from the final performance comparisons.

This is accomplished by using the [ALTJ/'S, text

string command, which allows text to be entered

and displayed across a number of columns.

The final part of the spreadsheet

presentation, prior to setting up the performance

calculations, is to display those measures against

which you'll measure your own performance.

The bottom part of the sheet displays all the

performance results - your own average

performance and those against which you'll be

measured later on.
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Mini Office

spreadsheet, where regular figures are

fed in and the spreadsheet does the rest -

the hard work - calculating averages and

mating comparisons - all in a matter of

seconds. All that's needed is a PCW, a

spreadsheet, half an hour to set it up and

a game to monitor. Golf is an ideal sport

for recording performance statistics, so

we'll take this sport as our example for

this short hut useful spreadsheet

exercise. When considering their

performance, golfers will he interested in

four main areas of play over a round of

golf (eighteen holes). These are:-

Fairways: How often do they hit the

fairway with the tee-shot?

Greens: How often do they hit the

greens "in regulation?" i.e. two shots

below par for the hole.

SandSaves: How often do they save par

when their approach shot to the green

has landed in a sand-bunker ?

Putts: Having reached a green in

regulation, how many putts do they take

to get the ball down the hole 7

With these specifications in mind,

we're about to go ahead and set up the

spreadsheet. Remember, you can adapt

the procedure for any sport that you

choose. So let's get started! •

STEP 3: ENTERING THE DATA AND CALCULATING AVERAGES
Now that the spreadsheet is set up, the results

from the games can be entered. This is the easy

part - simply move the cursor to the relevant ceil

and type in the data starting with the date and

moving across the spreadsheet from fairways' to

putts'. The screenshot shows the sheet after the

first few games. Note that only the 'Possibles' and

'Actuals' (Poss' andW on the screen) for the

first game, and the comparison data (to be found

in any golf monthly) at the bottom of the sheet

are shown- We haven't yet entered the formulae

which will calculate averages and performances

from this static data.

in order to calculate cumulative

performances as they are entered after each

game, we use two useful features of the

spreadsheet calculator. These are the 'SUM'

en sir: "%- -wi"™*" uiiMm..i*u» «
""""

i i ^^^^_ ii
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The sheet with results entered. The next

step is to calculate the averages

function, which adds up specified rows or

columns and the 'MEAN' function , which

automatically calculates the average of a row.

column or matrix. To set up the cumulative

averages for Fairways, Greens and Sand we do

the following:-

1. Cursorto D5; [ALT/F]; (Enter formula)

2. Enter the formula -

SUM|!C5:C5|/SUM(!B5:B5)*100 - This will

calculate the percentage 'hits' against 'possibles'.

3. Make a 'Relative copy' of this cell to cells 06-

D17, G5-17 and J5-17.

To set up the cumulative averages for Putts:-

1. Cursorto L5

2. Enter the formula MEAN{K5:K5)

3. Make a relative copy to cells L6-17

These formulae will now automatically calculate

all averages as you enter the data for each

game. Tite results will appear on the bottom row.

STEP 4: COMPARING PERFORMANCE
The Club, PGA and PGA No.l averages are the

standards against which we've chosen to

measure the golfing performance. Here the

spreadsheet is again useful and can save time.

We can now automatically compare our own

performance (shown In the left hand screenshot]

against each of these values by using the

'RANGE' function of the spreadsheet.

The bottom row of the spreadsheet is where

we use the 'RANGE' feature. The text in cell A24

simply shows the values we're using to indicate

performance, i.e. a weak, 1 - Fair and 2 =

strong performance.

To calculate these we enter the 'RANGE'

calculation as follows:-

1. Cursor to cell D17: [ALTJ/F

2. Type RANGE|D17,D1 9.D20.D21); [ENTER]

17 (your performance) will now be

The spreadsheet can now calculate a

player's averages...

compared with the other three performance

averages. If yours is less than 019 (Club

Average) then a zero is returned. If ifs less than

D20 (PGA Average) then a "1" is returned. If It's

less than 021 {PGA No.l) then a 2 is returned.

...and then go en to compare those results

with other standards

3. 'Relative copy' cell D24 to cells G24, J24, L24

for the Green. Sand and Putt comparisons.

The right hand screenshot shows the

performance comparisons calculated after this

feature has been added.

STEP 5: GRAPHICS - BAR-CHARTS, LINEAR GRAPHS, PIE CHART
Mini Office has a graphics module that can be

used by itself, or in conjunction with the

spreadsheet module. This means that data from

the spreadsheet can be transferred to the

graphics module for display as a line-graph, bar-

chart or pie-chart.

The transfer of spreadsheet data is carried

out by using the 'windows' facility of the

spreadsheet. Tbe columns and rows to be

converted to a graphic display are first selected

into the window, then they are saved as "Graphic

Data". The right hand screenshot shows a typical

window that has been selected for transfer to the

graphics module.

Once the data is transferred, we have to exit

the spreadsheet module to the graphics module,

where we can now load this new graphics hie and

This is a 'window' of data all ready to be

exported to the graphics module

display it. The screenshot on the right shows the

line-graph generated from the spreadsheet data.

The additional text on the screen has been

Transfer the results to the graphics

module for a realty impressive record

written within the graphics module where a

variety of effective text options are available -for

example, size, bold, outline and position.
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Are you a recent reader of8000 Plus?

Or have you missed out on some of the

earlier issues and want to catch up?

We have limited quantities of our back

issues listed below. The prices include

a nominal25p postage. Remember, all

issues contain excellent TipOff sections

and the selection ofBASIC listings,

plus the other regulars.

Issue 33 Four spreadsheets com-
pared, C/PM class for beginners.and a

review of five budget printers.

£2.00

Issue 34 Overview of accounts pack-

ages, Supercale and Locofile tutorials,

and a review of HTB Draw. Start of

beginners' programming series.

£2.00

Issue 35 Vertical software- 6 busi-

ness packages reviewed. 2 MIDI pack-

ages and a round-up of modems.
t2.MII

Issue 37 The jumbo RAM drive for

the PCW. a choice of three hard discs.

And at last. Mini Office Plus, was it

worth waiting for?

£2.00

Issue 38 The Composer's Pen
reviewed. How to add an third disc

drive. An overview of programming
language. C.

£2.00

Issue 39 4-page round-up of

databases for your PCW. LocoScript 2

tutorial, SuperCalc continued. A look at

RPED, the BASIC text editor.

£2.00

Issue 40 How to rescue lost data

from damaged discs, A PCW speech

synthesiser. A round-up of DTP
packages.

£2.00

Issue 42 Which word processor

should you choose? The top ten PCW
games. Language learning packages.

£2.00

Issue 44 How to add a 5.25" disc

drive. Choosing the right accounts

package. Five 24 pin printers put under

the lens.

£2.00

Issue 45 Fitness monitoring software

put to the test. Three horse-racing pre-

dictor programs compared. How to add
a 3.5" or 5.25" drive to your 95 12.

£2.00

Issue 46 Amstrad's latest fax

machine reviewed. LocoScript PC, what

it means to you. How to get started in

communications.

£2.00

Issue 47 How to clean your key-

board in 10 easy steps. Predictive soft-

ware on test. Part two of our comms
feature. Ten top Flipper tips to make life

easier.

£2.00

Issue 48 The new PCW handscanner

on test, A look at the multi-user facility

of the Cirtech Diamond hard disc.

£2.00

Issue 49 21 -point guide to Protest.

Teach yourself BASIC. Deskjet printers.

£2.20

Issue 50 Cirtech 's HardPak
reviewed. First part of MicroDesign
tutorial. Creative Technology's

Handscanner, Printer Maintenance

£2.20

Issue 51 I990's review. Citizen's

low -cost 24-pin printer. Mailmerge with

Mini Office Professional.

£2.20

Order back issues using the form opposite

CANT GET HOLD OF US?
Recently we've been receiving calls from readers who are having

difficulty getting hold of 8000 Plus. So here's the 8000 Plus guide to

making certain you never have to go without the magazine again!

If your local newsagent doesn't have a copy of 8000 Plus on the

shelf, try checking to see if they have any more copies in stock.

Sometimes, even if they've sold out on the shelves, they'll have

more issues in the storeroom. If that doesn't work, check one of the

bigger newsagents such as WH Smith or John Menzies.

If you don't want to subscribe, why not fill in the form below and

hand it to your newsagent. Remember, every single newsagent in

the country - from WH Smith to the corner shop - will be

delighted to reserve you a copy each month. Vou can even arrange

to have it delivered to your home.

Finally, if you still have no luck, call Kate Hodges on

0225 442244 and tell her that you've been having trouble getting

hold of 8000 Plus. Remember to tell her where you've been trying

to find it - and she'll sort the problem out in no time!

COMPLETE THIS FORM AND HAND IT TO YOUR NEWSAGENT

Please reserve me copy/copies of 8000 PLUS every month, beginning with the September issue, out on 27th August

Name

Address

Phone

To the newsagent: 8000 PLUS Is published by Future Publishing and is available tram your wholesaler. Please save all

your 8000 Plus shopsaves and return them to quality lor a free draw to: Kate Hodges, 30 Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW



A GIFT OR SAVE MONEY!
1 2 issues for just

£23.40 plus this

excellent book as a
gift!

1 2 issues for only

£20.50 saving 1 2% on
the newsstand

price!

EXPLOITING

THE AMSTRADPCW9512
For users who want to use

their machine as a fully

blown computer, this book

not only examines the PCW
and its native word

processor LocoScript but

also explores the range of

other programs available.

300 plus pages with

detailed information on

LocoScript, LocoMail,

CP/M, LocoFile, dBase

II, SuperCalc 2 and

Mini Office Professional.

The benefits of subscribing...

SAVE 24P EVERY ISSUE

If you prefer to keep your costs as low as possible,

then this is the offer for you. By choosing this

special discount rate as opposed to the gift book,

you will be saving 24p off the retail price of each

and every issue of 8000 PLUS.
It's as simple as that.

Choose the option
that suits you best then

complete the coupon and return it

today. Alternatively,

call our credit card hotline on
0458 7401 1

.

• You safeguard yourself against any future price increases. The price you pay now is

guaranteed for the duration of your subscription - even if the cover price rises.

• Your copy is guaranteed every month; delivered to your door at no extra charge if you live in

the UK.

• Get complete peace of mind. You can cancel your subscription at any time and we will refund
you for all unmailed issues. m

...you know it makes sense!

I Please enter/renew my subscription to 8000 PLUS as indicated below.
N.S, To ensure yea receive yam magaiine quickly and undamaged, all overseas subiaiptrom are sen) All Mail

a:
2 ISSUES OF 8000 PLUS AND MY GIFT BOOK

EXPLOITING THE AMSTRAD PCW 9512 n;
2 ISSUES AT THE MONEY SAVING PRICE

(BOOK NOT INCLUDED)

UK £23.40 Europe £38.40 World £53.40

PLEASE ALSO SEHDM THE FOLLOWING BACK ISSUES (PIEASE CIRCIEJ 38 42 44 45 47 A

NAME

UK £20.50 Europe £35.50 World £50.50

49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58

METHANE NO

ADDRESS

POST CODE

MBHOD OF PAYMENT (tick four (bate) } VISA/ACCESS CHEQUE (make payable to Future rWetina lid)

TOTAL COST CARD MO ] nana nana EXPIRY DATE an
Enclose this coupon ttogttki with pur cheque hpplitobk) in an envelope to: 8000 PIUS SUBSCRIPTIONS, FREEPOST. SOMEKICK 111 1 7EJR. THIS COUPON IS VALID UNTIL 31 ST AUGUST 1 Ml 8+/MAG/069

1



This month's

categorv Tur Ihe

Beginner's Guide Is

LlilililN'-

(itilU's could almost

>e described as the

;el of programs that

loesn't fit anywhere

;lse - except that It is

ore than that.

Every program aims

o make your life

easier, but Utilities do

it in u general way.

They can range from

ools Predictors to

deas Organisers to

2-track sequencers

if all the musicians

nt there.

till details of the

best in PCW utilities

re to be found in the

ood Software Guide

teginning on page 6

1

this magazine.

,ook-<)]ikt's

roduels often

overlap' in the

utilities market.

Mthoiigh there is

nothing on the PCW
artel to match

Flipper 3 in its Held,

there are rival

products in Toolkit.

In "Knife Plus"

rom HLsofl, for

Stance, or look

through some of the

Public Domain

catalogues. These

latter will he cheaper,

but much less user

friendly than cither

of the two

commercial tools.

The Easy Life
Your PCW is not simply a word processor. Lurking within is the

potential to achieve much more. Tim Smith investigates some

Utilities - a range ofsoftware that can make life a whole lot simpler

The three programs we are going

to examine this month are a

disparate bunch. One, Flipper 3,

gives you two PCWs in one. Another,

Lindex. makes those file information

notes which you leave for yourself in

LoeoScripi even more useful. The final

program. Toolkit, could save your nerves

and even some money.

While each is very different from the

next, they are all united by the fact that

using them will introduce you to more of

the possibilities of your PCW.
The basic principle underlying all of

the programs is that the PCW is in fact a

computer with a great many of the

capabilities of more powerful machines.

That is, machines which are perceived as

being more powerful by those experts

who think that speed and size is the main

criteria for assessment, and that ease of

use. and friendliness to the user don't

enter the equation.

The concept of the PCW as little

more than a glorified typewriter is

overturned by programs such as Toolkit.

Flipper and Lindex. But the question

which most users ask themselves is

"Why should I bother learning all this

new stuff when 1 only bought the

machine in order to write letters?"'. One

answer to this is that by not at least

exploring the potential of your machine,

you are not making the most of your

JARGON BUSTER

£300 investment. It is akin to buying a

car with a built-in radio and CD and then

refusing to use them because you bought

the automobile to get to work, and not

for listening to music in.

Programs like the three we are

looking at this month are grouped under

the rather unromantic title of 'Utilities'.

As the name suggests, there is nothing

flashy about their appearance. The

flashiness comes from what they can do

for your PCW -and that is a great deal.

Another point that supports the case

for having at least one non-word

processor in your software collection is

that it could - at some point in the future

- make your life a whole lot easier.

Because the programs we are looking at this month are so

divorced from LoeoScripi and other more standard PCW
programs, a number of new terms and phrases will crop up.

Here, then, is a brief explanation of some of them. For more

in-depth information on CP/M and operating systems in

general you should consult your manual or turn to The CP/M
Plus Handbook (published by Longmans for £ 1 4.95 ),

OPERATING SYSTEM:
In the ease of the PCW the operating system is CP/M Plus.

You will have used this if you have ever run the DISCKIT
program to format discs. Essentially it is the program which

underlies all the functions of the PCW. As an analogy, CP/M
provides the skeleton from which other programs are hung. It

helps these programs to talk to the screen, understand the

keyboard, get the information from disc and so on. Without it

your PCW is just so much metal, chips and plastic.

ENVIRONMENT:
This is a term you will encounter when using Flipper- and

consequently other programs which run 'under Flipper*.

Normally your PCW runs just the one environment, which

will be the program you are using at the moment. What

Flipper does is give you the chance of running two programs

at once, splitting the PCW into two 'environments'. These

environments can be LoeoScripi, a Mini Office application.

Money Manager, a BASIC program - in fact almost any

program that you would normally run on your PCW.

ADDRESS:
You'll need to know about this one when using Toolkit.

Every hie on every disc, and that means hard discs too. has

an address. This a number which tells the computer which

area (sector) and track on the disc to look for a file. Think of

it as a road and house number, or perhaps as a postcode. You

may Well have suffered the "Missing Address Mark" error

message and thought that all your files were lost. Not so. All

this means is that the PCW cannot find the proper address.

All addresses are held in the disc's Directory.

DIRECTORY:
Every disc you use comes with a space on it to store the

directory: the names, details, and 'addresses' of all the files

on that disc. Using Toolkit, you will encounter the directory

a great deal. Essentially, if this area of the disc becomes

corrupted, the PCW is unable to rind any of the files -

because the addresses have been lost. Toolkit enables you to

bypass the directory and look through the disc for lost files.

which themselves may be undamaged. With a little skill and

patience you can then recover them.

FILE:

Any package of information on your disc is a file. It could be

a LoeoScripi document, a program, a list of data, a piece of

clip-art, the current situation in a game you happen to be

playing - all these are files.

So far, this sounds like an easy one to be going on with.

However, there is more to the humble file than might at first

appear. We already know that each one has an address. Using

Lindex, you will also see that each one contains information

as to what program created it. and. if you use LocoScript's

File Information option, you can also get some idea of what

information is contained within any file. A good thing to

keep in mind about any file you create is that three main

pieces of data are held within it:

1 ) What program created it.

2) Where it is on the disc.

3 ( The information you put in to it

There are obviously many more pieces of information

relating to your PCW which you will not normally come

across using LoeoScripi. But you will find that the more you

know about your files, the easier life will become.
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FLIPPER 3
£34.95 • Software Imperative

0225 425318

The Flipper dynasty has been with us for a

number of years now, and it is tried and trusted

by many users. The basic aim of the software is

to give PCW users the chance to run more than

one program on their (512K) machines at once.

Flipper achieves this by digging deep into the

PCW memory and segmenting it. The details

really are a little too technical for these two

pages, but the benefits are immense. For

example, you may well use a database under

CP/M. There may well be occasions when you

need to take data from this and use It (even as

reference) in a LocoScript document. Normally

accessing both programs at once is an

impossibility. Flipper, though, makes it a reality

by allowing you to move from one to the other at

the press of three keys ([SHIFT] [EXTRA] [EXIT]).

The value to small businesses of such a

system, which has now been upgraded and made

more user-friendly, is immense. 'Flipping' allows

you to have both the information, and the means

to manipulate that information at your fingertips

as and when you need it.

Flipper 3 here running a whole gamut of

environments in a PCW with a lot of extra

memory. The current environment is CP/M

Flipper 3's upgrades will also be welcome to

most PCW users, instead of having to cope with

the rather stark and unfriendly A> prompt of

CP/M ( which is very apparent in early versions),

Flipper 3 comes with two pull-down menus which

accompany you around all of the maximum eight

operating environments (programs which are

running under Flipper). Because Flipper works in

the background, behind the other programs, it

does not interfere with your everyday work. This

means that once you have loaded it at the Start

of Day, you can work quite normally, only

meeting it when you 'flip'.

One point which ssems to fascinate users of

Flipper concerns the program which has just

been 'flipped' from • does the PCW actually keep

this program in the background, running as

normal? The answer is "Mo". What Flipper does is

to save the section of the PCWs memory which

holds the relevant information about the

program. It saves its screen image and various

operating details, and puts these into a state of

'suspended animation'. Then, when you flip back

from the second program to the first, the details

saved by Flipper are put back on screen,Simple

in theory, but very, very useful in practice.

PLUSES
The upgrade is a vastly friendlier program

The manual has improved

Simple to use

MINUSES
You need 51 2K minimum
Ease of use: 5/5

Documentation: 5/5

Performance: 4/5

Features: 5/5

8000 Plus value verdict: 1 9/20

TOOLKIT
£24.95 • Moonstone Computing
041 941 3120

Many years ago a writer for 8000 Plus

completed his feature ready for use the next day.

He placed the disc on the desk and went for

lunch. On his return someone had done a very

bad job of mopping up the coffee spilt on the

same disc. Disaster! 3,500 words down the drain.

But not quite so, A copy of Toolkit was brought

into action. The file with all its features was

recovered, and the day was saved.

That's the kind of situation which occurs a

great deal. Coffee, magnets and children can

lead to hours of work lost. And we have all

suffered from "Address Mark Missing" messages

- the disc may be old or faulty, the situation is

not your fault, but you are the one to suffer.

Toolkit enables you to have a good go, with a

fair chance of success, of rescuing such
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Toolkit's screen looks a bit like Mission

Control, Houston, but all the information

will keep you in control of the operation

seemingly lost files. A close reading of the

excellent manual should mean that you will be

able to get to grips with the basics of disc

surgery. The program will try to cope with even

the most obstinate discs, the kind which the drive

will not even begin to read. It allows you to copy

whole discs (it will try to copy discs that are so

damaged that Disckit will not even touch them)

so that you do not have to work on originals and

possibly damage them even more. It allows you

to edit entire sections of disc space, recovering

lost files left, right and centre. It also allows you

to write data, such as text from a word

processor, from a damaged disc to a

healthy one.

PLUSES
Excellent documentation

Nerve and money saving

Well presented

MINUSES
Requires an element of CP/M knowledge

Ease of use: 4/5

Documentation: 5/5

Features: 4/5

Performance: 5/5

8000 Plus value verdict 18/20

Super Lmdex
E 19.95 • Festival Software • 0274 613300

LocoScript users, or at least the more organised

among them, often have recourse to use the

Inspect File facility of the disc management

screen. This enables you to jot a few notes down

telling you when you created a file, what the

general gist of the information is, even what kind

of mood you were in when you wrote it. This

applies to LocoFile as well. Once you have written

these they only rarely seem to serve a useful

purpose. Wouldn't ft be more useful to have a

document which contains this information In

clearly tabulated form, for every disc you use?

Clearly, it would.

This is where Super Lindex comes in handy.

Not only does it let you work on Loco-family hies,

you can also label Pretext files for reference (you

do this by providing the information in the first

128 characters of the file).

At heart. Super Lindex is another simple

beast. All it really does is to access the Identity
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Super Lindex - a good way of indexing

your LocoScript documents, and of

making sure you know what is where!

Text of the files, put them In order, and provide a

detailed list either to a new file on disc, or to a

straight print out.

But simple does not necessarily have to

mean sloppy, and Super Lindex is clear and

concise and in Its execution.

For example, once you have booted it up,

only the keys which you need to use are active.

All the others are disabled so that they cannot be

pressed accidentally - with the time-wasting

consequences that could spring from that.

Nothing is left to chance with the program,

which takes you through the process of

organising files and documenting them, and

which tidies up your working practices at the

same time. It even appears that the

documentation has been improved. Not bad for a

program which started life as a way to raise

money for local churches in a competition.

PLUSES
Excellent documentation

Easy to use

Well presented

MINUSES
Only really for Loco family

Ease of use:

Documentation:

Features:

Performance:

8000 Plus value verdict

5/5

S/5

19/20
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Announcing...

POOLSWINNER
THE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM (jQld
WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

• THE LEGENDARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Poolswinner,
now has artificial intelligence . The latest version of the program.
Poolswinner Gold, has trie power to Iwm from the results of its

own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction formula to
improve performance,

• AUTOMATtC FIXTURE GENERATION : Fixtures forEngJiah
and Scoltish League matches are generated automatically by
Poolswinner Gold, which now incorporates its sister program
FlXCEN 91.-9 2 fyearly updates are available from SelecL

• MASSIVE DATABASE 22D00 match database over 10 years.

• PREDICTS SCOREDRAWS
H
NO-SCORES, AWAYS and

HOMES Predictions are based on many factors .. recent form,
the massive database, league stand-ins, goal scoring rates,, and
draw averages. The user can adjust all parameters*

• SUCCESSFUL Selec guarantee thai Poolsw inner performs £36.50
significantly better than chance*

• LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered. Can be used for the non-league

and amature matches so often on the coupon now.
• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home & away* are automatically generated by the program

as results come in.

• UPDATED WEEKLY, Poolswinner Cold is supplied fully updated with all league

results from the start of the season - its ready for immediate use.

• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support Literature, a]] you
need to start forecasts immediately.

Aba available front Selec ...

COURSEWINNER V4 £36.50
THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM. Uses artificial inlelli-

genet' Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money
etc. Contains British course statistics- best jockeys, trainers, draw
effect etc Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit.

Sophisticated aid to successful betting, with a long pedigree.

POOLS PERM PLUS £32.50
Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 years of coupon results and
popular perms for analysis. Checks your weekly entry for winning lines,

or tests your theories on results over the last 5 years. Reveals all the weeks
a bet would have won, and the probable dividend,

FOOTBALL FOLLOWER £32.50
Statistical analysis for Football enthusiasts. Tables,
fixture lists, sequences etc Sel up for British League
football, but can be set up by the user for any league

-

amature etc Ideal for al Hans, league secretaries etc

All programs are supplied on
disc, packaged with detailed

instruction manual, and support

literature. Formats available:

IBM j^S" or 5.25")
AMIGA
ATARI ST
AMSTRAD PCW

Prices arc ioclupvt of VAT Jt fcbvtty

Selec Software
Send cfteque / PO
for rtiiifft ofpen Strvitt 10 „

.

OG ICL" QU I | Y¥ QIC? [Ea I9M>

ill Atlrincham Rd, Galley, Cheadle, Cheshire SKS 4DP
(Betid for Nil liii of ouj software)

Tel 06S-J1S-7425
PtaneofFAX 24 his

3 V2" DISC DRIVE
only £79.95 + £4.50 p&p

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
* We use the POST OFFICE'S guaranteed NEXT DAY DELIVERY *

PHONE IN YOUR CARD NO. TODAY - RECEIVE YOUR DRIVE TOMORROW

The normal internal 3" B drive does everyrhing our external

31/2" B drive does except :- it won't allow you to buy discs at

75p each to read/write to PC formatted discs. And you
definitely can't buy it for less than £80. Our top brand TEAC
drive needs no extra power supply and is very easy to connect

to the 8256, 8512 and 9512 computers via a single ribbon cable.

Housed in its sleek white metal case it measures just 17 x 11 x3
cms and is supplied with full step by step fitting instructions.

3 W Discs 10 for £7.50

MOONSTONES 2 IN 1 PCW/PC FILE TRANSFER
IS NOW ONLY £29.95, BUT BOUGHT WITH DRIVE £26.00

This powerful utility enables the free transfer of files to and
from PC Computers and compatibles. Reads, writes and even

formats MSDOS disc on ALL PCWs,

256K MEMORY
UPGRADE - £18.00

Turn your 8256 into an 8512 with

our easy to fit upgrade kit.

Kull fitting instructions supplied.

SPECIAL OFFER
LocoinaiL^. ,.».>*,.,«.,.,.,».£7,95

Plus 11 p&p

COMPACT MICROS
177 Sunnyside Lane,

Otley Road, Bradford BD3 0JB

Tel: 0274 640589 (tech 602180)
Trade enquiries welcome

k^ Two Programs EVERY PCW should have!

NEW!
pcw-2inl Version 2 is now the

ultimate Disc Manager for the

PCW. Automatically handling

both PCW discs and those from an

IBM-PC or compatible, you can

use 2in / 's windows and cursors to

move around Discs and Groups quickly and easily,

marking any number of files for copying or deletion

with a single keystroke, on either type of disc.

pcw-2inl Version 2 runs on all PCW models, will

format or verify both PCW and IBM-PC discs, and
even lets the PCW9512 use PCW8256 CF2-type
discs!

pcw-2inl costs £29.95, or comes FREE with a 3.5"

second drive for PCW8256/9512 at just £109.95

(includes full cabling and instructions).

pcw-TooiKit Version 2 is the lead-

ing disc recovery program for the

Amstrad PCW. Specially de-

signed, it makes full use of the

PCW's screen and keyboard to

allow anyone to recover damaged
discs and data easily,

Many of the commonest disc faults can be repaired

by pcw-ToolKit almost automatically. Would you
wait for a fire before getting an extinguisher? Buy a

copy of pcw-ToolKit now and find out what it can

do before you next get that "Missing Address
Mark"!

pcw-ToolKit costs just £29.95

How much are YOUR files worth?

Also available

:

pcw-MFU - Use other CP/M, PC and BBC discs on the PCWSxxx £49.95

Blank Discs

;

TEN High-Quality, Branded 3.5" discs in library l>ox £11.95

TEN Amsofl/Maxell 3" discs £19.95

Please ask for further details arid our full catalogue of PCW Son wire and Disc Drives, All prices slumn in (hide V. A T

and de I ivery within ihe U .K . except where cOi erwise staled. V ISA/ACCES S BcccfHed. Foreign enquir ies welcome. E&OE

MOONSTONE
compu t i ng

Unit 14
Si rathe Iyd b Business Centra

Clyde Street

CLYDEBANK G81 1PF
Tel. 041-941-3120



Ansiblelndex Plus

The only LocoScript indexer. Anslbletndeit Plus ejcttaas from your documents (with

correct page numbers) :-

Words, Phrases and invitee Piikashs

headings and sub-headings

Themes and Sub-themes

Choice of Alphabet Sorting

Cross- References

The index is compiled automatically from this Information, and can be edited, printed,

etc. through LocoScript itself.

Includes AnsibleChcck, the fastest LocoScript word counter. And Grease, dreaded in

high places, is as galling as ever. Plain-English manual included. Pria; £3<t.S>5

Request our Info sheet for more details The price includes VAT. postage and after-sales

support. No increase wirh the 1991 VAT change, and no extras 1

Ansible Informadon
94 London Road, Reading, Berks, RGl SAL)

New ititphont and fax number: 0424 719739.

UPGRADING TO PC?
Continue your LocoScript Experience with

LOCOSCRIPT PC & LINK £125.00
LocoScript PC £120 locoLink £30 Link & PC S/Ware £45

The NEW Printer Support Pack £29.95

ALL LOCOMOTIVE SOFTWARE USUALLY IN STOCK
AMSOFT CF2 DISKS 1 for £21 20 for £40 30 for £55

MANNESMAN!** TALLY PRINTERS
MT-81 £139.82 MT-82 £304.82

MT-1 30 24pin £528.75 MT-90 INKJET £528.75
MT-904 LASER £650.00

PRINTER DELIVERY QUICK 8.50 NEXT DAY 1 5.00

Send, Telephone or Fax your Order to; INCL VAT FREE POST
The Avenue Group tci ft cay 0705 454017
8 Fourth Ave HAVANT P09 ZQX '

CL « fHA U 'W *JHU '

'

Using LocoScript?
Catalogue all your files, with an indication of their contents

drawn from LocoScript's Identity Text facility. Print the list,

save to file, or read result into a database like LocoFile.

Further details available on request to address below.

* Versatile Super-LINDEX for all Amstrad PCW
computers. Still only £14.95 inclusive

* New, powerful LINDEX PC for users of

LocoScript PC. Inclusive price £19.95

a Festival Software Services ZZZ

BookVine Ltd, 470 Leeds Road. Thackley, BRADFORD BD10 9AA

Tel (0274) 613300 (Mon-Sat incl evening)

MAKE YOUR AMSTRAD EARN!
Yes making money with your Amstrad becomes incidental when you know how!

Your Amslrad is, if only you knew it. a gold mine. The size and make is

irrelevant. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own
HOME BASED BUSINESS.

This may be the most important move you will ever make!

REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch ".

Anyone in ihe country, including YOU, can become very rich in a

relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more
rewarding than playing games.

The benefits are many and varied.

Full or part time.

For FREE DETAILS SEND SA.E. lo.

omeWasedmisiness.
31 Pilton Place (8+28), King and Queen Street,

Walworth, London, SE17 I DR.

PUT THAT
MANUAL DOWN
AND LISTEN!

Most people find it hard to learn from the

manuals, but don't realise there's a better

way. Reeltime will teach you all you need to

know, at a fraction of the price of a training

course, all on your own computer!

With instant help via the phone Hotline,

there's no better way to learn.

PCW Courses:

LocoScript 1 & 2
CP/M Computing

dBase II, SuperCalc 2 _^_ _ __
Mini Office Pro £29.95 +vat

New: The PCW Flying

Start! Master Locoscript f%jmn >*c
and CP/M -only... £49.95 +vat

Other courses: We have a range of courses for all

Amstrad computers; IBM/compatible PCs; Olivetti PCS; plus
|

all the popular software including Lotus, SuperCalc, Word
Perfect, WordStar, Ventura & Pagemaker from £29.95!

All courses by return. Prices include PSP* Send cheque to:

Head-Line Communication Limited,

PO Box 22, HEREFORD, HR4 8UW
Registered oifice *37 - Wesldale Lara. NOTTINGHAM.

or phone 0602 603623 with Access/Visa no.

I I"::>
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Teqniche PCW 102 keyboard

JiiiHIIIIHlll
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102 keys instead of 85. Separate

Cursor pad. Function Keys for

software. Plus many more features I

PRINTER RIBBONS
8256/8512 Nylon £2.95 each

8256/8512 Carbon £3.25 each

9512Nvlon £2.20 each

9512 Carbon £2.75 each

Min Order Qty 3 pieces

(Ribbons onlv)

AMSOFT CF2 DISKS
Packof5...£7.99

Packofl0...£14.99
Genuine Amsoft fully

guaranteed.

Now only £79.00

PCW SOFTWARE
Locoscript 2 inc Spell £34.95

LocoMail/LocoFile Bundle £43.95

LocoScript 2 £26.95

LocoMail £26.95

LocoFile £29.95

Contriver Mouse + Interface ..£39.95

Mini Office Professional. £25.95

Touch V Go Typing Tutor £19.95

Sage Popular Accounts £65.95

Sage Popular Invoicing £49.95

Sage Popular Payroll £42.95

Cracker 2 Turbo Spreadsheet.£34.95

Amstrad R232 Interface £49.95

All Prices INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE (U.K only)

Please make all cheques payable to: PRM COMMUNICATIONS
17 Staple lye, Harlow, Essex CM18 7LX ^^

Credit Card Hotline Number: (0279) 422846 j
!l



computer ALL PRICES NOW INCLUDE V.AJ.

SUPPLIES
0273 423523

WHITE LABEL MINI PACKS
LC395 3 W x I yuT 1 fflt-mss labels £9.95 per box { 1000)

Call for other sizes available

DISKETTES
STORAGE
BOXES

Mini Diskette Box
Storage for up to

30 x 3" diskettes/

50 x 3 tfl"

DADF50L £5.30

Diskette Box
Storage for up to

70x5 W disked es

DADF70L £6.99

PCW 9S12 PRINTWHEELS

A PW001 Courier 10 765

APVTO02 Prestige Pica 10 7.65

APW003 Recta 10 7.65

APW0O4 Orator 10 7.65

APW005 Letter Gothic 7.65

APW006 Prestige Elite 12 7.65

APW007 Script 12 7.65

APW008 Mini Golhic 1

5

7.65

APW015 Thesis PS 7.65

Ml.lMII.UlNiilJ.M^MIMrlWH

I LOWER
|

PRICE
ON 3" Lm #1

Hi
MiIP

CCIIKIClcarticad.l"

Cleaning Kit £2.95

Contamination of the

read/write head of a

floppy disk drive can

cause your computer

to malfunction.

misread or misplace

data. Regular use of

Disk Drive Head

Cleaning products

extends the life of the

disk drive and protects

your valuable data on

(he disk.

Lf 1 d =M I M -1 iViM I! - =M 1 1 1 J '
I d ' . i

FROM MAINS INTERFERENCE

NEW LOWER PRICES - CUT YOUR COSTS!
2 DISKETTES

3" disks suitable for use with Amslrad

CPC6128. PCW8256, PCW8512 (A

and B), PCW9512 and all other

computers with 3" disk drives.

com Bmcmmo* pricipir tauui
10-10 SO-M too*

0SAM3D1 Amsott CF2 3' Diskettes 15.95 15.80 15 55

DSMA3Q1 Maxell CF2 3" Diskettes H 25.00 25.50

AMSTRAD COMPATIBLE RIBBONS

SBS CODE
|

OESCR.PT.OH 1~"™
RB2482RN DMP2000O000/31 50/3250 di Fabric Black 2.76 2.58 2.35

R62426FN DMP40O0 Fabric Black 'Reduced price 4.99 4.52 4.05

RB2741DN LQ3500 Fabric Black * Reduced price 4.46 4.00 3.60

RB2741MS PCW 8256 Carbon Black 'Reduced price 2.52 2.64 2.48

RB2S8BDN PCWB256 Fabric Black 'Reduced price 2,82 2.64 2.46

RB274IFNRQ PCW8256 Fabric Red 5.28 480 4.34

RB274IFNBL PCW8256 Fabric Blue 5.28 4.80 4.34

RB2741FNBR PCW8256 Fabric Brown 5.28 4 80 4.34

RB2741FNGR PCW8256 Fabric Green 5.28 4.80 4,34

RB2746MS PCW9512 Carbon Black 'Reduced pries 2.23 2.05 188

RB2746FN PCW9512 Fabric Black 'Reduced price 2.23 2.05 1.88

RB2746FNRD PCW9512 Fabric Red 4.57 4.11 3.73

RB2746FNBL PCW9512 Fabric Blue 4.57 4.11 3.73

RB2746FNGN PCW9512 Fabric Green 4.57 4,11 3.73

RB2746FNBR PCW9512 Fabric Brown 4.57 4.11 3.73

AMSTRAD ORIGINAL BRANDED RIBBONS

SBS CODE DESCRIPTION
1-6 7.1 a 13-

RBAMO05 LQ5QOO branded nylon ribbon 1051 9,87 9.16

RBAM0O6 PCW9512 branded carbon ribbon

black 'Reduced price 2.90 2,80 2.70

RBAM003 PCW82 56i85 12/LO3500 branded

nylon ribbon 'Reduced price 4.50 4.35 4.20

RBAM004 PCW8256.'B512<LQ3500 branded

carbon film ribbon 'Reduced price 4.50 4,35 4.20

RBAM002 DMP4000 branded nylon nbbon 6 21 7.57 7.05

RBAM001 DMP2000/30OO branded nylon ribbon 6.11 5.64 5.28

PCW COMPUTER LUGGAGE
CUSTOM DESIGNED FOR YOUR AMSTRAD COMPUTER

Cnified like fun? luggage, this, three-piece travel set is

designed specifically for carrying your Smvir.iJ

PCWHZSfi/SSiS monitor, keyboard and primer. Li's ideal for

pel '.i.'il.I or business use with high density foam inserts

4 double thickness, in ihe hose} which prated your

equipment during transit. The case also features a durable,

waler resistant nylon exterior with a strong adjustable nylon

shoulder strap and carrying handles. There is also a space

Tor disks/manuals etc at the side of the monitor.

Bach component is individually protected and in-, neaily

together in the ouicr case fof safe and easy ifjutsportation.

CEOI0 4Gang Adaptor £17.50

PCWfl256*5tS
Deluxe Traveling Case

KEYBOARD
STORAGE DRAWER

'

rj
XY^gggsgs

Designed to save space

& protect your keyboi"d

when not in use.

internal Dimensions:

20V (w) s l(T {d> x 2V (h)

Externa! Dimensions:

2I'/8"(w)xl5 V(d)x^l/^ ,

(h)

Keyboard Storage Drawer

CKOof) 04.60

MONITOR STAND

• Tilt action up to 25°

• Rotates through 360°

• Suitable for most

monitors (up to 18")

• Easy adjustment

• Constructed from

ABS plastic

Turntable 3100 £17.05

QUALITY CONTINUOUS PAPER MICROPERFORATED ON ALL EDGES

IHI68P

11 fo* M 9 'W 1 Fart ffiairi mkvro perl . 70&srn

1 1
£
rt" x 9 ] ,v Pan plain micro pert. 90gsm 12 50

ALL PRICES PER BOX DELIV6HY CHARGES 1-2 BOXES <S) £3.50 For larjjer quantities or other staee please call.



FREE DELIVERY on all orders over £30 computer

MARGIN MAKER
THE NEW & IMPROVED MODEL!

SINGLE CUT-SHEET I.IM'A'I OR & At.1l.NKK

FOR THE AMSTRAD
PCW HWG & K5I2 PRINTERS SIMPLY BETTER!

Nil FUMBLE! Nil GUESSWORK! No FUSS!
iii'i quick, easv. accurate & ! nllv udjuslabli

II r-SHEETL(>Al»Ni;.L<M-A-|'l()N& U.ICNMKNT!
Find lime & every time! Magic!

CG002 £15-27

SILK MESH FILTER

1 hi v filter comes complete svilli anti-static lead as standard.

Filler measurements:

14" - 3IOinm x 255mm 1 including frame

12" - 280mm i 225mm J widlh 20mm

_
(TWO 12" Killer inuiio

CF105 12" Filler colour

CF1I0 14" Filter mono
CFI15 14" Filler colour

£23.45

£2.1.45

£23.45

£23.45

PCWI512/I640
PC2086
PCW8256/9512
PC2086

CFI01 Filter adaptor kit £6,45 (adapt, IBMrtc curved m.t«jd

AMGUARD ACOUSTIC HOOD

• Cuts stressful primer noise by up to 90%
• See through acrylic lid

• Memory hinges are fined to enable the lid to slay

open in any position

• Versions available for single/continuous and automatic

sheet feeder

• AMGOUI
For 95

1

2 without sheet feeder £ 1 2S + £7.50 P&P
• AMC002

For 95 1 2 with sheet feeder £ 1 75 + £7.50 P&P

AMSTRAD DUST COVERS

POWBWMia Wonnor Keyboaid

and print covQrs 3 CK020 9.69

PCW9S12 Monitor Keyboard

and prenl covers 3 CK04O 9.69

PC1512/1640 ScreervPfocessor

Keyboard Covh'5 2 CK02S 11 IS

COPYHOLDERS

i

<

DESKTOP

• Also suitable for holding

books or manuals

• Detachable line guide

• Size: 9 i£ ,h

x LI '/2
H '

CH001 £9.2&

COPYHOLDER
SPRING ARM
This copy holder has a sturdy

desk-clamp fining and a long

spring balanced ami for ease

of positioning. Suitable tor

A4 size document*

CHI 00 Copyholder

£16.45

\ L_J

SUPPLIES
0273 423523

PRINTER STANDS

SPACE SAVER AS • Feeds forms smoothly to bolh rear

bottom feed primers.

• Automatic refolding of printouts

without using a separate tray

• Stacks 500 sheets of continuous forms

Printer Stand 80 Column

380(H) s 41 5 (W)x 460(D)

3212KDSO £32.30

UNIVERSAL A5

• Securely holds any primer

• Made ofmoulded plastic

• Can also be used as a portahle

computer stand.

• Dimensions

330mm (L) x I40rom (H)

AH32I6 £11.16

SYSTEM SOLVER
COMPUTER DESK

The System Solver is attractively styled and

sensibly constructed lo accommodate your

computer, monitor and printer. With our

ingenious system to remove all thai

troublesome cabling and a smooth flow

paper feed channel a remarkable amount of

usable desktop space is available.

F0030 £199.99 + £7.50 P&P

MO 1 33 PC STAND
Monarch's new low cost PC Stand enables you to accommodate your PC and

printer in a minimum of space and at a low price. Its sturdy construction will

house your equipment in complete safety and allow you to work, even more

efficiently.

Features

• Large working area to accommodate your VDU and CPU
as well as your keyboard and mouse.

• Sliding printer shelf to accommodate both SO and 1 32

column printers

• A bottom shelf that holds ail your stationery.

It is mounted on smooth, lockable castors for stability,

• Modern colouring tgrcy or cream and brown).

• Attractive modern styling.

• Scratch resistant surfaces that are easy to clean.

[DLMENSJ

H 1M
W 'SO

L? »

SIONS

M0133 £116.35 + £7.50 P&P

• Prices include VAT • L.K. delivery charge for orders under Oil = O.SI) per order unless ti(her« ise slated. • Minimum tirder \ alue till

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER PLEASE TELEPHONE SBS ON 0273 423523 OR VAX 0273 420063.

FRKEPOST (BR332K DEPT. 38, PORTSLADE, BRIGHTON BN41 1ZZ

_



Amor's 1991 PCW Software Sale

PROTEXT ... The Word Processor
Protext is firmly established as the alternative to Locoscript,

All the features you would expect from a good word processor - many text editing commands, print

commands, spell checking and mail-merging. The refinement and thought that has been put into the

program - logical keystrokes and commands, clear layout, speed and power ... all go towards making

Protext ideal for the novice or the experienced user,

* On-screen help * Typewriter mode * Insert or overwrite typing mode * Word count * Undelete feature

* Move/copy/delete/print blocks of text * Box manipulation * Configuration * Personal dictionaries * Exec

files * Two file editing * Keyboard macros * File conversion * Comprehensive Find & Replace * Foreign

languages and accents * Program editing mode * Proportional printing, right justified * Conditional

printing and loop constructs * Print any number of copies * Works with any printer * Calculator * Print

labels * Use the maths/string functions to produce personalised invoices etc *

* Compatible with PCW 9512 * Enhanced spelling checker - larger dictionaries, dictionary on drive M or on

program disc * Many improvements based on customer feedback *

"Protext deserves to be the system by which ail other word

processors arejudged ... a superb product' your computer

" The great strength of this package « its ease of use' GWTA

Pretext is the solution to all Locoscript s drawbacks' PCM

"Makes Locoscript look like a snail " 8000 PLUS

"Simply the best word processing program to date for the

PCW ... Locoscript is effectively dead' purnNQ Y0UR

AMSTRAD TO WORK

Special Offer - Save £20

Buy Protext together with the book

for £49.90 and save £20 off RRP.

(RRP £59,95 + £9.95 = £69.90)

Protext + Book £49.90

Protext is also available in German at £59.95 (Prowort)

... The Book

This is an independently produced

book about Protext, written by Rob

Ainsley.

The book features a large section

of tips for easy reference and is

well illustrated with screen shots

and printouts.

It also includes a section written to

help the Locoscript user to

'convert' quickly to Protext.

H is an essential purchase for any

current or potential Protext user

whatever their word processing

experience.

Protext...A PCW User's guide

246 pages, illustrated paperback

Price £9.95 + £1 post/packing

(Post/packing is free if buying a

piece of software)

CP/M languages and PC Protext
MAXAM II

Complete CP/M machine code development system

* Macro assembler * nested conditional assembly * file

inclusion * textual substitution of macro parameters

* repeat loops * Full expression evaluation * Error listing to

screen/file/printer * S0B0 mode * Linking facility * Create

object files for use with C *

Window based monitor, with:

* fine assembler * disassembler * memory editor * find

string * relocate * move memory * compare memory * fill

memory * bank switching * symbolic debugger * single

stepping * set memory limits for stepping * stack checking

* conditional breakpoints * trace mode * edit registers

* Editor is program mode of Protext (as for C) *

"Maxam II-now the best gets even better''
cwtacpc

A realty excellent piece of software which, given the speed

with which debugging can be done, will pay Its way very

quickly" ACU

"The thing that struck me ... was the amount of thought

and effort that has gone into this product " CWTA GPC

"Maxam II is stunning ... the most complete and competent

programming package around. Simple, speedy and
sophisticated" AMSTRAD ACTION

RRP £49.95 Sale price £24.00

Complete C development system

* Full implementation of K&R standard *

* Optimising compiler * Floating point

arithmetic * 32 and 16 bit integer arithmetic

* I/O and maths libraries * Conditional

compilation * File inclusion * Macros
* Linker accepts C and assembler (with

Maxam II) * Stand alone generator

produces COM files

Protext compatible editor:-

* fast and easy to use * on screen help

* two file editing * keyboard macros * fully

configurable* powerful find and replace

* exec files * compile from inside editor

"Verygood value formoney" amstradpcw

"Streets ahead in terms of programming

power" AMSTRAD ACTION

'In typical Amor fashion, they've taken their

time and got it (fcftf
AMSTRAD computer user

"Ail the facilities necessary to write

complete applications programs

"

POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

RRP £49.95 Sale price £24.00

Upgrading to a PC?

Protext v5.0 is now available for

the PC at a special upgrade price

of £110 (inc. VAT) for all PCW
users. Send us your original

Protext or Locoscript disc with

your order.

Protext has been designed as a

PC program, not as an imitation of

a PCW program and thus

complements other PC software

much better than Locoscript PC.

Features include justification and

centring of any mixture of different

printing fonts, including

proportional; extensive language

support including Eastern

European languages; multiple file

editing; split screen editing; index

and contents; footnotes and

newspaper column printing.

For further details please contact

Arnor. Protext 5.0 is available for

IBM PC and compatibles, Amiga,

Atari ST and Acorn Archimedes.

All programs run on PCW8256/8512, 9512, CPC6128

fte/easf/tgyDarm/cmspotential..

.

tWI/^Z
Arnor Ltd (EPJ, 611 Lmcofn Road, Peterborough, PEf 3HA. Tef: 0733 68909
All prices include VAT, postage and packing. Access/Visa/Cheque/Postat Order. F&X: 0733 67299



Listings
Listings 1

Martin Le Poidevin helps you squeeze more on to your discs, keep a track

of the date, work out your gas bill and compare prices - all with BASIC

1 78KDISC.BAS by J Eggeling

This one is for 8000 series owners only.

It's happened lo us all. There you are.

Heating the end of a large writing

projecl, heing good and saving regularly

lo disc. You come lo Ihe end of another

section and decide lo save it lo disc,

before creating another document for

the next section.

You see, you've even remembered

lo keep the documents short.

And there il is. The message from

your computer telling you, ever so

politely, lhal Ibere is absolutely no space

left on the disc.

It's eleven o'clock at night, you

have no spare discs, there is no

computer shop open this side of the

International dale line, and you've run

oul of disc space. Whai you wouldn't

give for an exlra 5k.

Welt, ihis month we show you how

lo acquire lhat extra 5k.

Admittedly, it only puts that off the

dreaded 'Disc lull' message, bul over a

series of discs lhat will begin to mount

up (o quite a substantial amount of

useful extra disc space.

So what are the catches? There are

remarkably few, but ihcy arise from the

way in which (he computer

wrestles space back from CP/M. An A:

drive disc is actual ly formatted to hold

180k of data. But you and I don'l

gel 10 see 7k of lhal - it gets

earmarked by CP/M. 2k of it for a

disc "directory', and the other 5k for

'system' information.

This system information is what

gels the computer going in ihe morning -

it tells ihe PCW to look for a file ending

in .EMS. Obviously vital for booting up,

but not for a daia disc. In other words,

we can live without it. and thai is where

we obtain our extra data space.

The directory, of course, cannoi be

removed - or else ihe computer would

not know where to look for any of ihe

disc's files.

What all Ibis means is thai you

cannot use a disc foimalled as 1 78k to

boot up the system.

So as Mr Eggeling says, if you are

looking for a way of getting a

PROFILE.SUB on to a jam-packed start

of day disc then you must look

elsewhere. One other drawback is that

Disekil will nol copy the disc - il

formats a disc as il goes, and since it is

"ornat conpleted - please renove disc

Insert your BASIC disc then press any key

>ysten

HU, Space:

The proof of the formatting. 17Bk for you to

use as program or data space - just don't try

to boot from the disc

set up to format 1 73k of user space, it is

obviously going to scratch Us head a

little bil over those last 5k. The same

goes for LocoScripl.

The trick here is lo use CP/M's PIP

to copy all the files across.

As you can imagine, ihe program

works quite close to the heart of CP/M,

so be careful when typing it in.

On the other ha nil. it does carry out

internal checks, and has a very

competent error-lrapping mechanism, so

that if anything does go wrong, il should

nol prove fatal

ERROR!
Most of you managed

to work out how the

8000 Plus car got so

far on so little petrol!

Tin answer was in

line 60 of

PETROL.BAS,

which should have

read:

60g=U4.S46

Apologies Tor any

false expectations we

may have raised

about your fuel

consumption!

10 cls$=CHR$ (27)+"E"+CHR$(27)+"H":PRINT cls$ 10D8

20 DEF FNat$(x,y,z$)=CHR$(27)+"Y"+CHR${32+y)+CHR$(32+x)-rZ$ 168C

30 MEMORY &HF4FF:sum=0:GOSUB 190 0FBC

40 PRINT FNat$ (30, 5, "To format a disc in drive A"); 16AC

50 PRINT FNat$ (24, 10, "Insert disc to format then press PASTE "); 1ED9

60 GOSUB 380 0558

70 ans=ASC(an$) :IF ans<>23 THEN PRINT CHR$(7):GOTO 50 1881

80 PRINT cls$ 0630

90 £ormat=&HF500:track=&HF50 5:errors=&HF53C;login=&HF53D 1DBD

The numbers in line 90 remind the computer of several locations within its memory. These are unfamiliar

'hex' numbers, so make sure they are correct

100 FOR 1=0 TO 39: POKE track,

I

0E1E

110 FOR J=0 TO 8:cylinder=&HF518+4*J:POKE cylinder, I : NEXT 1C48
120 PRINT FNat$ (0,5, "Formatting track number");!; 17BB

When the program ends, it wipes itself out of the PCW's memory. So make certain that you save the program before running it

130 CALL format :numb=PEEK( errors ): IF numb<255 THEN GOTO 300 1DE9

140 NEXT 041E
150 PRINT FNat${0, 5, "Format completed - please remove disc") 1CFA
160 PRINT FNat${ 0,7, "Insert your BASIC disc then press any key");:GOSUB 380 251F
170 CALL login: NEW 08B1

180 : 012C

190 FOR 1=1 TO 73 0743

200 READ byte$;byte=VAL("&H"+byte$) :POKE HIMEM+I,byte:sum=sum+byte 214E



Listings

210 NEXT
220 IF sumo 597 5 THEN PRINT "DATA Error in lines 240-290" ELSE RETURN
230 END
240 DATA 01,00,01, 11, E5, 00, DD, 21, 4A, PF, 21, 18

250 DATA F5,CD,5A,FC,8P,00,38,03,32,3C,F5,C9
260 DATA 00,00,C1,02,00,00,C6,02, 00, 00, C2, 02

270 DATA 00,00,C7,02,00,00,C3,02,00,00,C8,02
280 DATA 00, 00, C4, 02, 00, 00, C9, 02, 00,00, C5, 02

This block of machine code is vital to the running of the program. Make sure it is correct

290 DATA FF,0E, 00 , DD, 21, 4A, FF, CD, 5A, FC, 92 , 00, C9
300 error${0)="Drive not ready - insert disc to format then type RUN"
310 error$ (l)="Disc write protected - unprotect disc then type RUN"
320 error? (2) ="Track not found - Please recheck program listing"
330 error? (3)="Data Error - Please recheck program listing"
340 error? (4) ="No Data - Please recheck program listing"
350 error? (5) ="Missing address mark"
360 error? (8) ="Sector number error - Please recheck program listing"
37 PRINT FNat?{0, 7, error? (numb) );: END
380 an? =INKEY? : WHILE an?="" :an?=INKEY$ : WEND: RETURN

Line 380 is a useful line for any program - it waits for a keypress before moving on, or in this

case returning to an earlier point in the program

0417

2067

0366
0E30

0F7E
0CC6
0CDE
0CF6

1103
23E7

2366
217D
1DFE
1C77

1228

23ED
11F0

1A3E

DATEPR1N.ASC by A Baker

Hard choice

There are some

pieces of hardware

Tor the PCW that will

help you maintain

your internal clock

up to date, even when

the computer itself is

turned i iff. Look in

the mail order

advertisements in

this magazine for

bargains!

54 August 91

Nut many people know this, but deep in

ihe heart of CP/M there is a clock. This

clock keeps an eye not just on the time of

day but also the day of the year.

The norma! way of accessing this

clock is through CP/M's DATE utility (to

be found on side 3 of the 8000 series

CP/M master discs, and on the 95 1

2

CP/M master disc), but Dr Baker's neat

little program will allow you to access it

- even if you are in BASIC. Luckily,

with DATE you can not just read the

clock - you can also set il.

You can do that now if you are in

CP/M - just put the correct side of the

disc into the drive you are logged in to,

and type DATE (RETURN].

But you'll almost certainly recognise

a problem here. Both the date and the

lime are wrong.

This is because the computer needs

power to maintain the clock, and every

time that the computer is turned off and

then on again, the clock is reset to

midnight on the day that your particular

version of CP/M was created. The date

yon are now looking at is probably the

15lh December 1982, and the time will

tell you how long the machine has been

on for this session.

So we need to program in the

correct time and date. The formula for

this is: DATE MM/DD/YY hh:mm:ss

[RETURN] (as the manual so lucidly

informs you I,

This means, type the name of the

program, the number of the correct

month followed a slash, the correct day

followed by a slash (notice that the

computer deals with the date in the

American fashion); then a space

followed by the hour (the PCW works on

the 24 hour clock), a colon, the minutes,

a colon, and the seconds.

For instance, if you want to set the

time to 3,47 (and 49 seconds) on the

afternoon of 17th July, 1991, the

command sequence you

want is: DATE
1)7/17/91 15:47:49

[RETURN], Then hit

any key at the precise

moment that you want

the clock to start

running.

You will obviously

have to do this at the

start of every session if

you want to have the

correct dale always

programmed in - perhaps you could

make it pan of your PROFILE.SUB file.

Dr Baker's program works by

reading the pan of the memory that

keeps the clock. These are bytes 64500-

64504. Of these, the first two are

responsible for keeping the date.

However, the date is kept as a

number rather than as a pure date. The
first thing the program must do. then, is

translate this into a recognisable form (it

does this by counting the days since 1st

January 1991 ); it then prints this to the

screen, and gives you the opportunity of

A>DATE
Sun 12/15/91 ©O:0&:18
ft>DflTE 07/15/91 15:37:23

Strike key to set tine

Two stages Incur quest for the correct day. First, the readout

when the computer is turned on, then updating it...

printing it in hard copy. Since the

program is set up to print at the right-

hand edge of the paper, it is ideal for

letters and for putting the dale at the lop

of your latest BASIC listing.

As it stands, the program will work

with the 9512 printer. If you want it to

print to the 8000 series dot matrix

printer, you will have to change lines 90

and 100 as follows:

90 F1N$=CHR$(27)+"A"+CHR$( 12)

+CHR$(13)
10(1 OPTION NOT TAB: LPRINT
CH R$( 27)+"A"+CHR$(0)

10 PRINT "DATEFRIN.BAS - Prints Internal date - by I R Baiter"

20 DIM n%<12>: READ prX: t-;256*PEEK C64501 1 ) +PEEK (645001 >

30 n%=36S: s*=l: WHILE t>nH: t=t-n»; »*»»«+!
40 IP <h%+1)/4-IST<(s%+1)/4)=0 THEB n%=366 ELSE nX-365
50 WF.BD: y»=1977+sK: FOE ett^l TO 12: READ n%{B«): NEXT a%
60 IF nS=366 THEM nH<2)-29
70 m%*ll WHILE t>nKCs»): t-t-nft(sS): sS=sK+l: VnHD
80 FOR J*= 1 TO sS: READ toon*: HEXT J a
90 fln«=CKR*{2'?5+CHH»(30)+CHRI<9)+CHR*<13>
100 OPTION HOT TAB: LPRINT CHR1 (27 > +CHR* (30 > +CHRS (1

>

110 PRINT "Want output on printer? fan or No" : TABC65)

i

120 ycrnI-=UPPERi (INPUTS CD > : IF yorni<>"Y" THEN yarnS="H"
130 PRIST yonJ: lef«=100; rlt»=0: xS=LFOSCD5
140 WHILE x»>rit«: lef»=HINClef ft, x»> : rltft=MAX (rltft. xSS

|150 LPRINT " ";: xS=LFQS C0> : WBBD: wld*=rit»-lef

S

160 PRINT TAB<wldft-B-LENCnran»>> ; : IF t<10 THEB PRIST " ";

170 PRINT t;mDnI;STRi<yft) r PRIST "Print width «"
; wldS

180 IF ynrnSO'Y" THEB LPRINT (in»( ! OPTIOH TAB: END
190 LPRINT TABCwld*-6-LEB(mnni> > : : IF t<10 THEN LPRINT
200 LPRINT t; manS; SIRS ty«) ; flat;
310 FOR j*=l TO pr«: LPRIBT; NEXT 1%: OPTION TAB: END
220 DATA 2.31,28,31,30,31,30.31,31.30.31.30.31
|230 DATA "January" , " February" . "March" , "April" , "Nay" , "June"
:340 DATA "July- . "August" . "September" , "October" , "November" . "December"

...and finally the print out at the top of a listing (this listing, in fact). But if you were to Improve

your program next week, you would have documentary evidence of its evolutionary journey

i _
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10 PRINT "DATEPRIK.BAS - Prints internal date - by A R Baker'

20 DIM n%(12): READ pr%: t=256*PEKK( 64501 !) +PEEK ( 64500 I

)

30 n%=365: s%=l: WHILE t>n%: t=t-n%: s%=b%+1
40 IF (s%+l) /4-INT( (s%+l)/4}=0 THEN n%=366 ELSE n%=36 5

50 WEND: y%=1977+S%: FOR 8%=1 TO 12: READ n%{3%) : NEXT s%

60 IF n%=366 THEN n%{2)=29
70 S%=1: WHILE t>n%(s%): t=t-n%<S%): B%=8%+1: WEND
80 FOR 3%= 1 TO s%: READ mon$ : NEXT j%
90 f in$=CHR$ ( 27 ) +CHR$ (30) +CHR$ ( 9 ) +CHR$ ( 13

)

Line 20 'peeks' into computer's memory in order to find the current date information

100 OPTION NOT TAB; LPRINT CHR$ ( 27 ) +CHR$ ( 30 ) +CHR$ ( 1

)

110 PRINT "Want output on printer? Yes or No" ;TAB{65)

;

120 yorn$=UPPER$(INPUT$(l) ) : IF yorn$o"Y" THEN yorn$="N"
130 PRINT yorn$: lef%=100: rit%=0: x%=LPOS{0)
140 WHILE x%>rit%: lef°*=MIN(lef%,x%) : rit%=MAX<rit%,x%)
150 LPRINT " ";: x%=LPOS { ) : WEND: wid%=rit%-lef%
160 PRINT TAB(wid%-8-LEN<mon$> ) ; : IF t<10 THEN PRINT " ";

170 PRINT t;mon$;STR$(y%) : PRINT "Print width =",-wid%

1EA2

14B1

1135

13A4

1708
0921
12ED
1118
0EBD

17A0
1CCF
1B28
1355
17F4
160A
191D
1AF8

This part of the program sets the printer up. Don't forget to change lines go and 100 if you use an 8000 series computer

180 IF yorn$o"Y" THEN LPRINT fin$;: OPTION TAB: END 1908

190 LPRINT TAB(wid%-8-LEN(mon$> ) ; : IF t<10 THEN LPRINT " "; 1AAA

200 LPRINT t;mon$;STR$(y%) ; fin$; 10 1A

210 FOR j%=l TO pr%: LPRINT: NEXT j%: OPTION TAB: END 1A7F

220 DATA 0,31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31 0CAE

230 DATA "January", "February", "March", "April", "May", "June" 1DE1

240 DATA"July" , "August", "September", "October" , "November" , "December" 22BA

If you want the computer to move down the page after printing the date, change the 'O' at the start of the DATA in line 220
to the number of lines down the page you wish the computer to move

STARTERS' ORDERS - GASBILL.BAS by Martin Laker

Another in our series of short, simple

programs for those of you who have nol

typed in a Listing before. This one

should help you with your gas bill.

The Gas Board seems to delight in

sending out bills which are vast over-

estimates, and which imply that half the

North Sea Gas Reserve has been

through your humble cooker in the last

three months. Your natural reaction is to

write straight back and tell them of their

mistake, quoting the correct price. But

what is that correct price?

Well, once you have typed in (see

the 'How to type in a Listing' box) and

saved the program (use the name

•GASBILL.BAS'). run it You will be

asfeed a series of questions,

the answers to which will

come either from the rogue

bill or from your meter.

When answering the

money questions, make sure

that you always give your

reply in terms of pounds - ie.

£599 should be entered as

599 | RETURN |. and

tuppence ha'penny as 0.025

[RETURN]. Your Calorific

capacity reading should

always be the same, and the

standing charge will be a

constant, too - or so you

would like to hope!

in "casern,. bus*

hat is your current standing charge per wrier? (CM 9.4

hat if your calorifit ualue capacity (in Elu/ cubic feet)? IMS

resent reading? 2347

revious reading? 2258

Your revised Gas Bill

[as used 39.31

Standing charge 3.49

So, not so bad after all. Your PCW does what the Gas

Board's mainframe does, only more accurately, tt seems

10 REM Gasbill by Martin Laker
20 INPUT "What is your current standing charge per quarter? (£)";sc

30 INPUT "What is your calorific valve capacity (in Btu/cubic feet)";cv
40 INPUT "What is the current unit price per therm? {€)";up
50 INPUT "present reading" ;p

60 INPUT "previous reading" ,-q

70 v=p-g:v=v*cv/10Q0 :b=v*up

80 PRINT: PRINT"Your revised Gas Bill": PRINT
90 PRINT"Gas used "; USING"#### . ##" ,-b

100 PRINT" Standing charge "; USING"####. ##"; sc

110 PRINT
120 PRINT"TOTAL £"; USING"#### . ##";b+sc

0FCC
2547

2546
2 0AD

0F2F
1049
0C78
18A2
0F9C
1424
0466
1049

Type in this listing carefully, and you will be able to help the Gas Company calculate your bill correctly. What
the program does is take in information, perform set calculations with it, and print out the results
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COSTCOMP.BAS by M.J.Fulcher

Here's a teaser Tor you. "Seven Dwarves

(advertising slogan: "lis not quite so

Snow White, but al least it's cheap")

detergent comes in a 327g pack and costs

£2.74 for that pack. "Gninge" detergent

( "Washes slightly on the grey side of

yellow, but you'll never notice on those

black trousers"! comes in a 413g pack,

and costs £3.37 for that same pack.

The question is quite simple: which

is the cheaper of the two?

And the answer? Welt, we couldn't

work it out, so we ran it through the

second of this month's Starters'

Orders programs. You can see the

answer in the screen shot below.

Knowing quickly and accurately the

relative difference in price between two

comparable packages is an art that is

becoming more and more important. In

the age of bumper, bargain, economy

and family packs, it is getting difficult to

know which packages really mean what

they say, and those which merely flatter

to deceive (or defraud),

This program will help you sift the

cheap from the dear. Beautifully simple,

it asks for the information thai it needs to

do its calculations, then displays its

findings which, unit for unit, is the best

value of the two, and the percentage

difference to back up its claim. With

these solid facts, you can make the final

decision about your purchase with much

greater confidence.

If you have more than two different

product prices to compare, you may like

to run the program a couple of times,

inputting the better price of the first run

into the second.

Whatever figures you are inputting,

it is important to remember that the

computer can only deal with what you

give it. It doesn't know or care whether

it's dealing with grams, ounces, litres or

tons, nor whether the money is in

pounds, pence, roubles or cowrie shells.

The important thing is that to come up

with a fair comparison, it must compare

like with like.

So some conversion may be

necessary -say. from ounces to grams, or

from pounds to pence - in order to get

the correct result.

On the other hand, it can cope with

very large numbers, so you can easily

son out your bulk buy orders. This

program could save you alot of money!

'oil nana units in pack fl ? 337

rice as pack A ? 374

low nans units in pack B? 413
'rice of pack B? 337

Vice per unit for pack (I • 6.8379205
irice per unit for pack B = 0.8153BB6

>ack B is cheaper by £.613372 V.

So then, the answer to our teaser. Did you get

it right, without using a calculator?

For the Future

This month, we'd like to issue a couple

of challenges.

One is fairly simple - DATEPRIN prints

out the date in BASIC, but can you think

of a good program to actually set the

date in BASIC? Secondly, we've had a

few queries now about a BASIC program

that could write bar-codes. Again, any

suggestions? The best workable

program in either of these categories

will be printed in the magazine - and

earn its author some reasonably

hard cash. So get thinking, and keep

reading these pages!

10 REM COST COMPARISON by M J Fulcher

2 INPUT "How many units in pack A ";sizea

3 INPUT "Price of pack A ";costa

40 INPUT "How many units in pack B";sizeb

50 INPUT "Price of pack B";costb
60 unita=costa/sizea
70 unitb=costb/sizeb
80 PRINT: PRINT "Price per unit for pack A = ";unita

90 PRINT "price per unit for pack B = ";unitb

100 FRINT:IF unita<unitb THEN PRINT "Pack A is cheaper by"; ( (unitb-

unita)/unitb)*100;"V
110 IF unitb<unita THEN PRINT "Pack B is cheaper by"; ( (unita-

unitb) /unita) *100 ;
"%"

12 IF unita=unitb THEN PRINT "There is no difference between the two !"

134C

16D3
1147

16E5

1159

0C6D
0C7D
IBB 5

16B2

2E34

27E1
250E

The program begins by asking for the details of the two packs involved. It stores what you tell it in memory, using easy-to-identify

labels. The calculations, comparisons and printing then follow. Notice that line 1 20 will report even if there is no difference
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How to type in a listing

The first thing to do is to boot up CP/M,

by loading Die disc into the machine at

turn-on time; when it settles down type in

the word BASIC and hit [RETURN], You

will be given a bit of information about

Mallard BASIC, and the prompt "Ok". You

can now begin to type in the program.

Each line begins with a number. This

must be typed in, along with the text that

follows it, but not the list of numbers on

the right hand side (these are part ot a

checking procedure we publish from time

to time). Make sure that what you type is

exactly what is on the page, especially in

terms of punctuation. One semi-colon

instead of colon may not seem much to

you, hut it could spell disaster for the

program. Be careful, as well, that you

differentiate properly between "0" (the

number zero) and "O" (the capital "0"),

and between "1" (the number "1") and the

lower case "L". From such small errors,

great crashes flow.

If you do spot an error in a line as

you are typing it in, use the cursor keys

to go back and amend it. Once you are

sure that a line is typed in correctly, then

hit the [RETURN] button and go on to the

net one. If you subsequently notice a

mistake, type "edit", followed by the line

number and [RETURN], and you will be

given the chance to make your

correction. Once you have typed in the

whole program, check that everything is

there as it should be by typing "list"

[RETURN]. The whole program will scroll

past you. To stop it at any point press

[15], and to restart it press [fS] again.

If all is present and correct, save

your program to disc by typing "save"

followed by the program name, which

must be in quotation marks.

Now comes the moment of truth. Type

run [RETURN]. If all has gone well, it will

work first time.

If not, you may he given an error

message, often with a line number

attached (which may or may not help -

often that can be the line in which an

earlier mis-type can become critical) so

that you can rectify the fault.

If there is no fault there, or no line

number, check the rest of the program

with a fine toothcomb.

Don't forget to save the improved

version of the program (use the same

filename and the old, bugged version will

be deleted).

When you want to use the program

again you must first load BASIC as

before, the type: "LOAD "filename"

[RETURN]. It can then be used as before,

by typing RUN [RETURN].



ON- COMING SOON.

KeyMouse
KcyMouse represents

a quantum leap in PCW
mouse performance. While previous mouse designs have

been limited to resolutions between 30 and 60 dots-per-

inch, KeyMouse' s dynamic 72-400 dpi resolution gives a

much more accurate and responsive 'feel' when drawing
on the screen. What's more, KeyMouse connects to the

PCW via the keyboard socket, and does not need an
interface on the back of the computer. The KeyMouse
package includes upgrade programs for installing mouse
drivers in MicroDesign2 and PtoSCAN, and KeyMouse
can even be used to control other PCW programs!S^M^^
ROTATE J A„

'*/> 1 F «t
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ON A CYL%
sULGINg

This is the last month of the special introductory offer

on our Utilities Disc, which includes the powerful

graphics program TWEAK. All of the TWEAK effects

shown, and more, can be used with graphics files from
Stop Press, DTP, Masterscan, MD2 and ProSCAN. So
order NOW at the special offer price of just £19.50.

THIS ADVERT WAS DESIGNED AND PRINTED USINO A PCW WITH TWEAK,
MICRODESI0N2 « PROSCAN SOFTWARE AND AN HP DESKJET PRINTER

ProSCAN
The new Image Scanner for

the Amstrad PCW ser

'A must for a,

serioust

* Scanning

* Image editii

* Compatible

* Best graphics printing ever on a PCW
* Full A4 scanning with Amstrad Fax

SCANNED FROM A
COLOUR MAGAZINE

ProSCAN (PCW) £184.00

MicroDesign2 (PCW) £62.00
MicroDesign2 (PC) £72.00
Utilities Disc (PCW) £19.50

Extra Fonts Discs (each) ... £16.00

Parish Library (2 discs) .... £21.00 :

Maps Library (2 discs) £21.00

Both for only £225

PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AND POSTAGE

GRAPHICS AND FONTS
DISCS AVAILABLE FOR
PCW AND PC VERSIONS

^Credit catted

welcome,

10 Park St

Uttoxeter

Staffs ST14 7AG
tel 0889567160
fax 0889563548

KeyM<
jffi. Price to be<^- announced... CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY

The affordable Hard Disk
from SCA SYSTEMS
From

+ v

*.

Why buy a hard Disk?
We quote from Amstrad 8000 Plus, February J 991

.

"Put simply, a hard disk begins as a novelty and ends up a necessity.
The savings in time and energy can pay untold dividends. For many
PCW owners, the aggressively priced Vortex disk from SCA Systems
could finally bring a whole new way of working within your reach"

The Vortex System 2000 is a
high quality precision product
which Is easy to set up and usm.

FulJy compatible with CP/M and
LocoScript 2 (Version 2. 1 6 and above)

The SCA ProDisk interface supplied with
the Vortex System 2000 has a through-
connector to allow continued use of

' er peripherals, and is available with
itional Ram expansion.

Like all SCA products, it's backed
with a first class telephone support
service and a money back guarantee.

20 Mbyte £299 + vat = C3ST.33
30 Mbyte £360 + vat = €423.00
(+ LocoScript & LocoFileJ

40 Mbyte £420 + vat = £493.50
|+ LocoScript & LocoFileJ

60 Mbyte £530 + vat = £622.75
1 (+ LocoScript & LocoFileJ

Optional 5 1 2k Ram expansion

E59 + vat = £69.33
Courier delivery

£7.50 including VAT

SCA System* Ltd., 61 Ferringham Lane,

Ferring, Worthing. West Sussex BN12 5LW
Tel: 0903 700288 Fax: 0903 506606
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The Write Lines
Success as afreelance writer depends on more than just a flairfor

language. Steve Copestake helps you to master some extra skills

Are you a closet writer? If so, do

you write short stories'? If you

own an Amstrad PCW, the

probable answer to both questions is yes.

Indeed, the PCW remains the writer's

word processor par excellence. But.

given that you are a writer, and that like

all writers your secret, burning ambition

is to be published, do you know

how best to prepare your manuscripts'.1

Are you sure that you can submit them in

a wav that will maximise your chances

of acceptance? Where should you submit

them? Do you know exactly what the

editor is looking for?

Well, as the editor of XENOS. an

established short-story magazine. 1 hope

this article w ill help you achieve what

every writer yearns to accomplish:

getting into print.

The good news is that you can

happily keep on using LoeoScript and

LocoFile to help you achieve your

objective with the least effort - they

come in particularly useful when

contacting the multiplicity of small

magazines now on the market.

You can also use them to set up your

own index system, and thus keep

paperwork down to a minimum. Unlike

publishing in general, the small-press

world is enjoying an unprecedented

upturn. There are well over two hundred

regular small magazines in the UK now.

Any help with that amount of

correspondence must be worth a lot.

STARTING OUT - USING LOCOSCRIPT

LoeoScript is the means of sending off

tailor-made manuscripts that will

maximise your chances of acceptance.

First set a layout in your document

with margins at 20 and 75 and a lab at

25. In LoeoScript 2. at the Stan of the

new document, press [tl]. select

"Change layout', and press JENTER1.

Now hit [131 and select "clear all tabs"

[ENTER]. Move die cursor to 20 and

press [fl] [ENTER] to set the left

margin; then move along to 25 and press

[+] to set the tab- Move to 75 and press

[H
]
[down cursor) [ENTER] to set the

right margin. [EXIT] to the document.

LoeoScript 1: At the start of the

new document, press [f7] [ENTER] [17]

[down eursorl. If there arc any labs set

( shown bv arrows or blobs in the ruler

line) delete them by moving over them

and pressing [-[. Move the cursor to 20

and press [ft] to set the left margin.

Move to 25 and press [f3] to set the tab.

Move to 75 and press [f2[ to set the right

margin. [EXIT] back to the main

document- These margins, combined

with double line spacing (]+] LS2

[ENTER!) will allow plenty of space

for editorial annotations and

proofreading symbols. If you follow all

this advice, your stories will be wel!-

presented and sent to the right places -

both key factors on the route to success!

SHORTCUTS TO SUCCESS

• Layout
The key to everything when sending

off a story is: put yourself in the

editor's shoes. If you were sitting there

reading story alter story, wouldn't you

prefer it if you didn't have to strain your

eyes to read them? So make sure that

when you are printing out your

manuscript, you always use a new.

or nearly new. ribbon. This hint is

an enormous help when it comes to

gelling your story noticed and

helping it to stand out from the rest.

It also represents the sort of thoughl

and care thai must go into your

presentation. If you can impress

at this stage, then the future

looks promising.

• Stamp of approval
Always, but always, enclose a stamped

addressed envelope, or if you're

submitting to a foreign magazine.

International Reply Coupons (available

from your local post office). Look at it

from the editor's point of view again.

He (or she -Ed!) is sitting there in from

of a generous supply of manuscripts.

USING LOCOFILE

If you have LocoFile, you can make your initial

manuscript sending even easier.

With LocoFile loaded, press [fl] and scroll

down to the 'Create LocoFile data' option. Press

[ENTER] and choose a name for the file - the

example shown uses, MAGAZINE.DAT.

Press [ENTER] and the blank card shown will

appear on the screen.

Now move the cursor to the top left hand

corner and press [+]. Move eight spaces to the

right and press [ENTER] again. This has fixed the

box. You can now type in the name of this field.

'Magazine' sounds fairly apt. Press [ENTER],

This same procedure is repeated to set up the

other boxes fn the example. The box sizes, of

course, have to vary according to the information

they'll contain but they're set up using exactly the

same techniques, using first [+] and then defining

and setting them by movements of the cursor keys

followed by [ENTER]. Pressing [EXIT] at the end

will enable you to start entering information into

the boxes.

A few other things need explaining. The field

'Type' refers to categories of stories handled by

the various magazines. You might try, Initially at

be used for science fiction magazines who prefer

the psychological angle. The possibilities are

almost limitless! The 'NOTES' field is Intended for

details of when particular stories have been sent
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The Initial data file In its completed form

least, the following codes: S = science-fiction, F =

fantasy, = occult. H s humour, R = Romance, D

b detective fiction, L = Literary and X =

combinations thereof. These codes can, of course,

be made more specific over a period of time, it's

easily possible to customise them even further and

add additional categories. 'SP\ for instance, might

Vou may need to expand the card size. This is how

and when returned. Eventually it can be extended

to include a diary system, and anything else you

mink worthy of mentioning! Of course, you'll soon

reach the stage where the 'NOTES' section won't

be big enough. When this happens, press [f 1]

within LocoFile, scroll to 'Datafile set-up' and press

[ENTER], Press [f5], scroll to 'Card height/ and

5H \mkiiM "1
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I

many of which will be unsuitable, If

yours didn't arrive with an SAE then it is

more than likely that he'll lake the view

that you don't eare, and will put the

whole lot in the bin.This is not

disastrous, of course, if you've kept a

copy on disc - but not amusing either.

Print on one side of A4 (or

approximate) paper only and leave a

double spacing between lines and

generous margins on both edges. Use a

character pitch of 10 - there are

magazines (notably some American

ones) who won't look at submissions

with any other character size.

Don't right-justify text: the

unevenness of unjustified text is much

easier on the eyes.

• Punctuation
Despite all protestations to the

contrary, grammar and punctuation are

important. Not all-important, but there is

no doubt that they exercise an effect on

the editor. Your aim is to ensure that

attention isn't distracted from the story.

Using commas where full stops or

semi -colons are required, for instance,

can be off-putting.

• Selecting a genre
There's no doubt that 'genre' fiction is

much easier to sell than the 'literary'

variety. Which means that science

liction. fantasy, horror, occult, romance

and historical fiction are likely be to

more successful than anything else. It's

anyone's guess why this should be so,

but it is an undeniable fact that there are

relatively few literary short story

magazines. Some do deliberately

combine both categories, hut it has to be

said that to gel accepted, you would be

belter off plumping for "straight' genre

fiction.

Then, having chosen the genre(s)

that appeal to you, you should compile a

list of magazines you wish to submit to.

More aboul the submission exercise

laier: for the moment, let's address the

task of finding the magazines.

• Targetting your articles

And indeed, Ihey are hard to find if you

don't know where to look. You won't

see small-press magazines on the shelves

of your local W.H. Smith's. Very few-

small publications can afford ihe extra

charges that the 'middle-men" impose.

Yum hot miiljIc m'iiivc. and die

cheapest, will be Lighl's List (e/o John

Light. 2<J Longtield Road, Tring, Herts

HP23 4DG). At 40p. this gives you brief

details of some 200 small-press

magazines, and the list is by no means

complete. Once you've got the list (send

40p plus an SAE to John Light) use it to

narrow down to, say, twenty magazines.

The big mistake many people now

make is to send their manuscripts off

straight away. The fact is. with so many

small press magazines around, they tend

to specialise. You must rind out the type

of stories each handles.

Conventional wisdom suggests that

you should read up to a dozen copies of

each and analyse the content intimately.

which is tine if you've got ten years and

a small fortune to spare. And since

editors' and editorial policy alter

periodically, by the time you got to the

last, the earlier ones would have

changed.

Instead, you should write to each

editor, enclosing a SAE or IRCs of

course, asking for what are known as

'contributors' guidelines'. Just about

every magazine has pre-printed

guidelines: they'll tell you roughly how

long stories should be. what they should

feature, and so on and are usually quite

specific. This isn't to say that you should

slavishly adhere to the guidelines,

churning out stories to a formula. That's

not writing, and no editor worth his salt

will want to read it. What you should do

is write from the heart aboul topics and

themes that interest you. and then either

submit ihem to magazines who you

know from your research handle thai

type of thing, or else 'colour' them.

'Colouring' means giving Ihem a flavour

thai you know a particular editor wants.

one that doesn'

you've written.

materially affect what

• Tailoring your work
As a rather obvious example, let's say

you felt impelled to write a story on the

Jekyll and Hyde theme. It's been done

before, but then - broadly speaking - so

has everything. The problem is finding a

new angle. You might write the story

and then look around, but it probably

makes more sense to study your

guidelines first.

If you had guidelines for Analog,

one of Ihe oldest American science

fiction magazines, you'd see lhat they

like to emphasise the science part - so

you might well choose to write your

story stressing the 'science' involved in

Jekyll' s transformation, and to labour

Hyde's humaneness, exploring his

motivations and emphasising his

characterisation.

This is a rather

oversimplified

example, bui the

general principle is

clear. Know your

market. And, once

you know it, keep on

addressing it. Develop

a relationship with the

editor so that he

knows your name.

Don't let him forget

you, which doesn't

mean make a nuisance

of yourself; rather, let

him know lhat you're

sensitive to his needs

and that, above all. you're not going to

give up.

• Payment
Don't expect payment from most small

press magazines. It is normal to expect a

complimentary copy of ihe magazine in

lieu of this. Larger publications usually

pay £X per hundred/thousand words

published, and will generally be happy to

let vou know their rates in advance. #
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Clear layout Is

essential

f

type in, say, '25'. Press [ENTER] twice. This

increases the card size. Then, to increase the size

of the Notes field, take the cursor down to the top

left hand corner of 'NOTES' and press [f3) followed

by [ENTER]. Cursor down to 'Item height' and

insert, say, '15'. Press [ENTER] twice and [EXIT] to

return to LocoFile proper. Your card and item will

have magically expanded!

To turn this into a mailshot, you will first have

to set up a relevant index from within

MAGAZINE.DAT. Press [fl] then scroll to 'Datafile

set-up' and press [ENTER]. Press [f2], move to

Magazine' and press [+]. Press [ENTER] twice.

Press [EXIT] and [ENTER] and [EXIT] again.

Now, using LocoSr.ript, set up a letter along

the lines of the example. Scroll to the top left hand

comer and type:

t+]M S = "Magazine" [-]M

[+]M # Type " * : * i * : * [-]M.

Between the two speeehmarks insert the code

you're asking LocoMail to search for,

II. for example, you had a story that didn't fit

into any rigid categories you'd type "X" and it

Altering the item size In LocoFile

would be sent out to XENOS. If, on the other hand,

you had a purely science fiction story the second

line would be amended to:

[+1M # Type [does not equal] "S" AND Type [does

not equal] "X" :<:*:> [-]M

to take into account the fact that you also want the

story sent to magazines with quite a wide

acceptance band.

Typing: [+]M Contact [-]M

[+]M Address [-]M

at the bottom of the letter will have the magazine's

name and address printed out automatically for

you. [Does not equal], by the way, is typed by

I f»»] **nr|AHl IMS !*•

b IW*tti U FKH1LI1 «fl teller Wvitif*

f«j. fiilfcf.lLW

This is an example of a good "standard
1

letter to

editors, complete with LocoMail codes

pressing [EXTRA] and # together.

The wording of the letter itself, of course, is open

to revision as you get to know each individual

editor better.

A word of caution here - always resist the

temptation to sound as though you know them;

they will be far more Impressed If your letter

shows that you know their magazine!

Aiij-iisI'M 5V
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DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
FOR THE PCW 8256, 8512 & 9512

WORD PROCESSING DESKTOP PUBLISHING {EDUCATIONAL & TUTORIAL
AND GRAPHICSPlease state which PCW model, All

Locomotive products are for use with

LocoScript 2 only unless otherwise stated.

LocoScript2 29.95
LocoSpel! 24.95
LocoMail 27.95
LocoFile 31.95
LocoScript 2 and LocoFile 39.95
LocoScript 2 and LocoSpell 36.95
LocoMail and LocoFile 45,95
Locomotive Printer Support Pack 29.95

combines Standard & 24 Pin Printer Drivers disks,

Printwneels disk and keyboards disk

LocoFont (1 and2) .". 29.95
SuperType 2 (fonts program) 12.95

PROTEXT PCW
The fast alternative to LocoScript,

with Mail Merge and Spell Checker.

£39.95

DATABASES
Masterfile 8000 32.95
AtLastPlus 24.95
Comix Card Index (state model) 19.95

BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL

MONEY MANAGER PCW
The best selling finance package
for small business or personal use

£44.9$

Comix Simple Accounts 2 59.95
Simple Accounts Entry Changer .19,95

Comix Invoicing 44.95
Comix Job Estimator.. 69.95

full specifications available on request

Stockmarket 2 35.95
Cracker 2 Turbo, spreadsheet ..35,95

SUPERCALC 2
NEW PACKAGE FROM COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

£42.95

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
complete suite of Word Processor, Comms,

Spreadsheet (includes Graphics) and Database
programs, manual and John Hughes' All In One Mini

Office Book

£26.95

teqniche PCW102
REPLACEMENT KEYBOARD

102 key alternative for all PCWs offering 8 function keys

but more importantly, a keyboard that feels like a

keyboard!

RRP £93.94 our price £64.95

PCW UPGRADES

8256 MEMORY EXPANSION
£19.95

Internal expansion comprising solderless chips and

complete easy to follow fitting instructions

SCA 512K Rampack for all PCWs 103.95
SCA 768K Rampack for 8256 127.95
SCA 1.5Mbyte Rampack 221.95
Flipper 2 Plus requires 5I2K, ........ .29.95

PRO-SCAN
At last a high quality scanner for all PCWs. Based on a

400dpi hand held scanner & offering 4 scanning modes
this is the ideal oartner for MicroDesign 2.

£1 79.00

MASTERSCAN
This low resolution budget scanner clips on to the

8256/8512 printhead and is suitable for reading

simple line drawings into your PCW for use with

any of the D.T.P. Programs,

Please call for advice before ordering

Masterscan with Masterpaint .C49.9S

As above with AMX Mouse E89.95

MICRO DESIGN 2
The best DTP program available for the PCW. Drives

9 pin 24 pin and even Laser printers for top quality

documents.

software only £41.95
with AMX Mouse £84.95

STOP PRESS DTP!
new low prices

NOW INCLUDES MJC CUP ART DISK, OVER 1 50
PIECES FREE!

STOP PRESS SOFTWARE £31.95
STOP PRESS a AMX MOUSE PACK.£65.95

THE DESKTOP PUBLISHER
The entry-tevei DTP program from Database Software
Software RRP E 24.95 ours £19.95
with Mouse RRP £81.99 ours £59.95

AMX MOUSE
suitable for STOP PRESS, MICRO DESIGN 2, THE
DESKTOP PUBLISHER, PROSCAN and most PCW

graphics software

OUR PRICE £44.95

AMSOFT CF2 DISKS

OUR LOWEST EVER PRICES"!

suitable for 8256, 8512 & 9512
5 for £8.95
10 for £15.95
20 for £29.95

SERIAL/ PARALLEL
INTERFACES

SCA PROFESSIONAL £49.95
SCA PRO PLUS £59.95

CONTINUOUS PAPER

SIZE, WEIGHT/NO. SHEETS 500 1000 2000

11"k9.5*. 60 gsm 6.95

A4, 70 gsm 7.95

A4, 80 gsm 8,95

A4, 90 gsm 9.95

10.95 18.95

13.95 24.95

14.95 25.95

16.95

Fun School range, by Database
Fun School 3, 2 to 5 years 16,95
Fun School 3, 5 to 7 years 16.95
Fun School 3, 7 to 12 years 16.95
LCL Software
Micro English (Age 8-GCSE),... ...19,95

Micro Maths (ll^GGSE) 19.95
Foreign Languages, by Kosmos
French Mistress (12 to adult) , 15.95
German Master (12 to adult) 15.95
Spanish Tutor (12 to adult) 15,95
Italian Tutor (12 to adult) 15.95
DGC Software Range
Junior Playtime (4 to 8 years) 9.95
Schools Out (7 to 14) 9.95
Ultimate Sums (5 to 15) 9.95
Ultimate Quiz 9.95
Others
tansyst Crash Course.. 18.95
lansyst Two Finger Conversion 18.95
Crash Course is aimed at the novice typist, and teaches

'correct' typing from the outset. Two Fingers is tor more
experienced keyboard users, and gradually coaxes you into

using all of your fingers on the right keys!

GAMES
Clock Chess 89 14.95

Home Entertainment Centre.... .14.95

Cross-Grid .....10.95

Head Coach v3 16.95
Lancelot .,14,95

Sir Perceval 14.95
Terracom 14.95
Tomahawk 14.95
Tank Attack 2 or more players only 14.95
Time and Magik 10.95

MISCELLANEOUS
Dust Covers
8256/8512, 3 piece 9.95
9512 (w/out sheetfeeder), 3 pc 10.95
9512, inc sheetfeeder, 3 pc 12.95
Ribbons
8256/8512, 14 metre fabric each 3.95

two for 7.00
9512 continuous fabric each 2.95
9512 Amstrad branded Film each 3.95

five for 17.95
12 for 39.95

PRINTERS
All of the following printers are supplied with the

necessary cable for your 9512. if you have an 8256 or

8512 you wiii need a suitable interface, such as the

SCA Professional at £49. 95. A suitable cable will then

be supplied to fit this.

We are happy to give our advice on printers. Please call

tfte number shown below during normal office hours.

9 Pin Printers

PANASONIC KXP-1081 159.95
STAR LC-10 Mark One..... .......169.95

PANASONIC KXP-1 180 179.95
STAR LC200 219.95
24 Pin Printers

STARLC24-10 219.95
PANASONIC KXP-1 123 239.95
STARLC24-200 269.95
PANASONIC KXP-1 124i - New model! 299.95
STAR LC24-200 COLOUR CALL

PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE TO THE U.K.
SEND SAE NOW FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST OR 'EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT 1

Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed.
Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations.

Alt goods subject to availability, all prices subject to change without notice. E&OE.
CALLERS WELCOME 9.30 TO 5.00 SIX DAYS
MJC SUPPLIES (PLS)

2, THE ARCHES, ICKNIELD WAY, LETCHWORTH. HERTS, SG6 1 UJ
TELEPHONE ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES
LETCHWORTH (0462) 48.11.66FAX: 0462 -670301 PROPRIETOR: MJ COOPER
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These pages provide a

comprehensive guide to the

Amstrad PCW software.

Published in three monthly

parts, this time it's the turn of

Word Processors (including

Desk Top Publishers),

Accounts/Payroll packages and

Utilities. We've set out to cover

every important piece of

software we could lay our hands

on, and to give you enough

information to decide whether

they are suitable for you.

All software will run on both

the 9512 and the 8000 series

machines, though the former's

daisywheel printer cannot print

graphical output.

The selection isn't

comprehensive, but the software

listed here represents what we

think is the best of that currently

available.

As well as a brief summary of

what they do, the main Plus and

Minus points for each program

are listed - Pluses have a s by

them, Minuses a t. Those we

think are particularly noteworthy

have a corner flash.

Have fun window shopping!

-- J

.t"

gas

WORD
PROCESSORS

Word processors are at the heart of the

PCW world. The native package, of course,

is LocoScript. but several others are avail-

able. Their main function, of course, is to

handle text - but there are many features

added to that which are individual to each

program.

POWERFUL
PROTECT/POCKET PROTECT
(59.951129.9$

Arnor* 1)71168909

The best CP/M wordprocessor, Very last at moving

around large files, and packed vrilh features, Works

with LocoScript keys fee. Comes complete with a good

spelling checker, a lightning test word counter and a very

powerful mailmerger. "Pocket Pretext' is a stripped down
version - essentially the same word processing features,

but no spell checker or mailmerger, and lacking one or two

Incidental facilities like two column printing. Specify which

machine you have when buying.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Complete with spelling checker/word counter

A Packed with features, eg. calculate facility, text editor tor

writing programs, 'print to screen' option etc.

A Leis you work with two documents at once

A You can do all of CP/M's functions without leaving Protext

A Very fast at moving around, doing exchanges and so on

A Extremely powerful and Hexibte mailmerger

Forces you to team another new set of control keys to use it

T Not as Slick as LocoScript in its printer controls

TASWORD 8000
£2195 * Tuonan • 05)2 438101 SQQQ's only

Simplifies documenl planning by minimising dependency on

layout procedures. Allows quick and easy access to parts ol

text by existence of a marker system. The Search" and

'FindiReplace' facilities are simple to use. but very thorough.

pluses' Minuses
A Easy to use

A Excellenl mailmenge a nd label- printing ability

EASY LABELLER
(29.95 (plus YATl MASS. '0601 630768

Labelling program which stores your names and address list

and will print out in label formal selected items from it.

PLUSES - MINUSES
A Useful oplions like pnnling Out current dale

A Good search facilities

A Range of printing oplions will til most stationery

T Data needs an entire disc 10 Itself

Data entry is slowed by constant returning lo main menu

LOCOSCRIPT 2
Q9JS tplin VAT) • Locomotive GOOD VALUE
Software 6M 749666

m^

As bundled with new 9512, the new version of everyone's

first word processor. If you know how LocoScnpl t woriXs.

you'll have minimal reteamlng to do. and it puts right

(almost) all the defects of the old version at a rock

bottom price, Greek and Cyrillic alphabets, and

even lets you define up to sixteen characters of your

own design

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Find page' command makes moving around faster

A Superb range of foreign accents and symbols available

A Can now drive daisywheel and other printers

A Has DlSCKITs formatting and copying built into It

A New 300-page manual

Mailmerger and spelling checker not included

Inconvenient tor regular CPVM users

Still no word counter!

Still slow at Find. Exchange and scrolling

LOCOSPELL
£24.95 (plus VAT} • Locomotive • 0306 740606

The ultimate spelling checker tor LocoScript users. It Is

run as a simple menu choice while you are editing a

document normally, and you can check either an entire

document or only a paragraph When it finds an error;

it suggests a correction. Reasonably fast, given LoccScript's

inherent sloth

PLUSES - MINUSES
A Runs totally from within LocoScript

A Can do small sections of a file

A Suggests alternatives for misspell words

A Reformats Ihe text as it makes corrections

A Provides Ihe much-missed LocoScript word counter

Cant remove spellings you don't like

T The manual gets bogged down sometimes

T Slow at scrolling Ihe dictionary window

LOCOMAIL
£29.95 {piss VAT) • Locomotive

0306 748686

As a mailmerger for LocoScript, it's difficult to see

how anything could be better Shan this. 11 runs directly Irem

LocoScnpl, and can process any LocoScript commands. Has

many advanced features and is highly recommended (or all

LocoScripl users.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A You don't have lo run it from CP/M
A Can print any LocoScript text formatting commands

A Can automatically rejustify paragraphs aftar insertion

A Can insert numeric calculations Inio letters

A Can read data from non-LocoScript (te. ASCII) files

A Large manual, with example Ales on disc

A Powelui selection procedures - like a database

Need separate program lo sort and filter addresses

before a prim run

PROSPELL
£29.95* Amor '9731 68909

A stand-alone spell checker for use wilh almost any wordpro-

cessor i hat runs on the PCWs. Reads LocoScript. WordStar

and ASCII files, and allows you to make corrections directly.

view the context, change Ihe dictionary etc. Specify which

machine when buying.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Checks LocoScnpt end WordStar documents directly.

A Displays the context of a suspect word

A Can edit misspellings directly Irom Frospell

A Anagram and crossword solvers too

Processes files ol 1 5K or more in sections

NEWWORD
£69.83 iplus VAT) • SewStar Software * Q245 165017

NewWord exploits the WordStar market by doing the same job

belter ll uses much ihe same key commands as WordStar and

will even edit documents prepared under WordStarComes with

a spelling checker, and Ihe on-screen help is slightly better than

WordStar's, though ihe keystokes are still as obscure

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Does everything WordStar does, even reads WordStar files

A Spelling checker included

A Can un-erase words and lines

A Onscreen help better than WordStar's

A Full reformatting of text within maJImerger

T Weak on use of keypad and printer support

T Lllke WordStar formatting troubles and

obscure commands

LABEL PRINTER
QSM Mierodrav • 0622 6S54SI

Vary similar program to Easy Labeller if not quite as powerful.

Usual features ol a labeller and you can store comments with

each labet's data.

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Menus simple - easy to get the program going

A Fast data entry

A Can store comments with each entry

V No import or export of data

Data needs an entire disc to itself

LOCOKEY
£14.95 (plus VATj • Locomotive Software * 0306 740606

This successor to LocoChar is a keyboard cusiomiser which

means thai any key can be made lo produce any letter.

The program will reproduce any one of Ihe sixteen

LocoChar-defined characters.

PLUSES MINUSES
A Enables customisation to any distribution of

keyboatd letters

A Handles any combinations ot accent and character

A Is fun and easy to use
Will only be of limited use

ANSIBLEINDEX PLUS
£34.95 * Amibk Information 0672 61576

The upgraded version of Ihe LocoScript document

indexer. Type in your LocoScript document as normal

highlighting ihe words to be indexed with a LocoScript

(+RV) code. The program will ihen compile an alphabetical

list of entries complete wilh the page number on
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which (hey appear. A friendly, useful hills package.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Don't need lo convert files into ASO! files

A Word counter also Included

A Runs with both LocoScnpt 1 and 2

A One index can be created for a series of documents

A Indexes can be edited on screen

A Index entries can be inverted: Instead el mutton pie,' for

example, 'pie. mutton.'

ACCOUNTS
'Accounts' covers far more than just the

balancing of income and outgoings.

Many of the programs are specific to some
application, and they range from the simple

to the extremely complex, with prices

to match,

VITAL PROCESSOR SERIES
09.95 each * Vital Software

OmWm EASY TO USE
Series of three programs designee

1

lo help you look afler your

money and your assets. The Savings Processor is ideal for

someone with a portfolio ol stocks and shares; It tells you your

net worth' like a balance sheet. The Insurance Processor helps

you make an inventory of all your possessions and put a value

on I hem, while the Income Processor helps you keep tabs on

your Incomings and outgoings.

PLUSES * MINUSES
A Income Processor allows you to budget efficiently

A Insurance Processor can complete inventories room by

room
A Savings Processor is a lasi and efficient way of keeping

l rack of share values

You have to be keen to do all the research

T It can be time-consuming

With the income Processor, it's difficult getting all the

information you need Irom the manual

It's not always ctear how some ol the operations work

DIGITA BUSINESS CONTROLLER
(69.95 'Digila International

639527027.1 EASY TO USE
Not a full accounting system, bui a very easy-to-use package

with an excellent manual. Nominal ledger already set up and

you can be up and running in minutes. No aged creditor/debtor

lists can be produced Now upgraded to include VAT handling

procedures, so Its very good value for small business.

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Dekght lo use with a very good manual

A You can get the system working in minutes

A Financial ratios can be included in reports

No facility for producing aged debtors/creditors list

BOOK-KEEPING AND ACCOUNTS
(69 {with invoicing, £80.58; villi invoicing and stocks,

(92)* Manx Tapes '0624813071

Recently updated suite or programs advocating a vary tradition-

al style of double- en try book-keeping. Useful demonstration

disc also supplied with more lhan 200 example accounts.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Sotid. traditional approach to double-entry book-keeping

Program doesn't make full use of the PCW
T Screen prompts not always that helpful

Written in BASIC, so prone to sluggishness

MONEYWARE ACCOUNTS
(249.09 (plus VAT)* Compact Software Ui
0628777456

Another very large integrated package supplied on several

discs and consisting of sales, purchase and nominal ledger

together with invoicing. The package is available on much larg-

er micros, and since the lormal in which data is produced is the

same as on PCWs h the system is particularly suitable for users

planning to upgrade their hardware at alaier date.

PLUSES' MINUSES
A Audit trails are an auditor's dream
A Data can be used in WordStar, Multrplan or SuperCalc 2

A Superb prepayment facility

A Can run & number of companies separately

A Easily transported to bigger computers

Lots ol disc swapping necessary

T Can be slow to use - It runs in Mallard Basic

Quirks in cash allocation routine and account code system

MIR INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS
049+VAT* MAP Systems

0616245662 POWERFUL
This is a very powerful package mowco unv ....«, . ^». Ul ti /na-

tion ol its cost on larger micros. The size makes it a little cum-

bersome to use, but apart from that there are very few

significant problems. The integrated suite Includes Ihe same
five modules as Camsoft, but they are supplied on four sides of

disc, making it effectively impossible for the software to be run

as an integrated system on an unexpended S256.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A A very comprehensive and professional package
A Very good audit trails

A Sales/purchase ledgers can run over different perieds

A Factlity for handling prepayments and accruals

A Able to print full management accounts

The size ol the programs means lots of disc swapping

All normal responses need to be in upper case

A Can produce formatted trial balances

Restrictive account numbering system

Only single Nominal ledger and VAT analysis per item

Does not cater for settlement discounts

t Won't print remittance advice slips

T Cramped on 951 2 printer - need 1 7 pitch daisywheel

SIMPLE ACCOUNTS
£79.00 {pins VAT) • Cornix • 0234 219969

The perfect accounts package for the Small business by virtue

of its simplicity of operation, and the limitation of its features to

the essentials. Features induce a useful cross-reference facility

to collate expenses on individual contracts. Very comprehen-
sive VAT section.

PLUSES - MINUSES
A Simple, easy-to-use program

A Can correct errors

A Keeps track of debtors and creditors

A Well-wriiten manual

A Useful search facility

CAMSOFT PSIL
U8IU4+VAT * Cambrian Software • 0766 831878

Consists of five integrated packages: Sales, purchase and

nominal ledgers, invoicing and stock control. In terms of sophis-

tication it falls somewhere between the Sagesoft package and

Ihe larger systems from MAP and Compact. But it's easier to

run than the targer packages since all the software can be
squeezed into the M drive. Good package for a small company.

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Already set up for 8256 or 3512

A No need for pre printed stationery

A Excellent sort and search facilities

A Invoices shown on screen as you create them

Constant need lo input full five-digit account codes
V No final accounts reports available on nominal ledger

No facility to run the ledgers in different accounting periods

INBUSINESS
£160.00 • Cavalier Software • 049 264 1548

A comprehensive integrated package. Comprises 'Intact'

accounts and in stock" stock control, available separately for

£59.95 each. Well designed, easy to run and powerful enough
for most businesses

PLUSES* MINUSES
a Oiher packages (eg: Teleadd' address book) can be added

A Comprehensive range of features when used as a package

A Sophisticated pricing and order features m Instock section

A Flexible accounts, traps most mistakes, useful summaries

A Interesting forward planning facility in stock control

A Manual gives you a conlusing number of Options

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTS
£60.83 (plus VAT) • SewStar • 0245 265017

Using the split-screen method, the prompt-driven program

leads you through the hazards of double-entry book-keeping as

painlessly as possible. Again, very useful demonstration files

supplied with the program, it also handles VAT easily.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Excellent system of screen prompts

A Good demonstration tiles

A One ol Ihe easiest double -entry systems for the novice

Manual is really for the PC

SAGE POPULAR ACCOUNTS
£87* Sagesoft "091 2131555

An integrated accounts package consisting of purchase, sales

and nominal ledgers. For another £50 you can buy Accounts
Plus which also has invoicing and stock control. Aimed at small

companies with the emphasis on ease of setting up. But a nunv
berof limitations, eg. the package cannot cope too easily with

rapidly increasing numbers of customers and suppliers.

PLUSES * MINUSES
A Clean, trdy and logical screen layouts and menus
A Easy to set up and use with excellent documentation

A c in rid audit traits and VAT reports

MAP PAYROLL
iimVAT - MAP Systems - 961 624 5662

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Can amend and re-run at any stage (even after printing)

A Cash analysis is broken down into departments

A System prevents re-use or amendment of leavers

A Can hold up to 40 standard hourly and weekly wage rates

No SSP calculation facility (but can record all amounts
paid)

Programs necessitate a lot of disc swapping

No printed record ol automatic lax code changes

SAGESOR POPULAR PAYROLL
(6f*$aj>esofi*fl9l 2131555

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Any or ail employees payroll can be rerun at any stage

A Full pay history available for all employees and leavers

A Calculates average pay tor holidays etc

A Very easy to install

Limited number of additions/deductions

Doesn't print a list of cheques
No analysis of additions/deductions

COMPACT MONEYWARE PAYROLL
£199.01) ipius VAT} * Compact Software Ltd

MIS 777456

PLUSES * MINUSES
A Supplied with test data

A Facility to change employees tax codes
following budget

A Can run payroll lor several companies
A Program available for PC compatibles - data transportable

Must be run from the master discs

V Needs input form and check calculation for each employee
T Once payslips are printed nothing can be changed

Most expensive payroll program

CAMSOFT PAYROLL
£66*W ' Cambrian Software • 0766 83IS78

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Full payslip displayed on screen, any item

can be amended
A Facility for freehand narrative On any payslip

A Uses M drive for programs to speed operation

A Built in on-screen help facility

A Search-sort routine for output lo screen, printer or disc

A Uses alphanumeric employee codes
T Screen menus a bit uniidy and sometimes difficult to follow

No listing of cheques

CHECK ACCOUNT TWO
£14.95 'Molesofi* 0372 275053

Written specifically to keep track of personal household

accounts. Can store the details ol up to four different accounts

per disc, records all withdrawals and deposits and will allow an
inspection of the current state of any account at any time. II

also reveals both the minimum and maximum ligures to which

the balance has either sunk or risen over previous or current

months. Also incorporated are comprehensive interest-calculat-

ing options. A solid, competent package.

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A No double-entry book-keeping or VAT returns to wrestle

with

A Very easy to use

A Carries last month's spending levels forward into this

month

A Tiered interest rale option available

EASI-ACCOUNTS SYSTEM
£21.9$ * Arcton Computer \mtum I Foxwell Square,

Southfields, Northampton SS3SAT
Another PCW accounts package this time for the small busi-

ness man or the very organised home user. Works on the tradi-

tional system of ledgers with up to 500 entries {or Individual

transactions) allowed per ledger,

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Comprehensive List and Search facilities

A Manual assumes you know nothing about accounting and
is, on the whole, wail- written

Not a particularly easy package to use

You would have to be exceptionally well-organised to use il
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MONEY MANAGER PCW
£49.95 • Conned Software Ltd • 08/ 741 9792

This accounting packager has been designed lor individuals,

small businesses and clubs - anyone who might find a larger

accounting package daunting. The .program concentrates on

income and expenditure, each file covering a 12-monlh penod

with up lo 500 enlnes per month

PLUSES - MINUSES
A Up lo 20 different kinds of accounts are catered for

A Up lo 50 transaction codes help categorise income arid

expenditure

A Needs little computer or accounting expertise

A Information can bo displayed In Ihe lorm of a bar or pie

chart

T Too limited lor bigger businesses

Over -featured far domestic use

UTILITIES
Utilities is a broad category, which tends to

contain all the software that won't fit else-

where. In practice, this leads to two main

functions - programs aimed at unusual

applications, and those which perform use-

ful and varied 'housekeeping' tasks.

2 IN 1 (Version 2)
129M * Moonstone Computing * 841 941 3120

A set ol very useful utilities aimed mainly at PCW to

PC/MSDOS file transfer. H also has (he ability to manipulate

PCW tiles and discs. Sometimes a mile on ihe slow side

{because of the different systems it is copying Irom. and lo), il Is

still an excellent way ol carrying out the functions, and is the

only package thai collects all these functions under Ihe one

roof. On the olher hand, the formatting, which comes with a ver-

ify option. Is very fast. In addition, it Is extremely easy to use,

and very user friendly - wilh a number of features which make it

far more amenable than the original CP/M commands.

Range of features 4/5

Documentation 475

8000 Plus Value Verdict 10/20

Ease of use 5/5

Performance SIS

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Easy to use
A Formats very quickly

A Good documentation

A Not too expensive

T Files not displayed in alphabetical order

Copying is slow

XF0RMAT2
MS •Moonstone •641 941 3120

A handy utility to provide more space on a disc. Space is creat-

ed during disc formatting; the program is used in conjunction

with CP/M. and gives extra room on both A & B drive discs.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A 19k extra lor A drive discs

A 7Bk extra for B drive discs

A 32 extra A drive entries

A Very cheap for ihe benefits provided

T Can't copy and format at the same time

V 4k minimum blocks in B drive

FOREWORD
{44,95 • Software Imperative • 022S 425315

A text/ideas pre-processor, essential for anyone in the business

of producing lengthy, structured pieces of work. You can build

your document, moving Sand inserting blocks with just one key-

press (no block definition required), very fast wordcounts and
Find and Replace searches ol either 'hidden" or "shown' text

units. Drop down menus make usage very easy.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Quick and efficient and easy lo use

A Versatile Save options

A Pnnlout 1 acuity

A Works with 'foreground' option

PCW TOOLKIT
1219S ' Moonstone Computing • 641 941 3120

A user-friendly data recovery package lor Ihe PCW.
Provided you can lind the contents ol the damaged file,

roll out a new one, sector by sector, on M using PASTE.
PLUSES* MINUSES

A Perfect lor Ihe complete novice

A. Clear, confidence -boosting manual

A Can recover data varying in amounts from a

lew bytes to a complete disc.

PRO-PERFORMER
£59.90 • FJedrmnusic Research

8702 335747* 8Mi onto

The only real musical add-on for Ihe PCW. Easy to use software

runs on CP/M, has a wide variety of powerful features

and is icon-driven. Sophisticated recording facilities and the pro-

gram will allow you to save compositions as tracks, songs or

performances. Ideal lor pop and classical musicians.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Icon-based screen

A Can record lines independently or in an arrangement

A Punch- in editing faci lities

A Facility for slow recording and fast playback

A Step-lime recording tor strict in tempo lines

A Tracks can be looped (made to repeat)

Manual glosses over arrangements

Can'i edit notes individually

No musical notation anywhere

JOB ESTIMATING & PRODUQ COSTING
(99M (plus VAT) euch

Comix Software 0243 219969

Both programs aim to provide help to small businesses by

keeping I rack of costs. You break down the product you're cost-

ing or the job you're doing info a series of costing lines - record-

ing quantity and price per component. Program analyses profit

margins and can produce customer printouts.

PLUSES MINUSES
A Excellently-written manuals

A Simple and robust to use

A Changes in material costings instantly reflected n all quotes

A Neal way ol doing on-the-spot quotes

Only suitable for small to medium-sized businesses

Can' i add new components to a description

POOLS MASTER

TEMPDISC8.2
£21M * Thurston Techniques

0395 277496* 8512s only

Disc of ready-made templates to be used inside LocoScript-2,

All you have to do is find the particular template to suit your

requirements and then filJ in Ihe details. Vast selection of bor-

ders is excellent for personalising labels and envelopes.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Has included files to complement LocoMail's

invoicing lacililies

A Very easy to use

A Vast range ol templates available

Wot so good if you don't like tots of visual trimmings

BRAINSTORM
£29,99 • Brainstorm Software Ltd * 0895 677845

A new improved version, reconfigured for easier use on the

PCW. Works as an ideas processor'; you throw your ideas

in any order and Then use the program to rearrange them and

impose a structure . Printed manual now comes with the pack-

age - a definite improvement on Ihe Old arrangement.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Quick and efficient and easy to use

A Encourages structured thinking

A Versatile: many different editing facilities

A Results can be fed into a word processor for polishing up

Namesakes must be exact matches

SUPER-LINDEX
£14.95 * Festival Computing • 0274 613380

An indexerfor LocoScript, which can provide not just the name,

Put also the the Edit Identity' description ol Ihe tile. Works wilti

CP/M (lies, too. Can import data into LocoFlle.

PLUSES -MINUSES
Screen as welt as printer output

A Can be turned into LocoFlle data

A Easy lo use. and flexible

A Various specific torms of cataloguing

Documentation poor

FORMS BOX COMPENDIUM
tl9*95*DwDt$i&i*W3$25471
Fully compatible with LocoSchpl 1 and 2, this disc provides

70 different kinds of forms for home and office use. You can

either (ill Ihem in on the screen, save and print them out or print

them out and Fill Ihem in later. A solid, no frills product.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Very easy to use

Will only print oul on A4 size paper

£19.95 • intraset Ltd • 02572 76S80

This program helps you select the numbers to cross on your

poofs coupon taking its recommendations on the recent form of

each team or simply on the basis of sequence prediction (going

on the numbers which have provided draws in the past).

PLUSES - MINUSES
A Very easy to use

A More accurate than Ihe newspaper pundits

Erse ring form results from week to week is tedious

L0C0F0NTI
£29,95 {plus VATl • locomotive Software (flJW 74S6SS)

Ems only

A selection of new fonts to help you break out of the

standard LocoScript typeface. There's a very good selection

of styles to choose from: handwritten' styles look very good

as do the Copperplate and Script styles The Roman and

Standard fonts are more practical. The new characters are

reproduced very well indeed- A further si* fonts are

available, including Old English and flowing script, on LocoFont

IHor £14.95.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Eight new fonts, one coming for free

a Each style supports all accents, characters, etc.

A Relatively cheap and easy lo use

A Can break out ol that one-pattern printout.

Can't mix styles in one document

Limitations of a 16 dot pattern means that the

quality cannot be brilliant

PS HEADINGS
£11.95 • Orb Systems * 881 690 8534

An updated version of the original product, with a major

improvement in speed. A must lor all Pretext users who need to

Incorporate high quality targe print for tetter headings and so on.

Facility to alter stylistic details such as shading, underlining and

thple-strike printing.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Easy lo use

A Range of styles

A Good manual
Only one font available (although in two sizes)

GILLIGAN'S GUIDE
£29.95 - 49.95 • \G Gittigan • 0629 S6347

A geographic information program based on the Ordnance

Survey system. Concentrates on a given area loosely 15 square

miles; it will list all the places included on the map in alphabeti-

cal order with their grid references. Also gives you information

about the sites and will locate them on the map. You can aJso

interrogate the system so that it only gives you details and loca-

tions of sites of special interest.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A A ihorough, versatile and easy to use package

A System can be interrogated in a number of

Interesting ways
A Breaks sites down into areas of specific interest

A You can commission you own made-to-measure guides

STAR TRACK+
MM • Discovery Software * 081 455 9962

Update of earlier version. Fun and informative, the program

allows you to plot on screen ail ihe constellations (&9 of them)

and stars {about 600) recognised by today's astronomers, as

welt as (in the new version) the moon and planets What is

more, you can gel the view from any point on the globe, and at

any time from 1000 lo 2999 AD. Lack of built-in printer option

does seem a bit of a drawback, though.

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Excellent manual with helpful practice exercises

A Very easy lo use

A Cycle option transports you forward a month al a time so

that you can chart the stars' progress

A Can change your position on the earth's surface

No print option

Screen display a little on the small side

POCKET DATADATE
£19.95 'A4 Ideas* 8249 815882

An invaluable utility for those who crave dale-related trivia. Fully

operational under LocoScript 2. Pocket Datadale even prints

filofax-sized text. The program is updated every 15 days.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Program recently updated

A Very informative

A Ideal for quizmasters

Only works with LocoSchpl 2

Documentation currently on disc
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budget accounts
everything you n&ed for your home accounts

• Ths program really is very easy to use wllh highhghled menu ***• ihroughoul.

• Up 10 12,225 entries per account on the B512 »n* ""

up to twenty tetters of com men* **

"TopLj5^^^^
,n

(01 in>°" .. mm s 12 page manual, and is supplied along with 9

• Up Id Iwe

heading o

• Single cat.

entries

• Printed

, group of

• The program i\j$\
*

demanstratia -nif.li already contains 117 entries.

Budget Accounls which is available for all PCW's costs £19.95 inc.

For more information or to order the program you may either write or

telephone (
please state model when ordering ).

8 CHESTNUT GROVE EALING
LONDON WS 4JT
TELEPHONE 081 840 0760

codex
software

The writer orientated SCIENCE-FICTION - FANTASY - HORROR - OCCULT
HUMOUR - MYSTERY SUSPENSE short story Magazine has entered its second

year witfi no issues missed. Issue 7 is now available.

All submissions receive FREE OF CHARGE and PROMPT analyses by the Editor

(including suggestions for revision, if necessary) and are cordially invited.

All stories printed are evaluated by readers and their comments printed in the

Evaluations section.

Each A5 issue is packed with some 90 pages of stories and evaluations!

Bi-Monthly - Annual Subscription CI 6.50

Single Issue £2 .95

Cheques/Enquiries/Stories to: Xenos, Dept PL, 29 Prebend St,

BEDFORD MK40 ION
Tel: 0234 349067

SPORTS
SECRETARIES!!

Quality PCW application software

saves precious hours

LEAGUE TABLES PLUS £44

COMPETITION FIXTURES. .£49 (new version!)

ATHLETICS £32

sae for details, cheque with order:

SPORTSOFT Ltd (Tel. 0229-869517)

16 Orchard Rd, Bardsea, ULVERSTON, Cumbria LA12 9QN

TYPE
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING _..,, .„.,!. ntmm,,.,.
instant typing FOR AMSTRAD PCW 951

2

"?nstant
T
tTping (Daisywheel Printer)

instant typing

instant typing
instant typing
instant typing
instant typing
instant typing
instant typing
instant typing
instant typing
instant typing
instant typing

TURNS THE PCW 9512 INTO A TYPEWRITER

PRESS A KEY - PRINT A CHARACTER
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING

PLUS
Type. Print on Command
One Key Bold Set & Clear

Margin Set & Reset
Program Pitch Selection

Envelope Printing

Name & Address Database
Self Writing Cheques

Customised Cheque Printing

INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING
INSTANT TYPING

Mail Order only £1 0.99 Inc. VAT & Postage

AIRLINE INSTRUMENTS LTD, ELSTREE AERODROME, HERTS, WD6 3AW

SPANNA The instant workstation for your PCW!

Turns any table or desk into a workstation in under 3 minutes

Gives you an extra 3 sq.ft. of work area

Uses no extra floor space

60 seconds it's assembled ready for use (no tools required)

60 seconds - it's packed flat for storage

Greatly improves your PCW layout

Organise your equipment to suit yourself

Suitable for most PCs
Gives you more space for mouse mat, keyboard, even pencil & paper

Makes checking the printer easy when using continuous stationery

Inexpensive - why pay more for something less flexible? Some purpose

built workstations costing over twice as much give you no leg-room or

spare work surface

For the enthusiast and professional alike

Stylish but simple design suitable for home or office

Choice of Black Ash or Light Oak top

Steel frame in matching black or dark brown

It's so simple and so effective

SIZE: 34" (865mm) Wide, 13" (330mm) Deep, 1
1" (280mm| High

Give your PC the workspace it deserves by using a SPANNA

f49.95 tncl VAT PiP £4.50 extra

Kevboardmate ™ Rigid keyboard cover for PCW 8256 - attaches to

keyboard and cannot get Tost - hinges fitted in seconds - protects keys from

knocks and spills

£12.95 tncl VAT & Postage (ordered with Spanna £9.95) •

Cheques or Postal Orders to;

SILVER KINGS LTD, UNIT 10, The Tramyard, Lakedale Road,

London SE18 1PW. Tel: 081-855-0790 Fax: 081-316-5414

Cut Printer NOISE
by up to 90%

Noisy Printers are a majoi source of stress

and will significantly reduce the efficiency

of you and your colleagues.

AMGARD Acoustic Hood will cut stressful printer

noise by up to 90% enabling other tasks and

functions to continue during printing.

Not only will you hear the phone ring but you

will actually have two-way conversations again!

AMGARD Acoustic Hood features a 'see-through

lid' with 'memory hinges' for easy access plus

provision for single, continuous and automatic

sheet feeders where fitted.

AMGARD Acoustic Hood comes assembled ready to

use with a model to suit your printer and at a price

that won't make a big noise on your budget,

e.g. AMSTRAD PCW9512 £99, with sheet feeder £139

AMGARD Acoustic Hood, the professional solution

for all printers. Phone for price and delivery for yours.

Free delivery applies to UK mainland. Prices exclude VAT.

ORDERING: CALL our 24-hour Hotline NOW

00993-883277=
PLC Gov't Educational & Dealer *—•«=—m^-^ff^i|r, .l ir^l tFf
aiders Welcome or se nd paynw nt lo

:

fCJPOI NMI NPJ [[UJ J_
or FAX 0993-883333

ftookm 0»*t Cfturett Hwbom*
SUM mtkc t roodtl o( tordwin *hnrv enuring JCZUniOiiB OMS-MiaiJ

A FULL RANGE OF COMPUTER FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES IS SHOWN
IN OUR CATALOGUE WHICH IS AVAILABLE FREE UPON REQUEST

8+B



Software Guide

PCWSUPERDOS KNIFE PLUS
a9.K*Eneycksoff027QUim
Fills the gap between the friendliness of LocoScript and sparsity

of CP/M. Has the ability to copy multiple files at once, and can

back up an entire directory.

PLUSES - MINUSES
A Printable notepad' facility

A Makes CP/M less daunting to use
V Need to leave SuperQOS tor some functions

FACTOTUM
II4X *Tuior Systems* 0622 S6I775

The combination of LocoScript 2, LocoFile and LocoMail v,

give you access to this extremely useful catalogue of

information. As well as a diary, incorporating special dale

reminders, there is an address and telephone list,

and a lax planner

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Works from LocoScript

A Very efficient letters- section

A Easy to use

Poor presentation

Won't work with an unexpended 3255

Assumes knowledge of LocoScript

SUPERZAP
Public Domain * lurious suppliers

A disc editor with a difference - one key commands taken from

adequate menus permit easy operation. Superzap allows you to

examine boih ihe structure and contents of the M Drive. Lack of

pnnt function is an irritating pitfall -this command is even dias-

bted in CP/M
PLUSES' MINUSES

A Very easy lo use

A Simple one key commands
A Menu driven

A Fast 'find
4

function

¥ No copier

Numbers can only be entered in hen

DATADIARY
£19.95 *A4 Ideas •0249 815082

More PCW-generated diary inserts for us© at home or 6n

tha office. The program works from within LocoScript so

you can make use of all LocoScript 2's text and style

enhancements. Inserts feature year to a page
calendars, month at a glance planners and page a

day lormats. Now includes dATAWEEK - a fully indexed week-

lo-a-page LocoFile application.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Buy il at any time of the year and you will be supplied with

next 1 2 months' supply

A Now includes ihe dATAWEEK package

A Pre-prepared 951 2 version available

A A sohd. no-frills product that's easy to use

INVESTOR
£39.95' B&BB Software •0437 721690

Excellent update of what was already a good program.

Designed to record and analyse the ups

and downs of up to 600 shares on the stock market, from
the trends displayed by these the health of the whole market

is calculated, and future moves predicted. Your own shares

are included, of course, and given prominent treatment; you

are given advice on what to do with them. A very good
investment all round!

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Records share-holdings, dividends and cash accounts

A Dividend printout for lax purposes

A Four methods of share price analysis

A Unique ability to calculate capital gains tax liability

Graphs are small

Minor shortcomings in manual

PERSONAL TAX PLANNER
£24.95 * Digita International • 0395 270273

Simple program which asks you all the questions relevant

to your year's tax affairs, and prepares your lax return ctaim

(or bill!) Can. for example, find out whether married couples

would be better assessed separately or not. Personal Tax

Planner is updated every year - look out for Ihe most
recent version following March'e budget.

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Simple to use

A Needs a minimum knowledge of the tax law

A Forces you to keep your tax details in one place

T Limited application - might only use it once a year

T Program updates (for a new allowance level) cost £10

£im*Bbi$*8$2571Sffl
An essential tool for retrieving data from corrupted discs,

Knife Plus wHi copy all uncorrupied sectors on to a fresh

disc which you can then patch up withoul risking the original.

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Copies all uncorrupied data from damaged discs

A II boot sector damaged, will copy good boot

sector onlo disc

Requires some knowledge of basic disc structure

Manual not written for beginners

WISE ONE
04.95 > Swailowsofl Publications • 6421) 63793

An expert system - you input rules and information and Wise

One becomes an 'intelligent' program which can, for example,

do simple diagnoses according to symptoms you type in.

PLUSES • MINUSES
A Power to he genuinely useful

A EEemenlary arithmetic

A Help screens can be set up for Ihe user

T Obscure way of writing rules - rt&ed programming instinct

Manual dry and academic

FLIPPER 3
£29.95 * Software Imperative

0225 425315* 9512/8512 only.

An even stronger version ol an invaluable PCW tool. Given Ihe

right amount of space.you can flip between 8 different environ-

ments. picking up each In exactly the same place as you left il,

Menu-driven for greater user comfort.

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Now boots your machine, Ihen adds environments

A Can Hip between environments in as little as 2 seconds

A Very good documentation

A Works wilh most CP/M programs, LocoScript and BASIC
A Can save' current environments to disc

T Be careful of stale ol printer and disc drives when flipping.

SUPER TYPE II

£14.95 ' Oigito International 0395 270273

A program lor users of LocoScript and CP/M programs,

which modifies the fonts used by the PCW printer.

SuperType has 4 "business' and novelty" fonts. It works

by directly altering the relevant files for LocoScript or

CP/M, so you only need run it once - after that, the new
chosen font is available.

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Once installed, you can totally forget ii's there

A Genuinely useful range of fonts available

A All LocoScripls print size and Style options still work

T You can't mix different fonts in the same document

DAATAFAX
Bask version 129.95 {with Microfilt £39.95/with mouse

£69.95) • Kempston Data • 0234 855666

Used with personal ring-binder, il helps you keep track of

names, addresses and appointments. Prints out data in a form

that will fit the average organiser.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Flexible and easy to use; saves buying inserts

Not very sophisticated: keeping it up to dale is tedious

DHCP 12-TRACK SEQUENCER
£89.99* DHCP* 0440 61297

Add-on recording studio' lor Ihe PCW, consisting of MIDI inler-

face and software. 12-track polyphonic capacity

PLUSES MINUSES
A Fun lo use

A Can cope wilh quite advanced instruments

A Cheaper than ils competitor

A Tracks can be bounced lo enable several tracks

lo all be put inlo one

A Looping can start/end ai any bar

t Manual is skimpy

No editing possible without re- recording whole tracks

DTP
Desk Top Publishing packages combine
the manipulation of both text and

graphics. In reality, they tend to

concentrate on the development of pictures

rather than text, simply because text can

usually be imported from a word processor

in an already finalised state, to have its

appearance rather than its content adjusted.

IHE COMPOSER'S PEN II

£87.33 (MusicPad £23.44) * Camposit Software

0952 595436

A sophisticated program which allows you to write musical

manuscripts, complete with lime signatures, key signatures and

any other notation you require Changes to the manuscript can

easily be accomplished, and il can even transpose music into

different keys. A vilal tool for Ihe composer of every kind of

music. MusicPad is the cut down version.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Good print quality

A Allows muiii-pan compositions

A Easy to use

A Complete range of musical' notation

A Transposes from key lo key

Slow in use

THE DESKTOP PUBLISHER
£81. 95 tiacludiiig mouse and interface) • Database

0625 859444

Tremendous value for money, Graphics and text boxes

can be easily moved around and page layout is clear.

You can edit text from within Ihe program, using

LocoScript-like commands to sel bold and italics,

Good range of fonts and graphics, loo,

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Texi editor allows you to edit articles to til

the space easily

A Boxes and general layout easy to manipulate

A Works with three mice, but fine wilh the keyboard alone

A Good range of fonts and graphics, and you can design

your own
Can'l fix size of text boxes - they expand to take the lext

Headlines can look a pit jagged

MICRODESIGN
£62.00 • Creative Technology • 0889 567160

The ultimate DTP package for sheer printout quality. Creative

Technology have treated words and graphics as being: equally

Important, hence the program's 'integrated page processor"

label. Runs on all three machines with high quality results

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Has full 24-pin printer compatibility

A Easy and fun lo use

A Excellent text-editing facilities

LATE EXTRA
£19.50 * Exemplar Designs * PO Box 683, Bath. BA1
IXU
A Stop Press add-on consisting of a collection of 1 1 fonts that

cover Ihe range of type styles and sizes needed to create a bal-

anced page.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Good range of 11 complementary fonts

A Can adapt template lor own use

Time-consuming

Text needs reducing for best resutts

Next Month

The guide continues with the categories

ol DATABASES, EDUCATIONAL SOFT-

WARE, COMMUNICATIONS and PRO-

GRAMMING LANGUAGES, to be fol-

lowed the month after by SPREAD-

SHEETS. GRAPHICS and GAMES. Then

it's back to this month's topics again.

We intend to maintain this as THE

authoritative guide to PCW software, so

if you know of any significant omis-

sions, please let us know.
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The definitive guide to desktop publishing with the PCW

THE 8000 PLUS GUIDE
TO MICRODESIGN'

This invaluable book
together with

supporting disc -

yours for only
£14.95!

'The 8000 Plus Guide to MicroDesign' takes

the form of a beginner's guide to designing

with MicroDesign 2 and provides the reader

with a step-by-step tutorial - ensuring a

gradual learning curve up to an advanced

level. Chapters cover both business and

'home' applications with constant reference

to screenshots to aid the reader. In addition,

the book is fully supported by examples and

demonstrations provided on the

accompanying disc.

Important areas covered by the book

include;

• introduction and how to use the program

• graphics and drawing features - clip art,

scanners, digitisers

• headline text - choosing fonts, sizing

and positioning on the page

body text - preparing and editing text

j newspaper format - page layout and

design.

. . . illustrated with practical and relevant

examples on how to:

create company logos and club badges;

design headed paper, invoices and

membership forms; prepare circulars and

reports', design and lay out club

newsletters.

If you are a MicroDesign user or

intend to become one, then 'The

8000 Plus Guide to MicroDesign'

will be invaluable and offers

outstanding value at only £14.95

for both the book and disc.

To obtain your copy, complete the form

and send it together with your cheque or

credit card details in an envelope to the

address below. Or, to beat the rush and

guarantee your copy, call our credit card

hotline on 0458 7401

1

. Your order will

be actioned immediately but please allow

28 days for delivery. Thank you.

PRIORITY ORDER FORM
~; Please send me The 8000 Plus Guide to MicroDesign' book and disc at the all-inclusive price of £14.95

My method of payment is:

Cheque (please make cheques payable to Future Publishing Ltd.)

Access Visa Card No: DDDD Expiry date

Name

Address

Post code Telephone number

,

Signature Date

Now simply tear-off this slip and send it together with your cheque (if applicable) in an envelope to the following FREEPOST address

8000 Plus, FREEPOST, The Old Bam, Somerton, TA1 1 7BR



Tipoffs
Get yourself out ofa hole with Tipoffs.

Feeling green in LocoSeript? Problems to iron out in BASIC? Can't

get the ins and outs ofCP/M? Don't let your PCW drive you away to

play golf - instead, come to Tipoffs, the pages that answer all your

questions to a tee. Over the next five pages the eagle-eyed can find

tips on LocoSeript, LocoMail, Micro Design, Protext, BASIC and

much more wedged in besides. If you have a question, however rough,

ask us and we'll give it our best shots; and if you have any good tips a

little birdie told you, let us know • you could win hard cash! This

month L Stokes of Leicester wins £30 for facts every letter-writer

should know. Send your letters to Tipoffs, 8000 Plus, 30 Monmouth
St. Bath BA1 2XF. It's Freepost

Graphic point

Tipoffs

Is it possible to produce line graphs in

LocoSeript, to show sales figures, for

example? Your Tipoffs book shows

how 10 produce bar-charts but does not

mention line graphs.

K Ferryman. London
8000 Plus: No. If you want to include a

line graph in a Loco document.

probably the best thing to do is to put

the axes in the document and then, after

printing out. just put in the lines with a

pen and straight-edge.

To get the vertical axis, select half-

line spacing with [+]ls 1/2 [ENTER)
and use the vertical bar symbol (I). This

is on the 95 12 keyboard; on other

PCWs it will be something like

[EXTRA] full stop or |EXTRA] .

At the bottom of the vertical axis,

deselect half-line spacing with [-]ls and

use underline ([+]ulj to make the

bottom axis.

The graph on sereen should be

twice as high as you want it to look on

the final printout.

If you have a PCW8256 or 85 12.

numbers running along cither axis will

look best in a small pitch and maybe

bold superscript (put [+]b [+Jpl7

[ENTER] [+]sr before each number and

Mb I-]p I-]sr after). Alternatively.

LocoSeript 2 has some small numbers

LocoSeript can't do line graphs, but it can at

least put in axes for a graph that you can fill

in after printout with a pen and ruler.

Figurn 1 9&7- 1 99 1 t£*}

The printout with added lines. Mote how the

half-line spacing makes sure the vertical

bars join up, but also means the graph is

half as high as it appears on screen,

already built-in - which you can

produce by pressing [SHIFT] [ALT]

[17] and the number. Return to normal

with|SHIFT]|ALT][fl].

BASIC error

After saving a large BASIC program I

couldn't reload it next session - 1 just

got the error 'Memory full'. So how can

I edit it to make it shorter!

P Dudman, Chatham, Kent

8000 Plus: BASIC only has a space of

3OK or so to work in. and it can't take a

listing of greater length than this. This

is a characteristic ofCP/M and is not

affected by the memory size, so

upgrading your RAM would do no

good. The way to run very large BASIC
programs is to split them into several

listings (say one for each menu choice)

and jump to one from another by the

CHAIN command. Suppose, for

example, you have a main menu-

running program and five sub-programs

called MENU1.BAS to MENU5.BAS
according to five menu choices. Your

main menu-running program might

have a section like

1 00 aS=inputS( 1

)

110 ifa$="l" then CHAIN
"MENU 1 "..all

120 ifa$="2" then CHAIN
"MENU2",.all

and so on. The '..all' bit makes sure that

all variables mentioned in both

programs have their values kept when

the transfer is made.

This doesn't help you edit down
your oversized BASIC listing, however.

Unless you saved it as ASCII (in which

case you can edit it in LocoSeript)

you're stuck. I'm afraid. But you've

been keeping backups, of course,

haven't vou...?

Traction man
1 have set up my PCW to print labels on

I 1/2 inch label stationery, but even

though I have followed your

instructions to the letter to set up labels,

the printout is slightly out of kilter with

the labels, with the result that the first

address is properly positioned but

successive addresses get nearer the top

of the label until they do not fit on it.

What is going wrong?

M Darke, Birmingham

8000 Plus: Try fining the the tractor

feed. Its sprockets engage the holes to

feed the paper in ut the just right rale.

The printer roller without the tractor

feed wan 't he able to do Ms

Code comfort
The list of codes

produced by keys (May,

p71| is not totally

accurate for the keys

[EOL] and [LINE] which

actually produce a series

of codes: [LINE]

produces 6 then 2, and

[EOL] 6 then 2 then 2.

Tim Jones. Stockport,

Cheshire

Key fact

The Teqniche keyboard

that replaces the

standard keyboard on

the PCW is very good but

has one hassle - the

placement of the 'Caps

leek' key just above the

left 'Shift'. It is very easy

to hit the wrong one by

mistake.

One solution is to

shield the 'Caps Lock'

key with a rigid, hinged

cover -
1 use part of a

cassette case and sticky

tape, but anything

similar will do.

P Tillin, Bel per, Derbys

In passing

I fear your advice to Graham Wallis

(June, p8 1 ) is too brief.

First he needs to format (or

'initialise') the disc directory to CP/M
Plus format in order to take passwords,

DISCKIT and LocoSeript 2 only

produce CP/M 2.2 format discs which

do not allow passwords. So first he

should type:

pip [RETURN1
and then at the asterisk type

m:=a:initdir.com [RETURN]

m:=a: set.com [RETURN]
Press [STOP] to leave PIP and then put

a freshly formatted disc in the drive and

type either,

m;initdira: [RETURN]
or alternatively.

m:initdir b: [RETURN]
according to the drive the disc is in.

Confirm this with y when asked.

1NITDIR will mark the directory to

lake passwords. Incidentally, you often

don't need to wail for the password

prompt. For example, instead of

type secret.doc [ RETURN |

and then answering the prompt

'Password?' by typing in abexyz

(supposing that is the password), it is

quicker to type

type secret.doc :abcxyz [RETURN]
Indeed, when using PIP. this formal

is necessary. For example:

pip b;=a:seerel.doc:abexyz [RETURN]
John Hudson, Huddersfield

8000 Plus: Thanks.
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Getting slack
Here's a tip for Micro

Design users wfio have

trouble with the blank

linos appearing on the

first pass of the print

head, probably due to

slack in the printer

mechanism.

If you place a single

pixel about 4 or 5 pixels

above the start of the

page, it will take up the

slack and be unnoticed

on the printout,

Tony Breading, Weston

Super Mare

Three in one
In connection with the tip

'Write on' in July's 8000
Plus, I have another way

which enables you to do

three things at once. I do

not know if it works with

every software package,

but what you can do is

fool the computer, both

allowing write protection,

saving of disc space and

auto-booting.

What you do is re-name

the command file as

Submit.com. For

example, re-name

Tasword.com to

Submit.com. This saves

6k of space. Next,

create an empty

Profile.sub with nothing

on it. If all is correct, you

should have an auto-boot

with write protection and

extra disc space!

Andrew Truckle

Devizes, Wiltshire

I repeat...

You'll already know that if a key is held

down in LocoScript it will produce a

stream of characters - and the delay

before the stream starts and the speed at

which the stream is produced is

determined by the 'key repeat rate'.

Users of SID or 'The Knife' who wish

to alter the key-repeal rate in

LocoScript 2.28 may find this useful,

particularly if they are learning touch

typing. In the file J228LOCO.EMS
look for the sequences C8 OE 02 3A
and 7F OE IF 21 (they are fairly close

together). For maximum delay, change

02 in the first sequence to FF, and

similarly change IF in the second to

FF. SID users note that byte 02 is at

8620 and IF at 8723.

if both bytes are set to FF.

LocoScript will wail 5 seconds before

repeating (instead of the usual 0.6 of a

second) and with a further delay of 5

seconds between subsequent characters

(this is usually 0.04 of a second).

Try experimenling with intermediate

hex numbers for different delays until

you find the one that suits you best.

EJM Duggan, Guildford, Surrey

8000 Plus: Thanksfor a useful lip

Address lists

I have two address files in LocoScript -

one which prints out addresses onto 1

1/2 inch labels, the other which has the

same information but with additional

personal details below each address and

which is set up to print on continuous

I I inch stationery. It's very tedious

having to change details on both files

whenever an address is amended. Any

ideas?

J Wall, Berkeley, Glos
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...to produce printout on address labels.

Alternatively...

...the same details can be manipulated by this simple LocoMaii routine..

8000 Plus: What you ought to do is use

just your biggerfile - the one with the

addresses and persona! details - and

use LocoMaii commands la extractjust

the information you wantfur any given

print run. That way you only have to

maintain details on one file. Ifyou

don 't have LocoMaii installed in your

version ofLocoScript, the following

routines won "t work on your machine.

Ifyou have a PCW 9512, you already

have LocoMaii - otherwise you'll have

to buy itfrom Locomotive Software on

0306 740606for £29.95.

Here 's an illustration ofthe sort of

way LocoMaii can he helpful. Ifyour

files area 'f in this format, it sbouldn 't

he too difficult to put them into a

similarformal, especially through

judicious use oflEXCHJ.

Now. on the one hand there is a list

ofnames-addresses-and-details thai

looks like this:

Name
address;phone

yearjoined

status

(new page)

D Smith

23 Easy St

Curtly Ambrose

Wanvicks.276366

1990

Ordinary

(new page)

Mrs M Wallis

Flat 4

8 Colossus Rd

Courtney Walsh

Bowling

Gloucs;67I898

1985

Senior

(new page)

Dr J Kelly

and so on. The new page is got by

pressing IALT} {RETURN {. This file is

called MEMBERS, say.

For vour address labels, start up a

new file called LABELS consisting of

jus! thefollowing commands:

...to produce more detailed Information on

continuous paper, six people to a page

(

+

Mail)Name(-Mail)

( +Mail)address(-Mail) {ALT}

(RETURN}
That (+Mail) is got by pressing / + /

then m: (-Mail) is [} then m.

Andfor your list ofnames-

addresses-and-details, start up another

new file called DETAILS consisting of

something like:

MEMBERSTATUS
(+Mail)Name( -Mail)(+Mail)statusf

Mail) (joined (+Mail)yearjained(-

Mail))

(+Ma iliaddressl -Ma il) Phone

no: (+Mail)phone(-Mail) IALT}

{RETURN}
When you want to print out a run of

addresses on labels, load the printer up

with the continuous tractorfeed and the

labels. In the disc manager, put the

highlight bar over thefile LABELS and

press m for 'Merge'. Then highlight the

file MEMBERS (because you 're taking

your data from that) and select

'Automatic'. Your labels are then

printed out.

Similarly, to print out a run of

names-addresses-and-delails, load the
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POST TO: H a]
Cheque/PO/Access or Visa

AXXON COMPUTER SUPPLIES,
(8000+) FREEPOST, P.O. Box 279A, S^w q ?n YS
Surbiton, Surrey KT5 9BR Jf

F"
Jjjj | jgj

"THE SECRET IS SERVICE"
SAME DAY DESPATCH (SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY) ORDER BEFORE 3pm.

ALL PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT. FREE DELIVERY (U.K Mainland & BFPO)

LEISURE SOFTWARE DISKS FREE DISK BOX WITH EVERY 20 DISKS ORDERED

Brian C lough Football Fortunes E 15.50

Bridge Player Galactica with

integrated tutor £2195
Buran £14.95

Classic Games 4 (special edition) .£18.95

Classic Invaders £13.50

Clock Chess 89 £15.95

Gnome Ranger £15.50

Grand Slam £14.95

Head Coach V.3 £16.95

Ingrid's Back (sequel to

Gnome Banger) £15.50

Pete Gerrand's Handy Diary

Plus £19.50

Scape Ghost £15.50

Scrabble (Deluxe) £15.50
Sir Perceval .,£14.95

Steve Davis Snooker £16.95
Tank Attack £18.00
Terracom £14.95
Tetris £15.50
The Complete Home Entertainment

Centre £15.95

Time & Magik £13.51

Trivial Pursuit £17.9!

World ol Soccer £16.9!

Yes Chancellor

[UK economy simj £14.50

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Animal/Vegetable/Mineral £14.50
Cross Grid (Cross word without clues) ..£10.95

French Mistress (KOSMOS. 12 to adult) £16.95
Fun School 3 (Under 5's} £16.95
Fun School 3 5 to 7 yrs) £16.95
Fun School 3 (Over 7 yrs) £16.95
German Master (KOSMOS, 12 to adult) £16.95
Giantkiller (maths adv 9-16 years) £14.95
Italian Tutor (KOSMOS. 12 to adult) £16.95
Junior Playtime...... £9.95
Micro English (LCL, 6- GCSE) £19.95
Micro Maths (LCL, 1 1-GCSE) , £19.95
School's Out £10.95
Spanish Tutor (KOSMOS. 12 to adult) £16.95
Ultimate Sums..... £9.95
Ultimate Quiz £9.95
World Wise £14.95

5 off 10 off 2D off

Artisoft CF2 , £8.99 £15.99 £31 .50
Maxell CF2 .....,...£8.99 £15.99 £31.50
Maxell CF2-D £10,99 £18.99 £37.00
Maxell CF2
(individually cased) £10.99 £18.99 £37.00
3" Individual Plastic Case £2.50 (5). £4.95, (10). £9.95 (20), £22.00 (50)

Amstrad 3" Storage Box (10 cap) £5.95

MRIBBONS very high Quality AMSTRAD compatible

1 off 5 off 10 oft

PCW 9512 Carbon Multistrike £2.65 £2.55 £2.45
PCW 9512 Black Fabric Ribbon £3.30 £3.10 .£2.70

PCW 8256/85 12 Carbon Multistrike £3.30 £3.15 £3.00
PCW 8256/8512 Black Fabric Ribbon £3.20 E3.00 £2.80

(long life 14m)
Amstrad DMP 2000/3000 £3.50 £3.00 £2.50
Citizen 120D : £3.50 £3.00 £2.50
NEC P2200/P2+ £4.50 £4.00 £3,50

ORIGINAL AMSTRAD RIBBONS
1 off 5 off

PCW 8256/8512 Carbon Multistrike £6.95 £6.50

.

PCW 8256/8512 Black Fabric Ribbon £6.95 £6.50

.

PCW 9512 Carbon Multistrike £3.85 £3.45

.

(minimum order 2 ribbons except with other items ordered)

J^e-inK A future friendly product from Office 21 ...£12.95

10 off

..£6.00

..£6.00

£3.00

[HARDWARE
SCA RAMPACS
512K
768K

.£104.00

£128.00

SCA Interfaces (serial/parallel)
for Amstrad PCW's
Professional £48.80
Professional Plus/W/Clock and
Calendar £58.65

Pro SCANHandscanner
Comes with Interface & Software,

for use with MicroDesign II and other

programs.

"Excellent value, excellent product".

20/20. 8000 Plus"

MOUSE
AMX Mouse with Interface .£49.95

AMX Mouse with interface and
Micro Design II £84.95

COMPUTER PAPER
11"x 9.5" 60 gms 1000 £10.95
11" x 9.5" 60 gms 2000 £18.95

11"x9.5"70gms 1000 £11.95

1 1 .66" x 9.25" (A4) 70 gms 1000 ...£13.95

11.66' x 9.25" (A4) 70 gms 2000 ...£24.95

1 1.66" x 9.25" (A4) 80 gms 1000 ...£14.95

11.66" x 9.25" (A4) 80 gms 2000 ...£25.95

11*x 9.5" NCR 2pt 1000 £26.95

DUST COVERS
3 piece anti-static, washable, waterproof,

beige with brown piping

PCW 8256/8512 (3pcs) £8.55

PCW 9512 3(pcs) £8.95

PCW 9512 with Sheet Feeder

(3 pes) £11.55

NEW!!!
Kador Sean W Type
Keyboard Protector for PCW
8256/8512/9512

SOFTWARE

BOOKS
All In One Mini Office Professional £11.95

Desktop Publishing Amstrad PCW £12.95

Illustrated Locoscript £10.95

Locomail User Guide .£19.95

Locoscript II User Guide £19.95

Locoscript II + Mail, File, Spell ...£10.95

Mallard BASIC Intro & Ref £9.95

Mastering Amstrad PCW 8256/85 12 £9.95

PCW Machine Code £13.95

PCW Super Code £13.95

Picture Processing Amstrad PCW £12.95

Protext PCW User Guide £10.95

Using the Amstrad PCW 9512 £10.95

Using Amstrad Word Processor £9.95

Prices are for MAIL ORDER ONLY
We reserve the right to alter

specifications and prices without prior

notice
Quantity order please ring for prices
Government, Educational Authority
orders welcome, with official order
form (minimum order £50)
No export orders
All trade marks acknowledged

3* Thesaurus (for Locofile) £14.50
Cracker II Turbo Plus £49.95
Crash Course Tutor (lansyst) £18.95
DBase II £39.95
Desktop + AMX Mouse £65.95
FlipperS £34.50
Foreword £39,50
Master File 8000 £34.95
Master Pack (scan & paint) £62.50
Master Scan E55.50
MicroDesign II £45.95
Mini Office Professional £26.95
Money Manager £47.95
Pro Ease £18.95
Protext £39.95
Sage Invoicing £52.95
Sage Payroll £52.95
Sage Popular Accounts £72.95
Sage Popular Accounts Plus £104.95
Sage Popular Retrieve ...-. £52.95
Super Caic II £39.50
Super Dos £29.95
Touch 'n' Go £18,95
Two Finger Conversion (lansyst) £18.95

BITS & BOBS
Lockable Storage Box (up to 30 disks) £7.95

Lockable Storage Box (up to 60 disks) £9.95
3" Head Cleaning Kit £4.75
3" Storage box (5 cape) £2.50
3" Individual plastic case Only 50p each
9512 Daisy Wheels £5.95
Printer Cable D25-CEN 36 (9 Series) £9.95

Printer Cable CEN 36 - CEN 36
(8 Series) £11.95
Margin Maker MM3i (8256/8512) £14.50
Tracey £7 95
Mouse Pad, 6mm, anti-static fabric

surface £6.50

Anti-Static Glare Filter (12". 8 & 9 series) £23.85
Screen Cleaning Wipes (10 packets) £3.95

Universal Printer Stand (2 pes) £6.95

Mouse House (storage pocket) £2.99
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Hex quest
In ttie July issue of 8000

Plus, you had a very

useful Tipott from C

McCullen (Write on. page

81), where SID was used

to alter the submit.com

file so that self starting

discs could be loaded

while remaining write-

protected.

Unfortunately, the HEX

values to be altered were

from the wrong area -

with respect to SID, but

to the right area with

respect to DUMP!

The DUMP output of

submrt.com shows the

four areas and HEX-

codes to be altered:

02a9 [code 32, change

WOO]
02aa (code E8, change

to 00)

02ab (code OE, change

to 00)

OeeS (code 00, change

toOd)

These were the ones

printed in the above

issue. However, on my
version, SID likes to be

an order of magnitude

higher than DUMP, so, to

change these four HEX
codes you must access

SID at the following

areas;

03a9
03m
03ab

Ofe8

Dr Colin Morrison.

Edinburgh

printer with continuous paper.

Highlight the file DETAILS in the disc

manager, press »< and then select

MEMBERS as data. Choose

'Automatic' and print out. Make sure

the print head is very near the top of

the paper before printing.

* PAPER
You have to set certain details in the

documents LABELS and DETAILS to

make sure they print out correct I v.

LABELS needs to print out on pages of

length 9 to fit on the I 1/2 inch labels;

DETAILS needs to print out on pages

oflength 11. 22 or 33 in order that you

gel a whole number (o, 3 or 2

respectively) ofnames on one sheet of

11 inch continuous paper. Here's how

to do it.

LocoScript I: Do this when setting up

both DETAILS and LABELS. Press

(f7l (ENTER! then SPL [ENTER] then

ill\ and set the page length to 9 and

the header andfooler zones to 0.

{EXIT} and IENTER I ixick to the

original document.

Before printing out. in the disc

manager press [PTRI then If) I

selecting 'continuous stationery' with

[ + [ and making the form length' 9

Ifor LABELS) tor 1 1. 22 or 33 as

appropriatefor DETAILS) and gap

length 0.

IjicaScript 2: You need to add two

new paper types. In the disc manager.

press If6j 'Settings' and choose 'new

paper type'.

Give the name as 'Labels' and set

it to 'continuous' with l+l, make the

height' 9 and everything else 0.

Some questions on BASIC

1

.

How can I make BASIC produce a

list of files in alphabetical order instead

of a random order?

2. How can I make the printer print out

a character as I type it in, like a

typewriter?

3. What do the commands WHILE and

WEND do?

4. Can you recommend a decent BASIC

manual?

Justin Lane, Harpcnden, Herts

8000 Plus: I . You can't - at least, not

very easily, though 1 suppose it is quite

possible to write a shortish BASIC
program that will do it for you. Any

offers from anyone?

2. Not as easy as it sounds. The

following listing:

l()a$=input$tl)

20 if aSo'T 1

then Iprint a$; : goto 10

prints out whatever you type until you

finish with a $ sign - but it waits until

you hit a [RETURN] before it will print

a line. Also you have to move down

one line with [ALTjj or the lines

overprint. The problem is that the

printer needs a CHRSl 13) before it will

print a string and won't just do one

character at a time. Any ideas, anyone?

3. They repeatedly perform the action

between them all the lime the condition

Specified after the WHILE is true. For

example, if you're wailing at a railway

crossing. BASIC would say

10 WHILE (the lights flash)

20 (wait)

30 WEND
40 (cross over the crossing)

Here's a proper example. Suppose

you are given a number and just want

the last two digits - e.g. you want to

turn 2546 into 46. 1 09 into 9. and 29

into 29. This routine will do it.

Note that if x is already under 100,

nothing is performed - that is an

important property of the WHILE
function.

5 INPUT "x is";x%

10 WHILE x%>=100
20 x%=x%-100
30 WEND
40 PRINT "The last two digits are

";x%

4. Yes: Program Your PCW by Ian

Sinclair, published by Glentop Press

IENTER I and insert your startup disc

in the A drive and when prompted

choose 'write new settings to disc A '.

Repeatfor a new type called '6 to a

page ' which has height 1 1 tor '3 to a

page' with height 22, etc.).

In the document LABELS, press

IfII 'Document setup' IENTER I and

then Ifi] 'Page'. Select 'Paper type'

with [ENTER! and switch this to

'Labels' using the cursors and l + l.

Finish with [ENTER].

Now choose 'page layout

'

IENTER j and set header andfooter

zones to using the cursors and /+/.

Finish with [ENTER]. [EXlTj

/ENTER) {EXIT! [ENTER! hack to the

main document.

Repeat for DETAILS but choosing

'6 to a page ' as paper type.

More drive

I have an 8256 with only one drive. So

how on earth in CPfM can I get a full

directory of a disc using D1R.COM
without copying D1R.COM onto the

disc 1 want a directory of,
1

I know I can

just type D1R but this only gives bare-

bones information. I want file sizes etc.

which needs DIR.COM.

J Arthurson. Portland, Oregon USA
8000 Pitts; You do have another drive

on vour PCW. a B drive - itjust shares

a lit/use with the A drive. Put your

CP/M copy disc in and type dirffull]

BfRETURNl You will then get the

prompt Please put the discfor B: into

the drive and then press any key. Put

the disc you need the full directoryfor

into the drive, press any key and you

will gel the required result listed as

drive B. The prompt in the bottom right

wit! state Drive is B: - the next time

drive A is needed you will be prompted

to put the discfar A into the drive and

press any key. This can be usedfor any

program that needs all the discs to be

available as soon as [RETURN/ is

pressed when any files that are needed

from (mother disc are prefixed with B.
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Conventional tip

There are certain conventions regarding

punctuation that are now virtually

universal for word processed text.

Some of this may be different to what

you have been told is standard on

lypewriuen copy.

* Never use spaces to line up text on

screen; use tabs instead. No word

processed text should ever have more

than one space in succession.

* A full stop ( .) is always followed by

one space, not two. For example:

Thank you for your enquiry. An

information pack is enclosed,

is wrong, while

Thank you for your enquiry. An

information pack is enclosed,

is correct.

* Commas (.') semi-colons (:) and

colons (:) are also always followed by a

single space. For example:

If you can come.we would be pleased

to see you.

It is getting laie;already December is

upon us.

This is the problem: get ting enough

cash.

are all wrong, while

If you can come, we would be pleased

to see you.

It is getting late: already December is

upon us.

This is the problem: getting enough

cash.

are all correct.

* Abbreviated words do nol take a full

stop if lite abbreviated version ends in

the same letter as the full version. For

example:

Mr Mrs Jnr Snr Dr

(and presumably Ms. which isn't an

abbreviation of anything) and

Cty (for 'County') Utd (for 'United')

Ltd (for 'limited')

etc. do not take full stops. However

pub. (for 'published') Prof, (for

"Professor") tr. (for "translated')

etc. do have full stops.

* The modern convention for treating

initials in names or acronyms is nol to

use full slops. For example:

WH Smith; JS Bach; BBC 2: MCC;
NALGO: ICI

* Latin abbreviations take full slops, for

example:

e.g. i.e. viz. etc. q.v. ibid.

L Stokes, Leicester

8000 Plus: Thanks; your letter, which 1

received this morning, is sure to be of

help to writers everywhere.



Tipoffs

Born to run

How can 1 gel BASIC lo start up and

run a program automatically, just by

switching the PCW on and inserting the

disc?

Steve Gill, Narberth, Dyfed

8060 Plus: Easy, Here's how you do it.

Suppose you have a program called

MENU.BAS thai you wan! lo he run

automatically every lime you switch the

PCW on in the morning.

The first thing to do is toformat a

blank disc with DISCKIT: this will be

your BASIC startup disc.

Now, rim up CP/M by resetting

the PCW (press (SHIFTI (EXTRA )

'

(EXIT() and inserting the CP/M
copy disc. Then, follow these

instructions:

1, At the A> prompt, type pip

(RETURN/
2. Type m:=a:mibmit.com IRETURNI

S. Type m:=a:f*.ems (RETURN)
4. Type m:>*a:basic.com (RETURN!

(Ifyou get error messages to any of

these steps, repeat with your CP/M

master disc - not the disc currently

used, which is an incomplete copy of

the master).

5. Insert your disc holding the program

MENU.BAS in the drive and type

m:=a:meiiu.bas (RETURN). Repeat

thisfor any other files you want the

startup dise to have.

6. Insert the blank disc into the drive.

Type a:=mi:*.* [RETURN], Yost should

now see all the files above being copied

on to the new disc.

7. Type a:profiie.sub=con: (RETURN)
8. Type basic menu (RETURN)
(ALT)z

(or, ifyou just want to go into BASIC
and not run any particular BASIC
program, type basic (RETURN)
(ALTIz)

'

9. Press (SHIFTI (EXTRA) (EXIT) and

the magic should now start working:

you shouldfind that the disc in the A

drive will start up the PCW and put you

into immediately into BASIC - and that

useful menu program.'

Continuing story

Under the query "Continuous question'

dune's issue of StfflO Plus) you

correctly said it was possible to amend

the printer default settings by using

SID.COM so that, for example, your

amended version of CP/M will

automatically select continuous priming

when you start it up.

Many readers will be glad to hear

that it isn't quite such an involved

process.

The printer defaults are stored in

the .EMS file as a 19 byte data area and

can be changed with SID to any settings

you wish.

John Eggeling, Tudmorden, Lanes

8000 Plus: Ifanyone familiar with SID

(and we really do suggest that you have

some prior experience) would tike a

copy ofJohn 's comprehensive details

on how and where the printer default

settings are stored in the .EMSfilefor

PCW 8000 machines, send us an sae

marked 'printer defaults '.

Thanks Very much John.

On the button
One of the most

annoying things about

thePCW9512ishow
easy it Is to press the

spellcheck 'grid' key In

the middle of the

cursors, and so go into a

lengthy spellcheck!

However, ft* you place a

small button on the grid

key, it alters the feel

sufficiently to prevent

you from pressing it.

Paul Eister, London

NW11
You can stop a spell

check In midstream, you

know just press [STOP]

and then [STOP] again to

confirm (or any other

key to continue the

spellcheck). So maybe
the button isn't totally

necessary. LocoScript's

makers do think about

things like this!

Don't ASCII me
Can you explain what ASCII is,

please?

T Barnctt, Bradford. W Yorks
800(1 Plus: Computers, such as your

PCW, like to think of everything in

terms of numbers. Any text file -

prepared with LocoScript, Pretext or

whatever - is therefore treated by the

computer as if it were a series of

numbers. !n LocoScript, for example,

the letter A is seen by the PCW as

character number 65: and the character

fora half f 1/2.) is character number 143.

ASCII is a standard way of numbering

each character {it stands for the

American Standard Code for

Information Interchange) so that when
you transfer a text file from one

machine to another the text remains the

same. Suppose you transfer a file from

32 {space) 56 8

33 ! 57 9

34" 58:

35 # (or £ in some programs) 59 ;

36 $ 60 •:

37 % 61

=

38 & 62 >

39 " (apostrophe) 63 ?

40 ( 64 @
41

)

65 A

42 * 66 B

43 + 67 C

44, 68 D

45 - (hyphen) 69 E

46 . 70 F

47/ 71

G

48 (zero with a slash) 72 H
49 1 73 I

50 2 74 J

51 3 75 K

524 76 L

53 5 77 M
546 78 N

55 7 79

your PCW to a typesetter's Apple

Macintosh for page makeup; the A
(character 65) comes across as A on the

Apple Macintosh as A because

character 65 (which is how it gets

transferred) is still A on the Macintosh,

We therefore talk about the 'ASCII

code for A' as 65.

Unfortunately ASCII is very'

limited - only the letters a-z and a-Z. a

few numbers and very basic characters

(such as $%&* etc.) will have the same

number on all computers you'll

encounter. Exotica such as 1/2 will

come across as something different on

different machines if you transfer the

file. In fact LocoScript files come

across as gobbledegook because they're

so non-standard; you have to convert a

text file into an ASCII file (see the

Loco manual) before transferring it to

another machine, hut in doing so you

clip it down to only a-z, A-Z etc. - and

no formats or anything like italic/ bold/

underline commands!

Another problem with ASCII is

that, being American, it has no code for

£, causing all sons of problems - if you

see a sentence in computer-prepared

text anywhere like 'this costs #35' you

can blame ASCII.

Here's a list of the regular ASCII

codes between 32 and 127. Note that

the grave and tilde can't be put on top

of any other characters, so they're of

very limited use. Incidentally, a new

souped-up version of ASCII is being

prepared that assigns a code not just to

our alphabet, but lo everything - Hindi

characters, Japanese syllabaries.

SOP 104 h

810 105 i

82 R 106 j

83 S 107 k

84 T 1081

85 U 109 m
86 V 110 n

87 W 111

88 X 112 p

89 Y 113 q

90 Z 114 r

91 [ 115 s

92 \ 116

1

93] 117 u

94* 118 v

95 _ (underline character) 119 w
96 (grave accent) 120 x

97 a 121 y

98 b 122 z

99 c 123 (

100 d 124 1 (vertical bar)

101 e 125}

102 f 126 - (tilde)

103 g 127 (zero without a slash)

Ins and outs
Pushed for space when

printing on continuous

stationery? No problem!

Pinch one of those in.

Out, Pending' trays off

the secretary's desk, or

buy one from any office

suppliers.

Place this tray in

front of the printer,

upside down over the

fanfold paper with the

open end towards the

printer. The unused

paper is now pulled from

Inside the tray, while the

primed pages fold neatly

from the top.

Capt. R Sawczyn,

Lancaster
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DGC
SOFTWARE

PETE GERRARD S HANDY DIARY PLUS £19.95

The program to organise your social calendar, easy to use & lots of features

+ ten other programs offering an exerting blend of the serious and exciting,

^
CROSSGRID £14.95

Crosswords without clues. Each absorbing puzzle requires an intriguing

combination of lateral thinking and logic. Five levels of difficulty. Also

includes CHAIN WORD another absorbing word puzzle. Suitable for

teenagers and adults.

"thoroughly recommended' Amstrad PCW Magazine

JUNIOR PLAYTIME £14.95

Ten games designed to stimulate and amuse, hours of learning fun.

Suitable children aged between (our and eight years old. Complete wrrri

disk menu, 'Junior Playtime Is a winner; excellent value for money, high

calibre puzzles and appealing to children of all ages.' 8000 Pius.

SCHOOLS OUT £14,95
Five great games - Hangman. Wordsearch, Junior Crossgrid. Four in a row,

Reversr. Complete with disk menu. Recommend children over seven.

"

Good selection of games, challenging and fun. Vou can t go wrong' 8000

Plus.

ULTIMATE SUMS £14.95

The fun way to learn and practice sums. Eight types of sums, eight levels of

difficulty. Includes Integrated noughts and crosses gome. Suitable for

children aged from five to mid-teens. 'The best kind of learning for your

kids' 8000 Plus.

ULTIMATE QUIZ £14.95

Designed to help students learn and revise. ULTIMATE QUIZ can be played

aqainst the computer or competitively with friends, either way it's great fun.

TWO QUIZ PROGRAMS. QUESTION EDITOR, QUIZ SHEET PRINTER AND TEN

SEPARATE QUIZZES - 1000 questions. Make your own quiz with the editor.

Suitable for teenagers and adults "It's all good fun and rather addictive'

8000 Plus.

THE BIOLOGY DISKS „ , ,
£9-95

1000 Biology questions & answers written by the experts. Suitable for GCSE
students & First Alders. Requires Ultimate Quiz, or questions can be inserted

Into word processors and databases.

Especially written for Amstrad PCW 8256. 8512 & 9512

All prices fully Inclusive - no hidden extras.

New catalogue now ready.

DGC Software, 12 Stonecroft, Eccleshill, Bradford, BD2 2HW
Tel 0274 636475^

Star <Dist9{p 1

D*CLIP ART*
Everything From;

BUGS to THE BEATLES

CARS to CARTOONS

only£9.99
Picture Reference Supplied with ail orders

.cut files only suitable for Stop Press, Micro Design II

Cheques / postal orders payable to • J, Skelhom, Send to:

J'n'J Designs, 70 Alderson Road, Liverpool, L15 2HL

J

MICRO-BRIDGE SYSTEMS LTD
SPECIAL AMSTRAD PCW PRICES

8256/8512

Nylon Ribbons
3" Disks 8256/8512 Multi

Strike Ribbons
10-20 £19.5(1 Per box of 10

21-50 £18.50 Per box of 10

51-101) £15.00 Per box of 10

3-5 £3.5!) Each

6-10 £3.25 Each

11-25 £2.99 Each

2iv llll) £2.69 Each

2-5 £3.75 Each

6-10 £3,59 Each

11-25 £3,30 Each

26-100 £3.05 Each

.4// prices exclude VATand Post and
Packing. Orders arer£100 fcv VAT)

We are also one ofBritain* largest

suppliers ofEnatisfi and Foreign

daisgwheeh hr the PCW 9512
9512

Nylon Ribbons

9512 Multi

Strike Ribbons

2-5 £3.45 Each

6-10 £3.35 Each

11-25 £2.79 Each

26-100 £2.45 Each

Kettlestring Lane
Clifton Moor,
Clifton, York

(0904) 690617

2-5 £3.25 Each

6-10 £3.15 Each

11-25 £2.75 Each

26-100 £2.20 Each

SPECIAL PURCHASE
OFFER

3" DISKS FOR AMSTRAD PCW MACHINES

maxell
£1.20 Each

Inclusive of VAT & Delivery

QUANTITY ORDERS ACCEPTED:
100 off- £1.10 Each

1000 off- £1.00 Each

Professional Data Systems
Unit I,

South Bank Business Centre,
Normanby Road, South Bank,

Cleveland TS6 6RS

Tel: (0642| 456282
Fax: (0642) 440251
24hr (0459) 821303

PINBOARD
NEW RANGE OF DRIVES FOR 8256, 8512 QR 9J12

3.5" B drive in new smaller steel case £80.00 inc.

3.5" B drive to run with existing B 3" £95.00 inc.

5.25" B drive in steel case £95.00 inc.

5.25" B drive to run with existing B 3" £1 1 0.00 inc.

NEW SUPER DUAL ACTION DRIVE A OR DRIVE B 3.5" DISK

DRIVE. ITS A "B" DRIVE AND A BACKUP "A" DRIVE IN ONE
Single Drive Computer £11 0.00 Dual Drive Computer £130.00

For a single drive PCW this 3.5" drive will act as drive B or at the

flick of a switch it will be drive A. You tan copy your start of day

disk to 3.5" and use the drive to boot up the machine, then

change the disk to a double density/double sided 706K (or 720K)

data disk and switch it to drive B. Lights on the front of the 8000

series drive show which side of the "A" disk you are using.

For a two drive computer - you almost need a pilots license for this

one. By using three switches you can use the computer as 2

internal 3" drives, or as drive "A" 3.5" and drive "6" 3", or drive "B"

3.5" and drive "A" 3". You can copy a 3" "A" disk to 3.5" or vice

versa or copy a 3" "B" disk to 3.5" or vice versa. A side select

switch allows 8000 series users to use both sides of "A" disks.

Simple to fit to an 8000 series. Just remove the back - unplug

three plugs and plug in four - replace the back.

3" DS/DD disk drive fitted to a carrier to go into a 5.25" disk tray on

a PC, complete with interface board and T- Read software £200.00

Amsoft CF2 disks £16.50 for 10 3.5" disks £6.00 for 10

2 in 1 CPM - DOS transfer program for PCW £29.95

2 in 1 when purchased with a drive £24,50

PCW35 CPM-DOS transfer program to run on PC £12.50

22 disk shareware (registration $25.00) to run on PC £5.00

8256 to 851 2 memory upgrade £20.00

Flipper 3 - please state model no. £34.95

AT style 1 02 key keyboard £78.00

PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND U.K. CARRIAGE

Unit 9, Bondor Business Centre, London Road, Baldock, ^r
HERTS. SG7 5NG. Telephone (0462) 894410



Tipoffs

Quote, unquote
In my academic documents for my
degree 1 need to indent sections of text

(quotations etc. I using LocoScript 2. If

I use | ALT] [TAB J it gives a neat

indented left margin for the quote

section, but it has to share the right

hand margin with the rest of the

document.

How can I get such a section

indented on left and right hand sides?

Sieve Stickler, Stapleford, Notts

8000 Plus: The answer is to define a

special layoutfor your quotations.

Lei '$ suppose you want your main text

with margins at 10 ana" 85. not justified

and in 12 pitch, and your quotations

with margins at 20 and 70, in 15 pitch,

and justified.

Here's what to do.

IjocoScripl 2: in the document, press

If! !for 'document setup' and

(ENTERS- Press {f2{ 'layouts' and

select 'change stock layouts '. Select

'Layout 2' and[ENTER].
Set margins (using the cursors and

IfJj) at 20 and 10 and any tabs you

want using {f3j. Set the text tojustified

by pressing I/SI 'options' andputting a

tick next to the 'Justify
' option with the

/+/ key. Set the size to 15 pitch by

pressing [f4\ 'size ' ami using the

cursors and the /+/ key to tick 75*.

Finally change the name of this layout

to 'Quotations' by pressing 1/7} and
typing in the new name and {ENTER I.

Finish with /EXiTj. Repeat the above

steps to set the 'Main text ' layout,

putting the appropriate details under

Layout I and calling it
'

Main text'. [EXIT} and {ENTERj back

to the main document.

At the beginning ofthe main text,

put t+llsl {ENTER} {RETURN] you

should see the words 'Main text

'

appear at the top le/t to show you 're in

that layout. At the beginning of each

quotation section, type { + }LT2

N! group e/BETO.U Editing tfxt.

Dwtatisns PilS LSI CM LPS

tl'fctiws ti'Umi f3=Sti

-Mi
it w=

rr iili.

t
,

«siw ,.H:
,

'age . J line 6/

out this Has not a neu sham by sue of his coin

Hilheln Plopp, who tirote in one mien in lBOfiit1

(Usitil)*1

"Mini is this Bsethooei! character aromas'? His rtusic roars,

speaks , brays and rattles. II is the rantings of a nailnan.

His Fifth Sfphong is rubbish. Hheit I ealli"
'

he pretended he couldn't hear (leV

(Layoul)f

Incidentally, Plopp refused shares in the raiiuays twenty years later,

saying it uould never catch on, and frittered away his family fortune

prwoting the misic of one Johann Christoph von Schneckelheiner, when Plopp

said *as "the greatest conposer ever to ualk this earth. 'V

This sort of layout setup in LocoScript 2 means you can print out quotations very smartly.

LocoScript even tells you the name of the layout you're in (top right) to make sure you're

doing it right...

but this was not a view shared by some of Me contemporaries, notably
Wllhelm Plopp, who wrote In one review in 1806:

"Wic ii thii Gttthovtn chincttr inyniy? Hii luiic roirt,

sgueiks, bnrs ind rattlti, It is tilt ruitlngi ol i iidiin.

His Fifth Syiphony ii rubbish, l/hen I ctlltd hit th< other in
he pretended he couldn't hear ie'

Incidentally, Plopp refused shares In the railways twenty years later,
saying It would never catch on, and frittered away his family fortune
promoting the music of one Johann Chrlstoph von Schmeckelheimer, whom Plopp
said was "the greatest composer ever to walk this earth."

...and the printout can be very smart. This one uses justified 15 pitch for the quotations.

margins at 20 and 70. with the main text unjustified 12 pitch set between 10 and 85.

/ENTER! {RETURN/. Yon see

'Quotation ' appear in the top left and

the text will now automatically take th

right shape. Begin the next section of

main text with {+{LTl {ENTER!
{RETURN! ond so on.

LocoScript It This assumes that your

document has the base layout set to the

right detailsfor the main text, hi the

document, before your first quotation

press 1/2 j selecting 'brand new layout'.

Using the cursors and 1+] key.

select the appropriate details: pitch ]5,

justify ticked. The down cursor puis you

into the ruler line.

Set the margins using {/I j and {/2{

at 20 and 70. {EXIT! {EiVTERj to the

Money talks

1 have some lists of amounts of money
stored in a Protext document in the

following formal:

J Smith

£5.50

M Thompson

£10.75

and so on. Can 1 get Protext to total up

all the amounts of money in a particular

documeni automatically?

K Legge, London N7

8000 Plus: Yes. Protext can do

anything! Suppose your document is

culledAMOUNTS. Make sure the file

ends with an asterisk, so that the last

three lines might look something like:

J Young

£6.57

*

Mm' make up ajiie culled TOTAL on

She same disc consisting of the

following lines:

&name& &money&[TA B[Total:
£&tot&

Load thefile and print it to screen Iwith

pst or to the printer (with p. or pqfor

high quality).

The above routine reads each name
in turn (the variable name) then the line

with the pound sign (money) repeating

lip) until Itfinds a 'name' consisting of

an asterisk tun). Then it makes the

variable ami equal to money, butfrom
just the second letter onwards - i.e. the

variable ami is just a number, stripped

ofthe pound sign.

Then tttl adds the amount

stored in ami to the running total, //you

print the above file you will get

something like:

J Smith £5.50 Total: £5.50

M Thompson £10.75 Total: £16.25

and so on.

main menu. Before each quatation,

press l + ILI {ENTERj {RETURN! «"d

to resume the main text, press {-{L. The

printout looks very smart.

Obviously you can experiment with

other layouts: if the styles you've

chosen look wrong, just change a

layout with the above procedure the

text will reformat.

On a PCW95I2. you will probably

want to change the prim wheel to a 15

pitch onefor the quotations. You have

to do this manually, by pressing {PTRl
when the printout gets the appropriate

place to temporarily stop the printing,

changing the print wheel, andpressing
{EXIT! to resume printing.

No B.. .drive

The other day when 1 started up my
PCW85 ! 2 I put in two discs in the drive

as usual but when it came up

LocoScript told me my B drive was not

fitted. I restarted and everything was

alright, but 1 am worried that my drive

may be aboui to give oui,

P Andrews, Glasgow
8000 Plus: Ifyou happen to put the disc

in the B drive at a certain point, the

action ofdisc insertion appears to

disengage the drive for a short lime.

If this coincides with the instant

when the PCW is checking to see if

there is a B drive (between the

horizontal startup bars on screen

disappearing and the opening tnessagi

ofLocoScript. or CP/M. for that matter)

you can fool the PCW into thinking the

B drive isn j working.

This is only a temporary state of affairs.

and although it's alarming initially, it's

nothing to worry about: just restart the

machine in the usual wax.

Get organised
Owners of personal

organisers may be

interested to know that

many stationery stores

such as Ryman's sell

continuous paper that

tits into a personal

organiser. When the

holed side strips are

trimmed off the paper

has holes already

punched in it to fit the

gripping rings of the

organiser.

K Wells. Bristol

Copy this

I am always reading that

I have to make backups

of all my important files.

Does this just mean to

keep copies, and if so,

what is the easiest way
of going about it (I use

LocoScript 2.28)?

Mrs W Eastman, London

8000 Plus: Yes,

'backups' just means
'copies'. The idea is that

if your disc fails {and

LocoScript refuses to

read it) you can use the

backup copy you have

(and then make another

copy as an extra

backup).

Keep a disc,

separate from your

normal work disc, onto

which you copy every file

you alter at the end of

each working session.

Use [t3] in the disc

manager to copy the

files you've been working

on into the M drive, put

your backup disc in the

drive, and copy the hies

from the M drive onto

the backup disc.
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THE CUP ART COLLECTION FOR USERS OF
STOP PRESS and MICRO DESIGN 2

OVER 3500 PIECES OF SUPERB CLIP-ART

* We are currently working on further libraries*

SELECT FROM OUR CLIP-ART CATALOGUE BOOK ONE

ANY THREE LIBRARIES OF YOUR CHOICE FOR
ONLY £8.00

* A minimum of 168 pieces of ClifhArt*

ANY SIX LIBRARIES OF YOUR CHOICE FOR ONLY
£15.00

* A minimum of 336 pieces of ClifhArt *

ANY NINE LIBRARIES OF YOUR CHOICE FOR
ONLY £21.00

* A minimum of 504 pieces of Clip-Art *

ADDITIONAL SETS OF THREE LIBRARIES ONLY
£5.00 PER SET

* A minimum of 168 pieces of Clip-Art *

GRAPHICS GALORE CATALOGUES - BOOK ONE
ONLY £4.00

* Over 20 pages - crammed with mora man 2250 pieces of ClipArt *

BOOK TWO - ANOTHER 20 PAGES WITH OVER 900
MAINLY LARGER PIECES OF CLIP-ART - ONLY £4.00

We are now worting on more superb pieces of Outfit for Book Three

UK PRICES QUOTED - FOR EUROPE ADD £1.50 -

REST OF WORLD ADO £2.50

Payment should accompany your order

DESIGNER - for knitting, embroidery
* Fcit designers ol kn,iLWE?iii. ujul-tojdoiy. nigs.,

mosaics any craft thai normally would use

squared paper
* Program presents, in effect, Luge shoai wuh up

to 308 x 292 squares

# Up to 8 cdlouis/'slitchea^textu res etc.

# Graphical and Listing printouts,

# Editing facilities- include Copy, FiU, Move.
# Save and Load TrrotuV build you own Ltbiaiy

Price £19.95

PCWCARD
* For dflsLgiitfts of machine Knitwaar. * Has all. the editing facilities oE DESIGNER
* Produces templates far punched cards and Mylar * Allows multi-colour and multi-card printouts.

Film. Price £19.95
* Caters Jot most makes of knitting machine.

SPECIAL OFFER: DESIGNER and PCWCARD together £29.95

* A lull funcuon diaJung program
* Draws linos, cucles. ellipses, arcs and rectangles,

* Twenty FILL paufirns

* Portrait and landscape printouts.

* Can he used with 24 pin printer for extra clarity.

* Adds different sized TEXT, varticuLlv and horizontally

PCW DRAW
+ Produces clear drawings oti faut PCW
* Freehand sketching with Zoom tonliuas.

+ Saves items, details, windows and scream
* Supports KEMPSTON, AMX and CONTWVER
mouse

Price £39.95

SPECIAL OFFER: PCWDRAW with CONTRIVER mouse and interface £79.95

PATTERN PUZZLES
* A suite of five mind tormenting puzzles

* Random starts mean puzzles rarely repeat.

#Set level ftom trivial to brain-storming

HTB t OMI'UTLRS LTD, Broadi
Rornsey, Hants. SOS1 8t:T Tel: 0794

* Ch-aUehQe your friends - a League tabic can be
eel up.

Price £11.50
P&P Cash With order

m

BDLBMRRK 1YIT
51 Comet Road, Hatfield,

Hertfordshire, ALIO OSY.

Credit Card Orders and Information -

Telephone (0707) Z71529
0800-1000 and 1900-2200 Saturdays 1500-2200

lAnswerphcme outside these hours)

P

SUREDATA
AMSTRAD REPAIR ANO SECOND USEH SALES

REPAIRS

We repair AMSTRAD PCs, PCWs, MONITORS and PRINTERS, All repairs

carry a 3 month warranty.

SECOND USER EQUIPMENT

We buy and sell AMSTRAD PCs. PCWs. MONITORS and PRINTERS or we
can sell them on your Ijehalf ( you gel a hetter price).

All units sold are reconditioned and have a 3 month return to base

warranty. Optional 1 year extended warranty available. Cash, cheques,

Visa and Mastercard accepted.

PHONE US NOW FOR DETAILS

DEPT B+, UNIT 5, STANLEY HOUSE,
STANLEY AVENUE, WEMBLEY,
MIDDLESEX HAO 4JB

TELEPHONE: 081-302 5218 [opposite Dorothy Avenue).

Second User HOTLINE: 0831 616519 (after hours)

SUREDATA

Only Suitable for the Amstrad PCW 8256, 8512 and 9512 T

|49f MONEY MANAGER PCW Now even
more powerful, more

including vat indp&p. ^^ » mmt u « » » * m «• ^~ m m m friendly, and more useful II!

Be your own accountant! Control your finances the easy way!

Money Manager PCW provides individuals, businesses and professional people with a simple yet powerful way of managing their financial

activities. Afl transactions can be entered easily and then presented In a wide variety of reports, ranging from a detailed listing of expend-

iture for tax purposes to summaries showing, for example, how much money has been spent on petrol or phone bills in a chosen period.

Reports can be printed as text, sent to a datafile for further processing or presented in graphical form,

The program Includes many helpful features, such as pop-up claculator, context-sensitive help windows and macro comands. The Money

Manager package has over 25,000 users In the UK alone. It is the ideal program for people who find that traditional accountancy programs

are too complicated, unwieldy and time-consuming for their requirements.

Any number of data tiles: Personal, Business, Accounts etc,

Budget and cash-flow forcasts - which may be updated
12 months per file, up to 500 entries (transactions) per month
Move a file forward a month at a time when required

All options selected from the main menu
Up to 20 user-defined accounts: Bank, Cash, Visa, Savings etc

Up to 50 user-defined classes of income and expenditure
• A reference'of up to 6 characters for each entry
• Your own descriptive text of 18 characters for each entry
• All the codes are displayed on-screen whilst entering data
• Add, modify and delete existing entries at any time
• Quick insertion of standard entries and standing orders

Entries can be sorted Into date order at the touch of a key
- Single character 'mark' for extra reporting selectivity

• Statements showing each entry in detail with running balance
• Reports may show classes merged Into logical groups
- Spreadsheet type table showing class totals In each month
- Report showing class totals for each account
Bar chart for up to 4 selected categories

• Pie charts of up to 20 selected 'slices'

Detailed bank statement reconciliation with running balance

Totals for each class of transaction for any period

• Report of monthly income, expenditure and cash-flow etc.

- Report of account and class totals (eg profit & loss)

• Account statistics • monthly max, mln, average, balance etc.

• Automatic calculation of VAT, with multiple rates If required

Detailed VAT reports showing taxable, VAT and gross amounts
- Summary VAT statements In the same format as a VAT return

• Simply Ignore VAT features If they are not required

• Print any report to built-in (or separate) printer

- Print any report to a file for word-processing (eg In Locoscript)

- Data search facility to find 'lost' Hems
• Built-in text line editor for data entry
• Horizontal and vertical scrolling of screen report*

Pop-up five function multi-line calculator with memory
Macros to record and replay user-defined reports

Context-sensitive help windows appear at the touch of a key
• Automatic creation of back-ups for data files

• You can choose which disc drive to use for data on a PCW8512
• Comprehensive 64 page Indexed manual
Two sets of sample data for practice and familiarisation

• Free and Indefinite telephone support

Connect
To receive your copy of Money Manager PCW by return post phone us now with your credit

card number, or write to us at the address below enclosing your cheque for £49.95

081 743 9792 8am to 10pm, 7 days a week

Connect Software Ltd., 3 Flanchford Rd., London W12 9ND



8000 PLUS MAIL ORDER
mimim

TEQNICHE KEYBOARD
Excellent new 1 02 key keyboard for the PCW that

really does make keying easier. 8000 PLUS were so

impressed we got one ourselves! Mot only does it

feature a deer ond clean design, but it feel:

so much more comfortable. And the

price is well worth it SAV
£1lit. £90.85

Our Price £79 Order no.8635 I

STOP PRESS & MOUSE
An excellent DTP package, very strong on graphics. Takes

a bit of getting used to but is well worth the effort.

Especially since we're giving away o free mouse and ot a

very competitive price into the bargain.

RIP. £79.99

OUR PRICE: £59.99 Order No. 9640

USING THE AMSTRAD
PCW 9512
Written specifically for 951 2 owners by John Campbell,

an acknowledged expert, this book is designed for the

beginner. With over 1 70 pages on how to understand

and operate the 951 2, this book is an ideal guide.

R.R.P. £10.95

Our Price £9.95 Order no.8636

MINI OFFICE
PROFESSIONAL
This has to be the Integrated package for all your

business needs. Comes with "The oil in one Business

Computing Book", this package contains word-

processor, database, spreadsheet, graphics^^^

ond comms. Jk _ ^k
We ore giving away a free pock of m I ;

highlighter pens with this offer

.

Our Puce £26.95 Order no.8610

EXPLOITING THE
AMSTRAD PCW 9512
Written by John Campbell and Morion Pye, this hook is

aimed at the more experienced user of me 951 2. 300

pages, pocked with information on programs from

Locoscript to Supercolc.2. Highly recommended by the

8000 PLUS team.

R.R.P. £14.95

Our Price £13.45 Order no.8637

8000 PLUS T-SHIRT

The 8000 Plus T-shirt in glorious American Royal

Slue.Med T-shirt £4.95 Order no.8071

Large £4.95 Order no. 8072

8000 PLUS BINDER
Gold-embossed binders. At last, you can tidy up that pile

of 8000 Plus's you keep meaning to sort.

Our Price £4.95 Order no.8004

Two for £9.00 Order no. 8076

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone number

Method of payment (pleose circle)

Credit card no

Expiry date

Access Viso Cheque PO

Description Price Order no

Total

Please moke cheques payable to Future Publishing.

No stamp required if pasted in the UK Channel Islands or the Isle of man

For overseas orders call Justin on 0458 7401

1

HOTLINE 0458 7401 1 ASK FOR JUSTIN HOTLINE 0458 7401 1 ASK FOR



Amstrad
Repairs

If something is wrong with your

Amstrad CPC or PCW, who better to

turn to than the National Repair Centre.

For all repairs to your computer, one low

payment covers diagnosis, repair

(including parts and labour) and delivery

back to you.

And, as a special bonus, you can receive

a free piece of software if you contact us

before 30th August 1991.

The experience and expertise of our

technicians ensures that your computer

is repaired to the highest standard at the

lowest cost, And each repair will be

carried out within 12 working days!

To schedule a repair and claim your free

software, simply call Michelle or Audrey

on 0733 391234.

Please be ready to give your name,

address, computer type, serial number

and the type of fault.

FREE
SOFTWARE

The costs are: CPC 464 -

CPC 6128-

PCW8256

PCW8512 -

PCW 9512-

£57.45

£57.45

£85.00

£86.00

£115.00

All prices are inclusive of VAT, and

payment can be made by cheque, postal

order or credit card.

And remember, if you call before

30th August, you can claim a FREE piece

of software.

The National
Repair Centre
0733 391234

FMG House

Newcombe Way, Orton Southgate

Peterborough PE2 0SF

jj^|^^,

ONE PRICE
COVERS

ALL PARTS
AND

LABOUR

i



Postscript
Time once again to hear your views on matters PCW - in Postscript

Stand byfor this month's collection of terse tirades, appreciative

anecdotes and rapturous reparti! We bring you more on printer support,

droves on drives - plus the usual collection of extras. Send your letters to

Postscript, 8000 Plus, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BAI 2BW. Sorry, but

we cannot enter into personal correspondence with readers

Answering back
[ would like to respond to the

correspondence you have been featuring

concerning printer support.

We supply all printer support as part

of a single product because this makes it

easy for our dealers to stock and so easy

for our customers to buy. It also makes it

easy to get the correct printer driver first

time, with no chance of purchasing the

incorrect disc with the subsequent cost of

exchanging for the correct one.

Were we to split the product into

different discs, one for each printer on

the market, 1 can guarantee that it would

be impossible to buy these, except

perhaps for whichever printer was

"flavour of the month. As otherwise, if

all our 500 plus regular dealers were to

stock both PCW9512 and PCW8000
variants of 505 printer drivers this would

mean a stockholding of over half a

million products!

Also, reducing the number of discs

in the pack would make a minimal

change to the price of the product.

Indeed, if we were to 'unbundle' the

upgrade supplied with the product this

would probably increase the cost to most

purchasers.

In fact the majority of the

contribution to our income from the

Printer Support Pack goes towards

software development, not towards the

cost of the discs. This enables us to keep

up with new printers, for example, we

support the very popular Canon BJ- 1 Oe -

a point noted in your recent discussion

on the use of printers. It also enables us

to produce our comprehensive "External

Printers Guide", now in its third revision

in nine months just to keep up with the

current printers on the market.

Mr Nichols comments on his

experience with printer support. I note

from our records that it was actually over

a year ago when he wrote and that at that

time we had not released the Printer

Support Pack. So to use the present tense

ill his letter was possibly misleading. The

current Printer Support Pack includes

what I believe to be correct support

specifically for the LC10, with the

exception of a few characters that are

simply not supported by Locoscript. In

particular, the © character is fully

supported.

It is unfortunate that the printer

driver has been further developed since

Mr Nichols was given his copy, but it is

not practical for us to keep all our

customers informed of every change we
make. For customers such as Mr Nichols

who have bought an earlier product

which is later superseded, we are always

happy to provide an upgrade at a reduced

price - for example to upgrade the

Printer Support Pack of any of the earlier

Printer Drivers Discs, simply return the

old product with £ 14.95 + VAT (£1 7.57)

and we'll replace it with a completer

copy for the latest version.

And finally, Mr Millard is of course

correct. We do take a commercial view

with regard to our products - it is only

by doing so that we can keep up to date!

Howard Fisher

Locomotive Software

8000 Plus: Thanks. Howard.

Economy drive?

With reference to the July listings -

Starters Orders - Petrol. Bas program,

could you please let me into the secret of

the car that does 759. 1 82 mpg! To check

on this magic I typed the program and

checked it with Check3.bas and it still

came out the same. 1 note though that

Martin Le Poidevin has fallen into the

same trap that we are always exhorted

against making, a figure I printed instead

of a subscript L. This was not a difficult

error to locate, in fact I discovered it

before running the program, but what

makes it so bad is that it was meant for

beginners and it was printed after

checking figures had been added.

I look forward to my copy of 8000

Plus hitting my doormat each month and

sometimes wish it came out fortnightly!

Continuing success to your magazine -

"The best about the best"

Tony Breading

Weston-super-Mare

• Plus: Yes, we admit, we're guilty

on all counts. Would that the super-

economical car really did exist, hut not

even the 8000 Plus wagon can manage

that kind ofperformance. The correction

you seek is lurking on page S3 of this

month's Listings, tinder the heading

'Error!' Apologies to all those first

timers who have beenfrustrated hy the

mistake - I am assured that this month's

Starters Orders runs like a dream.

Starry eyed

I've just read the July copy of 8000 Plus

and in particular your feature on popular

external printers. Your review of the Star

LC10 mentioned the problems you had

with some CP/M programs on the printer

and 1 thought you might be

interested to know why.

The escape sequence required on the

PCW printer to gel it to handle

continuous paper is esc$+"c" and of

course most of the PCW software

invokes this call. Unfortunately Star,

when they created the Epson emulation

on the LCI 0, decided that as an extra to

the standard coding it would add an

option to set a form gap and they used

the escape sequence esc$+"c"+chrs$(n)

where n is the gap size in lines.

In consequence PCW software

using the standard codes is mis-

interpreted by the LC10.

I'm afraid because for this the LC10
is the worst printer you could have

selected for anyone wanting to run CP/M
programs on their machine, even though

nearly every printer review I have ever

read recommends it as the best

replacement printer for the PCW series!

Bill Weeks
Cavalier Software

* hSL
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8000 Plus: Thanks Bill -I'm sure that

your information will be welcomed by

CPIM-enthusiastic LCIO users

everywhere!

Slow coach
I have Electric Studio's Newsdesk DTP
and find printing out on my 8256 built in

printer excruciatingly slow. If [ installed

an internal 3.5" drive and then bought a

better printer would this improve the

speed of printing?

Aneurin Richards

Newbridge

8000 Plus: Installing a 35" drive will

not make any difference to the speed at

which you can output work from

Newsdesk. However, buying a better

printer could be the answer to your

problems. The best thing to do is to

check with Electric Studio (0462)

420222 andfind out if they have a

recommended external printerfor use

with Newsdesk. I must stress, however,

that the company no longer produce that

program, so cannot offer help on

technical matters. The other course of

action is to refer back to last month's

8000 Plus, where we looked at five of the

most popular external printers on the

market. We supplied information about

speed in thefeature.

Office absence

As a very new Amstrad PCW8256

owner I was wailing with keen

anticipation for your Issue 58 July '91 as

I was especially interested in the

forthcoming article on the use of the

Mini Office spreadsheet announced in

the June issue.

You can imagine my disappointment

and puzzlement when, although Mini

Office Special is listed on page 57, there

is absolutely no trace of it in any part of

my copy. Page 57 carries four adverts.

What happened? Did someone press the

wrong key loosing it forever? Or can I

refer you lo an excellent Para entitled

'Recover from Limbo' on Page 22 of

Issue 531

Can we hope that this article will

appear in some future Issue? May I also

ask for more on Mini Office particularly

the Database?

Sue Jones

Sudbury

8000 Plus: This is something which

crops up occasionally in magazine

production, and. ifil happens at a late

stage, cannot be atoned for. The Mini

Officefeature had to be dropped two

days before the magazine went to the

printers - and that means a whole twenty

days after the Opening Menu was sent

off. so there was no way to warn

readers! You will, however, find it

nestling on page 42 of this issue - and it

should be worth the wait!

Enough's not enough
When 1 first bought a PCW8256,

1

discovered your magazine, and liked its

informative, good humoured style. I look

out a subscription.

Now I've moved to a PCW 951 2,

and I've let my subscription lapse,

occasionally buying copies from the

newsagent, just to see what's going on.

8000 Plus continues to be an

excellently produced magazine, but the

same flaw persists which caused me to

drop my subscription: 90% of it is

d****** LocoScript, innit? With my
earlier PCW I quickly changed to using

Protext, and found it brilliant for the type

of work 1 was doing which is writing

articles, I still use Protext with my
PCW9512. Now here is July's edition of

8000 Plus and what do I find? Only two

pages on Protext.

Perhaps you ought to produce a

Protext Appendix, for about 20p, to save

Protext users having to stagger through

all those Locos in the main magazine.

Do you intend lo offer Protext users

a bit more value for their £1 ,95 in the

near future? If not, is there any point in

taking out a subscription?

Now here's a question for you. I'd

like to change to a daisywheel that can

produce accents as used in Dutch C'e'

acute, grave, and umlaut); and also,

preferably Mj' as a single letter. I know

there's a Netherlands version of the

Thesis PS wheel. To save me spending

about £ 1 5 on this only to be

disappointed, do you happen to know if

it does give all these accents?

Christopher Goodall

York

8000 Plus: I understand your

frustration, but have removed your

expletivesfor the benefit ofother

readers! The subject ofhow much to

include on a given program is an

interesting one, and also one which can

keep an Editor lying awake at night. For

every one letter like this. I have ten

others askingfor more space on, say.

Supercalc. Stop Press - in fact, any

program which you care lo mention. In

addition, we send out reader survey

cards with a list ofprograms, and a box

to tick ifyou would like to see more or

less on those programs. The mores

usually equal the tesses, sofrom that I

deduce that the balance is about right.

LocoScript is byfar and away the most

popular word processing programfor

the PCW - and the most owned among

our readership. We have done our best

lo cover Protext in a series which began

last October, and we arefollowing up

that series with a Protext Surgery next

month. Ifthe queries keep coming in,

then it will continue. Don'tforget, also,

that many ofourfeatures cover Protext

in a more genera! way - (this and last

month's coverfeatures,for example). Of
course, ifdemand is high, then the topic

will be more heavily cateredfor — but

you have to let me know! Now this

should cheer you up - the Dutch

daisywheel that you seek has all that you

require - f vejust checked my own!

Law unto himself?

It seems to me that Christopher Whitmey

(July 91, page 88)is no lawyer. It is true

that it is not the program, but the licence

to use is legal property which you have

bought with your money and it is yours

to use, give to your niecefor aunt),

bequeath, resell even in bulk both to

individuals or to merchants, or, if you

like, to throw in the fire. The sole

condition is that only one copy may be

made or retained at any given time.

This principle is the very core of free

markets, but here are a few illustrative

exceptions lo it. Wimbledon tickets may

not be used by a second party who

legally purchased them from a tout. A
British Rail return ticket may not be used

by a different party for the return

journey. In both of these cases

incidentally not the seat but the use of

the seat is purchased. These are clearly

expressed conditions of sale.

It follows that unless writers of

software clearly state before purchase

that the software may not be disposed of

in the normal ways it is clearly legal so

to dispose of them.

Second point (same issue, page 86).

The law on copyright is clear in

principle, but less so in practice. See

Amanda Michaels, 'British Copyright

Law'. Writers' and Artists' Yearbook

1991. The principle is that everyone has

the exclusive right to the financial

rewards for his labour. So it may not be

reproduced in any way to his detriment

without his express permission. But then,

as Amanda points out. the law lists a

whole lot of exceptions. 1 have not asked

the permission of Ms Michaels, nor of

the publisher, to quote her , nor is there

any need to. Nor does the law lake

congnizance of trivia; "De

minimus non curat lex'. If someone

wishes to include a picture of an angel in

the parish magazine, il is perfectly legal

to scan the photo of the Editor of 81X10

Plus (none better) and add wings.

Neither the artist , not the subject, not the

publisher are likely to object. Nor indeed

are Amstrad likely to object if a photo of

a PCW is scanned; quite the contrary.

There is also a saying that copying

from one author is plagiarism but

copying from many is research. In

practice one can freely quote a paragraph

from a book without asking permission,

but it is usual to acknowledge the source.

To scan some details of a photo or

design requires no permission, especially

if the details are not the salient ones.

Nobody would object lo scanning the

hands on Mona Lisa.

The question the scanner must ask is

whether the publication is likely lo be to

the serious financial detriment of the

owner of the copyright, for that was the

point both in the 1956 and 1988

Copyright Acts.



5 FAST COMPUTER REPAIRS
From London's leading Amstrad Authorized service centre,

48 hour workshop repairs 8 hour on site call out service

Low fixed charges with 3 month guarantee on all repairs.

Other services available:
* Hardware/software sales (new & reconditioned)

(we also buy & offer P.X, on second hand equipment)

* Protessional training in all popular applications

* Service agreements
* Business consultancy service

* Software development
* Amstrad consumable sales (manuals disks etc)

You've Tried The Rest Now Cau The Best

PC Microcentre Ltd 081-840 5343/081 579 1667
9 (herington Road, Hnnwell, London W7 3HL

Laser Printing

From LocoScript 1 & 2

High Quality, cost effective, camera ready copy.

All sfyte, emphasis and layout codes supported.

Wide choice of fonts and point sizes.

Enhancements include columns and graphics.

Only 50p per A4 page. Quantity Discounts.

Micro-design & Stop Press now only £1 per page.

Artwork for this Ad printed from LocoScript at this scale.

Telephone 051 630 2657 for free information pack.

DAISYWHEEL 98 Bell Road, Wallasey L44 8DP

WRITERS
We have 3 ways to help you:

1 FREELANCE WRITING & PHOTOGRAPHY magazine - send for FREE

details (and details of «i FREE £10 BOOK offer)

2 WRITING FOR PUBLICATION &. PROFIT correspondence course - lit

course that gives yuu genu in el; personal attention - send fur l-"kl£l2 details

3 ECONOMICAL BOOK PRODUCTION SERVICE for self-publishers (as

few as SCO - 1,000 copies - at very low cost) - write for FREE details

Weavers Press Publishing, (Dcpt. 8P), Trcgcraint House,

Zennor, Cornwall, TR26 3DB (Tel. 0736 797061).

SuperDOS 2
Now released. Completely rewritten, faster

and with many new features, SuperDOS is

confirmed as the best windows and menus
system for CP/M for the PCW,

Phone or write for full information,
including details of how to try SuperDOS for
just £12.99!

Fully registered ujerj of version 1 can upgrade for £8.00 (£9.00 overseas)

Hayfields Grove,

Audlem. Crewe, CW3 0LB
Tel: 0270 81 1890wram

[
QUALITY SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

The following packages are now available at

£33 each. Demos are available, send an SAE
for details...

PCW ROUTE FINDER
PCW STOCK CONTROL
Mr M.J. Frampton, 11 Beacon Road,
Chatham, Kent. Tel: 0634 827714

ACORN'S the originalZX Spectrum text Amstrad

QUEST adventure, is now available for the PCW
The enhanced version of this challenging adventure offers many locations to

explore and puzzles to solve. Written in last, compiled code and with full on-

screen instrudions and help facility, this adventure boasts a wide vocabulary

and powerful language parsar with multiple command entry.

Acorn'sQuest will provide a challenge to the most experienced player, but still

offer an excellent introdudion to the genre for the novice.

Available only by post direct from the author.

Please send cheque/PO for £1 2.50 (inc. p&p) to:

A Hackett • 60 Margaret Grove Harborne

Birmingham • B17 9JL

SUITABLE FOR THE AMSTRAD PCW 8256/8512/9512

RIBBONS RE-INKED: £1*30 each
Any black fabric PCW ribbon

Introductory offer until end of 1 991
Also other makes & colours - telephone or send s.a.e. for price

For PCW9512 MULTISTRIKE FILM
New cassettes: £2.50 each plus 99p per order

Your old cassettes refilled: £2 each plus 99p per order
(We can also refill your 8256/851 2 cassettes - same price)

D.I.Y 9512 REFILL STARTER PACK (6 ribbons): £10.99

Prices all inclusive - nothing more to pay!
Please enclose crossed cheque or postal order made payable to ALADDINK.

Public Institutions please telephone to arrange credit facilities

ALADDINK, DEPT 80, EYEMOUTH,
BERWICKSHIRE, TD14 SAP.

Teh 08907 50965

:
'cLcFM-KME: C-BSD? £0*65

M££MZ

PS. I SIGNWRITER
for the Amstrad PCW

Create large quality lettering from your PCW, up to 8".

Produce Signs, Banners, Notices, Tickets. Posters, and

Adverts in minutes.

Signwriter £29.95 , Eitra Fonts at £5.75

PCW Coloured Ribbons - red, green, blue, purple, brown

& orange £5.75 each. Black £4,60.

T PCW Discs £2.30 each, to discs for £2!

(All prices include VAT & Delivery)

Wc lake Art*M A Vua. Please make cheque payable !o WIGHT SCIENTIFIC

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC

44, ROAN STREET GREENWICH, LONDON. SE109JT

Telephone 081 8582699 Fax 081 8534416
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Interesting point about the wedding

photos, but 1 suspect that almost

certainly there is a time limit.

Des Keenan

Wembley Park

8000 Plus: Thmks, Des. I've always

liked you...

Egg on your face

As you say, Pretext's spell check will

indeed tell you that "The yolk of an egg

is wite" is wrong, but that not that "The

yolk of an egg are white" is also wrong;

and, being colour blind, neither will tell

you that "The yolk of an egg is white"

is wrong too.

Duncan Bryson

Irvine

8000 Plus: Does thai mean thai the

yoke's not on you, then Dune?

Can you help?

1 am writing to see if you can help locate

a computer game 1 have been trying to

obtain. The game is called SOKO-_BAN
produced by a company called

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE ( A division

of Sphere IncJ.Thesc details were taken

from the opening screen of the game.

I have tried all the usual retail

outlets, without success. All the retail

outlets have said the same thing," No
trace of this game title can be found in

the listings we have." If you cannot help,

would it be possible for you to supply

the address of SPECTRUM
HOLOBYTE so that 1 could contact

them direct.

David Healey

Warrington

S000 Plus: Can anyone out there help':'

Brain power
1 thought I'd drop a quick line to

commend Brainstorm Software on their

excellent after sales service.

About eighteen months ago I

purchased the Brainstorm ideas

organiser. As promised it proved to be

invaluable when writing reports or

structuring my forays into more

creative writing.

That was until the dreaded moment...

What ever's this?A fault?!

I tried everything: copying master

discs, checking printers, trying the

software on other 95 12s. All to no avail.

So I wrote off to Brainstorm, somewhat

half heartedly it has lo be said as my disc

was at least eighteen months old and

well out of guarantee

.

What happens? 1 get a phone call

from Mr Brainstorm himself, David

Tubitt, he sits me down at my 9512 and

talks me through all the screens and

keystrokes. It was all a bit like a scene

from one of those disaster movies; you

know the sort of thing, partially sighted

nun lands 747 with a little help from God

and a lot from our tight lipped hero in

the control lower. How embarrassing, it

didn't crash! Nothing wrong with the

software at all.

Indeed it transpired that my apparent

knowledge of the programme had

developed into contempt. My 'fault',

was indeed my fault! Pilot error you

might say; must have been a Brainstorm.

Thanks again lo David Tubitt for

taking the time to talk me down safely.

Simun Little

Dundee

8000 Plus: I'm pleased to hear it: I've

published this letter because I've been

receiving so many others which tell of

the opposite experience. Now I'm not

suggesting that everyone should expect

the kind ofservice which you received,

and I'm sure that Brainstorm haven't got

the time to offer it to every caller, but it's

good to hear nonetheless.

Congratulations on a pleasant flight!

What's the score?

As a relative novice to the PCW I have

couple of queries with which you could

perhaps help me.

I have a PCW 95 1 2. to which J

propose to fit a second disc drive and 1

have in mind to fit a 3.5" unit. 1 was

under the impression that to export a text

file for use on another machine all thai

was necessary was to convert it to

ASCII and that then, provided the disc

could be used on the other machine, it

could be imported.

From the comments on p45 (June

issue) 1 gather that this is not the case

and that Moonstone's PCW 2 in 1 ora

similar utility is necessary.

If this is so what is the point of

having the ASCII facility? Is it that this

is only for communication between

micros running under the same system -

in this case CP/M?
In reply to W. Forsyth on p86 of the

June issue you infer that a 3.5" drive

cannot be used for 'booting up'. If the

3.5" drive is compatible why not?

Silicon City say in their

advertisements that a PCW with 3.5"

drives is on the way. So you can 'boot

up' with a 3.5" drive! Can't you?

W. Taylor

Glossop

8000 Plus: Point I: ASCII makes a file

exportable, hut not necessarily legible -

and when the disc sizes (and therefore,

formats) are different, then you do need

a utility such as 2-in-i to enable you to

read vottr documents at the destination

machine. ASCII can be used, say, to

make a document written in LocoScript

legible in Prote.xt, but as soon as you are

transferring lo3S" or 5.25" format,

you'll need a utility to help you.

Point 2: This all goes back to theformat

and differing operating systems referred

to above. The PCW is a CP/M machine,

the PC an MSIDOS machine. It's like

trying to put diesel into a petrol engine

at the moment, hut. ifthe rumoured

'new' PCW has a nW» or single 3.5"

drive, and still runsfrom CP/M, then you

can he sure that it will bootablefrom its

new sized drive.

Large as life...

You have made the most blatant

understatement of the year with this most

undistinguished footnote.

I have obtained the LocoLarge

program disc ant! I can only say that this

is quite the finest add-on for LocoScript

since LocoSpell and it deserves very

much more than just a passing mention

in a footnote.

You should give this disc a full

review in place of some of the trash you

do review so enthusiastically.

F.A.Gardner

Dublin

8000 Plustl'm pleased to hear about

your newly-discoveredfriendship with

large text - but I really can't raise the

same sort of enthusiasmfor your opinion

ofthe products we review. Surely a case

ofeach to his own, FA?

Open and shut case
What you do not mention in your

excellent feature in fitting the 3.5"

internal drive is thai opening up the

PCW invalidates the guarantee, so that it

is not really advisable for any computer

less than a year old.

What you also mention is that

having two drives halves the wear on

each of them, an important additional

factor when you consider that as time

goes on 3" units will become ever

more expensive and may become

unobtainable long before the computer

as a whole wears out.

I would agree that installing the

drive is easy for anyone with mechanical

aptitude. However 1 know PCW users

who would not trust themselves to

undertake any such modification. A
number of them were very pleased to

pay me £35 on top of the cost of the

drive for doing the work for them. And I

would be pleased to do so for anyone

else similarly reluctant to do it

themselves.

Paul Eisler

London

8000 Plus: Yes, you have a point about

the guarantee, although more and more

people these days are taking out a repair

contract which appliesfrom day one of

ownership. However, it is wrong to

assume that everyone does this, and it is

also wrong to assume that everyone

knows about the terms of the guarantee.

As to your offer to install drives, if

anyone is interested, they can write lo

you at our office in Bath, and I will pass

the correspondence on.



ASTROLOGY for beginners
Teach yourself astrology using your Amstrad

Buy a Starter Pack comprising a simple program to calculate a
horoscope, an introductory booklet and 2 self-teaching programs

(how to interpret the horoscope).
ONLY £12.50 No previous knowledge required

For ALL Amstrada (CPC, PCW, PC. PPC)

Payment by Access/Visa, Cheque. P.O. Please state make ofcomputer
ofsend s.ae. (33p - about 9" x 7")forfree catalogue giving details of
our wide range ofprogramsfor PROFESSIONAL ASTROLOGERS

including complete natal interpretations and forecasting.

Also I CHENG, GRAPHOLOGY, BIORHYTHMS. NUMEROLOGY, etc.

ASTROCALC
(Dept 8000) 67 Peascroft Road, Hemel Hempstead,

Herts HP3 8ER England. Tel: 0442 251809

GET A DETAILED TIME &

MATERIALS BREAKDOWN FOR
'JOB -AUTOMATICALLY

A FAST, WELL PROVEN
PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM
DESIGNED SPECIALLY
FOR BUILDING WORK

RUNS ON ANY PC
OR PCW COMPUTER
SUPER EASY TO USE

CALL NOW

0387-88612
(or your FREE
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Get vour music collection organised with:

The Album System"

jj ^ n ^ >

77ic Ultimate Music Cataloguing System
for Amstrad PCW 8256, 8512 and 95/2 1

.?

"..,d solid ptrformet tikr this is perfectly good \tihte for money* ' SOOO PJtia, June,
• New version 1 .20 with Lmproved searching and Qn-$creen catalogue listings.

• Holds artist. Ittle, format, label, eal. rkf., yen; peraonal nutc* anil ewry track!

9 instantly view & llsi youreollecilun in 3 different orders; ariisi, liile and year at release.

9 Fail access m iinv album in 4.5 seconds or tens.

• Lip lm 1 ,MW albums on double sided disks and 200 on single vided.

• -Un.i- iii-.lt-viM|' svsiem Ki Pwtp you locale each album from the shelf.

• Records, tapes and Cft '* Can be u-atalop.ui.tl mdependcnllv.

• Powerful new search [aridities - finds albtimu fitiin a Wnml of a phrase or a personal nule

# Catalogue 3i.min£s to screenor primer plusone-off album reports.

• Aitlomatic dale stamping of ewy enlrv pi ins on-screen date and lime.

# Supports mtilltple entries of albums released mi dilHt-n-ui l.ihi'K ;md kum.iK
• Comes wilh easv to loltow installation and user guide

Cheques/PQ's to C)ub29 Computer Services,

3 Ar\m Close, Winnersh. Berks. RG1 ] SPG.
Please state which PCW model you have-CO .[::

£15.59 inc. Recorded Delivery

The Laymans Guide to LOCOSCRIPT 2

A self-teach guide designed to allow the User
to absorb information, quickly and easily.

Book 1 Elementary and Book 2 Advanced.

Complete set £8.50 + £2 p+p. Full refund
if not delighted.

Telephone enquiries (0525) 718096

Cheques payable to "Layman Guides"
Post to: Layman Guides, P.O. Box 9,

Flitwick, Beds MK45 1YX
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

I think,

therefore I am -

a Brainstorm user

Keep control of all your

ideas, afterthoughts,

plans and reminders with

Brainstorm - the fast

and easy to use ideas

processor.

Thousands of

satisfied users.

» ^"» *«* ^H ^B ^» HK ^H ^H m

To: Brainstorm Software, FREEPOST, Ruislip, Middlesex, HA4 8BR

Please rush me: ] My copy of Brainstorm + manual

I

J
Further information

£29.99
inclusive

Name: ....

Address:.
iirtBii

Telephone
0895

677845



Competition
Answer thefour 8256-related questions below, and you could be in

with a chance of winning a fabulous PCW performance booster!

SCA Systems' Pro8256 simply

clips on to the back of the PCW

The PCW8256 enjoys the

somewhat ironic status of being

both the eldest and the baby of

Amstrad's family of word

processors. Launched almost six

years ago, the machine has never

ceased to attract new owners, but it

remains the least powerful of the

three PCW models.

This, however, has never

seriously impeded its ability to sell

- and sell in its droves. Just

recently, Amstrad report that sales

of the 8256 have been soaring -

thanks, in part, to a reduced price.

It is perhaps this price drop

which has spurred SCA Systems on

to produce their latest hardware

add-on, Pro8256. Throughout the

lifetime of the PCW, SCA have

established themselves beyond

doubt as the producers of good

quality products, at very realistic

prices. The SCA Rampac has

become a generic term for PCW
memory add-ons, and the launch of

their Vortex hard disc last year,

hailed by us as, 'The hard disc for

the rest of us', has brought a new

lease of life to many a PCW - at an

affordable price,

Pro8256 proves once again that

pragmatism is a quality to be

admired. Pro8256 employs this

strategy in two areas. The first -

and most important - is the

question of memory. Many of you

have been frustrated by the

inhibiting nature of the 8256 native

memory. Far be it from us to

suggest that extra memory is the

answer to all your PCW-ing

problems; that simply isn't the ease.

However, what it does offer the

user is a smoother course through

day to day operations on your

PCW, The classic, oft-cited

example is that of LocoSpell.

The program is all too often

regarded as inferior because of its

speed. And as far as most people

are concerned, this is a case of

guilty until proven innocent. The

fact remains that it is the program

combined with the native power of

the PCW which makes for

sluggishness in performance.

A product such as

Pro8256 could address and disprove

such an accusation. For Pro8256,

once installed, adds 256k of

memory to your machine

instantly. Gone will be the

obligatory coffee-making interlude

while LocoSpell trudges through

your document; gone will be the

modified page sizes in Micro

Design, and the adamant refusal to

accommodate Flipper. Extra

memory will, at the very least,

increase the operational

effectiveness of your PCW.
But far be it for SCA to limit

the value of their product to this

one benefit. Pro8256 also offers you

the chance to make your machine

more flexible. The clip-on pack

provides you with both a serial and

parallel port for your PCW. Might

sound a little uninspiring, but what

it does mean is that if you want to

add extras - such as a modem or an

external printer- then you do not

have to spend extra cash on an

interface to connect such add-ons to

the PCW. This is a thoughtful

addition, and one which will come

in very handy as your repertoire of

PCW-ing skills expands. For the

owner of the PCW8256, SCA's

product is an imperative buy.

But we do realise that budget is

a restraining factor to many PCW
owners. So. we're giving you the

chance to win Pro8256 in this

month's competition.

As usual, the difficulty of the

questions is not going to prevent

you from being in with a chance to

win the competition. We want

everyone to be able to qualify for

the prize, so we've kept things

simple. So, take a look at the

questions, jot the answers down on

a postcard and send them to: 8000

Plus. Pro8256 Competition, 29

Monmouth Street. Bath BAl 2AP.

Entries to arrive no later than 25th

August. Good luck!

1. Why is the PCW8256 so named?

a) Because 256 was its secret code number when it was

being developed

b) Because Alan Sugar was born on 8/2/56

c) Because it has 256k of memory

2) Which of the two other PCWs in the family was the next to he launched

after the 8256?

a) PCW9512 b) PCW8512

3| By which girl's name was the PCW8256 known prior to its launch?

a) Veronica b) Ethel c) Joyce

4) Which of these is also a product made by SCA Systems?

a) The Rampac b) Sprinter c) Flipper

Next
month!
Fresh connection

The last three issues of 8000 Plus

have covered, in some detail, the

installation of a 3.5" drive to the

three machines in the PCW range

of computers. The main reason for

such an operalion is to give your

PCW something cuncrete in

common with its elder cousin, the

PC A physical similarity (in the

shape of the same sized drive) is all

very well; hut what about the

means of communication? Next

iitimlti, we'll he looking at a brand

new file transfer utility from the

ever productive SCA Systems. The

product is, rather invitingly, called

WYSIWYG - or, lo those in the

know. What You See Is What You

Get. We'll be setting nut to

validate thai claim in next month's

issue. Don't miss it!

Wait for it...

Now we're well aware that this

column has been accused of bare-

faced ribbing in the past. Here we

sit, just weeks away from

publication, promising you in-

depth coverage of a brand new

product. Then. In and behold, it

fails to materialise at the predicted

time. We're risking it again this

month, with news of a rather

important release from DTP
specialists. Creative Technology.

The company are current 1>

nearing completion or an

impressive hardware add-on Tor

the PCW. If you read last month's

news pages, there is more than a

passing clue as to its identity, and

if you didn't, we can divulge one

giveaway snippet of information: it

squeaks. See you next month!

Then we were five...

September's 8000 Plus marks our

fifth birthday, and we're in the

in i « nl for a celebration. Instead of

receiving presents, we're going to

be giving them away. So, if you

want to join in the fun, be sure to

tune in to next month's issue

The September issue of

is on sale from 25th August
Order your copy now - using

the coupon on page 44!



visit our Poole shop , .

.

1 New Orchard

High Street J
POOLE *>
Dorset ^>
BH15 1LY I

^OPEN
9-5

r
tWSat

Shop: (0202) 669668

fox: 0202 - 668208

PAPER

cost effective computing starts here.

[BEST QUALITY white, wood free - LOW DUST specification

1 1x9.5" 60gsm FANFOLD LISTING 2000 £13,95
1 11x9.5" 70gsm MICROPERFORATED 2000 £15.95
1 11x9.5" 85gsm LETTER QUALITY 1000 £10.95

A4 size 70gsm MICROPERFORATED 2000 £19.95
A4 size 85gsm LETTER QUALITY 1000 £11.95
11x9.5" NCR 2 -PART PLAIN 1000 £21.95
11x9.5" NCR 3-PART PLAIN 700 £24.95

...did of course there's our own UNIQUE AS continuous paper
L^ASsize SOqsrifv LETTER QUALITY 1000 £11.95 i

LABELS
TOP QUALITY FANFOLD LABELS FROM A AVERY

-»

ADDRESS SfZE: 3.5 x 1.5" available 1 or 2 across

2.75 x 1.00" £2.75
2.75 x 1 .50" £3.70
3.50 x 1.00" £3.15

4.00 x

4.00 x

4.00 x

1.00"

1.50"
2.00"

£3.40
£4,50
£6.50

3.50x1.50* £3.75
3.50 x 2.00" £6.30

5.00 x

5.00 x
5.00 x

1.00"

1.50"

2.00"

£3.95
£5.95
£7.50

^_ - ALL PRICES ARE per 1000 -

i

CARRIAGE - Paper and Labels are subject
to an extra charge towards delivery - PLEASE SEE BELOW

PERSONAL ORGANISER PAPER

S order line: 0202 - 666155
Moll Order Division: Unit 2A, St«rt» Ind Est., Start* fld, Poole, Dorset BHI5 2AF

FABRIC
RIBBON

RE-INKING
FORMULA

a future-friendly

product from

OFr7CS-2f

Still throwing your old ribbons away?

Simple, easy re-inking at homel

One can wlllRe-inKup to 30PCW
ribbons or top-up 100+11

4 Completely ozone-friendly

4 Contains HO propellents or harmful solvents

4 Recyclable aluminium can

4 Superb quality dense Mack Ink

All fabric ribbons have press-on tops . . . Just lift off the top,

spray on a teaspoonful or two of Ink and leave to dry.

For CLEAN, CLEAR, BLACK PRINT'. . . again and again and again

.

Fanfold paper for your organiser!

-tfjt Use with LoGoScript etc or specialist programs!
* 6.5-in deep (39 lines) by 3,75-in wide + edge strips

80gsm white paper with rnieroperfed edges.

250-pack £g.q5, SOO-pack £!4.qs Y™ J

THE VERY BEST -maXBll CF2 3" HIGH GRADE DISKS
suits all 3" drives, single or double density

5 for just £U.50 10 for just £21.45
20 for just £4-3.40 plus FREE

L0CKABLE DISK BANK (holds 20+) WORTH £9.95
^_CFj2_Disk labels: £2 per 50 when ordered with other goods.

DUST COVER SETS: -protect your computer from lifes

little mishaps - Coffee/Chtldren/Pets/Dust. Machine washable
8256 * 8512 * 9512 * 9512+S/Feeder £«T.<?5

PCW 9512 DAISYWHEELS - All styles £5.95 ea.
THE DESK TOP STRIPPER I -strips the perforated edges
from fanfold paper. VERY USEFUL our price. . . .£9.95

** PLEASE STATE WHICH PCW YOU HAVE WHEN ORDERING SOFTWARE **

Cracker It Turbo Spreadsheet £36.95
Cracker II Turbo PLUS £39.95

dBase II database £49.95
Home Entertainment Centre £20.95
Knife Plus £18.95

LocoScnpt 2 £27.95
LocoSpell 2 £22.95
LocoScnpt 4 Spell Combo £37.95
LocoFile (8256/8512) £32.95
LocoFile (9512) £32.95
LocoMail (8256/8512) £28.95
LocoFile & Mail Combo £47,95
LocoFile & Script 2 Combo £42.95
LocoFont Combo (9-pin) £27.95
LocoFont 24 Combo £27.95
Loco Printer Support Pack £27.95

MAP Stock Control £49.95

MasterFile 8000 £45.95
MicroDesign 2 £49.95

MicroDesign 2 + Mouse 4 l/F £89.95

Min I O f fice Profe ssional £29 .9 5

Money Manager PCW £67.95
Professional Adventure Writer £24.95
Protext Word Processor £59.95

Derek Rogers Total Accounting £79.95
Rogers Demonstration Disk £ 4.95

(Refundable on return if ordering full version)

Sage Payroll

Sage Popular Accounts
Sage Popular Accounts Plus

Stockmarket 2

£59.95

£82,95
£139.95

£44.95

* Mouse & Interface only £49.95 * Mouse mat only £4,95
* CP5 8256 Serial/Parallel Printer interface only £59.95

NO VAT INCREASE WITH CASPELL
(We've obsorbed the difference) ___

RIBBONS
ALL TOP UK BRANDS

8256
8256

*8256
8256

Black fabric std

Fabric LONGLIFE
Fabric colours

Multistrike films

2741 FN
274 ILL

2741 Col

2741 MS

£3.95
£4.95

£4.95
£3.95

Band B

Band C
Band C
Band B

8256 ribbons also suit the 8512
We recommend FABRIC ribbons for these printers

9512 Black fabric std 2746FN £3.95 Band B
9512 Fabric LONGLIFE 2746LL £4.95 Band C

*9512 Fabric colours 2746Col £4.95 Band C
9512 Multistrike films 2746MS £3.95 Band B

Multistrike tilms are the kind supplied with new 9512's
but FABRIC ribbons can be used with Re-tnK. to further
increase the printing life of the ribbon.

LIFETIMES Multistrike Films 100K chars
Fabric std 400K chars

Fabric LONGLIFE 750K chars

COLOURS AVAILABLE 8256/9512: - Blue/Brown/Red/Green
Buying more than one ? 2 - oil 5 - off

Price Band B £7.45 £I6.«?S
Price Band C £g.1S *£|q.<7£

0*
ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Qt some day despatch + 1st doss delivery
ALL ITEMS FREE DELIVERY except Paper & Labels

• HOW TO ORDER •
order by FREEPOST call at SHOP or WAREHOUSE
CASPELL COMPUTER See top for addresses

frIepost Zd9f bM PHONE °'d«» by FAX
pooie S 0202 - 666155 as 0202 - 668208
Dorset BH15 2BR __, _ oa. hrct

PAYMENT ^ 4 - LINES + 24 hra Q 2* hre

CHEQUES - made payable to CASPELL COMPUTER VISA and ACCESS POSTAL ORDERS

DELIVERY
UK MAINLAND

3/5 DAY SERVICE:

PAPER
(except Persona! Organiser)

(any quantity)

£5.00

NEXT DAY SERVICE:
(orders placed by 3:00pm)

OVERSEAS: (optional insurance)
Surface shipping at cost

£10.00

LABELS
(any quantity)

£2.50

£10.00

EVERYTHING
ELSE

(any quantity)

£ FREE

£10.00

PERSONAL CALLERS
Free of Charge (of coursel)

COPIES OF OUR TERMS OF TRADING ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST. ALL OFFERS ARE VALID FOR 28 DAYS



4 essential

from NewStar
New

Cracker 2 twbo plus

Now Supports 3 times the available

worksheet!

Cracker 2 turbo plus is the power-

ful, user friendly graphics spread-

sheet specially written forthePCW

8256,8512 and 9512. Fast and

easy to use, with a wide variety of

graph styles, why settle for a text-only spreadsheet

when the best costs less?

Cracker 2 turbo plus is capable of checking

entries for error as data is keyed into a work sheet.

Arithmetic, logic and syntax are all checked before

being accepted.

Once a worksheet has been created Cracker 2

turbo pius can translate these figures into graphs, in

high resolution, either on the screen or to an Epson

compatible printer. Bar graphs, pie charts, line

graphs, logarithmic, scatter and hi lo graphs can all

be produced.

Built-in functions are available for doing statis-

tical analysis, complex logic and higher mathemat-

ics. Special functions for cashflow calculations and

tax assessments are also provided.

• Cracker 2 turbo plus supports 52 columns by

255 rows

• Makes full use of the PCW 32 line screen

• Extensive graphing capabilities

• On-line help and error checking

ToiuhnGo

Typing Tutorial

24 Hours to Keyboard mastery.

Yes, in just 24 hours, with a little concentrated

effort you can be touch typing at 40 words per

minute, with an alphabetic accuracy of 95%, and

a numeric accuracy of 100%.

Consists of a series of 62 self paced lessons,

which the program will not allow you to advance

through until you have reached a certain degree of

competence.

Touch'n'Go displays all your mistakes and

also the speed and accuracy with which you

complete each lesson. You can keep log files of

progress and resume at any time, just where you

left off.

Price:£21.69+VAT

ISBN

File Transfer System

The simple and efficient method of

transferring data between a PCW

to a PC or PPC - and back again!

Transfer files between the serial port of a PCW and

any IBM compatible PC using C-STAM. Ideal for

anyone upgrading to a PC, or for offices where

both types of machine are in use.

C-STAM will transfer any ASCII files for use on

all your favourite programs — for example

LocoScript PCW to WordPerfect and Cracker 2

turbo plus to Lotus 123 and vice versa!

Fast and simple to set up and use, C-STAM

comes complete with 3", 31/2" and 51/4" disks,

connecting cable and full instructions for use.

Price: £39.95 +VAT Serial Interface not included.

517\R

%4
NewStar Software Distribution Limited,

f The Widford Old Rectory, London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 8TE

Tel: (0245) 26501 7 Fax:(0245)263969

NewWord 2 pcw

The classic WordStar look-alike

wordprocessor for the PCW.

NewWord 2 operates under the CPM operating

system, and uses the universally recognised codes

of WordStar. So if you have already learned how

to use WordStar, you will be immediately up and

running with NewWord 2 PCW, with virtually no

additional learning required.

Mailmerge facilities use standard files that can

be exported from most databases, and a fast and

versatile spelling corrector proof reads your docu-

ments, prompting you with suggested spellings if

you need them. There's even a set of dictionary

manipulation utilities to help with anagram and

crossword puzzles!

Price: £60.83 WAT

NewStarCatalogue

Write or Phone for our free 64 page catalogue of

IBM and PCW software. . . FREE - Just ask!

NewStar Catalogue
Edition: 10

• Special section devoted to PCW users

• Packed with useful tips and information

• More products

• Business and educational software

The PCW section covers, Accounts, Wordpro-

cessing, Database and Graphics.

And includes - the full Locomotive range.

Micro-design 2, Masterfiie 8000, Money Manager,

Sage, MAP, dBASE II, Cracker 2, NewWord 2, the

list goes on and on. .

.


